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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
This thesis describes the phonology of the verbal forms 
in colloquial Ceylon Tamil, for the first time within the 
framework of generative phonology. 
It consists of an introduction, seven chapters, two 
appendices and a bibliography. 
The introduction includes a brief outline of the main 
features of Ceylon colloquial Tamil, a criticism of the 
previous work done in Ceylon Tamil, a brief note on the data 
that is taken up for investigation, and a discussion of the 
merits of generative phonology. 
In Chapter 1, the model that has been proposed to describe 
the phonology of the verbal forms in colloquial Ceylon Tamil 
is taken up for discussion. The present model differs from 
that of Chomsky and Halle (1968) in a number of respects (see 
below, p. 103). 
Chapter 2 provides the forms that have to be accounted for 
by the rules of the phonology. The constituent structure of 
a verb form, classification of verbal stems, the grammatical 
formatives, namely, the suffixes and the tense markers, the 
derivation of the verbal bases and the nominals and the formation 
of a complex verb are discussed in detail. All the phonological 
matrix insertion rules (PMIR) are found in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 deals with the positive conditions and the 
traffic rules. The redundancy rules and the phonological rules 
iv 
are dealt with in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. 
In Chapter 6, the output of the phonological component 
(i.e. the systematic phonetic representation) is informally 
related to articulatory terms of traditional phonetic 
description. While discussing the phonetic quality of each 
phoneticc segment, reference has been made to palatographic 
and kymographic evidence. 
Chapter 7 provides a summary of the rules of the phonology 
and a few examples to test the validity of these rules. Each 
example begins with its underlying surface syntactic form and 
ends with its systematic phonetic representation. The 
derivation of the latter from the former is illustrated step 
by step. 
Appendix I lists the verbal stems accounted for in the 
description. Appendix II lists the grammatical. formatives. 
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
The following symbols are used in examples that are 
provided in the body of the thesis. These symbols indicate 
the phonetic quality which is briefly glossed here (cf. 















: voiceless bilabial stop. 
: voiced bilabial stop. 
: voiced bilabial fricative. 
: voiceless denti- alveolar stop. 
: voiced dental stop. 
: voiceless retroflex stop. 
: voiced retroflex stop. 
: voiceless alveolar stop. 
: voiceless palato- alveolar affricate. 
: voiced palato- alveolar affricate. 
: voiceless alveolar fricative. 
: voiceless velar stop. 
: voiced velar stop. 
: voiceless velar fricative. 
: voiced bilabial nasal. 
: voiced dental nasal (occurs only in the 
combination of End] ). 
: voiced retroflex nasal. 
xi 
n : voiced alveolar nasal. 
n : voiced palato- alveolar nasal. 
1J 
: voiced velar nasal. 
1 : voiced alveolar lateral. 
1 : voiced retroflex lateral. 
: v ®iced alveolar tap. 
R : voiced retroflex trill. 
: voiced labio- dental approximant. 
y : voiced palatal approximant. 
i : high front vowel. 
: high retroflex vowel. 
Z : high retracted vowel. 
e : mid front vowel. 
3 : mid retroflex vowel. 
u : high back rounded vowel. 
R : high retroflex rounded vowel. 
ui : high back unrounded vowel. 
T : high advanced retroflex unrounded vowel. 
o : mid back rounded vowel. 
: mid retroflex rounded vowel. 
a : low central vowel. 
a : low advanced vowel. 
A : raised central retroflex vowel. 
a : raised central vowel. 










The symbol N is used in phonological representations to 
indicate a nasal homorganic with the following consonant. 
A brief note on the transcription employed in writing 
the names of Tamil books and in rendering quotations from 
works written in Tamil, has to be given here. The following 
diacritics are used in writing the names of the Tamil books 
that are referred to in this thesis: 
V : long. 
C : retroflex. 
The Tamil orthographic ,, J w , tsisT, 
transcribed as ai, au, n, n, gn, n 
r 
When A and [6 are homorganic with 
D D O 
5 , r6s , i , , are 
, 1, r respectively. 
their following consonants, 
they are just transcribed with the symbol n (e.g. kancanj 
Sutantiran) . 
While quoting from a work written in Tamil, the following 
symbols, along with those that are presented in Table 1.2 







asterisk: ungrammatical, or unacceptable, 
expression. 
() parentheses: items that are included within 
parentheses are optional. 
{ brace brackets: among the items that are enclosed 
within braces, only one can be 
selected at a time. 
[] square brackets: (1) phonetic transcription. 
(2) phonological features. 
(3) grammatical features. 
// obliques: underlying phonological representation. 
+ plus -sign: (1) morpheme boundary. 
(2) positive value of binary variable. 
++ two plus- signs: phonological word boundary. 
minus -sign: negative value of binary variable. 
: sentence boundary. 
arrow: (1)'develops diachronically into' 
(2) 'is to be rewritten as' 
/ oblique: 'in the environment of' 
< > angle brackets: an expression with angled 
brackets abbreviates two 
expressions- one in which all 
angled elements appear and another 





English capital letters: variables ranging over 
feature specifications (that is, 
over the symbols + and -) in 
isolated position. 
Greek small letters: variables ranging over 
feature specifications (that 
is, over the symbols + and - ) 
in sequential positions. 
: items enclosed within brackets 
can reapply optionally. 
SYSTEM OF REFERENCE 
When cross references are made, section and, 
in some instances, subsections of a chapter are 
given. For example, in a reference like 6.1.2., 
the first number refers to the chapter, second 
number refers to the section of that chapter and 
the third number refers to a subsection of that 
particular section. 
When reference is made to books or articles, 
the author's name is given first and within 
brackets the year of publication and, if necessary, 
the page numbers are given, e.g. Caldwell (1856: 
144 -5). 
ABBREVIATIONS 
The following abbreviations are employed in this 
thesis: 
adj part. : adjectival participle. 
adv part. : adverbial participle. 
AO. : Archiv Orientalni. 
app. : approximant. 
asp. : aspect - as a syntactic feature. 
















Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
and African Studies. 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
Studies. 
Chomsky and Halle (1968) . 
causative. 







dis. : disgust. 
end. : ending. 
eq. : equal. 
fem. : feminine. 
fin. : finite. 
fnt. : front. 
GP. : generative phonology. 
hon. : honorific. 
hum. : human. 
I.A.T.R. : International Association of 
Tamil Research. 
ICT. : Indian colloquial Tamil. 
: indicative. 
infin. : infinitive. 
inter. : interrogative. 
imp. : imperative. 
JL : Journal of Linguistics. 
Kym. : Kymogram. 
lat. : lateral. 
Lg. : Language 
ing. : long. 
mas. :masculine. 
med. : medial. 
mod. : modal. 







: noun phrase. 




: prosodic analysis. 
part. : participle. 
part n. : participial noun. 
PC. 
: positive condition. 
perf, 
: perfective. 
Pgm. : Palatogram. 
pl. : plural. 
PMIR. : phonological matrix insertion rule. 
PNG. 
: person- number -gender. 
pos. 
: positive. 
pp. : pages. 
prog. 
: progressive; 
prop. : proposition. 
prt. : present. 
P -rule. : phonological rule. 




: readjustment rule. 
reflex. : reflexive. 
report. : reportative. 
ret. : retroflex. 
xix 
rid. : riddance. 
rnd. : round. 
R -rule. : redundancy rule. 
S : sentence. 
Buff. : suffix. 
supp. : supposition. 
temp adj. : temporal adjunct. 
tns. : tense. 
TPhS. : Transactions pf the Philological. 
Socs±èty. 
tr. : transitive. 
tri. : trial. 
T -rule. : traffic rule. 
uti. : utility. 
V. : verb. 
vice. : voice. 
Vn. : verbal noun. 
Vnuc. : verb nucleus. 
VP. : verb phrase. 
Vst. : verbal stem. 
Vst I. : verbal stem Class I. 
Vst II. : verbal stem Class II. 
I. : first person. 
II. : second person. 
III. : third person. 
O. INTRODUCTION 
0.1 The Tamil Language 
Tamil is a Dravidian language, It is the language of 
Tamil Nadu or the Madras state, though in the northern or 
western border there are Tamilians who are bilingual, 
speaking Telugu or Kannada or Malayalam in addition to 
Tamil, Tamil Nadu coming into contact with the states of 
Andhra, Mysore and Kerala. Tamil speakers are found in 
small pockets in Delhi, Bombay, Poona, Ahmedabad, Calcutta, 
Bangalore, Palghat; People like the Dravidis in Andhra and 
the Mandyam Brahmins in Mysore speak a kind of Tamil at 
home (Meenakshisundaran, 1967: iii). Outside India, Tamil 
is spoken in Ceylon, Malaya, Burma, Fiji and Africa. 
Tamil is a language which typically manifests the 
"diglossia" (Ferguson, 1959) situation well. The following 
statement by a foreign scholar confirms this fact 
(Matthews, 1942: 992): "It is a common experience for the 
foreigner learning Tamil to discover to his dismay that 
after months of study with grammar and reader and munshi 
he is able to understand scarcely anything of the language 
spoken around him. In the villages and the fields, in the 
bazaars and on the highroads he hears a language which he 
finds it hard to believe is the language of his study. The 
fact is that the language as it is spoken by the great 
majority of the Tamil people differs considerably from the 
language as spoken by the educated. And even the educated 
tend to reserve correctness for the written word and the 
speech of the formal occasions, lapse readily under more 
familiar circumstances into the dialect of the masses." 
The difference between the literary Tamil and colloquial 
Tamil is well characterized by the above observation. 
Literary Tamil goes back to the 3rd century B.C. and Tamil 
classical literarture is at least as old as the Christian 
era, with a continuous stream of original poetry and prose 
flowing through the centuries up to the present day. The 
Bhakti cult from the south from Tamil land spread to the 
north; so did the philosophy of Sankara and Ramanuja. 
From early times, the Tamil language had the patronage of 
kings, rulers, and other men of substance, all of whom 
assisted in its development. In later centuries, the 
religions of India, like Buddhism and Jainism, made their 
own contribution to the development of the oldest living 
language of the Dravidian family. With the arrival of the 
European communities, from the 15th century onwards, 
pioneer Christian missionaries made their contribution to 
the propagation of their faith and to the development of the 
Tamil language (see, Vithiananthan, 1966: 330 -37, for an 
interesting account of the pioneer work of the Christians 
in Ceylon). 
One of the literary works that has brought fame to the 
Tamil language is Tirukkural which has been translated into 
more than eighty foreign languages. From Tolkáppiyam, the 
earliest extant Tamil grammar there sprang a strong 
grammatical tradition. Grammatical treatises like Nannúl, 
Viracóliyam and commentators like Naccinarkkiniyar, 
Cenavarayar and Ilampuranar have contributed much to the 
development of this tradition. European grammarians like 
Beschi, Pope and Caldwell have not only contributed to the 
development of this tradition, but also made the distinct 
qualities and the structure of the language known to the 
western world. 
0.2 Ceylon Tamils 
The second largest population of Tamil speakers live in 
Ceylon. This fact can be verified with the following 
statistical evidence presented by Thani Nayagam (to appear) 
in a paper "The Study of Tamil Groups" to the Third Inter- 
national Conference -Seminar of Tamil Studies held in Paris 
in July, 1970: 
Geographical Distribution and Demographic Statistics 
and Tamil Speakers 
I. 
II. Ceylon 
India 30,562,706 (1968). 
2,371,036 (1953: appr- 
ox.). 
III. Malaya and Singapore 634,681 (1957). 
23,000 (1947) 
Ceylon Tamils. 
IV. Burma 200,000 (1966). 
V. Indonesia. 
VI. Viet Nam. 
VII. Fiji 1,498 households (1956). 
VIII. New Caledonia, Tahiti, negligible. 
IX. Union of South Africa. 
X. Rhodesia. 
XI. Mauritius. 44,044 (1963). 
XII. Reunion. 
XIII. Guadeloupe. 
XIV. Martinique 14,000 of Tamil origin. 
XV. Cayenne. 
XVI. Surinam. 
XVII. British Guiana. 
XVIII. Trinidad. 
The reason for the emigration of the Tamil speakers to many 
parts of the world is summed up by Caldwell (1856: 5) as 
follows: "in short, wherever money is to be made, wherever 
a more apathetic or a more aristocratic people is waiting 
to be pushed aside, thither swarm the Tamilians, the Greeks 
or Scotch of the east, the least superstitious and the most 
enterprising and persevering race of the Hindus ". 
Let us return now to the discussion of Ceylon Tamils. 
According to the census taken in 1963, the Ceylon Tamils 
have been classed under four ethnic groups (All census 
statistics presented below and in the following pages are 
from Statistical Pocket Book of Ceylon, 1970, issued by the 
Department of Ctinsus and Statistics of Ceylon): 










The dialect that has been covered by the present description 
is that of the first group, i.e., the Ceylon Tamils. The 
speech of the Indian Tamils and Indian Moors does not in 
any way differ from the Indian colloquial Tamil. Therefore, 
it is excluded from the present study. The speech of the 
Ceylon Moors distinctly differs from that of the Ceylon 
Tamils. A thorough investigation of their speech has to be 
made before making any statements about its phonology. Thus 
the present description does not cover the speech of the 
Ceylon Moors. 
Ceylon Tamils live in considerable numbers in almost 
all the provinces and principal towns of the island (see, 
Map of Ceylon, p. 7). Owing to the ratio of population the 
following towns have been referred to as "Tamil Towns ": 
(2) Total population Ceylon Tamils 
Jaffna: 613,230 586,970 
Batticaloa: 196,690 139,900 
Vavuniya: 68,500 43,720 
Mannar: 60,180 30,630 
Trincomalee, the present writer's home town, was principally 
a "Tamil Town ". But the colonization scheme started by the 
government during the last two decades has brought many 




Total population Ceylon Tamils 
138,220 51,060 
In spite of this ratio, politically, Trincomalee is referred 
to as a "Tamil Town" even now. The Ceylon IMIap (see, p. 7) 
locates the principal towns of the island and the number of 
Ceylon Tamils living in those areas. The term "Tamil" will, 
in the present work, be applied to the first group (i.e. 
Ceylon Tamils) that is referred to in (1). 
0.3 Ceylon Colloquial Tamil 
Ceylon colloquial Tamil (henceforth, CCT) which is the 
normal informal speech of the Ceylon Tamils, has some 
distinct qualities that separate it from the Indian collo- 
quial Tamil (henceforth, ICT). The differences can be 
summarized as follows (see, Shanmugam Pillai, 1967: 18 -33): 
(a) nasal ending written forms like [vanda:n], [po:no:m] 
will retain the final nasal consonant segments in 
CCT, but in ICT, the final nasal segments are not 
present, instead the preceding vowels are nasalised. 
CCT does not possess any nasal vowels. 
(b) instead of /i/ and /u/ in the first syllable of many 
words as found in CCT, ICT uses /e/ and /0/. 
e.g. CCT ICT 
[kugn] [koAu] 'give' 
[tiRa] [teRa] 'open' 
(c) initial stops of all the Tamil words in CCT are 
voiceless; but in ICT, voiced stops occur initially 
in a large number of loan words. 
e.g. CCT ICT 
[kavani ] [gavani] 'observe' 
[pali] [bali] 'succeed' 
(d) the tapped [r] and the trilled [R] have fallen into 
one in ICT; but in CCT, these form a contrastive pair 
in the phonological system. Consider for example, 
the following forms: [kari] 'charcoal' and [kaRi] 
'curry'. In ICT both will be pronounced as [kas i]. 
But in CCT, the distinction between these two forms 
can easily be seen. 
Apart from the above features, there are further differences 
between CC T and ICT in terms of morphological and lexical 
items (see, Shanmugam Pillai, 1967 for further details). 
The present work describes the verbal forms of COT. 
One important phenomenon that can be observed in the verbal 
forms id the extreme rarity of foreign words. Thus when an 
overall phonemic statement for Ceylon colloquial Tamil is 
made, there should be restrictions regarding the phonological 
system of the verbal forms. Among the verbal stems listed 
in Appendix I, the reader may notice that there are very 
few stems which can be traced back to foreign origin. A few 
stems like /vacuuli /- (from the Urdu word wasul - vacuuli 
'collect') and /cittaari /- (from the Portuguese word citar 
cittaari 'summon') are of Urdu and Portuguese origin 
respectively. Stems such as /koopi /- 'become angry', 
/kavani /- 'observe', /aticayi /- 'be surprised', /upacari /- 
'entertain' are of Sanskrit origin. These verbal stems are 
formed by the addition of verbalizing suffix /i/ in the 
place of the last syllable -/am/ of the nominals: /koopam/ 
'anger', /kavanam/ 'observation', /aticayam/ 'surprise', 
lo 
/upacaaram/ 'hospitality' respectively. In the case of the 
last item the vowel in the penultimate syllable is shortened 
in the verbal stem (upacaaram -> upacari). The formation 
of the verbal stems /aalooci /- 'consider' and /yooci/ 'think' 
differs from that of the above. The nominal counterparts 
of these in Tamil are /aaloocanay/ 'consideration, contemp- 
lation' and /yoocanay/ 'thought' which were borrowed from 
the Sanskrit forms /aalooca.naa/ and /jyoocanaa /. Even this 
negligible number of verbal stems which can be treated as 
foreign are Tamilized in terms of the Tamil phonological 
system. 
There are many nominal forms including those which are 
of English, Portuguese, Dutch, French and German origin 
which are commonly used in normal speech in CCT. The 
phonological system of CCT is too rigid to absorb many 
foreign verbal forms. Thus, if a speaker wants to use a 
foreign verb like telephone, which is already in use as a 
nominal form, then he uses an auxiliary verb /pari /- 'do' 
with it, yielding expressions such as [telippo:m par iRa.n] 
'I am telephoning', [telippo:m pa :q.uva:n] 'he will telephone' 
etc.. 
A note is necessary on what is meant by'spoken'Tamil. 
We can reproduce what Asher (1966: 16) said on this point. 
Although his observation was about a dialect of ICT, it 
11 
correctly portrays the situation prevailing in CC T too: 
"The utterances of educated Tamilians may be divided into 
'reading style' and 'colloquial style'. The former is the 
language of formal written prose or that used, in the 
majority of cases, in public speaking, broadcasting, 
classroom teaching and so on. The latter is the language 
of ordinary conversation. These two styles would appear to 
require separate statements at all levels - phonetic, 
phonological, grammatical or lexical. Until recent years 
most analyses of Tamil have, be it tacitly or explicitly, 
dealt with the 'reading style t". Some educated Tamilians 
in Ceylon, sometimes, claim that they use the 'reading 
style' in their ordinary conversation. This, of course, is 
not true in the majority of the cases. The reasons for the 
development of this false notion can be summarized as follows: 
(a) Firstly, the statements like "In many respects, 
the words are pronounced as they are written" 
(Subrahmanya Sastri, 1934: 54) and "the Jaffna 
Tamils, long isolated in the north of Ceylon, are 
noted as having retained many Tamil customs long 
since lost by their continental kindred and as 
employing in ordinary speech a form of Tamil 
closely approaching the classical" (Hornell, 
1918 -23: 1680as reported in Kuiper, 1962) have 
12 
influenced the educated Ceylonese to maintain 
that their 'colloquial style' is equal to the 
'reading style'. If one observes their speech in 
their homes (with their wives, children and relat- 
ives), then it will readily be apparent that this 16 
a false claim. 
(b) Secondly, as Asher (1966) pointed out, most of the 
previous analyses of Ceylon Tamil have 'tacitly or 
explicitly' dealt with the 'reading style'. This 
has strengthened the false notion that was conceived 
by the educated Ceylon Tamils. 
But recently Tamil scholars in Ceylon have become conscious 
of the fact that their ordinary speech differs from that of 
the written form. Consequently, many attempts to preserve 
and to expose the day to day speech of the ordinary Ceylon 
Tamils in literary works and in short papers, were made. 
The pioneer attempt was made by Kanapathi Pillai. He 
portrayed the Jaffna dialect of Tamil in his plays. In his 
introduction to one of the publications that contains four 
of his plays, namely, Náná.takam he points out the need for 
the preservation of the spoken dialect in literary works: 
"na: takam enpatu ulaka iyalpay ullatu ufl apati 
ka:ttuvatu. a:kave: vi:ttilum vi:tiyilum 
pe:cuvatupo:lave: arajikilum a:iuva:r pe:cal ve:Ittum. , 
kotuntamilmoli avvanna:ttiRke: uriya moliya:m. 
13 
a:kave: co:lamar.talattut tamilar i:lamalta.lattut 
tamilay aRivataRku vali ya :tu anRiyum uyirulla 
moliyella:m itayvita:tu ma:Rikkorte: varum. oruvanay 
ayntu vayatiR pititta patamum aympatu voyatiR pititta 
patamum oru tanmayava:y irukkumo appatiya:yin 
ovvoru paruvattilum patam pitittol vrumpat takkatu. 
atupo:lave: avvakka:lattu kotuntamilayum tittivayttal 
ve:i jum. 
"Drama portrays the day to day life of the people 
of the world. Therefore, the characters in a play 
have to speak as ordinary people speak in their 
homes and on the highroads The spoken dia- 
lect belongs to the place where it is spoken. Thus, 
what is the way for the Tamil people of Co:lamarltalam 
(refers to the Tamils of South India) to know the 
Tamil dialect of i:lamaita.lam (i.e. Ceylon). 
Further, all living languages continuously undergo 
chb.nges. Will a photograph of a person that was 
taken in his fifth year and another taken in his 
fiftieth year, be of the same type In that 
case, it is desirable to take a photograph every 
year. Similarly, the dialect spoken during a period 
has to be portrayed ". 
Swami Vipulananda who refers to Kanapathi Pillai's n n takam 
14 
in a paper (1941) insisted that a similar attempt must be 
made to portray the Batticaloa dialect of Ceylon Tamil in 
a few plays. His paper pointed out the salient features 
of the Ceylon spoken Tamil and Indian spoken Tamil. 
Nadarajah (1946) dedicated a paper to the Jaffna dialect 
of Tamil. Many articles on 'Jaffna dialect', ' Batticaloa 
dialect', 'Trincomalee dialect', 'the Indian dialect in 
Ceylon' started appearing in the leading Tamil newspapers, 
namely, Tinakaran, Virakécari and Sutantiran. 
Another attempt to preserve the 'colloquial style' was 
made by Vithiananthan,a.Rámalingam and others by editing the 
folk dramas and songs that are current among the people of 
Ceylon. This was a conscious attempt made by them, because 
is evident from the editorial notes of both Vithiananthan 
and Ramalingam that their attempt is not only to preserve 
the folk traditions in dramas and poetry, but also to pres- 
erve the colloquial speech that belongs to the Ceylon Tamils. 
Both of them have published works that contain the Tamil 
folk songs of Ceylon. Vithiananthan has edited the following 
folk dramas and songs: (a) Alaiiká,rarúpan ná.takam, (b) Entirikku 
emperatór ná,takam, ( c) Ivlúvirá,cakkal ná,takam, ( d) Gnánasountari 
nátakam, (e) Kancan ammánaj`, (f) Mannar nattuppá.talkal. 
Ramalingam has the following publications to his credit: 
(a) Kirasnak kavik kuyilkalin oppárikal, (b) Kalavuk ká,talar 
kaiyanta vitukataikal, (c) Folk songs of North. Ceylon. 
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Recently there was a controversy among the Ceylon 
linguists, writers and teachers on the use of colloquial 
style in literary works. The history of this controversy is 
worthy of notice. For many centuries, there has been an 
active relationship between the Ceylon Tamil scholars and 
their counterparts in Tamil Nadu. Ceylon Tamil scholars 
like Arumuka Navalar, Thamotharam Pillai, Kathiravel Pillai, 
Swami Vipulananda, were honoured in Tamil Nadu. Swami 
Vipulananda was highly honoured for his scholarship by being 
offered the Chair of Tamil in Annamalai University. He was 
privileged not only to be the first Tamil to become a 
Professor of Tamil at Annamalai University, but also to be 
the first Ceylonese to hold that post. Indian Tamil scholars 
have always been welcomed in Ceylon. The relationship that 
existed was so much related that the Ceylonese began calling 
the South Indian Tamil territory as ta:yna:tu ('mother land') 
and Ceylon Tamil territory as se:yna:tu (child's land). 
Until the middle part of this century, Ceylon Tamils 
consciously or unconsciously have thought that their 
'mother land' is Tamil Nadu. But during the mid- fifties 
of this century, Ceylon Tamils began to recognize that 
Ceylon is their homeland and the struggle for their language 
rights in the island strengthened this national feeling. 
Ceylon scholars began to think in terms of 'Ceylon tradition' 
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in Tamil language and literature. There was a feeling that 
the Indian writes did not recognize the Ceylon Tamil writings. 
But now the Ceylon Tamil writers began to think that their 
writings were not inferior to those of the Indian writers. 
Further, the introduction of Tamil as a medium of instruction 
for Tamil students gave the opportunity for many of them to 
obtain higher education and this increased the number of 
Tamil writers in Ceylon. At this time an incident occured. 
Though it was a very insignificant incident, the effect it 
had on Ceylon Tamil writers cannot be underestimated. There 
has been a feeling among the Ceylon writers that the South 
Indian Tamil journals are purposely not publishing their 
short stories, novels and plays. There may be many reasons 
for this. But when the editor of Kalki (a weekly Tamil 
journal from Madras), B ahiradan, visited Ceylon, some Tamil 
writers asked him why the Indian Tamil journals do not 
publish more of their writings. The answer given to this 
question was: "Ceylon writers are still twenty years behind 
their counterparts in Tamil Nadu ". This statement angered 
many of the Ceylon Tamil writers. A conscious attempt to 
show their talents in writing began. They began to portray 
the life and speech of their own land. Some of the short 
story writers and novelists began to use the dialects of 
their own regions. Thus, more and more colloquial style 
began entering into Ceylon Tamil literature. At this juncture, 
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there began a strong reaction against this use of colloq- 
uialism in literary works. Some scholars branded the 
ordinary manes speech as ilicanar valakku ('usage of the 
lower class'). The Tamil pandits and a few others who 
wanted to exploit the situation vehemently opposed the use 
of colloquial words in literature. This controversy stimu- 
lated the Tamil writers more andimore and they continued to 
use colloquialism in their writings. Some writers began to 
describe the dialects of their own regions. Newspaper 
articles on various regional dialects, namely yalppa:qattamil 
(Jaffna dialect) , mattakka1apputtamil (Batticaloa dialect) , 
tirukko:'amalayttamil (Trincomalee dialect), manna:rttamil 
(Mannar dialect) and malayna:1tuttamil (Up country Indian 
dialect) began to appear continously. So far no linguist 
has undertaken a systematic comparative study of these 
dialects. One cannot blame anyone for this failure, 
because the systematic study of each dialect which would in 
turn become data for a compprative dialect study, is not yet 
1 
complete. The present writer and his colleague have under- 
taken to study the phonological system of the verbal forms 
1. Thananjayarajasingham has presented a thesis on 
"The Phonology of Nominal forms in Jaffna Tamil" 
to the University of Edinburgh (1972). 
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and nominal forms respectively in Ceylon colloquial style. 
Suseendira Rajah (1967) has already presented a thesis 
on "A descriptive study of Ceylon Tamil (with special 
reference to Jaffna Tamil) ". Batticaloa dialect, which 
is one of the major dialects of Ceylon has to be extlored 
soon.2 It is only when a number of such studies have been 
completed that it will be possible to attempt a comparative 
statement of the dialect situation in Ceylon Tamil. 
0.4 Previous Studies on Ceylon Tamil 
So far no books analysing the language of Ceylon Tamil 
has been published. But there have been a number of papers 
and three unpublished dissertations on various aspects of 
Ceylon Tamil. Papers that are taken up for discussion are 
all published in academic journals only. Let us first 
examine the papers that deal with the aspect of the phono- 
logy of Ceylon Tamil. Before we analyse the works on the 
2. The present writer had the opportunity of working 
with some informants in Batticaloa. The materials 
collected are reserved for future study. 
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phonology of Ceylon Tamil, let us briefly outline the 
studies undertaken to describe the phonology of both 
literary and colloquial Tamil. Studies on individual 
aspects of Tamil phonology began with Bloch (1919) and 
continued through with several papers by many scholars 
like Master (1939), Matthews (1943), Swami Vipulananda 
(1940) etc.. But it it justifiable to say that structural 
studies of Tamil phonology began with the work of Firth 
(see, Zvelebil, 1969: 345; Bright and Ramanujan, 1961: 1) 
and continue through more recent papers by Fowler (1954), 
Fairbanks (1957), Shanmugam Pillai (1960), Zvelebil 
(1960, 1961), Kuno (1958), Bright and Ramanujan (1961) 
and Asher (1966). Two traditions have characterized much 
of the work in this field. First of these is an emphasis 
on the formal style of Tamil, to the exclusion of 
colloquial styles; this is most marked in the writings 
of Firth, Fowler and Kuno. Second is a tendency to 
give priority to the phonemic pattern typical of native 
Tamil vocabulary, relegating the conflicting patterns 
introduced by loan words to a secondary status; this is the 
position taken by Fairbanks and Shanmugam Pillai. 
Zvelebil's position according to Bright and Ramanujan 
(1961) is more or less independent of the two traditions 
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discussed above. They pointed out that his studies "are 
based on limited corpora and show rather doubtful phonemic 
methodology; they can not be counted among the best attempts 
to come to grips with Tamil phonemic problems ". 
According to Zvelebil (1969: 349 ) the best phonemic 
solution of the spoken style of Tamil has so far been offe- 
red by Bright and Ramanujan. They have departed from both 
of the traditions mentioned above. While they recognize the 
value of the existing descriptions of formal Tamil, they 
feel that justice has not been done to colloquial dialects 
which constitute the most important field for new research. 
They have raised a valid objection against Fairbank':- assi- 
gnment of loan -word phonology to a secondary position. 
"For the period of Tamil classical literature, an analysis 
recognizing only a single series of stops may well be valid; 
but to apply such an analysis to the present day language, 
when even monolingual speakers have contrasts of voiceless 
and voiced stops, is simply anachronistic ". This statement 
is valid for the phonology of Ceylon colloquial Tamil, and 
especially for the phonology of the nominal forms in it. 
If one analyses the verbal forms of the Ceylon colloquial 
Tamil, then, owing to the extreme rarity of foreign words 
in it, an overall phonemic statement of the type offered 
by Bright and Ramanujan may not be necessary. But if one 
describes the phonology of both the verbal and nominal 
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forms of the Ceylon colloquial Tamil, then an overall 
phonemic statement like that of Bright and Ramanujan may 
be necessary. In that case, we need not assign a secondary 
status to loan -word phonology as Fairhanks and certain 
prosodic phonologists have suggested (see, 0.6 for a 
discussion on this point). 
Asher (1966) can be considered as to be the pioneer in 
describing a Tamil dialect within the framework of prosodic 
phonology. 
Let us return now to discuss the papers that deal with 
the aspect of the phonolgy of Ceylon Tamil. References 
to the spoken Tamil of Ceylon in general and the Jaffna 
dialect in particular have been made in Hornell (as reported 
in Kuiper, 1962), Subrahmanya Sastri (1934) etc.. But 
papers devoted to an exclusive study of Ceylon Tamil 
started appearing with Swami Vipulananda (1941) and continue 
with the papers by Nadarajah (1946), Kuno (1958), 
kanapathi Pillai (1958) , Shanmugam Pillai (1962), 
Thananjayarajasingham (1962), Kuiper (1962), Zvelebil 
(1960 and 1966) and Suseendira Rajah (1966). Among 
these papers, an overall analysis of phonemic structure 
of Ceylon Tamil is found only in Kuno. He opens his disc- 
ussion with the following statement: "This is an attempt 
to describe the phonemic structure of the spoken Tamil in 
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Jaffna, which is considered as the standard Tamil in 
Ceylon ". A cursory glance through the examples show that 
Kuno describes not a 'spoken style', but a 'reading style' of 
the Jaffna Tamil. For example, words like: vipattu 'danger' 
mikal 'victory', karka 'to learn', manitan 'man' never occur 
in the speech of any spoken dialects of Ceylon. They occur 
only in literary Tamil. Further, the following forms: 
onru 'one', nérru 'yesterday', enru 'say', which he trans- 
cribes phonetically as [ ojl w ] , [ ne: ttrui ] and [ ailq'ui ] respe- 
ctively, do not have this pronunciation in actual colloquial 
usage. In spoken Tamil these forms occur as 
/neettu/ and /erlt.u/ respectively. It is appropriate to 
quote here what Zvelebil (1969: 348) has said about Kuno's 
paper: "Susumu Kuno's paper has a misleading title; it does 
not deal with any truly informal colloquial variety of 
Tamil, but with quite formal, standardized style of an 
educated Ceylonese informant. It is otherwise a very neat 
and lucid description of the phonemic and allophonic 
inventory ". It has to be mentioned here that Kuno has not 
taken into consideration the phonemic structure of the 
foreign words that are current in the spoken Tamil of 
Jaffna. 
Among the other papers, the literary Tamil has been 
compared with the Jaffna and Batticaloa spoken dialects in 
Vipulananda and with Jaffna spoken Tamil in Nadarajah. 
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Kanapathi Pillai's paper analyses the phonological peculi- 
arities of the Tamil dialect spoken in the district of 
Jaffna. When there was much speculation about the pronun- 
ciation of stop consonants in Tamil, Kanapathi Pillai's paper 
threw some light on this aspect; for example, his observation 
on the realization of /k/ as [h] in intervocalic position. 
But he has not considered other stop consonants and further 
his article is too brief to be of much help. 
Kuiper in his 'Note on Old Tamil and Jaffna Tamil' 
stressed the urgent need for exact data on the phonetics of 
the Tamil dialects of Ceylon. His paper on the whole, defends 
the theory that the Jaffna dialect with voiceless plosives 
preserves an antique feature of the language. 
Shanmugam Pillai compares the Ceylon colloquial Tamil 
with his own variety of literary Tamil and colloquial Tamil. 
He analysed the colloquial speech of two informants from 
Ceylon. Regarding nasals after stops, he had noticed that the 
voiced stops after the nasals have a higher list frequency in 
one informant, and in the other informant's speech, he had 
found the voiceless stops after the nasals having a higher 
list frequency. It is worth noting his observation on this 
phenomenon: "Perhaps this is a transition period in the history 
of this Ceylon Tamil. The occurrence of the voiceless stops 
after the nasals reflects the early history of the language, 
and the voiced stops reflect the developments that have taken 
place since then. And as for the future, either one of the 
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two courses are possible - either the voiceless stops after 
the nasals will become voiced stops and fall in line with 
LT and CT which is possible considering the increasing con- 
tact with Madras state or the voiced stops may become voice- 
less which is also possible considering the recent trend to 
preserve consciously the individuality of Ceylon Tamil. 
The third possibility would be the continuation of the pres- 
ent structure ". 
Thananjayarajasingham describes some of the phonological 
features of the Tamil language as spoken in the Jaffna dist- 
rict. He compares the literary Tamil with the spoken dialect. 
The phonological changes that are referred to in his paper, 
though worthy of notice, lack a considerable amount of gene- 
rality. For example, he gives the followings. example for the 
velar consonant changing into a palatal one: 
-k- c iîlkë ice 'here in this place' 
and says: "The voiceless velar stop is palatalised into 'c' 
on account of the front high unrounded vowel ". We are not 
told whether this is a general feature in the dialect or it 
applies only in this instance. His paper contains many state- 
ments of this sort, which, although they have the appearance 
of general statements, are in fact not so. 
Zvelebil was the first to make an attempt to describe 
all the major dialects of Ceylon Tamil. Since he had attemp- 
ted to do this task in a short paper, there is a possibility 
for him to confuse a feature of one dialect with that of the 
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other. Regarding the phonology of Jaffna Tamil, he notes: 
"Sometimes /o:/ is realized as a more or less unrounded, 
mean -mid [ë:], cf. [pë:y] for póy ". This is a typical chara- 
cteristic of the Batticaloa dialect. The present writer has 
never observed this feature in the Jaffna dialect, but had 
many occasions to hear this pronunciation in the Batticaloa 
dialect. Consider for example the following literary Tamil 
sentence: 
(a) ni : ijgat po : yvit to va : ruljgaa 
1 2 3 
'You (Hon.) please go and come (Hon.)' 
1 2 3 
This sentence can be heard in the Jaffna dialect as: 
(b) ni :iJga po :ttu va:rjgo: 
but in the Batticaloa dialect, it can be heard as: 
(c) ni:rjga pe:yttu va:rjga 
The difference that can immediately be noticable between (b) 
and (c) is that in the former [o:] occurs in [po:ttu] and 
[varjgo: ], whereas in the latter [e:] and [a] occur respect- 
ively. Thus, it is highly probable that Zvelebil's state- 
ment is more applicable to Batticaloa dialect than the Jaffna 
dialect. 
Suseendira Rajah (1966) has made an attempt to present 
a contrastive study of the consonantal phonemes of Ceylon 
Tamil and English and thereby pointed out the nature of diff- 
iculties encountered by the native speakers of English in 
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learning Ceylon Tamil as a foeign language. A serious mist- 
ake in his analysis is the assignment of the palatal nasal 
[n] as the allophone to the phoneme /id. The following is 
his statement: 
" /n/ [ñ] Palatal nasal. Initially and 
when followed by /c /. Also when 
preceded by /é/ or /i /. 
[n] Elsewhere ". 
According to this statement any retroflex nasal that occurs 
after /i/ will be a palatal nasal. Consider for example the 
verbal stem /tildi /- 'stuck'. This, according to Susseendira 
Rajah will be [tipi] which is an unacceptable form. The is 
absolutely no motivation for assigning the palatal nasal as 
an allophone to the retroflex nasal phoneme. His analysis 
neverthless has considerable merit. His observation on the 
geminate consonants in Tamil has to be referred to here: 
"There are geminate consonants in Tamil, e.g. /amma:/ 'mother' 
/annc/ 'elder brother', /vatti/ 'interest'. But in English, 
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geminates do not occur. The geminates will therefore cause 
difficulty for the English speakers. Across morpheme bound- 
aries geminate situations may occur in English, e.g. one -ness; 
but they are not pronounced as tensely as those of Tamil 
geminates. The occlusion of the first consonant in Ceylon 
geminates is held longer ". The present writer's view on the 
geminate consonants of Ceylon Tamil is expressed elsewhere 
(see, 1.12.2. pp. 95 -100 also 6,2.1. pp. 371_75). 
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Among the -three unpublished dissertations, Thananjaya- 
rajasingham's work (1961) describes the language of the Tamil 
Dutch Documents of the 18th century. It deals with the phono- 
logy and the syntax of the language that was current during 
that century. His work is considered to be a pioneer attempt 
in this field (see, Vithiananthan, 1968: 189). This work will 
be of much help to a future study of the historical grammar 
of Ceylon Tamil. 
The second thesis is a doctoral dissertation by Sussee- 
ndira Rajah (1967). It is a descriptive study of Ceylon 
Tamil with special reference to the Jaffna dialect. As the 
present writer is unable to obtain access to this work, no 
comments can be made on this study. 
The third thesis is also a doctoral dissertation submi- 
tted by Kandiah (1967). It deals with the syntax of the verb 
in Ceylon Tamil. The difference between the previous two 
theses and this, is that the former deal with the phonological 
syntactic aspects of the language, whereas this one deals only 
with the syntax of Ceylon Tamil. Moreover, Kandiah's descri- 
ption is made within the framework of transformational gene- 
rative grammar. A transformational grammar according to 
Chomsky (1965: 4) strives to describe and explain in explicit 
terms the 'ideal speaker -hearer's intrinsic competence' with 
regard to his language, and it does so by formalizing this 
competence in terma of a finite mechanism which is capable of 
aná 
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generating, and assigning structural descriptions to, all 
and only the infinitely many sentences in that language. 
Further, Chomsky (1964: 12) points out that a generative 
grammar is a system of rules that relate signals to semantic 
interpretations of these signals. It must at least determine 
a pairing of signals 
theory of generative 
ization of the class 
with structural descriptions; and a 
grammar must provide a general character - 
of possible signals (a theory of phonetic 
representation) and the class of possible structural descrip- 
tions. A grammar is descriptively adequate to the extent that 
it is factuallyicorrect in a variety of respects, in particular 
to the extent that it pairs signals with structural descrip- 
tions that do in fact meet empirically given conditions on . 
the semantic interpretations that they support. With particu- 
lar reference to the last sentence, we may ask the question 
whether Kandiah's grammar meets that 
as far as we are concerned is in the 
grammar 
signals 
is descriptively adequate to 
with structural descriptions 
condition. The answer 
negative, because if his 
the extent that it pairs 
that in fact meet empir- 
ically given conditions on the semantic interpretations, then 
it would not generate the following sentences: 
(a) kosuku patuttavaray atikam alakkaljttatu 
'The mosquito troubled the sleeper a great deal' 
(p. 158) 
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(b) ammaa pillaykku sooRu urLpittaal 
"The mother got the child fed rice" (p. 132) 
If any Ceylon Tamil native speaker whether educated or mned- 
ucated, whether bilingual or monolingual hears these two 
sentences, then he will immediately react to say that they 
are undisputedly not grammatical. These two sentences are 
neither written nor spoken in Ceylon Tamil. If 'selectional 
restrictions' or 'restrictions of cooccurrence' (Chomsky, 
1965: 95; 'collocation' in Firthian term, see, Firth, 
1957: 12) are considered to play an important role in the 
theory of transformational grammar, then these two sentences 
would not have been generated by the syntactic model that has 
been proposed by Kandiah for Ceylon Tamil. 
Let us give from his work an example which violates the 
syntactic pattern of Ceylon Tamil: 
(c) elloorum siRumi irakasiyattays sonna vilayaallut 
tooliyilamiruntu atayk karaupilittaarkal. 
"Every one found the secret out from the playmate 
to whom the little girl had told it" (p. 372) 
According to Kandiah this "sentence which, while not being 
absolutely free of awkwardness, is undisputedly grammatical ". 
First of all, notice that what his English translation says 
is not found in his Tamil sentence. As it is, his Tamil 
sentence can be translated as: "Every one found that out from 
the playmate to whom the little girl had told the secret'; 
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The relative pronoun atay 'that' in the sentence may not 
necessarilly be taken as a sustitute for the nominal form 
irakasiyattay 'secret' in it. But Kandiah believes that the 
relative pronoun atay is substituting the nominal form 
irakasiyattay. While discussing Adjectivilization transfor- 
mation (pp. 355 - 77), Kandiah provides the following examples: 
(d) kantan kiraamattil piRantaan 
"Kandan was born in a village" (p. 370) 
(e) Q kiraamam mika alakaay iruntatu 
"The village was very beautiful" (p. 370) 
(f) kantan piRanta kiraamam mika alakaay iruntatu 
"The village Kandan was born in was very beautiful" 
(p. 370) 
and remarks: "The illustrations provided above show that the 
rule makes two major changes in the string it embeds; it 
converts the last verbal element of this string into its conj- 
unctional participial form, and deletes its NO, together with 
any case ending it may take. This latter change appears to 
result inevitably in the generation of many awkward sentences ". 
Such a sentence according to Kandiah id that which is referred 
to in (c) . 
The derivation (c) according to him is by embedding (g) 
in Q position in (h): 
(g) siRumi irakasiyattay vilayaatiuttoolikkus sonnaal 
"The little girl told her playmate the secret" 
(p. 372) 
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(h) elloorum Q vil,ayaattuttooliyitamiruntu atayk 
k ailt up i t i t t aark al, 
"Every one found it out from the playmate" (p. 372) 
First of all, let us point out a defect in his second sent- 
ence (i.e. (h) ). The word atay in this sentence can mean 
anything. This pronoun can refer to any object which has 
already been referred to. But Kandiah presupposes that it 
refers to the object (i.e. irakasiyattay ) of the first sent- 
ence (i.e. (g) ). If he uses the relative pronoun atay instead 
of the noun irakasiyattay, then he could haveused the pronoun 
atu in sentence (e) instead of the noun kiraamam. If it is 
allowed, then the transformational rule that deletes one of 
the identical nouns (i.e. "equi -NP deletion" ) will be blocked. 
Therefore, the defect in his sentence (h) can not be ignored. 
It is natural to assume that every sentence is independent of 
other sentences before it is embedded. If this assumption is 
accepted, then his sentence (h) should read as: 
(i) elloorum Q vil,ayaattuttool,iyilamiruntu irakasi- 
yattayk kailtupitittaarkal 
In that case, we have identical objects (i.e. irakasiyattay ) 
and indirect objects (i.e. vil,ayaattuttool,i ) in the matrix 
sentence (j) and in the sentence to be embedded (i.e. (g) ). 
In such a case, the indirect object in the embedded sentence 
and the object in the matrix sentence are deleted. Further, 
the last verbal element which is converted into its conjúct- 
ional participial form and the object in the embedded sentence 
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are permuted. Thus the derived sentence should read as: 
(k) elloorum siRumi sonna irakasiyattay vi1,ayaat1ut 
tooliyitamiruntu,karLtupiÎ ittaarkal 
Kandiah has not provided any rule for the derivation of /the 
above sentence (k). Instead, he tries to derive (c) by the 
same rule that is designed to derive (f). Thus, not surpri- 
singly, he has to talk about awkwardness in sentence (c) and 
other sentences that are similar to it. Incidently, Kandiah's 
account seems to contain a somewhat high proportion of awkward 
sentences (see, pp. 370, 374, 394, 405, 406). Is it because 
the data has not been fully exploited (which he confesses in 
p. 395: "The ability to delete the possessive elements often 
remain unexploited because the resulting sentences could be 
ambiguous as well as, in many instances, highly awkward) or 
is the machinery he has designed to handle the data not 
adequate? Although Kandiah's work merits consideration, being 
a pioneer attempt to describe the syntax of Ceylon Tamil within 
the framework of transformational grammar, inadequacies in his 
work of the sort we have mentioned above cannot be ignored. 
0.5 Data 
The data for the present description is the idiolect of 
the writer. The speech of the present author can said to 
represent the colloquial style of Ceylon Tamil (see, pp. 3 -7 
for the term 'Ceylon Tamil'). Zvelebil (1966: 137 -8) 
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distinguishes four sub -dialects of Ceylon Tamil, namely, 
North (with Jaffna as centre of prestige), North East (with 
Trincomalee as centre), South East (with Batticaloa as centre) 
and possibly Colombo, where a mixed variety is spoken. The 
present writer was born in Trincomalee in 1940 and his parents 
who were settled in Trincomalee for more than ten years before 
he was born, were originally from Jaffna. From 1952 to 1959 
and then from 1959 to 1963, the author had to live in Batti- 
caloa and Feradeniya (University area in Kandy) respectively 
owing to his education. He married a girl from Jaffna and 
because of this marriage, his home town now, according to 
Hindu customs, has become that of his bride. Thus the author 
was exposed to three principal dialects of Ceylon, namely, 
Trincomalee, Batticaloa and Jaffna. Since his speech has been 
greatly influenced by these three dialects, it can be referred 
to as a common dialect which represents the three major sub- 
-dialects of Ceylon. Not surprisingly, some of the special 
features that are found in the Batticaloa dialect are not 
found in his speech. 
0.6 Generative Phonology 
"What is probably the most radical and important change 
in direction in descriptive linguistics and in linguistic 
theory that has taken place in recent years may be located in 
1957, when Chomsky's Syntactic structures was published, inau- 
gurating the transformational generative phase of linguistics, 
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so named from the principal disinctive method and orienta- 
tion of the work taken in hand" (Robins, 1967: 226 -7). 
Chomsky's phonological theories, some of which were hinted 
at in his Syntactic structures, are formulated within the 
framework of the above mentioned model, His phonology is 
referred to as generative phonology (henceforth, GP). GP 
can be stated as the reaction against the previously held 
views of the American phonemicists whose conception of 
phonological structure is described as 'taxonomic phonemics' 
(Chomsky, 1964) or 'autonomous phonology' (Postal, 1968). 
One outstanding feature of modern linguistics in both Europe 
and America is the development of a new and special concep- 
tion of phonology involving the 'discovery of phonemes and 
the application of 'phonemics' to extremely wide range of 
languages. An important feature of this dominant conception 
referred to as 'taxonomic phonemics' is the belief that there 
is a phonological level of linguistic structure which not 
only can but must be characterized in total independence of 
grammatical or syntactic information. But Chomsky from the 
the time of his Syntactic structures has been advocating 
interdependence of levels. He (1957: 60) observes that the 
grammar of a language is a complex system with many and 
varied interconnections between its parts. In order to 
develop one part of the grammar thoroughly, it is often 
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useful, or even necessary to have some picture of the chara- 
cter of a completed system. Thus in the GP model developed 
by Chomsky and Halle (1968), the phrase marker determines 
the function of the phonological rules. Prosodic phonological 
analysis too had rejected an independent phonemic represen- 
tation in a linguistic analysis. Prosodists always presupp- 
osed grammatical analysis to state their 
actions and also to formulate statements 
phonological abstr- 
(or rules) of phonetic 
exponence (Palmer, 1970: X -XII; Langendoen, 1968: 59; Robins, 
1959: 113). But it may be true however that prosodic analy- 
sis proponents did not specifically and clearly set up proce- 
dures to map surface structures onto phonetic structures 
thereby positing that the entire surface phrase marker has 
phonological significance. Robins in his article on "Vowel 
nasality in Sundanese: A phonological and grammatical study" 
(1957) claims that the prosodic analysis which he proposes 
is superior to a phonemic analysis because he predicts all 
instances of vowel nasalization directly. But Langendoen 
(1968: 58 -9) after discussing this article says that Robins, 
in order to show that his analysis is superior to a phonemic 
and morphophonemic analysis, in which morphophonemic vowel 
nasality is predictable, is required to show that the intro- 
duction of a phonemic level results in a complication of the 
statement of the phonological rules embodied in his descrip- 
tion. In this connection Langendoen points out: "Despite this 
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failure, Robins' article is to be commended for its place 
in the assault on the position of no 'levels mixing' between 
phonology and syntax. Robins' position is that morpheme class 
identification is required in phonological descriptions, 
placing it in the third position in the hierarchy of increa- 
sing freedom to mix levels. The first position, usually 
identified with C.F.Hockett, B.Bloch and others, countenances 
strict separation of levels, while the second position, asso- 
ciated with K.L.Pike, allows morpheme boundaries identifi- 
cation to play a phonological role. The fourth position, 
that of generative phonologists generally, is that the entire 
surface phrase marker has phonological significance" (see, 
Vanek, 1970 for an interesting study on the syntactically 
oriented phonological analysis). 
One advantage in the GP model is its formalism. In the 
field of formalism in which linguistic statements are formed, 
GP has a decided advantage over other models. One aspect of 
GP formalism is the use of column -row matrix to represent 
the simultaneous (rows) and successive (columns) nature of 
categories or features. It captures the difference between 
a feature replacement and the change of the whole segment 
which does not become explicit in non -column -row matrix. 
Another aspect of GP formalism is the one used to formulate 
the rules. Numerous conventions for reducing several rules 
to a single rule or for deleting irrelevent information from 
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rules have been devised. These constitute useful formalism 
which expresses the important fact of the content of GP 
namely its insistance on evaluating the economy of a 




1968: 57 -76 for illustrations of the abbrevia- 
used in GP). 
prosodic analysis, GP does not assign a secon- 
dary status to loan -word phonology. Firth (1948) and 
Henderson (1951) have claimed that different phonological 
systems have to be set up for languages that have many 
foreign words. Firth (1948) had stated that at least three 
systems have to be set up for Tamil and 
-Brahmin Dravidian, Sanskrito Dravidian 
Telugu, namely, non- 
and Sanskritic. 
Henderson (1951) in her analysis of South Asian languages 
states that more than one phonological system has to be set 
up for these languages. The system that is set up for the 
native forms is to be regarded as the primary system and 
the systems that are set up for the marginal forms are to 
be regarded as secondary systems. But the GP model enables 
one to state overall phonological structure of the both 
native and non -native forms of a language without assigning 
a secondary status to non -native forms. 
One of the criticisms that has been levelled against 
GP by Prakasam (1972: 8) is that by bracketing the features 
that have syntagmatic value with those that do not, it seems 
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that GP loses some generality. He states his case as foll- 
ows: "For example in Telugu the features of laminality, 
dorsality, labiality and apicality do not have syntagmatic 
value but the other features like voice, laterality, nasa- 
lity and retroflexion have. By not separating them at 
phonological level one does not know their potential value 
till going through all the rules of phonological component ". 
According to his statement, one can assume that the features 
of laminality dorsality, labiality and apicality are redun- 
dant features in Telugu. No one can deny their potential 
values at the phonetic level on the one hand and the syntag- 
matic value of the features like voice, laterality, nasality 
and retroflexion at the phonological level on the other 
hand. But if one insists on differentiating the former from 
the latter at the phonological level in order to state their 
potential values, then the redundant features like lamina - 
lity, doesality etc., have to be introduced at the phonolo- 
gical level. This will eventually result in an uneconomical 
grammar and it will be contradictory to the simplicity 
criterion that GP has always advocated. Prakasam (1972: 18) 
has stated elsewhere that "The phonological structures of 
PA (i.e. prosodic analysis) and GP are abstract but predict- 
ably related to phonetic structures through certain rules 
or statements ". If certain features that can only be found 
in phonetic structures that are realized from the 
abstract 
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phonological structures through certain rules, then one has 
to go through all the rules that derive those phonetic 
structures in order to know the potential values of those 
features and others which were in the phonological structures. 
The following characteristics of the GP have inspired 
the present writer to choose it as a framework in order to 
describe the aspects of the phonology of the verbal forms of 
the colloquial dialect of Ceylon Tamil: Firstly, the 
well- developed form of the theory which has been specifically 
and clearly evaluated in a variety of publications3. Thus 
modifications in language specific terms are easily made for 
the description of the phonology of Ceylon Colloquial Tamil. 
Secondly, the model of GP has been built up in such a manner 
that the phonological representations are well integrated 
with the grammatical structures. Thirdly, the well -developed 
and coherent formalism is utilized by generative phonologists 
to state their rules. Prakasam (1972: 7) who points out 
3. One often made complaint against the theory of 
prosodic analysis is that it has not been fully 
evaluated. Langendoen (1968: 60) remarks that 
"Despite the fact that London school phonologists 
have been quite articulate in their criticisms of 
other phonological approaches, they have had little 
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clearly the virtues of prosodic analysis has accepted this 
fact. He says "Formalism used by prosodists for stating 
their rules, however, is not as coherent and developed as 
the one utilized by Generative Phonologists to state their 
rules ". Accepting this fact, he attempts to remedy this in 
his work. Finally, the concepts like 'natural class' and 
'simplicity criterion' (see, 1.12.1 for a discussion on these 
concepts) within the theory of GP have enabled us to describe 
the phonology of Ceylon colloquial Tamil in terms of highly 
valued generalisations. 
to say concerning the criteria for evaluating. 
phonological descriptions, in particular their own, 
Robins (1969: 109) while reviewing Langendoen's 
study accepts this criticism. He points out that 
'the prosodists, including himself, "must bear a 
large part of the blame for not undertaking a 
comparable exposition and critique themselves. 
Langendoen is right in stressing the need for a 
systematic study of Firth's theories and of the 
work that has resulted from them". 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1. THE MODEL OF DESCRIPTION 
1.1 Generative Transformational Grammar 
An attempt is made in this work to describe the 
phonology of spoken Tamil of Ceylon within the framework 
of generative phonology. Generative phonology is a part of 
a monolithic model called generative transformational 
grammar. The system of generative grammar assumed in this 
presentation is that which is developed by Chomsky and others.' 
Since the rules of the phonology can refer to morpheme2 
features, morphological boundaries and syntactic features, 
it is readily apparent that generative phonology cannot be 
properly understood without some knowledge of other compo- 
nents. For that matter, not only generative phonology but 
also any type of phonology "should lye regarded as a bridge 
between the grammatical statement and the direct observations 
that are reported in phonetics" (Palmer, 1958: 225 -41). The 
1. For the theory of generative transformational 
grammar, see, Chomsky, (1957), (1964), (1965), 
(1966); Katz and Postal, (1964); Lees, (1960); 
Rosenbaum, (1967); Lakoff, (1970) etc. 
2. The term 'morpheme' unless otherwise stated refers 
to grammatical items. This is also sometimes 
referred to as 'grammatical formatives'. 
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grammar of a language consists of the following components: 
(1) I. the base consisting of 
(a) the base rules 
(b) the lexicon 
II. the semantic component 
III. the transformational component 
IV. the phonological component 
We are not concerned with the semantic component in the 
present study. The syntactic component consists of a set of 
base rules (Ia) and transformational rules (III) which 
the 
together generate all and onlyAsentences of a language. As 
an output of the syntactic component, a sentence is a string 
of morphemes with a labelled constituent structure, where a 
morpheme is a terminal symbol and label is a nonterminalr 
symbol appearing in the syntactic rules. The constituent 
structure on which the phonological component operates is the 
so- called surface structure. 
The syntactic surface structure which is the input to 
the phonological component consists of a string of minimal 
elements that we will call 'morphemes'.3 Each morpheme is 
assigned to various categories that determine its abstract 
underlying form, the syntactic functions it can fulfil, and 
its semantic properties. The information about formatives 
3. The term 'morpheme' is used here to refer to lexical 
stems entered in Lexicon 1 and grammatical morphemes 
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will be presented in a lexical. So far as phonology is 
concerned, morphemes are given in the dictionary in th6form 
of a sequence of'phonological elements. A phonological 
element is, in turn, a set of specifications of phonological 
features such as consonantality, nasality, frontness etc. 
To recapitulate, a grammar contains a syntactic 
component which generates an infinite number of syntactic 
descriptions of sentences and each such syntactic description 
contains a deep structure andasurface structure. The sema- 
ntic component of the grammar assigns a semantic interpre- 
tation to each syntactic description, making essential 
reference to deep structure. The phonological component 
assigns a phonetic interpretation making reference to prop- 
erties of the surface structure. With this brief outline 
of the model of generative transformational grammar, let us 
examine in detail the model that has been generally used by 
generativists to describe the phonological component. 
1.2 The Model Developed by Chomsky and Halle 
One of the components of a generative transformational 
grammar, namely. the phonological component7has been subject 
to intensive study since the publication of The sound pa ern 
of Russian (1959) by Halle. A full explication of the 
entered in Lexicon 2. 
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generative phonological theory, the model of description 
and its formalism are given in Chomsky and Halle (1968; 
henceforth, C and H ). In their framework of the phonolo- 
gical component, C and H have the following levels: 
(a) the underlying dictionary matrix where the items 
are in maximally nonredundant forms. 
(b) the systematic phonemic level; this has been 
referred to as fully specified systematic phonemic 
level (after Stanley, 1967). 
(c) the systematic phonetic level. 
Let us briefly examine their proposals in these levels of the 
phonological component. 
(a) the underlying dictionary representation 
Although C and H have not explicitly stated that the 
underlying dictionary representation constitutes one of the 
levels in their framework of the phonological component, it 
is implied by their decision to interpose a level of fully 
specified systematic phonemics between redundancy rules and 
the phonological rules (see, Brown, 1969: 13 -14). So far as 
the lexicon is concerned they regard it as representing the 
linguistic competence of the native speaker, in other words 
the speaker's instinctive knowledge of the language. The 
native speaker makes use of that knowledge not only in his 
normal speech, but also in exining the meaning of a word, 
in determining whether the verse is properly constructed, 
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in seeking a word with a particular meaning, and so on. 
To represent this aspect of linguistic competence, the 
grammar must contain a lexicon listing the items which 
ultimately make up the language. According to C and H two 
types of information are required for a lexical item to be 
used in a well -formed sentence. First, we must have infor- 
mation about the syntactic and morphological characteristics 
of the item. The second type of information required for 
proper use of lexical item relates to its physical, 
phonetic actualization. This information is provided by 
phonological matrices in which columns stand for the succ- 
essive segments and rows represent the features. Regarding 
lexical and grammatical formatives, they say that certain 
grammatical formatives appear in the lexicon with other 
lexical entries and certain other grammatical formatives are 
introduced directly by the syntactic rules. It seems that 
the lexical items for the lexical formatives in the surface 
structure string are introduced by some syntactic lexical 
rules and this form of syntactic surface structure of strings 
of grammatical and lexical formatives has been called 
lexical representation. They say (C and H: 163): "The 
readjustment rules, which provide a link between syntax and 
phonology, may slightly modify the syntactically generated 
surface structure, and they will, furthermore, convert the 
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string of formatives into what we have called 'phonological 
representation', introducing various modifications into the 
lexical representations and eliminating grammatical 
formatives in favour of phonological matrices " It is 
understood from the preceding statement that the phonolog- 
ical matrices of the lexical and grammatical formatives are 
introduced by the readjustment rules. But we are not told 
from where the phonological matrices of "other grammaticäl 
formatives introduced directly by the syntactic rules 
themselves" are supplied. These, obviously, cannot be found 
in the lexicon. Whether the phonological matrices of these 
grammatical formatives are introduced by the same syntactic 
rules or from where they are taken is not clear at all (see, 
1.5 and 1.6 where a solution to this problem has been 
suggested). However, C and H themslves are not clear on 
this point, for they confess that (p. 10): "our investigation 
of the effects of surface structure on phonetic represen- 
tation has not yet reached a level of depth and complexity 
that requires a detailed, formal analysis of these processes ". 
(b) systematic phonemic level 
Stanley in his paper on "Redundancy rules in phonology" 
(1967) has made several revisions to the notion of 
phonological representation that was discussed in Halle 
(1959) and Chomsky (1964, 1965 and 1966). C and H after 
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discussing Stanley's proposals, makes the following conclu- 
ding remarks (p. 387): We now adopt the convention that a 
lexical matrix which is incompletely specified is automat- 
ically supplied with all features specified in the matrix 
of M(U) which is the systematic phonemic representation of 
the lexical ehtry in question ". This statement reveals 
that the underlying lexical matrices in the surface struct- 
ure are converted to fully specified systematic phonemic 
representations by a set of lexical redundancy rules (o and H) 
or morpheme structure conditions (Stanley). This implies 
that the C and H's phonological component has a partially 
specified phonological entry level (which is the syntactic 
surface structure) and the fully specified systematic 
phonemic level. Although, the existence of these two 
distinct levels, apart from the systematic phonetic level, 
have not been explicitly stated by.2 and H, the implication 
is quite clear when one compares their earlier views on this 
matter. Chomsky in 1964 (p, 68) regarded the lexical entry 
of the syntactic surface structure as the systematic phonemic 
level. He observes: "This representation in terms of 
segments and junctures, with the derived constituent struct- 
ure of the string still marked (since it plays a role in4 
the determination of phonetic shape by subsequent phonolo- 
gical rules), we will call, tentatively, the level of 
systematic phonemics implying by the word 'systematic' that 
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discussing Stanley's proposals, makes the following conclu- 
ding remarks (p. 387): "We now adopt the convention that a 
lexical matrix which is incompletely specified is automat- 
ically supplied with all features specified in the matrix 
of M(U) which is the systematic phonemic representation of 
the lexical entry in question ". This statement reveals 
that the underlying lexical ,matrices in the surface struct- 
ure are converted to fully specified systematic phonemic 
representations by a set of lexical redundancy rules (C and H) 
or morpheme structure conditions (Stanley). This implies 
that the C and H's phonological component has a partially 
specified phonological entry level (which is the syntactic 
surface structure) and the fully specified systematic 
phonemic level. Although, the exist&nce of these two 
distinct levels, apart from the systematic phonetic level, 
have not been explicitly stated by:_C and H, the implication 
is quite clear when one compares their earlier views on this 
matter. Chomsky in 1964 (p, 68) regarded the lexical entry 
of the syntactic surface structure as the systematic phonemic 
level. He observes: "This representation in terms of 
segments and junctures, with the derived constituent struct- 
ure of the string still marked (since it plays a role int 
the determination of phonetic shape by subsequent phonolo- 
gical rules), we will call, tentatively, the level of 
systematic phonemics implying by the word 'systematic' that 
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the choice of elements at this level is deeply determined 
by properties of both the syntactic and .bherphof©lögical 
components ". In 1966 (pp. 76 -81), he maintained the same 
notion about the systematic phonemic level. It is only 
after Stanley (1967) that the partially specified lexical 
entry in the syntactic surface structure was distinguished 
from the fully specified systematic phonemic level (see, 1.7 
and 4.2 for discussion leading to the denial of this level). 
Even after Stanley's publication, Chomsky's original view 
regarding the systematic phonemic level has been attested 
in Harms (1968: 14): At the systematic phonemic level 
utterances consist of morphemes and junctures. At the 
systematic phonetic level the utterances consist of sequences 
of feature.r;columns (corresponding to the phones of a 
traditional segmental description).... But these feature: 
matrices will differ from those at the phonemic level in 
two important respects; first, they will be fully specified 
for all classificatory features secondly, the features 
may have numerical values in addition to plus /minus values.. ". 
This statement explicitly denies a level called "fully 
specified systematic phonemics. 
Thus, C and H's model, with Stanley's proposals, has 
a partially specified dictionary entry and a fully specified 
systematic phonemic level. The latter is derived from the 
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former by the application of redundancy rules. According 
to them the redundancy rules apply only within morphemes 
and those rules state redundancy at the level of systematic 
phonemics. 
(c) systematic phonetic level 
The output of the redundancy rules, which is the fully 
specified systematic phonemic level, is submitted to the 
phonological rules. The output of the phonological rules, 
which is the output of the phonological component, is the 
systematic phonetic level. C and H says that "The phonetic 
representation consists of a sequence of 'phonetic segments' 
each of which is nothing other than a set of 'phonetic 
feature specifications'. A phonetic feature specification 
consists of a 'phonetic scale' (called a 'phonetic feature') 
and an integer indicating the position of the phonetic 
segment in question along this scale ". But C and H has not 
adequately dealt with the problem of specifying phonetic 
detail at the lowest level. C and H's solution to this 
problem is to use numerical values as in the case of stress 
which they have discussed in detail for 
the English language. 
Another approach (Wilson, 1966: 195 -206) would be to add 
more binary features for those phonetic 
distinctions which 
cannot be stated in terms of the classificatory 
features. 
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1.3 Revisions to C and H Model 
Apart from Stanley's proposals which C and H have 
already included in their model, there have been three 
important proposals which can be regarded as revisions to 
the C and H model. The first proposal made by Sampson 
(1970: 586 -626) claims that pre - Chomskyan linguistics 
recognized that the phonological systems of natural languges 
tend to form symmetrical patterns; this insight could be 
incorporated into generative phonology via a phonological 
base component, but is not adequately expressed by MS rules. 
A phonological base would also solve some difficulties in 
the theory of systematic phonetics. Current lack of interest 
in phonological patterning has resulted from the increased 
attention paid to morphophonemics; but the deep vs, surface 
distinction in phonology can be demonstrated on the basis of 
patterning even in languages lacking morphophonemic alter- 
nation. Sampson shows that the advantage of having a 
phonological base is that it will eliminate the MS_ UIes/ 
conditions in favour of the base. Further, he doubts the 
existence of P -rules in a synchronic model of language. 
According to him rules that represent historical reality 
have no place in synchronic analysis. Having discussed 
four Vietnamese phonological rules, he poins out that "The 
arguments that rules R1 -4 are historical 
statements, and 
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that the modern Vietnamese has no motivation to incorporate 
them into his knowledge of the language, can, it seems to me, 
be applied equally against recognizing the synchronic 
validity of, for instance, C and H's P -rules for English ". 
(see, 2.5 for an objection raised against Bright and 
L :ndenfeld for using dental obstruent as past tense marker 
in Tamil). 
Although some of Sampson's arguments against the 
C and H model have been incorporated into the present model 
of description, his proposal to set up a separate phonolo- 
gical base component is not considered. 
The second proposal to revise the C and H model was 
made by Fudge. According to him (1969) the phonological 
component should be independent of the syntactic component. 
Fol lowing Cheng (1966) he made a proposal for a syllable 
generator and in his presentation syllables are considered 
to be phonological primes which control the systematic 
phonemes. The difference between Sampson's phonological 
base and Fudge's syllable generator is that the former is 
intended to be a part of the structure of a monolithic 
model proposed by C and H; but the latter is regarded 
as 
an independent component. Since the present 
model of 
description is intended to be a part of 
the monolithic 
transformational generative grammar, 
Fudge's proposal is 
not considered. 
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The third proposal was put forQward by Brown (1969, 
1971). Since most of her proposals are included into the 
present model of description, the references made to her 
works in the course of this and the following chapters will 
reveal how far her arguments are valid and how far the 
present author is indebted to her. Certain modifications 
made to her model are discussed in the next section (1.4). 
1.4 Model Proposed for the Description of Tamil 
Brown's (1971) model used for the description of the 
phonology of Lumasaaba has been found useful to describe 
the phonology of Tamil. We are using her model for the 
present description with certain modifications. The modi- 
fications, for instance, are made in the redundancy rules, 
the traffic rules and the readjustment rules. In her model 
the redundancy rules are conditioned to apply upto the 
domain of a phonological word, but in the present model no 
boundary restrictions are made on these rules (see, 1.7 and 
4.3). Traffic rules in her description 
are intermixed with 
other redundancy rules; but we have included 
them in the 
readjustment component (see, 1.8). Readjustment 
rules 
according to Brown insert phonological word 
boundaries, 
delete morpheme boundaries. But for 
the phonological 
description of Tamil, the concept of 
readjustment rules has 
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to be changed (see, 1.6 for details). The introduction of 
phonological matrix insertion rules (henceforth, PMIR) in 
the lexicon is a new attempt in the present model (1.5). 
Let us first give a brief sketch of the outline of the 
proposed model of description (see, Table 1.1). 
(a) the lexicon 
The lexicon is divided into two parts, namely, 
lexicon 1 and lexicon 2. All the lexical verbal stems are 
entered in the former, while the latter will consist of all 
the Tamil grammatical formatives or morphemes. An ordered 
set of PMIR which operate on the lexicon is regarded as 
inserting the appropriate phonological matrices of the 
verbal stems from lexicon 1 and of the grammatical morphemes 
from lexicon 2, into the syntactic surface structure. When 
the grammatical morphemes are inserted, the PMIR are 
stipulated to add with them a feature called b-G] (i.e. 
+Grammatical). 
(b) the readjustment component 
The readjustment component consists of three sets of 
rules, namely, the positive conditions, traffic 
rules and 
the readjustment rules. The former two are ordered 
before 
the latter. The positive conditions (see, 
Stanley, 1967; 
Brown, 1971) which operate on the 
lexical and grammatical 
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formatives that are in the surface syntactic structure 
state the regularities of the internal organization of the 
morphemes and the phonological words. An ordered set of 
traffic rules which operate on the phonological matrices 
of the syntactic surface structure, will mark those elements 
that have to be submitted to the P -rules with the feature 
[ +P -rule x]. The appropriate number of the P -rule that 
should operate on a marked element, will be given with this 
feature ( +P -rule is phonological rule). The readjustment 
rules which operate after the traffic rules delete all 
morpheme and phonological word boundary (a phonological 
word boundary marker is deleted when it is followed by the 
feature [ +G]) markers if the matrix does not contain the 
feature [ +P- rule]. If a matrix contains the feature 
[ +P- rule], then the boundary marker that precedes or 
follows the element that is marked with the feature will 
not be erased. But in certain instances, a phonological 
word boundary will be changed to a morpheme boundary (see, 
1.9 for further details). 
(c) the redundancy rules 
The partially specified (i.e. maximally nonredundant) 
phonological matrices that are inserted into the syntactic 
surface structure, after being readjusted by the rules of 
the readjustment component, enter the redundancy rules which 
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specify the redundand :features. The redundancy rules are 
regarded as realization rules (Fudge, 1967, 1969; Brown, 
1969, 1971). Thus the majority of the underlying phono- 
logical matrices of Tamil, which are not marked by the 
traffic rules, emerge into their phonetic realizations when 
their redundant features are filled in by the redundancy 
rules. Apart from the function of filling in the redundant 
features, the redundancy rules also add predictable new 
segments to the underlying matrices (insertion of epenthetic 
vowel, for instance). These rules perform only the operation 
of simple additioning transformations. They do not change 
any feature values. The redundancy rules apply within and 
across morpheme and phonological word boundaries. 
(d) the phonological rules 
Those matrices which carry the feature [ +P -rule x] 
will be fully specified by the redundancy rules and will be 
submitted to the phonological rules. The phonological 
rules are regarded as mutation rules (Fudge, 1967, 1969; 
Brown, 1969, 1971). They are needed in the phonology only 
when certain feature values of some underlying elements are 
to be changed or when certain underlying elements are to 
be deleted. After the completion of the 
application of the 
phonological rules, the matrices will be 
recycled through 
the redundancy rules which specify 
phonetic realizations to 
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them. The boundary markers are erased at the completion 
of redundancy rules. 
(e) the features 
The underlying phonological elements and the phonetic 
segments, are formally treated as complexes of features. 
But they are informally represented by the alphabetic 
symbols. In Table 1.3 (presented in 1.9.3), the primary 
features that characterise the underlying elements are 
presented in an informal classificatory matrix, where the 
alphabetic symbols that we will be using freely in discu- 
ssions are to be regarded as nothing more than convenient 
ad hoc abbreviations for feature bundles. At the level of 
underlying phonological representation, the feature complex 
will be referred to as an underlying element; at the level 
of phonetic representation (see, Chapter 6), it will be 
referred to as a segment. 
The twenty four underlying elements presented in 
Table 1.3 are regarded as pairwise distinct. That is, 
suppose /A, B/ is any pair of those underlying elements 
and [Fi Fr] the list of distinctive features, there is 
at least one feature Fi which is marked 
+ for A and - for 
B or vice versa. This definition of 
pairwise distincti- 
veness is extended to characterise 
a general 'distincti- 
veness criterion' for segment types. 
One feature, namely 
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consonantal, for which all underlying elements are marked. 
The outline sketch of the proposed model for the 
description of Tamil phonology enables us to recognize only 
two significant levels, namely, the underlying partially 
specified phonological structure and the systematic phonetic 
representation. A level called fully specified systematic 
phonemic level is not recognized in this model. As noted 
earlier in 1.4.(e), the underlying phonological matrices 
and phonetic representations are expressed formally in 
terms of feature matrices, but in the exemplification the 
informal alphabetic representation is used. The underlying 
elements written between slant brackets //, and the phonetic 
segments are enclosed within square brackets []. The 
transcription employed for the latter is not strictly a 
narrow one, although the formal feature matrix would require 
such a transcription especially for nonconsonants (for 
example, the transcription employed to characerise the vowels 
which acquire the feature retroflex, see, 6.2.2). A diag- 
ramatic sketch of the proposed model is presented in Table 
1.1 (p.57). 
1.5 The Lexicon 
On the suggestion made by Schachter and Fromkin (1968), 
Brown (1969, 1971) made a proposal 
to set up a second lexicon 
from where the grammatical formatives 
are supplied. Follow- 
ing them, we have set up two lexicons 
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Systematic Phonetic Representation 
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Table 1.1 
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of description. Setting up of two lexicons for the descrip- 
tion of Tamil phonology is well justified. Suppose, both 
the lexical stems and the grammatical formatives are ente- 
red in one single lexicon, then for the correct operation 
of the PMIR (see, 1.7 and Chapter 2), the grammatical 
formatives have to be distinguished from the lexical stems. 
In that case, each grammatical formative in the lexicon has 
to be marked with the feature [ +G]. But if all the gramma- 
tical formatives are entered in the second lexicon, then 
the feature [ +G] need not be entered with each of them. 
One of the functions of the PMIR which insert the phonolo- 
gical matrices into the syntactic surface structure can be 
conditioned to do the following function: to mark each 
underlying element that constitutes a grammatical formative 
with the feature [ +G]. 
Class I and class IT verbal stems are entered in 
lexicon 1 with the necessary syntactic and phonological 
features. The grammatical formatives are entered in 
lexicon 2. They also carry the necessary syntactic and 
phonological features. The phonological features are prese- 
nted in matrix, where the columns stand for underlying 
elements and rows for phonological features. The appendices 
that are attached with this work can be regarded as informal 
lexicon 1 and lexicon 2 respectively. But 
no phonological 
matrices are given in these appendices. 
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1.6 P[VIIR 
The term and the concept of PMIR is borrowed from 
Vanek (1970: 306 -39). The introduction of this kind of rule 
in the grammar is motivated by the proposal to build up a 
syntactically oriented phonological analysis and by the 
desire for economical lexicon. According to Vanek (p. 307) 
a syntactically oriented phonological analysis requires that 
the investigator look beyond the underlying phonological 
representations. It implies correlation of the output of 
the syntactic component with the input into the phonological 
component. This correlation can be achieved by associating 
the individual syntactic feature sets of the surface struc- 
ture (the final derived P- marker) with their appropriate 
phonological matrices which, in turn, constitute the under- 
lying phonological representations. It seems only then can 
phonological analysis achieve an effective link -up with 
syntactic analysis. 
Consider for example the following verbal stems: 
(1) (a) nach 'walk' (imperative) 
(b) nad,attu 'cause to walk' (imp.) 
(c) na,appi 'cause to walk' (imp.) 
(d) nacattuvi 'cause to cause to walk' 
(imp.) 
(e) nacte 'walk' (noun) 




If we claim that (a) to (f) are separate lexical entries, 
then we will miss an important generalisation and the result 
would be an uneconomical lexicon. It is evident that all 
the items in (a) to (f) share a common root or stem (see, 
2.1 p. 110 for a definition of stem) and that they are closely 
related semantically. In fact, the difference in meaning 
that exists between the members of each set can be traced to 
the presence or absence of transitive and /or causative; or 
to the presence or absence of verbal noun or participial 
noun. Thus to claim that we are dealing with separate 
lexical items is to miss the fact that the constituents of 
each set can be differentiated on the basis of the same 
syntactic features, and this phenomenon can be dealt with 
in a general way. Moreover, the Tamil verbs which express 
transitivity, causativity, verbal noun, or participial noun 
are formed by adding suffixes. This fact suggests that the 
presence of a feature like [ +causative], [ +transitive], 
[4-verbal noun] or [ +participial noun] with the verbal stem 
in lexicon 1 and similar features with their respective 
suffixes in lexicon 2 can be regarded as 
sufficient infor- 
mation for the PMIR to insert the appropriate 
phonological 
matrices of the lexical stems and the 
grammatical suffixes 
(see, Chapter 2 for further details on 
the application of 
PMIR) . 
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The introduction of syntactic features with phonolo- 
gical matrices into the syntactic surface structure enables 
us to introduce syntactic features into the rules of the 
phonology. It has a definite advantage on the formation of 
the rules. While each phonological segment contains only 
specific phonological features and is independent of all 
other segments that adjoin it, the syntactic features range 
over the entire set of phonological matrices associated With 
the verbal stems and grammatical formatives. Thus reference 
to a phonological feature affects only the phonological 
segment of which that feature is a part, but reference to a 
syntactic feature in a rule of the phonology affects the 
entire sequence of phonological segments over which the 
syntactic feature ranges. Consider for example the verbal 
noun formations from the stems: /cut./- 'shoot' and /pal/ - 
'suffer'. These stems take the verbal noun suffix -/u/ and 
while they take this suffix, the preceding vowels of their 
final consonants are lengthened. Thus the final derived 
forms will be /cut; -f u/ [ su: Ltu ] and /pad r u/ -r [ pa: u ]. 
The lengthening of the vowel in these instances cannot be 










because it will lengthen the vowels in 
the following instances 
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where the verbal stem /cut /- for instance, is followed by 
an imperative suffix -/u/ or by an epenthetic vowel -/u /- 
which is introduced R7 (R stands for redundancy rule): 
(3) (a) /cut + u / 
(b) /cut + v + an/ -> /cut + uy + an/ 
A rule like (2) cannot be prevented from applying to the 
forms in (3) and thus yielding unacceptable expressions such 
as: 
(4) (a) *i su:(1u] 
(b) su:Ltuvan] 
'shoot' (imperative) 
'I will shoot' 
application of rule (2) to the sequences in (3) can be stopped 
by assigning the syntactic feature [ +Vn ] (i.e. verbal noun) 
to the nonconsonant that occurs after the environment bar. 
Rule (2) can now be presented as (5): 
(5) 






This rule now will not operate when the imperative suffix 
- /u/ or the epenthetic vowel - /u /- occur with the stems 
/cut/-or /pat / -. 
Introduction of such syntactic features suggests that 
the syntactic boundaries are no longer required in the 
majority of cases. 
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1.7 Positive Conditions 
The positive conditions operate on the phonological 
matrices that are inserted by the PMIR into the syntactic 
surface structure. The structures of the lexical formatives 
grammatical formatives and phonological words;.the maximum 
sequence of vowels or consonants in each of these will be 
made explicit by these conditions. Once these conditions 
are formulated, all other rules of Tamil phonology are in 
conformity with them. They cannot contradict these rules. 
Hence they are referred to as meta rules. 
The presence of the positive conditions in the present 
description is highly motivated. There are certain charact- 
eristics of the dialect under investigation which are always 
true in all levels of the grammar. One of those character- 
istics is the restriction placed on the units that occur 
at the beginning or at the end of a phonological word. For 
example, a phonological word in Tamil cannot be begun with 
any retroflex consonant. If such a consonant does occur 
initially, then the particular item can safely be regarded 
as a non -native word. No consonant clusters ever occur at 
the beginning of a Tamil word. These regularities found in 
the structure of the lexical stems, grammatical formatives 
and phonological words cannot be stated by either redundancy 
rules or phonological rules. Thus a set of statements that 
positively state the regularities of the 
language is needed 
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in the grammar. Hence, the presence of positive conditions. 
within the present model of description. 
The positive conditions are a set of unordered state- 
ments. They state the general structure of a lexical item, 
grammatical formative, phonological word using the universal 
symbols C and V which represent consonants and nonconsonants 
respectively. 
Since these conditions are stated at the phonological 
level with due consideration of the syntactic boundary 
markers, they are ordered to apply before the traffic1rules 
and the readjustment rules. A detailed analysis of the 
positive conditions is taken up in Chapter 3. 
1.8 Traffic Rules 
The concept and the function of the traffic rules are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. But a brief note on their 
place within this model has to be stated here. According to 
the conventions discussed in 1.9, the underlying phonological 
structure of the phonetic expressions [paAippa:] 'she (hon.) 
will study' [ke:kkiRa:] 'you are asking' 
will be: 
(6) (a) ++ pali ++ pp + ao ++ 
(b) ++ keel ++ kkiR + aay ++ 
In the case of 6(a) the matrix needs 
no entry into the phono- 
logical rules. Thus according 
to the readjustment rules 
(see, T. 75 ) except for the 
phonological word boundary 
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markers at the beginning and the end of the string, all 
other boundary markers are erased and it enters the redun- 
dancy rules which specify phonetic realization. At the 
completion of the application of R- rules, the phonological 
word boundaries on the either side of the string will 
automatically be deleted. In the case of 6(b), the retro- 
flex lateral in the lexical stem and the approximant in the 
final suffix are deleted by phonological rules (see, Pl in p. 
and P2 in p.351). Therefore, they have to be marked to 
enter into these rules. The traffic rules Tl and T2 (see, 
pp. 271 -2) will mark the retroflex lateral and the approxi- 
mant with the features [ +Pl] and [ +P2] respectively. The 
readjustment rules are conditioned to erase all morpheme 
boundary markers and phonological word boundaries (in certain 
situations only; i.e. a phonological word boundary which is 
not followed by the feature [ +G] is never deleted by the 
readjustment rules; instead, suc1 phonological word boundaries 
will automatically be deleted at the completion of the 
application of R- rules) if they are not referred to by any 
traffic rules. Thus the matrix in 6(b) will be converted 
into (7): 
(7) ++ ke:1 ++ k kiR + a: y ++ 
+Pl +G +P2 
The traffic rule T2 which introduced the feature [ +P2] to 
the approximant in the last suffix refers to the morpheme 




that follows this suffix. Thus, when the readjustment rules 
apply to (7), the string will be converted into (8): 
(8) ++ ke:l, kkiR + a:y ++ 
The preceding discussion shows that the traffic rules 
have to be ordered before the readjustment rules. In Brown's 
model, these rules were intermixed with the redundancy rules 
(1971: 72 -3). But in the present model, they cannot be 
stated with the redundancy rules. The information supplied 
by the traffic rules is needed for the correct application of 
the readjustment rules and the redundancy rules that follow 
them. However, the traffic rules like the redundancy rules 
are stated in terms of if -then conditions (Stanley, 1967). 
Further, they, like the redundancy rules are an unordered 
set of rules. 
1.9 Readjustment Rules 
The surface structure required as input to the phonolo- 
gical component will not in all cases be identical with 
the surface structure that can be syntactically 
motivated. 
Consider for example sentences such 
as (9), where the four 
noun phrases in the predicate of 
the utterance (10): 
(9) peAiyan [ pa1,1,iya:ld 
vand4 [vi:tita po:yc 
[ca:ppittitlu [ma:mi vi:tla]]]] o:ÿ,i:ttá:n 
(10) pal,l,iya:la vanda 
peAiyan vi: tla po:yc ca:ppill- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
itfi.0 ma:mi vi:tta 
o:Ai:tta:n. 
- 7 8 9 
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'The boy who came from the school having gone 
3 2 1 5 
home having eaten ran to aunt's house'. 
4 6 9 8 7 8 
But the intonational structure of the utterance (10) does 
not correspond to the surface structure in (9). The major 
breaks in (10) according to the intonational structure shall 
be: 
(11) pall iya : la vanda peqiyan - 
vi:tta po:yc ca:Ppit];ittu - 
ma:mi vi:tta o4tta:n -- 
Each cut in (11) can be referred to as a phonological phrase. 
The readjustment rules of the grammar should be able to apply 
to the syntactically surface structure to demarcate 
the strings which are referred to as phonological phrases. 
Since this work is not committed to an anlysis of stress, 
intonation, etc. of an utterance, such readjustment rules which 
assign the feáture [ +phonological phrase boundary] (see, 
C and H: 372) are not included in the present description. 
Phonological word boundary (symbolized ++ ) plays a 
role in defining the notion word in Tamil, which as we shall 
see, is crucial for phonology since it constitutes the domain 
of application of certain rules. Before we discuss the 
phonological word in Tamil, let us examine the grammatical 
cohesion of the word. This is commonly discussed in terms of 
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two criteria: positional mobility and uninterruptability 
(see, Lyons, 1968: 202 -60). The first criterion, namely, 
positional mobility, has been explained by Lyons with the 
following example: 
the - boy - s - walk - ed - slow - ly - up - the - hill 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Various permutations are possible in this sentence which can 
be regarded as a combination of ten English morphemes: 
slow - ly - the - boy - s - walk - ed - up - the - hill. 
up - the - hill - slow - ly - walk - ed - the - boy - s. 
The possibility of these permutations demonstrate the positi- 
onally mobile nature of the English words. But under all 
these permutations certain pairs or triples of morphemes will . 
behave as 'blocks', not only occurring always together, but 
also in the same order relative to one another: there is no 
possibility of the sequence 321 ( s -boy -the) or 54 it ed- walk). 
This characteristic of the word is considered to be the 
second criterion, namely, the uninterruptability. 
Of these two criteria, the first one may not be 
appli- 
cable in all instances in Tamil. Consider 
the following 
sentence, which we have segmented 
into ten morphemes: 
(12) anda - vi: it - ila - irru 
- nd 
5 




- R - a:n 
9 10 
This sentence can be regarded 
as a combination of ten Tamil 
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morphemes, which occur in a particular order relative to one 
another. But there seem to be more restrictions on possible 
permutations in this Tamil sentence than in the Lyons sentence. 
Permutations such as: 
(13) iru - nd - a - anda - vi:II ila - pegiyan 
- va: - R - a:n 
(14) anda - iru - nd - a - vi:1,j - ila - peLtiyan - 
- va: - R - a:n 
will render unacceptable utterances, whereas, permutations 
such as: 
(15) vi: It - ila - iru - nd - o - anda - pegiyan - 
- va: - R - a:n 
(16) iru - nd - a - vi:tt - ila - anda - pediyan - 
- va: -R -a:n 
may render sentences with different syntactic structures and 
meanings. 
As far as the second criterion is concerned, the Tamil 
morphemes behave as 'blocks' not only occurring always together, 
but also in the same order relative to one another. Thus there 
is no possibility of the sequence 546 ( nd- iru -a) or 1098 
( a:n- R -va:) of (12). Therefore, the Tamil sentence can be 
regarded as internally stable at the word -rank as well as 
within words (Lyons, 1968: 203). 
Apart from the notion of internal stability, the phono- 
logical word in Tamil can be defined 
according to the restricted 
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set of phonological units that occur at the beginning or end 
of a word but not in other positions. The inventory of 
items that can occur in a given place in words would be diffe- 
rent if one takes into account nominal forms and verbal forms 
rather than just verbals. The following statements are made 
only with reference to verbal forms; 
(17) (a) a phonological word can only begin with one 
of the following elements: /a;; aa, i, ii, u, 
uu, e, ee, o, oo, k, t, p, m, n, y, v/ 
(b) a phonological word can end only with one 
of the following elements: / a, aa, i, u, ee, 
oo, r, n, 1, y/ 
Among these /n, 1, ti/ will be final elements only when the 
phonological word consists of more than one syllable. /r/ will 
be a final element only when it is preceded by a long noncon- 
sonant. 
C and H's notion of phonological word is found to be 
useful to define the Tamil phonological word. They postulate 
that the phonological boundary + +, appears in the phonological 
surface structure primarily,, but not exclusively, as the 
result of the following general convention: 
(18) "The boundary ++ is automatically 
inserted atHthe 
beginning and end of every string 
dominated by a 
major category, i.e., by one 
of the lexical 
categories 'noun', 'verb','adjective' 
or by a 
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category such as 'sentence','noun phrase', 'verb 
phrase' which dominates a lexical category ". 
(p. 366). 
In all other cases, it is assumed that the morpheme boundary 
+ is inserted. If we allow this general convention in the 
present description, then we will have expressions such as 
(G0). 
Consider for example the phonetic expressions such as: 
(19) [ka,ippa:n] 'he will bite' 
[ nau,anda.n ] 'I walked' 
[ecutta:l] 'she took' 
[avi1,udu] 'it becomes loose' 
[pa4iccavan] 'he who studied' 
In the underlying phonological structure, the general conven- 
tion (18) will assign an internal ++ boundary in these 
expressions because they contain the elements kaci, naAa, 
ecu, a iZ, paJi, ovan, each of which belongs to a lexical 
category. Thus according to the general convention (18), the 
phonetic expressions in (19) will have the following boundary 
markers inserted in their underlying forms: 
(20) [V + +[V+ +kaki + +]V pp + aan + +]17 
[ V + +[ V + +na],a ++ ]V [ +nas ][ +obs ] + an ++ ]V 
[V + +[V + +elu + +]V [ +obs][ +obs] + aa4 + +]V 
[ V + +[ V + +avil, ++ ]V utu ++]V 
[V + +[V + +paji + +]V [ +obs][ +obs] [N + +avan + +]N + +]y 
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The occurrence of internal ++ is quite important as far as 
Tamil phonological words are concerned. We have kali, naja, 
elu, ovin, and pali as separate imperative verbal forms, all 
of which are phonological words. These imperative verbs are 
not formed by adding any suffixes. But in expressions that 
are found in (11), although these forms are present, they.. 
are not phonological words in such cases. Therefore, as 
C and H have suggested, we need a readjustment rule that 
deletes the internal occurrence of ++ in these instances. A 
sufficient condition to delete a phonological word boundary 
is the case where such a boundary is followed by any element 
that consists of the feature [ +G]. As we noted above, the 
imperatives kali, nalo., etc., will not have any suffixes 
following them. In 1.4.(a), we mentioned that all items that 
are taken from lexicon 2 by the PMIR are inserted into the 
surface syhtactic structure with the feature [ +G]. Thus, for 
imperatives which are formed without any grammatical suffixes 
from the second lexicon will not have the feature [ +G] follow- 
ing them. Thus, the ++ boundary assigned by convention (18) 
to these forms will not be deleted; but in 
all other cases 
when this boundary is followed by the feature (+G.], it 
can be 
deleted. Before we formulate a readjustment 
rule to this 
effect, let us examine the position of 
the morpheme boundary 
( +). 
The morpheme boundary has a unique 
status in C and H's 
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model. C and H in their discussion on the status of morph- 
eme boundary establish the following convention: 
"Any rule which applies to a string.: of the form XYZ 
also applies to strings of the form X +Y +Z, XY +Z, X +YZ 
where X,Y,Z, stand for sequences of zero or more units 
and + represents formative boundary. In other words 
a rule in which the presence of formative boundary is 
not explicitly indicated applies also to strings contai- 
ning any number of formative boundaries" (p. 364). 
This convention in their formulation applies only to phono- 
logical rules. According to them redundancy rules (MS rules 
of Halle, 1959; lexical redundancy rules of C and H; Morpheme 
structure conditions of Stanley, 1967) are not conditioned to 
apply across morpheme boundaries. Therefore the above conven- 
tion is not applicable to redundancy rules. But if its appli- 
cation were extended to redundancy rules also, as has been 
done in the case of the phonology of Lumasaaba, a considerable 
saving might be effected in the phonological rules (Brown, 
1971: 52 -4). In the present model of description, the morph- 
eme boundary plays no significant role in the majority of the 
phonological matrices, for the reason that the 
R -rules of 
the phonology are not restricted in terms 
of morpheme bound- 
aries. The present model provides 
the majority of the under- 
lying phonological matrices to 
emerge in their phonetic 
representations by the application 
of the redundancy rules 
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alone. If an element or elements in a matrix need a change 
in their feature values, then that matrix has to be submitted 
to the P -rules which are considered to be mutation rules. 
These elements that have to be submitted to the P -rules are 
identified by the traffic rules and the feature [ +P -rule x] 
is inserted. The boundary markers that precede and follow 
any element that has the feature [ +P -rule x] and are referred 
to in the appropriate traffic rule will milt be erased, by the 
readjustment rule. Earlier, we noted that ++ boundary will 
be deleted when it is followed by the feature [ +G]. But 
if this boundary marker is followed by an element which 
carries the features +G 
+2 
, then it will be changed to a morph- 
eme boundary. 
To recapitulate, the PMIR will insert the phonological 
matrices of the lexical and grammatical items from lexicon 1 
and lexicon 2 respectively into the syntactic surface struct- 
ure assigning the feature ( +G] to all items that are taken 
from lexicon 2. Now the syntactic surface structure with 
the lexical and grammatical entries, will be assigned with 
the boundary markers according to the conditions 
17(a) and 
17(b) and the convention (18). The traffic 
rules identify 
those elements that need to be 
submitted to the P -rules and 
they mark them with the feature 
[ +P -rule x]. The readjust- 
ment rules that apply to this 
structure: 
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(a) delete all morpheme boundaries if they are not 
referred to by traffic rules. 
(b) delete a phonological word boundary if it is follo- 
wed by [+G]. 
(c) change a phonological word boundary to a morpheme 
boundary when it is followed by +G 
+F 
The following readjustment rules can be formulated to the 
effect of the above three statements (RA in the following 







1.10 Redundancy Rules 
except when it is referred to by 
a traffic rule. 
-> null +G] 
-+ + / + 
+FG ] 
The maximally nonredundant phonological matrices of the 
syntactic surface structure, after being readjusted by the 
readjustment rules, are submitted to the redundancy rules. 
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Redundancy rules perform a double function. They not only 
specify the redundant features by segment structure rules 
(see, p. 283) and sequence structure rules (see, p. 283), 
but also specify phonetic realizations for the majority of 
the underlying phonological matrices (see, 4.2). 
In C and H's model the redundancy rules are conditi- 
oned to apply only within morpheme boundaries. Brown (1969; 
1971) made a proposal to allow the redundancy rules to apply 
up to the domain of a phonological word. But in a phonolo- 
gical analysis of Tamil, the restriction on redundancy rules 
regarding boundary markers is not necessary. Consider for 
example the following underlying sequence: 
(21) / ++ al,uk + in + a ++ kil aNku + +/ 
[ a1 uxina xil,a1jgu ] 
'the Valli that is rotten' 
In the first phonological word, the velar obstruent will be 
specified as a voiceless continuant by a redundancy rule 
(R 24). The initial velar obstruent in the 
second phonolo- 
gical word also becomes a voiceless continuant 
in this 
environment (i.e. preceded and followed 
If the redundancy rules are conditioned 
a phonological word, then we may 
need a 
to specify the phonetic features 
of the 
ruent of the second word. Moreover, 
the elements that enter 
the P -rules have to be fully 
specified by the redundancy 
by a nonconsonant). 
to apply only within 
phonological rule 
initial velar obst- 
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rules. Suppose an R -rule specifies the velar obstruent in 
second word as [ -cnt] and [-vce], then the P -rule has to 
reverse these features into [ +cnt] and [-vce]. But if the 
redundancy rules are allowed to apply even across word boun- 
daries, then the same rule which specifies the velar obstru- 
-V vrst 
ent in the word will also specify the same in the second 
word. A similar phonological process takes place in the 
other obstruents too. In the majority of the phonological 
matrices, the phonological processes that take place within 
word boundary also take place d6ross word boundary. There- 
fore, if redundancy rules are conditioned to apply even across 
word boundaries, then much saving can be effected in the 
phonological rules. 
The main function of the redundancy rules is to perform 
simple additioning transformations only. That is, they add 
primary and secondary features (see, -p. 101 for a discussion 
on these features) and they also add predictable segments 
into the underlying phonological matrices (see,.for example, 
R 7 - R 13 in 4.5). Since the redundancy rules specify 
phonetic realizations to the majority of the underlying matr- 
ices, they are regarded as realization rules. Further 
details about the redundancy rules are given in Chapter 4. 
The output of the redundancy rules has been regarded 
as the systematic phonemic level in C and H's model. But no 
such level is recognized in the present model. In the case 
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of the majority of the Tamil underlying phonological matrices, 
the output of the redundancy rules shall be the systematic 
phonetic representations. Those matrices which are marked 
by the traffic rules for entry to the P-rules will be fully 
specified by the redundancy rules and they will be submitted 
tm the P- rules. 
1.11 The Phonological Rules 
In comparison with C and H's model, the present model 
consists of a very few phonological rules. The reason for 
having a small number of rules (i.e. P-rules) is the synchronic 
validity of the model. Let us examine this claim. It has 
been practice in earlier phonological analyses of Tamil 
to posit a dental obstruent as th underl yin form for one 
of the past tense markers 
Shanmugam Pillai (1966) and 73ri Úhy --=; --í'_=_e1:` =-d \ 
_. ... .. iJJ 
This dental obstruent is said to be palatalized after /;_/ or 
/y /. This phonological process is known as _ _l ete l z :t =e. 
and it reflects a diachronic change especially fi Tarai_ and 
Malayalam and generally in many of the Sravjdiao l g . 
When literary Tamil is employed writing or for any formal 





teey f- tt 
v al e.;ÿ + Nt 
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(d) eri + Nt 
[ erind ] 
These sequences never occur in the colloquial speech. No 
dental obstruents are found after /i/ or /y/ in such 
sequences: 
(23) (a) [ aAi_cc ] 
(b) [te:cc] 
(c) [kalapj-] 
(d) [ erip] 
This shows that the palatal consonants in (23) as against 
(22), are almost universally characteristic of the pronunci- 
ation of the mass of the Tamil people, as distinguished from 
the literti. Malayalam, one of the Dravidian languages was 
the first to adopt complete palatalization as the rule of the 
language (Caldwell, 1856: 118; Chandra Sekhar, 1953: 24 -5) 
But in literary and inscriptional Tamil, a partial palata- 
lization started as early as the seventh century A.D. 
Nannül, a grammatical treatise belonging to the eleventh 
century, had a rule saying that the dental n changes to 
palatal n when it occurs before a diphthong ai or a consonant 
y (sutra, 124) . In the Irula dialect of Tamil, the - alatal- 
ization rule seems to have no effect. Diffloth (19E6: X61 -7) 
who analysed this dialect makes some valuable observations 
as follows: "This is remarkable only in view of the fact that 
all known colloquial dialects of Tamil have undergone calata- 
lization of the dentals after i and y giving forms like: 
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pa.icce, sanji, odenji. This palatalization is also found 
in Ceylon and even in Jaffna Tamil:'. 
The preceding discussion shows that the palatalization 
is a historical change in the Daravidian languages, and the 
palatalized consonants have become part of Ceylon spoken 
Tamil. Thus, in instances where these palatal consonants 
occur in the dialect, there is no point in positing an under- 
lying dental obstruent. The observed data show that palatal 
consonants occur as past tense markers after /i/ ending and 
/y/ ending stems. There is no harm in describing this 
phenomenon as it is (see, 2.5 for further discussion on this 
point). Thus in the present description, the past tense 
markers (except -/in / -) are simply listed in lexicdin 2 as 
[ +obs ], [ +nas ][ +obs ], and [ +obs ][ +obs ]. The redundancy rules 
(R 17) will map the features of the palatal consonants on to 
[ +nas][ +obs] and [ +obs][ +obs] respectively when they occur 
after /i/ or /y /. There io no need for a P -rule in the form 
of a palatalization rule in the present description. 
Certain other cases too, where C and H's model would 
have proposed P- rules, have been taken care of by R -rules 
alone in the present description (for example, epenthetic 
vowel insertion, C and H: 375 propose a phonological 
rule as 
0 -> B / X - Y; but in our description, 
R -rule performs this 
function). One may legitimately ask 
whether the power of 
the P -rules in the present model 
is considerably decreased. 
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The answer is, as Sampson (1970: 616 -7) suggested, that 
over the last few years, many different proposals have been 
made as to specific respects in which the power of the P -rules 
should be increased or decreased, and Chomsky (1967: 126) 
himself suggests that there is a long way left to go. The 
present analysis shows that a majority of redundancy rules 
are preferred to account for the data which would have been 
accounted for by many P -rules in C and H's model. 
The main functional difference between the phonological 
rules and the redundancy rules is that the former are a set 
of mutation rules, while the latter c'íeregarded as realization 
rules. Further details of the phonological rules are 
presented in Chapter 5. 
1.12 Features 
1.12.1 Chosen Features and Natural Classes 
The features used in classifying the underlying elements 
of the dialect under investigation are listed below together 






















The natural classes functioning in the phonology of Tamil 
are distinguished by the general features consonantal, 
approximant, obstruent, nasal and lateral. These five feat- 
ures help us to set apart the six natural classes depicted 
in the diagram presented in the next page (Diagram 1.1). 
Most of the features that are used to classify the underlying 
elements, deviate from that of C and H. Consider for example, 
the use of the features vocalic and consonantal in their 
work. According to them these two features give a four -way 


















These two features may be essential for languages in which 
a syllabic vowel may turn out to be a glide or 
a liquid 
consonant may become syllabic. To account 
for these changes 
it will be much easier to classify the 
underlying elements 
into vowels, consonants, liquids 
and glides. But it has 
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[segment] 
[ +nás] [-nag] 
[ +lát] [ -lat] 
I 
1 I i 
1 I 
approximants obstruents nasals laterals non -laterals 
Diagram 1.1 
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been suggested that even for such languages the two features 
vocalic and consonantal are not essential to classify the 
underlying elements (see, for example, Brown, 1971: 79 -81). 
In a language like Tamil, no vowels are realised as glides 
and no liquid consonant becomes syllabic. The number of 
syllables in a Tamil morpheme is identical to the number of 
vowels in it. Therefore, there is no necessity for a four- - 
-way classification of the Tamil underlying elements. A 
feature consonantal is enough to obtain the most general set 
of natural classés like vowels and consonants in Tamil. The 
notion of natural class involves two considerations. First, 
it is a class of segments that can be specified with fewer 
features than any individual member of the class. To refer 
to the class of vowels in Tamil, it requires only one feature 
(i.e. [- cns]), whereas, any given vowel requires several 
additional feature specifications. Second, the features 
shared by the class members should be limited to those which 
have a certain degree of phonetic plausibility. We use one 
feature consonantal to refer to either the class of vowels or 
the class of consonants which satisfies the first consider- 
ation_. On the second consideration, /y/ and /v/ p ase a 
problem. C and H (p, 302) describe the feature consonantal- 
-nonconsonantal as follows: "Consonantal sounds are produced 
with a radical obstruction in the midsagittal region of the 
vocal tract; nonconsonantal sounds are produced 
without such 
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an obstruction ". The Tamil sounds /y/ and /v/ are produced 
without such an obstruction, therefore, the question as to 
whether they can be included in the natural class consonantal 
has to be justified. Notice that the class containing the 
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consonantS /k /e- anrt the elements /y/ and /v/ is a more natural 
class in our terms than the class containing /y/ and /v/ 
alone. The last two elements play an important role in the 
phonology as hiatus -fillers. It will be specified by a 
positive condition (PC 4) that no two different vowels occur 
side by side within a morpheme. If two identical vowels 
occur within a morpheme, ._: , then those two vowels 
according to PC (PC stands for positive condition), will 
realize as a single unit with the feature long. But .if two 
identical or nonidentical vowels occur across morpheme or 
phonological word boundaries, then, either, one of the vowels 
is deleted or 
between those 
a hiatus- filler like /y/ or /v/ is inserted 
two vowels. This function of /y/ and /v/ 
strongly suggest that these two elements cannot be included 
within the class of nonconsonantal, even though both the 
vowels and /y/ and /v/ share a common phonetic 
factor, namely, 
the absence of an obstruction in the midsagittal 
region. 
Thus, on language -specific reason, the 
sounds /y/ and /v/ are 
included in the class of consonantal. 
Now let us examine the motivation 
for setting up 
approimant as one of the natural classes. 
First of all, a 
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brief comment about the term approximant is necessary. 
Certain sounds like /y/ and /v/ are often described as semi- 
vowels or frictionless continuants which according to 
Abercrombie .(1967: 50) are rather unsatisfactory names. 
Ladefoged (1964: 25) suggested the term approximant to descr- 
ibe these sounds. We have adopted this term as a feature to 
distinguish /y/ and /v/ from other consonantal elements. 
The decision to set up approximant as one of the natural 
classes in Tamil is motivated by the simplicity criterion or 
economy criterion (we will return to this point below). If 
for example, the feature approximant is not included in the 
phonology, then the underlying elements /r /, /y/ and /v/ 
vâill +have the following feature- bundles whenever they are 





























But if a feature called approximant is included, then those 
three can be represented as follows 



















Further, if the feature approximant is not inbIaded , then 
the nonlateral class will refer to the following elements: 
/R, r, y, v/. Now the first two only will belong to the 
nonlateral class and the last two can be referred to as 
approximants and they will be specified as r +cns . Consider 
L +app. 













If a feature approximant is not included, then the elements 
/y/ and /v/ cannot be grouped together as /m, n, L/ on one 
hand and /1, 1/ on the other hand are grouped. If the feature 
approximant is available, then those elements in (27) can be 
presented in the following simpler form: 
(28) +nas 









a.fnt - /y, v 
pored 
fb ck 
An examination of Table 1.2 shows that the two elements /y/ 
and /v/ can be uniquely identified in the language in 
question by specifying the two features ] 
cns C and ïi 
+app 
(p.334) states the following definition as an evaluation 
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criterion: "The 'value' of a sequence of rules is the reci- 
procal of the number of symbols in its minimal representa- 
tion". In view of this evaluation criterion the schema that 
is presented in (28) is more natural and simpler than (27). 
The introduction of the feature approximant has also contri- 
buted its share in order to achieve this simplicity and 
naturalness. 
Let us return now to discuss the notion of simplicity 
or economy criterion. Chomsky (1964: 71) makes the following 
observation regarding this point: "A natural evaluation 
measure ('simplicity' measure) for the phonological component 
is the number of feature specifications it contains. In 
particular, then, the grammar is more highly valued (and more 
general) if rules are stated in terms of archiphonemes (and 
furthermore, 'generalized archiphonemes' such as C, V, etc.) 
rather than segments ". In terms of the first part of the 
above definition, an examination of Table 1.2 shows that all 
the underlying elements in the system of Tamil phonology 
can be uniquely identified by the single feature consonantal. 
The vowels of the system are immediately recognizable by a 
single feature [ -cns]. Other natural classes: obstruents, 
nasals, laterals, and nonlaterals functioning within consonants 
can be identified with the features [ +obs 
], [ +nas ], [ +lat ], 
and [ -lat] respectively. The only class 
that needs two 
+cns roximant class. 
feature specifications (e.g. ) 
is the app
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The setting up^the natural classes that are functioning 
within the Tamil phonological syetem with a few features and 
thus enabling the rules of the phonology to contain minimum 
feature specifications (compare 29 and 30) can be regarded 
as a contribution to the simplicity measure of the phonolo- 
gical component. Regarding the second part of his defini- 
tion, consider, now the following instance in Tamil phonology ;: 
the nonconsonant /u/ is deleted before any vowel. This can 
be presented as: 
(29) u 0 / 
But an examination of Table 1.2 and the positive condition 
that specifies length for the nonconsonants (PC 5) shows 
that the ten segments in the context of (29) can be uniquely 
identified in Tamil by specifying the only feature [ -ens]: 
and in view of Chomsky's definition (i.e. the grammar is 
more highly valued if rules are stated in terms of 
archi- 
phonemes) and also in view of C and H's evaluation criterion 
(i.e. the 'value' of a sequence of rules is the 
reciprocal 
of the number of symbols in its minimal representation), 
it 
is this most abbreviated schema that determines 
the value 
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of the rules summarized by (29). In short, the theory requ- 
ires that these rules be formally represented by the schema 
(30): 
(30) -cns 
-fnt 0 / 
[ -med - -cns] 
-low 
Thus the required simplicity is thereby achieved, as a 
comparison of (29) and (30) readily shows. 
The concept of simplicity cannot be considered apart 
from the notion of generality. The role of the simplicity 
metric is to devise a method of formulating rules in such a 
way that it will always be the most economical one and it 
will force the analysis in the direction of greater genera- 
lity. Several examples can be found in this work to justify 
this claim. Numerous conventions for reducing several rules 
to a single one and deleting irrelevent information from 
rules are all part of the simplicity metric. The role of 
the simplicity metric, in short, insures that the phonology 
reflects the most highly valued generalizations about Tamil. 
Let us now return to the discussion of the features 
that are chosen to characterise the underlying elements. 
Apart from the features that set apart the natural classes 
that are functioning within Tamil phonology, the features 
retroflex, front, medial, back, and low are chosen to 
distinguish the underlying elements. Among them the feature 
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retroflex is useful in the phonological descriptions of most 
of the Indian languages. Ramanujan and Masica (1969: 570 -1) 
have used retroflexion as one of the features that provide 
areal groupings for a phonological typology of the Indian 
linguistic area. The retroflex consonant is said to be an 
example of a displaced articulation. Abercrombie (1967: 51) 
says: "Another example for a displaced articulation is when 
the point of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate, 
which means it must be curled back as well. The adjective 
retroflex is used for this class of consonants, and although 
it does not directly identify the two articulators concerned, 
it is neverthless descriptive of what takes place. Segments 
so made are common 
other parts of the 
in the languages 6f India and in many 
world ". The feature retroflex is thus 
chosen to specify the following alphabetic representations: 
/t, 1, RI. This feature enables us 
to simplify the 
feature specifications of certain elements. Consider /1 /, 
/l. /, / r/ and. /R /. These four elements can be specified 










Although the features front, medial and back are 
chosen to specify both consonants and nonconsonants, their 
phonetic description of the consonants differs from that of 
the nonconsonants. For nonconsonants, these features are 
chosen in terms of the active articulator only; but for the 
consonants in terms of both active and passive articulators 
(see, Abercrombie, 1967: 43 for an expl. nation for these 
terms). In the case of the nonconsonants, the movement of 
the active articulator (i.e. tongue) is taken into consider- 
ation; whereas for the consonants, the contact between the 
active articulators (i.e. the tongue and the lower lip) and 
the passive articulators (i.e. the upper lip, the roof of 
the mouth and the velum) is taken into consideration. Thus, 




For the production of this sound, the tongue moves to the 
front position and it is high; hence the features [ +fnt] 





The two sides of the tongue make 
contact with the middle 
and back parts of the roof of the mouth 
(see, palatograms 
26 and 27 in p. 401of Chapter 6). 
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The feature low is used to specify only the underlying 
nonconsonants. 
1.12.2 Characterisation of Underlying Elements 
in this description of the phonological system of Ceylon 
spoken Tamil, twenty mnderlying elements are recognized (see, 
Table 1.2). The phonological component contains many rules 
that bring these underlying elements to their phonetic reali- 
zations. included in the rules of the phonology, is a set 
of redundancy rules (R 14 - R:18) which recapitulate to some 
extent the famous law known as "convertibility of surds and 
sonants" propounded by Caldwell for the stop consonants in 
Dravidian languages. Caldwell (1856: 102 -4) in his compara- 
tive study of the Dravidian languages has shown distinct 
traces of the existence of this law in all the Dravidian 
dialects, but he concludes that it is found most systematica- 
lly and in its most developed form in Tamil and Malayalam. 
The law as apparent in Tamil system of sounds ac- cording to 
Caldwell, is as follows: /p /, /t /, /t/, /k/ are always 
pronounced as tenues or surds at the beginning of words and 
whenever they are doubled. The same consonants 
are always 
pronounced as medials or sonants when 
single in the middle 
of words. A sonant cannot begin a 
word, neither is a surd 
admissible in the middle, except when 
doubled. A similar 
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rule applies to the pronunciation of /c /. When single, it 
is pronounced as a soft weak sibilant (' as [s] ) This 
pronunciation is unchanged in the middle of words, and in 
all cases in which that consonant is single; but when it is 
doubled, it is pronounced as a surd. This is how Caldwell 
has described his law of "The convertibility of surds and 
sonants" in Tamil. Tamil orthography has only five symbols 
for the stop consonants (i.e. LJ /p /, p5 /t /, L /1/, 
O o 
j /k4 5 /c/ ) . Whether they are pronounced as 
voiceless continuants or noncontinuants; as voiced continu- 
ants or noncontinuants, only those five symbols are employed 
in writing. This orthographic tradition of Tamil confirms 
Caldwell's law (see, Firth, 1934: ii -iii for a discussion 
of this point). Following this tradition and Caldwell's 
law, we have set up /p /, /t /, /t /, /k/ and /c/ as the under- 
lying obstruent elements which are used to spell the entries 
in the lexicon. But these elements will later emerge as 
various phonetic segments (as surds and sonants_in the 
words of Caldwell) when the redundancy rules R 14, R 15, 
R 16, R 17 and R 18 are applied. From the five underlying 
obstruents the redundancy rules will give Thilrteen phonetic 
obstruents (i.e. [p, b, 3, t, d, 1:; 
j (13), s] ). 
A surface level phonetic alveolar voiceless obstruent 
is encountered in certain phonological words. This obstruent 
,I,k,g,x, c(t$) , 
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is derived from the retroflex obstruent by a phonological 
rule (see, P 8 for further details). 
Regarding the so- called double stop consonants in 
Tamil, there is a prolonged debate among scholars whether 
they are actually double or not. It was Firth (1934: iii -iv) 
who first questioned whether the Tamil double stop conson- 
ants are really double or long. He pointed out the .incon- 
sistency in the length of those consonants. Although his 
suspicion was aroused to say "that the double stop conson- 
ants, pp, tt, t1;;;. kk are not always double consonants in the 
Italian sense (cf. cappello, mattina, freddo) or like the 
two pis in up- platform run together ", he has not given any: 
definite conclusion, but simply points out that "further 
research is necessary ". 
Lisker (1958) has convincingly proved that there is 
inconsistency in the length of the sc- called double occlu- 
sitves. He summarizes his arguments as follows: "The voice- 
less stops of Tamil vary greatly in their durations of 
closure. Their range of variation, as determined from 
spectograms, coincides with ranges that accommodate both 
phonemically short voiceless stops and phonemically long 
voiceless stops in several other languages ". Further, he 
pointed out the absence of single voiceless stops in medial 
position to contrast with the double stops, so that the 
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particular value of closure duration which separates the 
two types of stops can be determined. In this sijuation, 
he is unable to say anything definite about the length of 
the double stops, and concludes that "the contrasting sets 
which Tamil orthography renders by p, t, t, k and pp, tt, 
tt, kk differ in closure duration, to be sure, but this may mo 
be considered a concomitant of the other phonetic dimensions 
which serve to separate the two sets: fricative vs. stop, 
flap vs. stop, and voiced -lenis vs. voiceless fortis ". 
Zvelebil (1960: 425) in his list of Tamil phonemes, 
recognizes the double stop consonants as 'long voiceless' 
phonemes. He says that "there can be no doubt that the 
difference between short stops (and not only stops but most 
of the other consonants) and long stops ( and most of the 
other so- called double consonants) is distinctive.... The 
sustance of the difference should not be found in the 
doubling of consonants or in the opposition lenis vs. fortis 
or voiced vs. voiceless, but in the length of the consonant.. 
... The difference is mainly in the duration of the occlu- 
sion and very probably in the way of articulation ". Accor- 
ding to these observations, the Tamil double stops are not 
really double consonants, but are long consonants. 
Following Ramasubramaniyan (1971), the present writer 
differs from the above views on the so- called double conso- 
nants. Ramasubramaniyan points out that the 
so- called 
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geminates in Tamil are produced by two articulations at the 
same point of articulation without any noticeable break. He 
also maintains that they are not long consonants in the 
Italian sense, because in Italian the long consonants are 
regarded as monosyllabic elements. But in Tamil, the follow- 
ing utterance: 
(34) /nNta ++ pe liyan + ukku ++ kuiu/ 
1 2 3 4 
'give to that boy' 
4 3 1 2 
cannot be pronounced without the additional consonants [p] 
and [k] after the vowels [a] of the first word and [u] of the 
second word. The additional consonants will render the 
correct utterance as: 
(35) [ andap peAi yanukkuk kuqu ] 
The [pp] and [kk] in this sentence have only one onset and 
one release and thus at the phonetic level we do not have a 
succession of two plosives. But it is inappropriate to regard. 
suchsegments as a long consonant that belongs to the same 
syllable. But [pp] and [kk] in (35) have to be considered 
as geminates of which the first [p] or [k] can be regarded as 
closing one syllable and the second [p] or [k] as opening the 
following syllable. It is appropriate to give what 
Abercrombie (1967: 82) says about double consonants: 
" A 
double consónant is one whose duration extends 
over two 
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syllables, whereas the duration of a long consonant is 
confined to a single syllable ". Further discussion of the 
problem of the double consonants in Tamil is taken up in 
1 / 
Three underlying nasal consonants are recognized in 
this description. These are: /m /, /n/ and /IL /. Six different 
symbols are used however to characterise the phonetic reali- 
sation of these three underlying nasal consonants. The six 
phonetic nasals are: [r, n, n, 'L, P, ij], In the dialect 
under investigation, a nasal before an obstruent is always 
homorganic with this obstruent. This enables us to specify 
the nasals before obstruents only with the features [ +cns] 
and [ +nas]. The redundancy rule R 15 will map the features 
of the corresponding obstruents to these nasal elements. 
For lexical entries, the nasal before obstruent will be 
represented by the symbol /N /. Thus the sequences /N1)/, /It /, 
/Nt /, /Nc /, and /Nk/ will bP realized as [nib], End], LA], ],
[ T j ] and [g] respectively. As far as the verbal. forms of the 
Ceylon colloquial Tamil are concerned the occurrence of the 
nasal plus obstruent cluster is always homorganic. If 
nominal forms are taken into consideration, hetrogenic nasal 
plus obstruent clusters have to be attested. Consider for 
example the following nominal forms where sequences 
such as: 
[nb], [ng], [Lg] are found: [onbu] 'love', 
[mi:ngaRi] 'fish 
curry', [po:ILga :Ran] 'bread man'. 
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In the present description, underlying consonants and 
nonconsonants are characterised by different sets of primary 
features. The consonants are characterised by the follow- 
ing primary features: obstruent, approximant, nasal, lateral 
retroflex, front, medial and back. Certain primary features 
of the consonants, namely, continuant and voice are intro- 
duced lyy the R -rules (see, R 20 - R 29). The nonconsonants 
are characterised by the following primary features: front, 
medial, and low. The primary feature long for the nonconso- 
nants will be specified by a positive condition (PC 5). 
Characterisation of the underlying consonants and non- 
consonants with different set of primary features allows 
the process of phonetic similitude to be expressed in a very 
natural way. For example, when a nonconsonant follows a 
( +nas] consonant, the primary nasal feature of the consonant 
is shared by the nonconsonant (see, R 30). Similarly, if 
a nonconsonant precedes a [+ret] consonant, then the primary 
retroflex feature is shared by the nonconsonant (see, R 32). 
In order to characterise the low -level phonetic quality 
of the vowels, the features round, raised, advanced, 
and 
retracted are introduced by some redundancy rules. The 
symbol that represents each low -level phonetic 
quality of 
a nonconsonant is employed in exemplication 
only in that 
part of the rule concerned. In other places, 
the symbol 
used for the underlying element is 
employed.. 
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1.12.3 Underlying Elements are Presented in a Classificatory 
Matrix 
The underlying elements and the primary features that 
are used to characterise them in the underlying level are 
often presented in a classificatory matrix. Such a matrix is 
provided in Table 1.2. 




+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + 
+ + + + + 
nas ++++ Q-- - 
1 a t 
ret 
+ + - 
- + - + 
fnt ++ --+- - - --+++--- 
med -+ +--+ + + + + 
bck 
low 
-- - + + - - _ _ + _ 
-+-++ 
Table 1.2 
1.13 Phonetic Realization 
The output of the R -rules and P -rules 
is the phonetic 
realization of the underlying phonological 
matrices. A certain 
number of low -level phonetic realizations 
are reached in 
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certain cases. But an analysis in terms of introducing integers 
in the low -level as suggested by C and H is not attempted in 
this work. Phonetic realizations of the phonological elements 
are discussed in Chapter 6. 
1.14 Summary of Main Differences between C and H and the 
Model roosed in this Chapter to be referred to below 
as AS) 
(a) C and H recognize. a level called fully specified phono- 
logical representation; whereas AS does not. 
(b) The redundancy rules in C and H are conditioned to apply 
only within morpheme boundaries; whereas they are allowed 
to apply across morpheme and word boundaries in AS. 
(c) The PMIR, the positive conditions and the traffic rules 
which are found in are not found in C and H. 
(d) Unlike C and H, AS has two lexicons. 
(e) Each underlying phonological matrix in C and H has to go 
through the P -rules to reach its phonetic representation; 
whereas in AS, a majority of the underlying matrices 
emerge into their phonetic representations 
after the 
application of the R -rules alone. 
(f) In C and H, the output of the P -rules 
is the output of 
the phonological component; whereas 
in AS, the output 
of the redundancy rules which 
are regarded as realization 
rules, is considered to be the 
output of the 
phonological component. 
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certain cases. But an analysis in terms of introducing integers 
in the low -level as suggested by C and H is not attempted in 
this work. Phonetic realizations of the phonological elements 
are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Model proposed in this Chapter (to be referred to below 
as AS) 
(a) C and H recognize: a level called fully specified phono- 
logical representation; whereas AS does not. 
(b) The redundancy rules in C and H are conditioned to apply 
only within morpheme boundaries; whereas they are allowed 
to apply across morpheme and word boundaries in AS. 
(c) The PMIR, the positive conditions and the traffic rules 
which are found in AS are not found in C and H. 
(d) Unlike C and H, AS has two lexicons. 
(e) Each underlying phonological matrix in C and H has to go 
through the P -rules to reach its phonetic representation; 
whereas in AS, a majority of the underlying matrices 
emerge into their phonetic representations 
after the 
application of the R -rules alone. 
In C and H, the output of the P -rules 
is the output of 
the phonological component; whereas 
in AS, the output 
of the redundancy rules which 
are regarded as realization 






2. VERB FORá 
2.1 Preliminary Remarks 
The Tamil verb is highly inflected. As an example, a 
set of inflectional paradigms of the verb po j,i, 'study', is 
shown in Diagram 2.1 (but note that this paradigm is not a 
complete set; inflectional forms of the complex verb forms 
of poii are not given in this Diagram). The following 
comments are to be made about Diagram 2.1 before we begin 
the actual discussion of verb forms in Ceylon colloquial 
Tamil: 
(a) The labels in Diagram 2.1 have the following 
implications: 
[ +neg, +fin, +ind] - negative indicative 
e.g. /poli + an/ -> [pa4iyon] 'I will not study' 
[ +neg, +fin, -ind] - negative imperative 
e.g. /po i + co + ta/ -- [ paAiyo : da ] 'do not study' 
[ +neg, -fin, +adv part, +cond] - negative conditional 
e.g. /pali + no + 1t l.aal./ [ pagiya : . o : ] 
'if you don't study' 
[ +neg, -fin, +adv part, -cond] - negative adverbial 
participle 
e.g. /poli + na + mal/ [pn,iya:mal ] 
'not having studied 
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[+neg, -fin, -adv part] = negative adject- 
ival participle 
e.g. /pati + GO + ta/ - [pa,iya:da] 
'who has not studied' 
[ -neg, +fin, +ind, +pst] - past indicative 
e.g. /pai,i +[ +obs][ +obs] + an/ [pay ,iccan] 
'I studied' 
[ -neg, +fin, +ind, -pst, +prt] - present indica- 
tive 
e.g. /pali + kkiR + an/ -i [paAikkiRan] 
[ -neg, +fin, +ind, -pst, -prt] 
'I am studying' 
future indica- 
tive 
e.g. / pa i,i + pp + an/ _T [ pagi peon ] 
'I will study' 
[ -neg, +fin, -ind, +imp] : imperative 
e.g. /pall/ [pa ,i ] 'study ' 
[ -neg, +fin, -ind, -imp] 
e, g. /poll + alaam/ 




+adv part, +cond] - positive 
conditional 
e.g. /pall + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + aal/ --> [pa icca.:1 ] 
'if studied' 
1. The realization of [kk] in this phonetic form 
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[ -neg, -fin, +part, +adv part, -cond] 
e. g. /poti + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + u/ 
[ -neg, -fin, +part, -adv part, +pst] 
e. g. /po. li + [+obs ][+obs ] + 
adverbial 
participle 





a/ -* [paciicca] 
'who studied' 
[ -neg, -fin, +part, -adv part, -pst] 
e. g. /poli + kkiR + o/ 
[-neg, -fin, -part] 





[ poy,ikkiRa ] 
'who is studying' 
infinitive 
[ paq ikka ] 
'to study' 
As used in Diagram 2.1, these labels are purely illustrative, 
but it could no doubt be shown, that they have syntactic as 
well as morphological significance. For example, the forms 
of Diagram 2.1 seem to cross- classify syntactically such that 
the illustrative labels also function as syntactic features 
and in some other forms in this chapter, is due to 
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available for independent reference in a number of syntactic 
rules. In this phonological study, we shall not attempt to 
justify these speculations. 
(b) The label finite means that all such verbal forms 
are marked for person, number and gender. The non-finite 
forms are not inflected for person, number and gender, Thus, 
they are not restricted to a particular person, number or 
gender. The non- finite verbs may be divided into two classes: 
the first comprises those which occur as adjuncts of verbs 
and the second comprises those which occur as adjuncts of 
nouns. Tamil traditional grammarians use the term eccam to 
refer to all non -finite verbs. This term means 'that which 
is not completed'. One class of those non-finite forms is 
termed vinay eccam 'that which is to be completed by a verb'. 
The other class is termed peyar eccam that which is to be 
completed by a noun'. Therefore, the terms adverbial parti- 
ciples and adjectival participles are employed for the 
former and the-latter classes respectively with a view to 
emphasise the fact that these are non -finite forms having 
the function of adverbs and adjectives respectively: 
e.g. C1) vandu pa,icca:n 
1 




'the dog which came' 
2 1 
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The adVerbiall participle vandu in the first example requires 
a verb to follow as its compliment and the adjectival parti- 
ciple vanda in the second example requires a noun to follow 
as its compliment. 
Tamil verbal forms can be regarded as consisting of 
strings of morphemes. In almost all the inflected forms of 
a given verb, it is possible to locate in a fairly straight - 
forward way each of the inflectional morphemes in a parti- 
cular isolateable fragment of the phonetic form. For example, 
consider the following forms of the verb pati 'study': 
(3) pa 1.i + kkiR + an : positive,human, first person, 
singular, present indicative. 
(4) pa.ti + cc + u : positive past adverbial 
participle. 
In the present indicative form pa ,ikkiRan , pa. i can be 
called the stem (a definition of the term stem is given in 
the following page), kkiR, the present tense morpheme, an, 
the first person singular personal suffix. In the parti- 
cipial form pad,iccu, cc is the past tense morpheme, u is 
the adverbial participle suffix. This kind of segmentation 
and classification process is reasonabi ysuccessfUl in 
majority of the Tamil verbal. forms. A language which has 
this kind of segmentation is c1,as sifi 'a :s a`= agglutinating 
type ( in terms of a system of o1 ̀ r.aWi c,<=.t:Iozi w. 171h o='_g' ._.z P: -- 
in the ninteenth century). "A" ; Y :`. ' + a`- . 
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one which words are typically composed of a sequence of 
morphs with each morph representing one morpheme" (Lyons, 
1968: 187-91). Tamil can be considered as one of those 
languages that belong primarily to this type, 
The main classifications that can be made ô.f those 
members that join together to form Tamil verbal forms are: 
(1) stems, (2) suffixes, (3) tense markers. Among these 
stem is the most important class, because no verbal forms 
are formed without this. Further, certain verbal stems alone 
become imperatives (e.g. ;.i/ -; [ atii ] 'beat ', /ciri/ -> 
[siri] 'laugh ' ). A stem here is taken to be that part 
of a word which cannot be further segmented at the morpho- 
logical level. The word has, of course, been used in a 
variety of different ways by other writers. Compare, for 
instance, the definitions of base and root in Lyons (1970: 
318, 325): base: that part of a word (either a stem or a 
root) to which affixes may be attached. Root: that part 
of the form of -a word which remains when all the derivati- 
onal and inflectional affixes have been removed. Suffixes 
are needed to make the majority of the verbal forms (exceptions 
are the imperatives which are just referred to above). 
2. Caldwell (1856: 144 -5) regards all Dravidian langu- 
ages as belonging to the agglutinative type. But 
he observes that this is not a hard'and fast line 
of distinction. 
Most of the positive finite and non -finite verbal forms 
are formed with the tense markers. 
With reference to tense markers and some other verbal 
suffixes, let us make a brief comment as to how the use is 
made of the concept of "phonological null" in this descrip- 
tion. Consider the following forms: (a) /ooh, + inam/ -} 
[ o : Ainom ] 'they are running': (b) /oo 
í. 
+ utu/ [ o :.udu ] 
'it is running': (c) /oo j, + i/ [ o : J,i ] 'having run'. 
Among these, (a) is a positive, human, third person, epicene 
plural, present tense, finite verb. Although this form 
denotes the sense of present time, there is no morphological 
unit that is responsible for this. At the syntactic surface 
structure, a form of this kind will have the syntactic 
features [ -past, +present] (i.e. present tense). But the 
rules (i.e. PMIR, see, 1.6) which insert the phonological 
matrices of the grammatical formatives will not insert any 
matrix that is equivalent to the syntactic feature matrix 
[ -past, +present] for a form like (a). If such-a situa- 
tion arises, then we woilld prefer to say that the present 
tense marker in (a) is phonologically null. In (b) and 
(c) the present tense and past tense markers are phonolo- 
gically null respectivelly. 
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2.2 Classification of Verbal Stems 
In discussions of the dictionary entries for Tamil 
verbs, it is often stated that the singular imperative 
Tamil verb is the same as the root or stem.3 If_ we adopt 
this view, then it will obscure an important distinction 
among Tamil verbal stems. There are a. number of verbal 
stems in Tamil, which do not denote the imperative mood. 
Consider the following: 
(5) /puri /- 'understand' 
/ini /- 'be sweet' 
/uti/- 'dawn' 
/vao.y /-- 'be successful' 
/vitoay /- 'feel thirsty' 
Among the verbs of this type, there are some stems which 
denote a state of mind and some others which denote the 
action of nature ( /puri /- and /ini/ are examples for the 
former; /uti/- can be given as an example for the latter). 
Therefore, it is impossible tá impose a command on these 
actions. Thus the statement, that the singular imperative 
3; See, for example, a statement by Suseendira Rajah 
(1970: 239): "Tamil verb bases are identical in their 
form with imperatives and they are used as command 
forms without adding any suffix ". 
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Tamil verb is the same as the stem, is misleading. No 
such view is accepted here. instead, an abstraction is 
made out from the different grammatical forms of a stem 
and it is entered in the lexicon as the underlying form.4 
Having established the point that all Tamil verbal 
stems are not as same as the imperatives, let us now begin 
our discussion on the classification of verbal stems. 
Tolk âppiyar, the author of the earliest extant Tamil gramm- 
ar, did not attempt to make a classification of the verbal - 
stems. The author of Nannúl has classified the Tamil verbal 
stems into twenty three classes according to the last letter 
of each stem. Sutra 137 deals with this classification.5 
4. See, Asher (1966: 27-8) for a statement on this 
point. 
5. The following is the text of the sutra 137: 
na lavoa. mo ¡ i ci i vilukuu veevay 
noppoo vovuri puL porun tiruntin 
teeypaa.r celvav voal keel ohken 
Reytiyo viru pain muun_Raa miiRovum 
ceyye nneeval vinayppokaop potomee 
'The different verbal roots which have 23 endings 
as in na¿a, vaa, ma(,i, cii, visu, kuu, vee, vay, 
no, poo , vov, urirr., u' L, porun, tirum, tin, teey, 
paar, cel, vov, voal, keel, ah are in the impera- 
pattern as in cey'. 
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It is only in this sutra that he talks about a division 
among the Tamil verbal stems and he had no occasion to 
elaborate it anywhere in his book. We are, in fact, justi- 
fied in saying that the Tamil traditional grammarians did 
not attempt to make proper classification of verbal stems. 
European grammarians during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries have attempted to classify verbs into a_number 
of groups. They have based their classifications on a 
number of different criteria. Pope6 takes the following 
factors into consideration: (i) the type of tense morpheme 
(ii) the final vowel of the root and (iii) the intransitive- 
7 
-- transitive alternance. Arden' groups the verbs into seven 
conjugational ptterns according to the last letter of the 
root. Graul8 had the same number of groupings, but the 
criteria on which his classification was made differs from 
those of Arden's. Lisker,9 having pointed out that the Tamil 
6. Pope (1926) 
7. Arden's grouping of verbs was revised by A.C.Clayton 
(1954). See Asher (1969) for a discussion of this 
point. 
8. Though the Tamil Lexicon follows Graul's (1855) system 
of groupings, it differs from him by setting up of 
13 conjugations. Asher (1969) considers that this 
( Graul's system) is "the one that has come nearest 
to finding universal acceptance ". 
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verbal stems are usually divided into seven classes on the 
basis of the particular tense- marking suffixes found with 
them, made a proposal to eliminate such phonologically 
conditioned alternations as a criterion for stem classifi- 
cation. This proposal permitted him to reduce the seven 
classes of verbal stems into five. He went further than 
this and posited a new morphemic element (a dummy X represents 
this element) between the stems and the tense markers, which 
helped him to reduce the five classes into just three. It 
should be noted that Lisker and most of the previous 
European grammarians made the stem classification only for 
written Tamil. 
Asher10 was the first to classify the verbs in spoken 
Tamil. He was also the first to set up only two classes of 
verbs. The criterion on which he bases his classification 
9. Lisker (1951: 111 -14) 
10. Asher (1966: 15 -29); (1969: 249 -79). The first 
a 
paper deals with his proposal to set upAtwo class 
system of Tamil verbal stems and the second paper, 
apart from other things, gives a history of the 
previous attempts made to classify Tamil verbs 
and an evaluation of those attempts. 
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is the consonant articulation in the segment of a verbal 
form that is the exponent of a grammatical tense. There are 
two possibilities of consonant articulation in the tense 
markers namely, fortis or lenis.- 1l Thus his Class I verbal 
stems have fortis velar plosive articulation as a marker of 
present tense and fortis bilabial plosive articulation as a 
marker of future tense. Whereas in Class II this phonetic 
feature fortis is not found in the corresponding segment. 
He was able to draw this correlation only between the present 
and future tense markers. The criterion on which he made 
the classification of Tamil verbs, is highly motivated 
morphologically and phonologically in a grammar of Tamil. 
This attempt greatly reduced the number of irregular verbs 
in Tamil. He attempts in addition to limk transitivity and 
intransitivity with the two classes of verbs. "The contrast 
at the phonetic level between 'tense' plosion and 'lax' 
consonant articulation sometimes has the function:of differ- 
entiating between members of pairs of words which are seman- 
tically linked and which apart from this feature are structu- 
rally identical ". He shows this contrast by some stems of 
identical phonematic and prosodic structure belonging to 
Class I and Class II as transitive and intransitive respect- 
ively. 
11. The terms fortis and lenis are purposely used here 
(continued) 
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We have made use of Asher's criteria in classifying the 
verbal stems of the Ceylon spoken Tamil. That is, the verbal 
stems are classified according to the tense morphemes that 
they take. A class of verbal stems take -/iR /- and - /v /- as 
the present and future tense morphemes respectively. Another 
class of verbal stems take -/kkiR /- and - /pp /- as the present 
and future tense markers respectively. The former is termed 
Class I and the latter as Class II. Past tense morphemes 
are not taken into consideration for the classification of 
verbal stems. Most of the verbal stems that belong to Class II 
are transitive. Eut it is difficult to draw a correlation 
between Class I and II verbal stems and intransitivity and 
transitivity respectively.12 An inventory of Class I and 
Class II verbal stems is given below. But these lists do not 
contain all the verbal stems that are taken into consideration 
in this work. They are representative samples of the full 
list of verbal stems that appear in an appendix (pp. 454 -95). 
The two lists are presented in four columns: the first gives 
instead of the terms tense and lax in order to 
avoid. confusion between the phonological feature 
'tense° and the morphological feature 'tense', 
Asher (1966: 27) himself noted this difficulty. 
12. Asher (1966: 26) pointed out this difficulty in rela -t.ic 
to the dialect which he investigated. 
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the verbal stem. The second and third give the phonologi- 
cal and phonetic representations of the present amd future 
tense forms respectively. The final column provides a gloss: 
Class I 
/e1L /-- /e L + iR /- /e..L + v/- 'count' 
[ eJ kiR ] [ eiL_¿uv ] 
/uut /- /uut + iR /- /uut + v/- 'blow' 
[u:diR] [u:duv] 
/oat/- /oat 4- iR /- /col. + V/- 'dance' 
[a:-¿iR] [a.:J,uv] 
/ooNk /- /ooNk + iR /- /ooNk + v/- 'raise' 
[o:i giR] [o:i.;gu.v] 
/uutt /- /uutt + iR /- /uutt + v/- 'pour' 
[u:ttiR] [u:ttuv] 
/poo /- /poo + iR /- /poo + v/- 'go' 
[156::R,3 [p6 ::v] 
/tin /7 /tin + iR/- /tin + v/- 'eat' 
[tinniR] [tinnuv] 
/puuc /-- /puuc + iR /- /puuc + v/- 'smear' 
[pu:siR] [pu:suv] 
/kuni /- /kuni + iR /- /kuni + v/- 'bend' 
[kuniyiR] [kuniv] 
/mu1,uc /- /mu1,uc + iR/- /muluc + v/- 'blink' 













/kaluv + i R/-- 
[kaluviR] 
/kuNpil + iR/-- 
[kumbiqiR ] 
/caappi1. + iR/- 
[ sa: ppiqiR ] 
/uraNc + iR/- 
[urapjiR] 
/vi Ra.aN]; + iR/- 
[ viRa :1 LAiR ] 
/tii + kkiR/- 
[ ti : kkiR ] 
/nil + kki.R/- 
[nikkiR] 
/voy + kkiR/-a 
['vaykkiR ] 
/paar + kkiR/- 
[pa:kkiR] 
/ciri + kki R/-- 
[sirikkiR] 
/kutu + kkiR/- 
[kuukkiR] 
/kaluv + v/- 
[ k a j,uvuv ] 
/kuNpi t + v/- 
[kumbiAuv] 
/caappi 
i. + Tf/- 
[ sa: ppiquv ] 
/uraNc + v/- 
[urapjuv] 







/tii + pp/- 'burn' 
[ti:pp] 
/nil + pp/- 
[nepp] 
/vay + pp/-- 'keep' 
[ 
vaypp ] 
/paar + pp/- 
Epa :pp] 
/ciri + pp/-- 'laugh' 
[ siripp ] 
/kutu + pp/- 'give' 




/cuma /- /cuma + kkiR /- /cuma +ppp /- 'carry' 
[sumokkiR] [sumapp] 
/vacci /- / vacci + kkiR /- / vacci + pp /- 'read' 
[ va: sikkiR ] [ va.: sipp ] 
/cooti /- / cooti + kkiR /- 
iso:dikkiR] 
/coati + pp /- 
[so:dipp] 
' ; exa.m. ne ' 
/ coati,/- / coati + kkiR/ - ; caIvti + pp /- 'meet' 
[sandikkiR] [sandipp] 
/G ti/- /a i_ + kkiR/- /o ¡,i + pp /- 'beat' 
[agikkiR] [a Lipp] 
/katay /-- /katay + kkiR/- /katay pp /- 'talk' 
[kdaykkiR] [kadaypp] 
There are many stems appearing in Class I which will take 
Class II tense morphemes when they become causative stems. 
Consider for example, the following sentences: 
(6) so:Ru noll.a: o.viyudu 
1 2 3 
'rice is cooking well' 
1 3 3 2 
ka,uda:si neruppila eriyudu 
1 2 3 
'paper is burning on the fire' 
1 3 3 2 2 2 
The verbal sterns / ovi /-- and /eri /- in (6) and (7) respecti- 
(7) 
vely belong to Class I. But when they are employed in 




(Ivan so:tte nalla: 
1 2 3 
'he is cooking the 







nain ko uda:siye neruppila erikkiRan 
1 2 3 4 
'I am burning the 





they take the Class II present and future tense morphemes. 
Stems of this kind are entered in the lexicon only once as 
belonging to Class I and they will be transformed to Class II 
whenever necessary by a causative transformational rule. 
The implication of this statement will become clear in the 
section that deals with transitivization (see, 2.6.2(a) ). 
2.3 Negative Forms 
Negative verbal forms do not take any tense markers. 
This seems to be a common feature of all the Dravidian 
languages. Caldwell (1856: 368) remarks that "In general, 
the Dravidian 
aorist, or is 
Tel., pögenu, 
negative verb has but one tense, which is an 
indeterminate time -- e,g. pögén, Tam. (pövanu, 
Can, ), I go not, means either I did not go, 
I do not go, I will not go, The time is generally deter- 
mined by the context ". But in the dialect under investi- 
gation, although the negative forms do not take any tense 
signs, they, in general, express the non -past time. consi- 
der Tar example, the following forms: 
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(10) /var + an/ 
[ varan ] 'I come not' 
(11) /pali + a.an/ [paqiya:n ] 'he studies 
riot' 
(12) /vilu + aa.Nko1,/ -0- [ vi1,n : ]gal ] 'they (mas) 
fall not' 
These sentences will never mean 'I did not come' (10) or 
'he did not study' (11) or 'they (mas) did not fall' (12). 
But they can only mean either, 
(10) 'I do not come' 
(11) 'he does not study' 
(12) 'they (mas) do not fall' 
or, 
(10) 'I will not come' 
(11) 'he will not study' 
(12) 'they (mas) will not fall' 
Therefore, it is not possible to make a general statement 
that Tamil negatives denote all three tenses according to 
the context. 
13. lrelupillai (1966: 217 -8) points out that although 
the negatives are referred to as common to all 
three tenses due to the absence of tense markers 
in them, they often seem to belong to the future 
tense. 
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The majority of the negative finite verbal forms in 
the dialect under investigation, are formed by the addition. 
of the person - number - gender ( henceforth, PNG) markers 
straight to the verbal stems. 
(13) (a) /var + an/ -> [ varan ] 'I come not' 
(b) /vi]_,u + an/ -} [ vi],an ] 'I fall not' 
(c) /oo 
I_ 
+ aal/ -* [o:`j,a:l ] 'she runs not' 
These forms are differentiated from their positive counter- 
parts by the presence of the tense markers in the latter: 
(1 4) (a) /var + iR + an/ --} [ va.rran ] '1 am coming' 
(b) /vil u + iR + an/ --} [ vilaiRan ] 'I am falling' 
(c) Zoo' + iR + aal/ -> [o:AiRa:u] 'she is running' 
Traditional grammarians regard -- /aa /- as the negative 
suffix and they would posit this suffix in the underlying 
structure of the negative verbal forms in (13) which is 
always realized as phonetic null. There is no motivation 
to include such an unprofitable grammatical process in the 
grammar of the Ceylon spoken Tamil. Caldwell (1856: 368 -9) 
thinks that these forms (i.e. (13) ) are capable of expre- 
ssing negatives without the suffix -/aa / -. The following 
explanation will justify his suggestion: "The absence of 
signs of tense appears to contribute to the expression of 
the idea of negation: it may at least be said that it 
precludes the signification of the affirmative. In conseq- 
ence of the absence of tense signs the idea expressed. by 
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the verb is abstracted from the realities of the past, the 
present and the -future: it leaves the region of actual 
events, and passes into that of abstractions. Hence, this 
abstract form of the verb may be supposed to have become 
a negative mood, not by a positive, but by a negative process 
- by the absence of a predicate of time, not by the aid 
of a negative suffix ". Therefore, the negative suffix in 
these forms is represented by phonological null (see, p. 
111 for a brief comment on phonological null); thus there 
are no rules to this effect in 2.4e(Ib). 
The negative verbal forms that are formed with the 
negative suffix -/aa /- can be divided under the following 
headings: 
I. human third person epicene plural finite forms. 
II. all non -human finite forms. 
III. all participial forms. 
IV. negative imperatives. 
Let us now illustrate the formation of these verbs: 
I. human third person epicene plural finite forms 
Most of the finite forms belonging to [ +hum] division 
do not take the suffix -/aa /- for their negative forms. 
OnlJ the third person epicene plural form takes this suffix: 
(15) /var + aa. + inam/ [vara:yinam] 
'they come not' 
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/paa t + aa + i nam/ 
/ elu + aa + inam; 
/cuma + an + inam/ 
/tin + aa. + inam/ 
II. non -human finite forms 
[pa: ,a:yinom] 
'they sing not' 
-* [ eÿ a :yinam ] 
'they take not' 
14 
[ sumakka : yina.m ] 
'they carry not' 
[tinna:yinam] 
'they eat not' 
The negative marker is affixed in between the verbal 
stem and the [-hum] FNG marker: 
(16) /vi l + as + utu/ -; [ vii; a: du ] 
'it leaves not' 
/na,.o + as + utu/ [naLlakka:du] 
'it walks not' 
/ku j.0 + as + utu/ -* [kuAukka: du ] 
'it gives. not' 
/kuli + act + utu/ -> [kuc{ikka: du ] 
'it drinks not' 
III. participial forms 
Both negative adverbial and adjectival participles are 
14. See, note l (pp. 105 -6) on the phonetic realiza- 
tion of [kk]. 
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formed by the affixation of the negative marker in between 
the stem and the participial suffixes. Notice that the 
negative adverbial and adjectival prticipial suffixes,. 
-/mal/ and -/ta/ respectively, are different from the posi- 
tive participial suffixes. The negative conditionals are 
formed by the addition of the negative marker in between 
the stem and the negative conditional suffix -/iLIa_ol /. 
negative adverbial participles 
(17) /eRi + aa + mal/ 
/tooy + ao + mal/ 
/tiru''Tt -+ an + mol/ 
/kola + an + mal/ 




'having no 1 washed' 
[tirundo.Mal] 
'having n o timy ̂ov d' 
[ka.takk^.7^1 ] 
sjari ,g not ..rosse,d t 
(18) /tu%i. + aa. + to/ [kulikkc:dc] 
r wro banes not' 
/ulay + an + tn/ [u C,r.¡.'t?:d4] 
'which i`r ea k s not' 
/tire41. + na + ta/ EveI-Ln:;, ] 
'which C. ?` who outs 
not' 
/nlu + on + ta/ [nj0: ^' 'who cries not' 
 ( X 4- ).¡ 1-- 0 ° a T ) pc] ,T o 
uoTt-ezT I-ea.I au; so uoT 
6-8T 
p P o, /0 ZC d `aas 'SZ dI ue 
, a;Tq ;ou op, 
[ opn)pITT,olq] 
, ruetd ;ou op, 
[ op:nl:ou] 
,ti.e;s ;ou op, 
[np:u217r14] 
¡OD ;ou op, 
5Z[ op:ux:od] 
+ UD + Ti Gx/ 
- /o4. + DD + 1011/ 
<- /n; + .on + XNo4./ 
'poou: anT;.IadtuT 
au; o; xT;;ns 
aua- 
DD + ood/ (0z ) 
a;ouap umo ;-ell; sual.s Zeq,Ia.A. 
aAT;-e.IaduzT a1LTT-agau aTd;- sntd ,Iaxieru aliT;'e2au 
au; DuTpve pautao; sar T; e.IaduzT aA Tg:e2au aS 
,;ou su.zn; ;T, 
11 : oquin.zTq ] 
,;ou snnolg ;T, 
[ :017.:op:n] 
,;ou siear4 .TT, 
[ :0Tho1:a-)1] 
saATI.e.Iadu?T 911TTI:34au 
/Z-oo'11T + DO + dNn.ITO,/ 
/IoaV1z + OD + ;nn/ 
- / 011T + DO + 1aa3ï/ 
AI 
,;ou pausnd .TT, 
[:011:01104-] 





Except for a few imperative forms, all the other verbal 
forms are formed by the addition of different kinds of 
suffixes. These suffixes can be grouped under the follow- 
ing headings: 
I. finite forms 
(a) person - number - gender (PNG) markers. 
(b) negative markers 
(c) imperative markers 
II, non -finite forms 
(a) participial and infinitival endings 
Although it is possible to regard tense morphemes as one 
kind of suffixes, we have reserved them for a detailed analy- 
sis in the next section (i..e. 2.5). 
2:k4.1-(a) PNG P:iarkers 
PINT endings are mostly suffixed to the past; present or 
future tense verbal forms. The following forms of the verb 
/ooh, /- 'run', illustrate the suffixation of the PNG markers: 
1st person (henceforth, [ +I] ) [- plural]: -/an/ 
/oo j, + iR + an/ [ o :.tiRan ] 
'I am running' 
[ +plural ] : -/am/ 
/cot + iR + a.m/ [ o : JiRam ] 
'we are running' 
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/ooj, + iR + acy/ [o:cLiRa: ] 
/oo t + iR + iir/ 
'you are running' 






+honori fi_ c 
running' 
: -/iiNka1/ 
/oo l + iR + iiNkai,/ --} [ o : ,iRi : xjga l ] 
'you are running' 
[ +plural ] : -/iyal/ 
/ oo i. + iR + iyol/ --} [o: .,iRiyal ] 
'you are running' 
As far as the first and second person endings are concerned 
there is no distinction between [- human] and [ +human]. 
But in the third person endings, this distinction can be 
seen: 
3rd person (henceforth [ +III] [ +human ] : 
_ +masculine 
-plural 
/001 + in + can/ -> 
: -/aon/ 
[0:c,iRo:n] 





/001, + iR + aaNkal/ -} [o:c,iRa:i,jgol ] 
'they (mas. pl.) 
are running' 
+masculine : -/aar/ 
-plural 
+honorific 
/ oo1. + iR + car/ Lo:AiRo:r] 
he (hóri,)is"' 
running' 
+feminine . --/aal,/ 
-plura7 
/ool + iR + 0.0 1/ --> L n:AiRa : 1 ] 
she is running' 
L+feminine : - /aolukal/ 
+plural 
/oo + iR + aal,ukal,/ [ o : J,iRo.:l,uxal ] 
'they (fem. pl,) 
are running' 
/ooi. + iR + a.a/ 





- [o:AiRa: ] 
'she (hon.) is 
running' 








/oo ¡. + utu/ 
: -/utu/ 
[o:...udu] 
'it is running' 
Before we discuss the above suffixes, a brief comment about 
the honorói;ic suffixes is necessary. "Honord.fic suffixes 
developed in Tamil because the society became arranged into 
hierarchies of social status" (Ivieenakshisundaran, 1965: 213). 
Tolkáppiyam itself speaks of the uyarcotkilavi or the hono- 
rofic usage. In the second person finite forms, there are 
three hierarchies: inferiors, equals and superiors. Ì 
similar hierarchical division prevails in the imperative 
forms also (see, 2,4.1(c) ). 
Most of the Ply ?G endings are not suffixed straight to 
the verbal stems, but they are added after the tense morph- 
emes are suffixed to the verbal stems. There are certain 
exceptions to this general process. For example, the 3rd 
person epicene plural suffix. -- /inam/ is added straight to 
the verbal stems in certain contexts. Consider the follow- 
ing examples: 
(21) /kuu + ino.m/ 
/tiruNt + intim,/ 
and compare them with (22) and (23) : 
( 22) /kuul + v + inam/ 
/tiruNt + v + i.nam/ 
[ku:Ainam ] 
[ tirundinam ] 
- [ku: Auvinam ] 
[ tirunduvinam ] 
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(23) / kuut + ice + in.am/ -r [ku : _.[icci nam ] 
/ti ruNt + ice + inam/ [ tirundiccinam ] 
A comparison of (21) with (22) and (23) reveals that the 
suffix -a /inem/ is added after the future and past tense 
morphemes in (22) and (23) respectively. The present tense 
morpheme is phonologically null in (21) (see, p. 111). 
This exceptional case will be taken care of by the rules 
that supply the PING terminations to the underlying verb 
structure (see, PIMP. 3 in p. ¡Zb) 
Another exception is the non -human personal ending 
-/utu/. This suffix is added straight to the verbal stem 
to form the present tense non -human finite verbal form: 
(24) /na o + utu/ [ no ,okkudu ] 
'it is walking' 
/ka li + utu/ [kaikkudu ] 
'it is biting' 
/eri + utu/ [ eriyudu ] 
'it is burning' 
But for the past tense finite forms, it is added after the 
past tense morpheme:' 
(25) /nn ¡.a + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + utu/ [no4a.ndudu ] 
'it walked' 
/ka i + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + utu/ [ka ,iccutu ] 
'it bit' 
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/eri + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + utu. [ eripjudu ] 
'it burnt' 
For the non-human future tense finite forms, this suffix 
is not added at all. Therefore, the [ -hum] PNG marker 
-/utu /.:in forms like: /cey + um/ -} [ seyyum ] 'it will do' 
¡var + urn/ --* [ varum ] 'it will come' is phonologically 
null. 
Taking the above exceptions into consideration, the 
following rules can be thought of supplying the PNG termi- 
nations. These are rules which insert the grammatical 
formatives. As noted earlier (1.5 and 1,6), the grammati- 
cal formatives will be supplied. from the second lexicon 
(i.,,e. lexicon 2) that consists of all the Tamil grammatical 
formatives. The kind of rules which supply these formatives 
are sMIR (i.e. phonological matrix insertion rules, see, 1.6). 
These rules will supply the phonological matrices that repre- 
sent the syntactic features of the grammatical formatives. 
For example, the following rule has the syntactic feature 
matrix on the right hand side of the arrow and the phonolo- 
gical matrix on the left hand side: 
+I -ens ±cns 
Li -fnt --obs +med -nas 
+low --ret - -fnt 
F-med 
-b ck. 




But in the rest of the description, the phonological 
matrix insertion rules will not contain the phonological 
matrices, instead, the informal alphabetic transcriptions 




an / [+Vst ] + neg 
GM / [+Vst] + [+tnsi 
[+neg ] 
naon / [+Vst] + [+tns] 
1-1-ne] 
ncalPo° / Pl-st] ] + [+tns ] 
[+neg] 
PMIR 2: 
[+II ] nay / L+Vst ] + [+tns 
ILA-ne .. 
i yc.i, / [+Vst ] + [+tns ] 
[+nev 
]I 





























































































































































































































































































































PIVIIR 3 ( continued) 
aa°( / [+Vst] + [ +tns ] _ - 
+ 




aa1,uka], / [+Vst ] + [+tns ] 
[+neg] 





/ [ +Vst 
















































avaluk al, / [ +Vs t ] + E+ tnsi 
+pst 






























The phonetic realization of the second person singular 
suffix -/aoy/ and the honorific feminine singular suffix 
-/aa/ is the same. Consider the following examples: 
(26) /e j.0 + kkiR + our/ [ e. ukkiRs : ] 
' ou are taking' 
(27) / e Lu + kkiR + os/ - [ e.LukkiRa: ] 
'she (hon.) is 
taking' 
Forms in (26) and (27) express the second person singular 
and the third person feminine honorific singular respectively. 
The phonetic representations of these two forms look 
One can legitimately ask why the underlying form of the 
second person singular suffix is -/say/ rather than 
The decision to set up -/aoy/ as the suffix in the lzn.erly- 
ing level is highly motivated. If we set up - ss / as the 
suffix for both second person singular and the 'emirine 
honorific singular, then we will have forms like: 
(28) /col. + iR + as/ - [ sc 
( 29) /col + iR + oa/ 
'she (h0 ,1 . ` 1 "I"-- 
t y`ig :. ,re 
The forms in (28) and (29) exhibit a truc t l 
only when their suffix -/oo/ in word s r, 
the problem arises only when it _ to 
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Suppose we have second person singular and third person 
feminine honorific singular interrogative forms as in (30) 
and (31) : 
(30) 'col + iR + as + ee/ [solliRo :ve :] 
'axe you telling' 
(31) /col + iR + au + ee/ [solliRa :ve:] 
'Is she (hon) telling' 
If we still maintain that the second person singular suffix 
is - -/oa /, then in the interrogative phonetic forms too we 
will have two identical forms. It should be pointed out 
that the form generated in (30) (i.e. second person singular 
interrogative verb) is unacceptable. The correct phonetic 
form is [solliRiye:]. A comparison of the correct phonetic 
representation and the unacceptable form in (30) shows that 
we should have a different suffix for the second person 
singular in the underlying level. Hence, the decision to 
set up -/Gay/ as the underlying suffix, is made. This will 
enable us to have not only the correct representation of 
the second person interrogative form (i.e. motivation to 
change [n :] in - -/aoy/ to Li] by P 7; see, p. 355 for details 
of this rule) but also to distinguish it from the feminine 
honorific singular interrogative forme 
Further, the /y/ element of the suffix -/a.ay/ is elided 
only when it is word final; it remains unchanged when it 
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ceases to be word final even though a change takes place 
in the nonconsonantal element that precedes it. The follo- 
wing three forms are the second person singular indicative 
finite, the second person singular interrogative, and the 
second person singular quotative: 
(32) /peal + iR + aay/ -> [ pa ::j,iRo : ] 
'you are singing' 
(33) /paa + iR + any + ee/ [pa::iRiye: ] 
'are you singing ' 
(34) /pao¡, + iR + au + aam/ , [pa:q,iRiya:m] 
'it seems that you 
are singing' 
It is clear from these examples that the /y/ element in the 
suffix -/aay/ is elided only in the word final position (32) 
and it remains constant when it is medial. Therefore, the 
decision to set up -/aa.y/ as the second person singular 
suffix is well justified. 
2.4.I(ó) Negative T;Ïarkers 
As the morphology of the negative verbal forms is adou -- 
atel_y dealt with in 2.3, this section concludes with the 
following rule which supplies the negative suffix and a 
brief comment on instances where this rule is inoperative: 
FP,:I R 4 : 
[ +neg] 
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As we noted earlier (2. 3) , the negative marker -/oo/ - is 
added to very few forms to render negative finite verbs. 
In EMIR 1 and in EMIR 3 a choice between (+neg.] and [ +tns ] 
can be made. If, for instance, [ +tns] is chosen, then [ +neg] 
is rejected and vice versa. But the morphological feature 
[ +neg] in those instances will not be replaced by the phono- 
logical matrix of -/dc/-- which should be introduced by FAIR 4. 
The environmental conditions in FMIR 4 do not allow the 
phonological matrix of the negative marker to be introduced 
to match [ +neg] in EMIR 1 and in FMIR 3. Therefore, the 
[ +neg] in these instances realizes as a phonological null 
(see, p, 111 for a discussion on phonological null ). The 
only exceptions to this general process are the third person 
epicene plural and non- human finite verb, which are referred 
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to in PMIR 3. These are the two instances in PMIR 3 where 
PI,IIR 4 will innert the phonological matrix of -/ao/-. 
The feature [ +neg] in PMIR 2 will realize not as -/ao/ - 
but as a negative modal -/maofl / -. This grammatical morph- 
eme can be infixed between any verbal stem plus infinitive 
form and any PIN marker. Thus the first person and third 
person finite verbs can express negation by three ways: 
(i) without the negative suffix -/no/-, (ii) with the nega- 
tive suffix -/na /--, (iii) with the negative modal -/moall / -. 
But the second person finite verbs can express negation only 
by the negative modal -- /mno L/- (see, 2.8 where this gramma- 
tical morpheme is referred to). 
2.4.I(c) Imperative Markers 
As seen in 2.2, there are cerátin verbal stems from 
which no imperatives are formed. This restriction on the 
verbal stems has to be made clear in the lexicon. The 
easiest method to enable the lexicon to carry this informa- 
tion is to mark all those stems that do not participate in 
the formation of imperatives. The rest of the stems can be 
left unmarked, thus implying the unmarked stems can parti- 
cipate in the formation of imperatives. Suppose the follo- 
wing stems are listed in the lexicon, the stems that do not 
participate in the formation of imperatives are marked with 
the feature [-imp]: 
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(35) /ati / -, [ +VstII] 'beat' 
/ku]i_ / -, [+VstII] 'bathe' 
/puri / -, [ +VstI], [ -imp] 'understand' 
/na"Lo /-- [ +VstIl ] 'walk' 
/ini/- [ +VstII], [ -imp] 'be sweet' 
Thus in the list of verbal stems, that is appended to this 
work, the feature [-imp] is used to mark the non- imperative 
stems. 
The Tamil_ imperative forms can be grouped under the 
following headings: 
(a) positive imperative 
(b) negative imperative 
(a) positive imperatives 
One kind of imperatives are formed by the verbal stems 
themselves. The stems ending in: [ -cns], /r. /, and /y/ are 
belong to this group. Also belonging to this group are the 
/1/ ending stems which are either dissyllabic or monosyllabic 
(if monosyllabic, then the features [- cns][ -cns] must precede 
the final consonant /1/ ) : 
(36)  i , -y 




++ [ai] ++ 'beat' 
+ ,. [ n o {c ] -+-+ 'walk' 
++ [eri] ++ 'burn' 
+ 4- [ ku .u ] ++ 'give' 
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/cao/ -: ++ [s: ] ++ 'die' 
/poo/ -} ++ [ po : ] ++ 'go' 
/pear/ ++ [po:r] ++ 'see' 
/nuur/ ++ [nu:r] ++ 'switch off' 
/tooy/ ++ [ to : y ] ++ 'wash' 
/utay/ ++ [ udc ] ++ 'beat' 
/ovil/ -> ++ [civil] ++ 'untie' 
/keel,/ -> ++ [ke:1 ] ++ 'ask, hear' 
The seccn_d kind of imperative forms are formed by the 
addition of the imperative suffix - /u/ to the verbal stems. 
This suffix is added to all the verbal stems ending in 
consonants other than /r/ and /y /. It is also added to the 
monosyllabic /1/ ending stems provided the final consonant 
is not preceded by [ --cns ][ -cns ] : 
(37) /topp + u/ , [tappu] 'escape' 
/nelp + u/ -} [nambu] 'believe' 
/kutt + u/ - [kuttu] 'punch' 
/moot + u/ -+ [mo:du] 'collide' 
/ pa o Ì. + u/ - [ po : -I,u ] 'sing' 
/peec + u/ -> [pe:su] 'speak' 
/nakk +,iu/ -t [ nakku ] ' Z_ i ck' 
/nil + u/ -r [nillu] 'stand' 
/tai, + u/ -> [ tallu ] 'push' 
/eef + u/ [ e: Ru ] 'climb' 
/porav + u/ Y [ par' - a ] 'spread' 
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There are two irregular imperatives. They are [vn :] 'come' 
and [ta:] 'give' which are formed from the stems /vnr /- 
and /tar /- respectively. It is uneconomical to have rules 
to derive the former from the latter. Therefore, these 
irregular forms will be fully specified in the lexicon 
(see, for example, the details given against these forms 
in Appendix I ). 
The third kind of imperatives are formed by adding 
the suffix -/on/ to all the verbal stems: 
(38) /aLi + on/ [c,iyan] 'beat' 
/ku1u + an/ -> [kuAon ] 'give' 
/kuu t + on/ [ku: .tan] 'sweep' 
/nil + an/ -> [nillan] 'stand' 
/tat + an/ [ to t1.an ] 'push' 
/ayar + an/ -> [ayaran] 'sleep' 
r /paid + an r,uan 'do' 
/cey /+ an/ - [seyyan] 'do' 
The first and. second kind of imperatives, along with the 
above forms belong to one category. That is, they belong 
to eq. division. It is desirable at this juncture to 
L ho ríJ 
discuss the effect of the social hierarchical divisions`_ 
in the imperative forms. It has already been pointed out 
(see, p. 131) that there are three hierarchical divisions 
in Tamil, namely: inferiors, equals, and superiors, which 
are marked as -eq +ea erg respectively. The 
--hor --hon -+ -hon 
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bare roots used as imperatives and those which are formed 
by adding the suffixes -/u/ and -/on/ belong to the first 
division. 
The fourth kind of imperative which belongs to the 
second division (i.e. +eq )is formed by adding the suffix 
hon] 
- /um /: 
(39) /e uN , p + um/ , [ e lumbum ] 'get up' 
/nul + um/ , [ nul,l,um ] 'pinch' 
/tall + um/ [ ta'Llum ] 'knock' 
/ool + um/ -> [o: um] 'run' 
/ muni + um/ , [mu: iyum ] 'finish' 
The fifth kind of imperative which belongs to the 
third division (i.e. 
{-eq-1 
) is formed by adding the suffix 
+hon 
-/uNkoo/ to the verbal stems: 
(40) /muli + uNkoo/ -> [muqiyu ego : ] 'finish' 
/poli + uNkoo/ --t [pa- {iyurgo: ] 'study' 
/col + uNkoo/ , [ sollu;igo : ] 'tell' 
/pill + uNkoo/ -; [ pi ,iyu,,¡go: ] 'catch' 
/veil + uNkoo/ -} [ ve î.lui1go : ] 'cut' 
/paar + uNkoo/ -i [pa:ru=,,gd: ] 'see' 

















[ +Vst] + 





(b) negative imperatives 
Negative imperatives which express semantically the 
-eq 
-hon 
notion of prohibition are formed by adding the imperative 
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suffix -/ta/ to the verbal stem plus negative suffix form: 
41) /oo + as + ta/ -* [o:,-,a:da] 
'do not run' 
/pony + 00 + to/ [pa:ya:d.a] 
'do not jump' 
/e IL + as + ta/ -} [e ,rLa:da] 
'do not count' 
/tiruNp + as + ta/ -. [tirumba:da] 
'do not turn' 
/va.y + cm + ta/ -÷ [ vaykka: da ] 
'do not keep' 
Such negative imperative forms (41) belong to the eq 
Chon 
division. The eq`r and eq negative imperatives are 
-hon +ho] 
formed by simply adding the positive imperative suffixes 
-/um/ and -/uNkoo/ to the negative imperatives. Examples 
for the former are: 
(42) /cir1. + as + to + um/ -> [ siriya: do yum ] 
'do 
yy ' not l. C:llJry 
/elut + as + to + um/ -+ [ e1uda.:d . um j 
'do not write' 
um/ /vaa.Nk + ac + to +  -. v,.. I, ' ayu- 
/tlia. + Qa + ta + um: 
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Examples for the latter are: 
(43) /kuNt 1+ as + to + uNkoo/ [kunda:dayul go: ] 
'do not sit' 
/paj,u + oa + to + uTNkoo/ -} [ paAukka: dayuljgo : ] 
'do not sleep' 
/eRi + ao. + to + uNkoo/ -* [ eRiya : dayui.;go : ] 
' do not throw' 
/tin + as + to + uNkoo/ -} [ ti nna : d ayuljgo : ] 
'do not eat' 
/teey + as + to. + uNkoo/ [te:ykka:doyuzigo:] 
'do not rub' 
/ceer + as + to + uNkoo/ [se:ra:dayuIjgo: ] 
'do not join' 
The following rule can be considered asnsupplying the 
negative imperative suffix: 
PEIR 6: 
rg- 
to I [ +Vst] + ( +c. + 
g L Oa 
[+Vst ]+ +neg 
GC 
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2.4.1(d) Optative Markers 
The main difference between the imperatives and the 
optatives involves us in a discussion of syntax. The 
present study is concerned with the phonology of Ceylon 
spoken Tamil_ and is not intended as a contribution to 
syntactic theory in any sense. But whenever there is a 
need, we shall enter into a certain amount of discussion 
of syntax. We will present a set of data relevant to the 
phonology of verb forms that any descriptively adequate 
syntax of Tamil must have the machPry to handle, but we 
will remain silent about the eXaut nature of this machinery. 
A familiarity with recent work in syntax by Chomsky, Postal, 
Rosenbaum, Lakoff and Ross is assumed throughout the 
discussion of syntax. 
Tamil imperative and optative differ on various points. 
Firstly, a social hierarchical division prevails in the 
imperative forms, whereas the optatives do not have such 
division, The main difference lies in their syntactic 
pattern. The imperatives have only a second person deep 
subject, but the optatives can have any one of the three 
persons in the deep subject. The following examples will 
illustrate this difference: 
(44) ni : r oqiyum 
1 2 




(45) ni : ? gai, 
1 2 
o 1,iyu go : 
'you -eq beat' 
+hon 
1 2 
(46) ni :r a- tikkala:m 
1 2 
'you may beat; 
1 2 





aL,ikk a l o: m 
1 2 
'he may beat' 
















































al a. am 
Diagram 2.5. Deep structure diagram of sentence (47) 
Vs tem 
I ' 







Diagram 2.6, Deep structure diagram Of2sentence (48) 
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The deep structure diagrams (Diagram 2.2 - Diagram 2.6) 
of sentences (44) to (48) reveal another difference 
between the imperatives and the optatives. That is, the 
deep subject of the imperative is always in the second 
person and it may or may not appear in the surface struct- 
ure. For example (49) and (50) can be considered as equal 
to the surface sentences of (44) and (45) respectively 
even though the subjects nitr and ni : ijga 
i, 
do not appear: 
(49) aiyum 'you beat' 
(50) a4iyuiigo: 'you beat' 
This optional deletion of the subject of the Tamil impera- 
tive sentences can take place because of the concord preva- 
iling between the subject and the imperative verb (compare, 
Diagrams 2.2 and 2.3). But in the case of the optatives 
the deep subjects have to be realized in the surface because 
of the absence of the concordial relationship between the 
subject and the optative verb. 
The optative markers are -/olaam/ and -/aLgum /. These 
suffixes are added straight to the verbal stems to form 
optative verbs. The former can have any one of the three 
persons as its subject; but the latter can have only the 
first and the third persons. The following rule supplies 
the phonological matrices of the optative markers: 
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PMIR 7: 
[+opt] -> fai a o m 
a¡ tum 
% [ +Vst] + [ -] 
The following can be given as examples of Tamil optative 
verbs: 
(51) /kuni + al a am/ -} [ kuniyal a m ] 
'may bend' 
/koNc + alaam/ -* [kopjala. :m] 
'may kiss' 
/u ¡u + alaom/ - [u`j,ukkala:ri ] 
'may dress' 
/mali + olaam/ - [maliyala:m] 
may become cheap' 
/ka ï.l + a j.Ium/ -> [ka] ,a jum ] 
'let (me or him) tie' 
/utay + al ¿um/ -> [u ,ayoijum] 
'let (it) break' 
2.4.II(a) Participial and Infinitival endings 
All the non-finite forms of the Tamil verbs are referred 
to here as either participial or infinitival Forms. They 
are grouped under the following headings: 
(a) positive adverbial participles 
(b) positive adjectival participles 
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(c) positive conditionals 
(d) negative adverbial participles 
(e) negative adjewtival participl03 
(f) negative conditionals 
( g) infinitives 
The suffixes that are used to form the above verbal forms 
are: (a) -/u/ or -/i/, (b) -/n /, (c) -/nnl /, (d) -/mal /, 
(e) -/tn /, (f) -/i¡lnni /, (g) -/n /. Apart from the posit- 
ive adverbial participles, all other forms have only one 
suffix each. 
(a) positive adverbial participles 
Suffixes --/u/ and -/i/ are distributed according to 
the tense markers of the verbal stems. Those verbal stems 
which take the past tense marker -/in/- are added with the 
suffix -/i/, whereas, the other stems take -/u/. The 
latter is added after the past tense markers, but in the 
case of the former the past tense marker -/in/- does not 
appear in the adverbial participles. The past tense 
marker in these forms can said to be phonologically null 
(see, p. 111) . Therefore, the suffix -- /i/ is added 
straight to the stems. The following are the examples for 
the positive adverbial participles in Ceylon spoken Tamil: 
. 
(52) /ka .ni+ [+nas ][+obs ] + u [ko,4,andu ] 
`having crossed' 
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/kuRoy + [ +obs][ +obs] + u/ [kuRaccu] 
'having shortened' 
/keel + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + u/ -> [ke: t1.0 ] 
'having heard' 
/nil + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + u/ -> [ ni qu ] 
'having stood' 
/pati + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + u/ [ pa ,iccu ] 
'having studied' 
/01i + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + u/ i [ acticcu ] 
'having beaten' 
/niraNp + i/ [nirambi] 
'having filled' 
/tai, + i / -' [ tapi ] 
'having pushed' 
. /eeR + i/ [e:Ri] 
'having climbed' 
/teet + i / [ te: c,i ] 
'having searched' 
/peec + i/ [pe :si] 
'having talked' 
/ott + i/ [otti] 
'having pasted' 
/tact + i/ [ to ï.ti ] 
'having knocked' 
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[ +obs][ +obs] 
[ +nas][ +obs] 
+Vs t 








[ +cns ][ +cn.s, 
(b) positive adjectival participles 
The Tamil adjectival participles or relative partici- 
ples are divided into two according to the tense. Unlike 
the positive finite indicative forms which express time in 
past, present and future, the positive adjectival partici- 
ples express time either in past or in non -past. consider 
the following examples: 
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(53) patticca pa.:qam 
1 2 
'the lesson that is studied' 
2 1 
( 54) palikkiRa pa:qam 
1 2 
'the lesson that is being studied' 
2 1 
or 
'the lesson that will be studied' 
2 1 
In (53) the adjectival participle [pa,icca] has the past 
tense marker [cc]. But in (54) the adjectival participle 
[pagikkiRa] has the present tense marker [kkiR] which 
expresses not only the present tense but also the future 
tense. Therefore, in time scale, the positive adjectival 
participles can be divided as past positive adjectival 
participles and non -past positive adjectival participles. 
Thus the adjectival participial suffix -/a/ is added to the 
form which consists of a verbal stem plus past or present 
tense marker in order to form a positive adjectival parti- 
ciple. The following rule introduces the suffix -/a /: 
PMIR 9: 
rad j part 
n e g ._._ 





+ [ -] 
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The following are examples for the positive adjectival 
participial verbs: 
(55) past forms 
/to], + [-Fobs] + a/ -r [tolIa] 
'which (sthject ) touched' 
/muii + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + a/ [mud,icca ] 
/part. + in + a/ 
non -past forms 
'which (subject) finished' 
[ p a1 -kina ] 
'which (subject) did' 
/iru + kkiR + a/ -> [irukkiRa] 
'who or which is sitting' 
will be sitting' 
/pori + kkiR + a/ -0 [porikkiRa] 
11 
'which is frying' 
will be frying 
/col + iR + a/ -i [solliRa] 
il 
'who is saying' 
will be saying' 
(c) positive conditionals 
Positive conditionals are formed by adding the suffix 
-/aal/ to the past tense verbal forms. PMIR 10 introduces 






- cal / [ +Vst ] + 
are the examples: 
[ _ +tns + 
+pst 
(56) /maRi + [ +obs][ +obs] + aal / -+ [maRicca:1] 
'if stopped' 
/kol + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + aal / -> [ko- Lc,a :1 ] 
'if killed' 
/pool + [+obs] + aal / [po: tta1 ] 
'if dropped' 
/puur + [ +nas][ +obs] + cal/ [pu :nda :l] 
'if entered' 
/aRi + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + aal/ [ aRipja:l ] 
'if known' 
/ceer + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + cal/ [ se: nda:l ] 
'if joined' 
+ in + aal/ - [ a:,4ina.:l ] 
'if danced' 
(d) negative adverbial participles 
Negative adverbial participles are formed by adding the 
suffix -/mal/ to the verbal stem plus negative suffix form. 
The following rule introduces this suffix: 
PMIR 11 
L+adv part mal / [+Vst] + [ +neg ] + [ -] +neg 
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The following are the examples for the negative adverbial 
participial verbs: 
(57) /kaaj + as + mal/ -> [ka.i fla:mal ] 
'without showing' 
/teri + as + mal/ -r [teriya.:mal] 
'without being seen' 
/kuluNk + as + mal/ [kulur;ga:mal ] 
'without being shaken' 
/a1,i + as + mal/ [ aiiya:mal ] 
'without erasing' 
/vel + as + mal / -> [vella:mal] 
'without winning' 
(e) negative adjectival participles 
These are formed by adding the suffix -/ta/ to the 
verbal stem plus negative suffix form. The following rule 
supplies this suffix: 
PMIR 12: 
+adj part 
+neg to / [+Vst] 
+ [+neg] + [-] 
The following will suffice as examples of negative adject- 
ival participial verbs: 
(58) /tin + as + ta/ -; [ tinna: da ] 
'has not eaten' 
(f) 
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/col + a.a + ta/ -> [ solla: do ] 
'has not told' 
+ ca + ta/ [ vita : da ] 
'has not fallen' 
/tiruNt + a.a + ta/ [ tirunda da ] 
'has not improved' 
negative conditionals 
Negative conditionals are formed by adding the suffix 
-- /iltaa.1/ to the verbal stem plus negative suffix form. The 
following rule introduces the negative conditional suffix: 
2MIR 13: 
[con] 
+neg i t],aal / (+Vst ] 
+ [+neg] 
Following are the negative conditional verbs: 
(59) /vii, + aa. + i1]:a.al/ -> [visa: i ta: ] 
'if not leave' 
/katt + oa + i ¡, ¡;aal/ [katta: tta : ] 
'if shout not' 
/cemi + as + il,taal/ - [ semikka: L ta : ] 
'if digest not' 
/coRi + a.a + i L Baal/ i [ soRiya: j,,a: ] 
'if scratch not' 
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(g) infinitives 
The phonological forms of the adjectival participial 
suffix and the infinitival suffix are one and the same 
(i.e. - /a/ ). But the manner in which the suffix is added 
makes the distinction. It is added to the verbal stem 
plus past or present tense form to make an adjectival 
participle, but the infinitives are formed by adding the 
suffix -/o./ straight to the verbal stem. A phonetic reali- 
zation of [kk] will be encountered when the infinitive 
suffix is added to a Class II verbal stem ( see, note 1, 
pp. 105 -6). This (i.e. [kk]) will be encountered only in 
the phonetic representations, but not in the underlying 
phonological representations. Thus, an underlying phono- 
logical representation of an infinitive will contain only 
the matrices of the verbal stem and the infinitive suffix. 
Infinitives are differentiated from participles in 
this work ( see, Diagram 2.1, p. 107). Traditional gramma- 
rians have incnded all participles and infinitives in one 
category called eccam. The main distinction they have in 
this category is between the peyor eccam and vinay eccam 
(see? ;. 2.1(b) for the meaning of these terms). There is a 
strong syntacticc motivation for thea distinction which we 
have made between the participles and infinitives. Adject- 
ival, adverbial and conditional participles are referred to 
as participles proper. Adjectival and adverbial participles 
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have one common feature in their syntactic structures. 
Both are subject to embedding transformation; and in both 
their deep structures, the sentences that will be subject 
to an embedding transformation will necessarily have 
identical subjects. The deep structure diagrams (Diagrams 
2.7 and 2.8) of the sentences (60) and (61) will reveal 
this fact. Surface sentence (60) contains the adverbial 
participle [vandu] 'having come' and (61) contains adject- 
ival participle [vanda] 'who or which' came': 
(60) na:n vandu pa:ttan 
1 2 3 
'having come, I saw 
2 1 3 
(61) vanda peAiyan po:na:n 
1 2 3 
'the boy who came went' 





var naan paar 
Diagram 2.7 Deep structure diagram of sentence (60) 
_, VT 
T -' t 
141 r n 
I 
peliyan var peliyan poo 
Diagram 2.8 Deep structure diagram of sentence (61) 
Several transformations, among them "equi -N2 deletion" 
(which deletes one of the instances of /noon/ in Diagram 
2.7 and one of the instances of /peliyan/ in Diagram 2.8), 
"complémentizer placement" (which places the adverbial 
participial suffix to the right of the verb stein /var/ in 
Diagram 2.7 and the adjectival participial suffix to the 
right of the verb stem /var/ in Diagram 2.8), and "person- 
-number-gender agreement" (which attaches the person and 
number features of the subject /man/ in the former diagram 
and /peliyan /in the latter diagram onto the main verbs 
/poor/ in the former and /pool in the latter respectively) 
then map Diagram 2.7 and Diagram 2.8 onto the derived tree 
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While adverbial participles and adjectival participles 
have identical deep subjects in the deep structures, the 
conditionals have only non -identical subjects in the deep 
structures. That is, a conditional sentence is derived 
transformationally by embedding two deep sentences which 
have non -identical subjects. For example, the surface 
conditional sentence (62) is derived from the underlying 
forms in (63) and (64) : 
(62) ni: vanda:l na:n po:van 
1 2 3 4 
'if you come, 
2 1 2 
I will go 
3 4 4 
(63) + +nii ++ var+ 
(64) ++naan++ poo++ 
Thus any surface sentence which has a participle either 
will have identical subjects in the deep structure if the 
participial form in the surface structure is adverbial or 
adjectival; or will have non -identical subjects in the deep 
structure if the participial form in the surface structure 
is conditional. But the infinitives can have both identi- 
cal and non -identical subjects.16 Consider for example, 
16. It is interesting to note that the traditional 
Tamil grammarians have these three distinctions 
among the non -finite verbs. They are: 
(continued) 
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the infinitive form tinna 'to eat' in the following senten- 
ces: 
(65) na:n tinnap po:nan 
1 2 3 
'I went to eat' 
1 3 2 2 
(66) na:n tinnap po:na:n 
1 2 3 
'he went (while) I was eating' 
3 3 1 2 2 
The sentence (65) can be considered to be the surface form 
of the underlying structures (67) and (68): 
(67) + +naan ++ tin+ 
(68) + +naan ++ poo ++ 
The sentence (66) can be considered to be the surface form 
of the underlying structures (69) and (70): 
(69) +- naan ++ tin+ 
(701 + +avan ++ poo ++ 
(a) tan karutta:vin vinay (i.e. subject of 
the participial form and the subject 
of the main verb are identical) 
(b) piRa karutta:Min vinay (i.e. non-identical) 
(c) tan karutta:vin vinayum piRa karutta:vin 
vinayum (i.e. both identical and non -iden- 
tical). 
The commentator of Nannül (sutra, 344, commentary 
P. 362) has given these three divisions, 
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These examples show that the surface structures in which 
infinitives occur can transformationally be derived either 
from two sentences which have identical subjects in the 
deep structure or from.two sentences which have non-iden- 
tical subjects in the deep structure. 
Therefore, the syntactic constraint on the participles 
and the infinitives is this: a surface sentence which has 
either an adverbial participle or an adjectival participle 
can transformationally be derived from two sentences which 
have only identical subjects in the deep structure; but not 
non -identical subjects. A surface sentence which has a 
conditional participle can transformationally be derived 
from two sentences which have only non -identical subjects 
in the deep structure; but not identical subjects. But a 
surface sentence which has an infinitive can be derived 
either from two sentences which have identical subjects 
or from two sentences which' have non -identical subjects 
in the deep structure. The following rule can be thought 
of as supplying the infinitive suffix: 
PM I R 14 
[ +infin] a / [ +Vst] + [ -] 
The following will suffice as examples for the infinitives: 
(71) /a1,u + 0/ [ala] 'to cry' 
/oú1 + 0/ -} [o tto ] 'to paste' 
/tißa + a/ [ tiRakka ] '' to open' 
/uri + a/ 
/taiu + a/ 
/alaNp + a/ 
/eRi + a/ 
/kaarL + a/ 
2.5 Tense Morphemes 
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[uriya] 
[ tad,ukka ] 
--0. [ al amb a ] 
-4- [ eRiya ] 











Scattered references have been made to tense markers 
in the preceding sections. A formal analysis of them will 
be undertaken in this section. 
tense markers are listed below: 
(72) present tense 
[iR] and [kkiR] 
(73) past tense 
The phonetic forms of thé 
[d], [ ], End], [pi], [ì], [tt], [cc], [11], 
[in] and [icc] 
(74) future tense 
[v], [pp] and [um] 
In 2.2, the classification of the verbal stems has been 
done in relation to the present and future tense markers. 
The dictionary entry for the present and future tenses will 
be as same as that of (72) and (74). But the dictionary 
entry for the past tense markers is not as that of (73). 
It seems necessary to postulate four sets of past tense 
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markers: 
(75) (i) [d], [t] 
(ii) End], [pj], 
(iii) [tt], [cc], [tt] 
(iv) [in], [icc] 
The tense markers in 75(iv) do not pose any problem as 
they are entered in the second lexicon as they are. But 
for the other three, it is desirable to have three under- 
lying forms from which these phonetic forms can be derived. 
Let us first examine the environments in which these 
phonetic forms occur. [d] appears when the verbal stem 
belongs to Class I and the ending is - /u /. [t] occurs when 
the verbal stem belongs to Class I and the ending is -/t /. 
-/a/ ending verbal stems take End] as their past tense 
marker. [jzj] occurs with ClassiI verbal stems which end 
in /i/ or /y /. [?1ct] appears with. Class I verbal stems 
which end in any one of the following: /1, [; n, 11 /. [tt] 
occurs with verbal stems belonging to Class II-and have 
the following endings: /u, uu, r/. If the Class II verbal 
stems have /i/ or /y/ as their endings, then, [cc] is found 
as the past tense marker. [II] occurs with Class II verbal 
stems which have the following endings: /1, 1,, L/. Now 
it is possible to classify the phonetic forms of the past 
tense markers as follows: 
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(76) Class I: 
[di : alu - d - an 'I cried' 
[1] . vil - L - an 'I left' 
[Pi] . ari - pj - on 'I cut' 
. pa: - Pi - an 'I jumped' 
[IA] ta: - -LI - an 'I drowned' 
[in] pa:d - in - an 'I sang' 
[icc] o: - icc - udu 'it ran' 
Class II 
[ tt ] edu.ttt - an 'I took' 
[cc] paRi - cc - an 'I snatched' 
[LL] ke: - LL - an 'I heard' 
End] nada - nd - an 'I walked' 
There is -a small number of exceptions to this generaliza- 
tion in (76). Those verbal stems which defy the above 
classification are: 
(77) Class I: (a) /vilu /- 'fall' 
(b) all In ending stems: 
e.g. /tar /- 'give' 
/var /- 'come' 
/uyar /- 'rise' 
/ceer / -,v 'jpin' 
(c) /caa /- 'die' 
Class II: /nil /- 'stand' 
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Stems belànging to (a), (b) and the stemsin (c) of (77) 
take [nd] and [tt] as their past tense markers respectively. 
These two markers belong to Class II according to (76). 
Similarly, the stem /nil /- takes [1A] as its past tense 
marker. The stem belongs to Class II; butnthe tense marker 
according to (76) belongs to Class I. These exceptions 
are too few in number to invalidate the generalization that 
has been made in (76). The best way to handle these 
exceptions is to specify them in the lexicon as follows: 
(78) vilu: Vstem, I, +pst 
[ +nas][ +obs] 
tor: Vstem, I, +pst 
[ +nas][ +obs] 
var: Vstem, I, +pst 
[ +nas][ +obs] 
uyar: Vstem, I, +pst 
[ +nas][ +obs] 
ceer: Vstem, I, +pst 
[ +nas][ +obs] 
caa: 
nil: 
Vstem, I, ce + +pst 
tt 
Vstem, II, +pst 
[+nas][+obs] 
Let us now return to the discussion of the dictionary 
entry for the past tense forms. The different phonetic 
forms of the past tense markers (except [in] and [icc] ) 
and the environments in which they occur suggest that they 
can be derived from three underlying forms. The three 
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underlying forms which we propose to have are: [ +obs], 
[ +nas][ +obs] and [ +obs][ +obs]. These forms will be realied 
at the phonetic level by such forms as [d], [1], End], [rj], 
['l], [tt], [cc], [7.1] by a set of simple rules which 
perform only the operation of "additioning" transformations. 
That is, the distinctive features of the individual segmment 
of each morpheme in the phonetic representation will be 
supplied by a set of redundancy rules (see, R 16 to R 20). 
Having three abstract forms in the underlying level and 
deriving their actual phonetic forms by a set of R-rules, 
will not only contribute to the overall simplicity of the 
grammar but also woAld comply with a natural synchronic 
analysis of the past tense markers in the verbal forms of 
the Ceylon spoken Tamil. What we mean by natural synchro- 
nic analysis will be explained now. William Bright and 
Jacqueline Lindenfeld (1968: 33 -9) in their study of the 
"Complex verb forms in colloquial Tamil" regard /d/ as the 
underlying form of the past tense marker and derive the 
other forms (such as [tt], [ a ], [cc], etc, ) from it by 
phonological rules. This decision might have contributed 
much simplicity t6 their analysis. But there is no justi- 
fiable motivation 7 for them to have a dental obstruent as 
17. Only a diachÌonic motivation can be given. That is, 
the well known palatalization process in the 
(continued) 
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an underlying form and then deriving the other forms by 
a series of mutations. A grammatical model which is 
committed to a synchronic descrition of a natural language 
should be able to present its forms naturally. Consider 
for example the /i/ ending verbal stems of Class II. 
These stems always have [cc] as their past tense form and 
they never have dental obstruents. Thus, positing dental 
obstruents as the underlying form in these cases and deri- 
ving [cc],from it will not be in accord with actual usage. 
The natural and actual usage of the language should not be 
sacrificed in favour of the simplicity of the model of 
description.18 Therefore, we choose to have three abstract 
forms in the underlying level and the actual forms will 
be mapped by the redundancy rules (i.e. R 1.6 to R 20 in 
4.4) . 
Dravidian languages for instance. A comparison 
of the written and spoken Tamil will reveal that 
in places where written Tamil uses dental obstruents 
as past tense after /i/ or /y/ ending verbal stems, 
spoken Tamil will have palatal obstruents only. 
18. See, Makkai (1969: 11 -17) for a similar criticism 
against the generative morphophonemic rules. 
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r 
The - following rules can be considered as introducing 
the phonological matrices of the tense markers: 
PMIR 15: 
- +tns 
-pst iR / [+Vst I] + [-] 
+prt 
+hum 
















[+Vst I] + [-] 
pp / [+Vst II] + [-] <úm)t) 








4-1- CV +cns 
+obs 
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PMIR 17 (continued) 
[+nas ][+obs ] / 





















y1 o va 
+lat] 




} [ _ _.] 
+ [- -] 
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PMIR 17 ( continued) 
. 4(in>b 




+ [- -]b 
L---]d 
Let us examine briefly the [- human] tense markers. [ -hum] 
verbal forms do not express the scale of time in past, 
present and future by three separate tense markers. They 
do not have a present tense marker; only the past and 
future tense markers are there. 19 Thu verbal forms devoid 
of any tense signs express neutrality in the scale of time; 
this can be considered as the present tense° the past and 
19. In Ceylon spoken Tamil, the scale of time in future 
is expressed fully by a separate tense marker only 
in the finite forms. In all other forms, the scale 
of time in present and future is expressed by a 
single tense marker (i.e. present tense marker /iR/ 
or /kkiR /) which in finite forms express the present 
tense only. The Tamil grammarians refer to this as 
nikalvil etirvu (i.e. future in present). They also 
mention iRantaka:lattu nikalvu (i.e. present in past) 
(continued) 
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the future tenses are expressed by their respective signs. 
Thus, the [ -hum] present tense verbal stems are formed by 
adding the [ -hum] ENG marker -/utu/ straight to the verbal 
stems. The present tense sign in these instances can be 
regarded as phonologically null (see, p. 111); 
(79) /oot + utu/ -> [o:dtudu] 
'it is running' 
/paay + utu/ [pa:yudu] 
'it is jumping' 
/toNk + utu/ -> [ torlgudu] 
'it is hanging' 
/karay + utu/ -> [karayudu] 
'it is melting' 
/paaj, + utu/ -> [ pa:ÿudu] 
'it is singing' 
/tin + utu/ -> [tinnudu] 
'it it eating' 
and etirka :lattu nikalvu (i.e. present in future). 
20. Jespersen's (1929: 257) time scale can be compa- 
red with this. His diagram: 
Before after 
present 
shows that the present tense in a neutral position. 
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Past tense markers which occur in [ +hum] verbal forms also 
occur in [ -hum] verbal forms. The only exception is the 
tense marker -/in /- occurs only in [ +hum] forms; whereas 
-/icc /- occurs only in [ -hum] forms. The future tense is 
denoted by the suffix -- /um /.21 The peculiarity of [ -hum] 
future verbal forms is that, they do not have the [ -hum] 
PNG marker -/utu/ which occurs bothe in present and past 
tense forms. The following are the examples for the [ -hum] 
future tense verbs: 
(80) /vi1, + um/ [vi1um] 
'it will fall' 
/var + um/ [ varum] 
'it will come' 
/vi ¡,i + um/ -> [ vi c iyum ] 
'it will dawn' 
/katt + um/ -} [kattum] 
'it will shout' 
/karuk + um/ [karuxum] 
'it will burn' 
/uur + um/ [u:rum] 
'it will crawl' 
21. The Tamil grammarians have considered this suffix 
as expressing the future tense. See, for example, 
Nannül, sutra, 340, p. 354-5. 
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2,6 Derived Verbal Bases and Nominals 
2.6.1 Preliminary Remarks 
The classified verbal stems in Appendix I can be subje- 
cted to further derivations by regular morphological proce- 
sses. The three main derivations which will be analysed in 
this section will be: the transitive -cum - causative base 
derivation, the verbal noun derivation and the participial 
noun derivation. The derived bases which belong to the first 
are inflected as ordinary verbal stems and take all the 
verbal suffixes that are referred to in the preceding sect- 
ions. The derived verbal nouns and the participial nouns 
are inflected for case and behave as any other ordinary 
nominals. A base here is taken to be that part of a word 
which consists of a stem (see, p. 110 for a definition of 
this term) plus derivational suffix. It takes all the 
inflectional suffixes as any other stem takes. 
2,6.2 Transitive and Causative Bases Derivation 
The Tamil verbal stems can be classified in terms of 
their syntactic relationship in sentences with regards to 
transitivity and causativity. Traditional grammarians have 
not fully explained this process. From their grammatical 
rules and commentaries, it is implied that the second case 
I8,3 
in Tamil has the syntactic position in a sentence as the 
object; and ceratin verbal stems which they term tanvinay 
'self action' can be transformed into what they called 
piRavinay 'outward action'. Caldwell translated these two 
terms as 'intransitive' and'transitive' respectively.22 
Some writers23 have argued that Caldwell's translation of 
these two terms is incorrect. But the present writer feels 
22 22. Caldwell ( 1856: 353 -4) "All piba vinei or transi- 
tive verbs, are really, as well as formally, trans - 
itives, inasmuch as they necessarily govern the 
accusative, through the transition of their action 
to some object; whilst tanvinei, or intransitive 
verbs, are all necessarily, as well as formally, 
intransitive" 
23. See, for example, Kandiah (l968: 221); Velupillai 
(1966: 229 -31). Incidently, the second author has 
misrepresented. Caldwell in his work. According to 
him Caldwell seemed to have eqated tanvinei and 
piRavinei with the Sanskrit átmanë pada äß.d 
parasmai pada. But in fact Caldwell has clearly 
stated that "The Dravidian piRavinei and tanvinei 
or transitive and intransitive verbs differ from 
the parasmai pada and átmanë pada of the Sanskrit 
in this, that instead of each being conjugated diff- 
erently, they are both conjugated precisely the same ". 
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that Caldwell has rendered a correct translation of the 
terms as conceived by the native grammarians. The fact that 
Caldwell was guided by the native grammatical tretises, 
especially Nanntzl, has to be borne in mind. The author of 
Nannúlmmâde no mention of either term in any of the rules 
he formulated. His 138th sutra says: 
"ceyyen vinayvali vippi tanivarit 
ceyviyen neev lirlayinii reeval" 
'If 4 /vi /- or -/pi /- is added with a verb in 
the form of /cey / -, then the resulting form 
will be an imperative in the form of /ceyvi /. 
If both - /vi /- and -/pi /- are added with the 
verb, then it is double imperative'. 
The following forms are tle result of this rule: /cey - vi /- 
'cause to do', /Tinto - ppi /- 'cause to walk', /cey - vi - ppi/ - 
'cause to cause to do'. The term used by the grammarian to 
refer to these forms is ceyyenneeval. Thus, the European 
grammarian Beschi rightly places them in a class by themsel- 
ves and calls them eeval vinay. The difference between the 
transitive verbs and this class of verbs is crucial. Before. 
we discuss this difference, let us see what the commentator 
of Nannûl has to say about the terms tanvinay, piRavinay and 
eeval vinay. The way in which the commentator conceived 
the last term ( eeval vingy) was different from the manner 
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in which it was to be understood by Beschi. The comment- 
ator in his classification has only two divisions: 
tanvinay and piRavinay. ihatever bases derived from the 
former, according to him, are piRavinay. The following 
are the derivational processes he mentioned: 
(81) tanvinay piRavinay 
(a) /cey /- /cey - vi /- 
(b) /nata /- /nata - ppi /- 
(c) /poo /- /poo - kku /- 
(d) /PaaY /- /paay - ccu /- 
(e) /urul, /- /uru - j to /- 
(f) /naja /- /nata - ttu /- 
(g) /elump /- /elupp /- 
(h) /karaynt /- /karaytt /- 
But he did not make clear whether the term piRavinay refers 
to only those bases derived from column one or to some stems 
which are inherently piRavinay. Consider for example, the 
stem /cey /- in 81(a) and /nata /- in 81(f). The following 
sentences employ these stems: 
(82) ra:man ve:layac ceyda:n 
1 2 3 
'Rama did the work' 
1 3 2 2 
(83) ku:ttam natandadu 
1 2 
'the meeting was held' 
1 1 2 2 
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(84) taliyvar ku:ttatt na,attina: r 
3 
'the chairman conducted the meeting' 
1 1 3 2 2 
Sentences (82) and (84) show structural similarity. It is 
clear that the verbs in both sentences perform a similar 
function. But the commentator regards the verbal stem /cey /- 
as tanvinay and /nata - tt /- as piRavinay. However, the 
structure of the sentences (82 and 84) and the function of 
verbs show that both verbs have to be regarded as piRavinay. 
The only difference between them is that the former is 
inherently a piRavinay while the latter is a derived 
piRavinay. Caldwell who translates the terms tanvinay and 
piRavinay as 'intransitive' and 'transitive' respectively 
does not make the mistake that has been made by the commen- 
tator. Instead, he recognizes a class of stems which are 
inherently transitives and another class of stems w #ich are 
transitives derived from their corresponding intransitives 
(Caldwell, 1856: 353 -8). Caldwell regarded bases like 
/ceyvi / -, /natappi /- as causals. He says (p. 358): "There 
is a class of verbs in the Dravidian languages which, though 
generally included under the head of transitives, claims to 
be regarded distinctively as causals". We have already seen 
that the traditional grammarians have used the term 
piRavinay to include both 'transitives' and 'causatives'. 
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Therefore Caldwell need not be blamed for translating 
piRavinay as 'transitives'. But unlike the traditional 
grammarians, he separated the causatives from transitives. 
The main weakness in Caldwell's presentation results from 
the fact that he was not aware of the terms ceyappatuporu1, 
kunRiya vinay 'the verb without an object' and ceyappatu- 
poru1 kunRaa vinay 'the verb with an object'. If these 
two terms were available to him, he would have easily trans- 
lated them as 'intransitive' and 'transitive' respectively. 
The three categories intransitive, transitive and 
causative have to be maintained in a grammar of Tamil. This 
division is syntactically motivated. Consider the follow- 
ing sentences: 
(85) ku : t t am nac,and adu 
1 2 
'the meeting was held' 
1 1 2 2 
( 86) talayvar ku: Itattk: naqattina: r 
1 2 3 
'the chairman conducted the meeting' 
1 1 3 2 2 
( 87) talayvar seyala:laraykko-,cju ku: tto.tte naÿ,attuvicca: r 
1 2 3 4 
'the chairman conducted the meeting through the 
1 1 4 3 3 2 2 
secretary' 
2 
The syntactic pattern of each sentence differs from the 
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others. The difference can be summarized informally as 
follows: the first sentence has one nominal, the second 
has two nominals and the third has three nominals (see, 
Lyons, 1968: 350 -71) for a proposal to this effect. We 
will return to this point below). Kandiah has proposed a 
bipartite division, namely, involitive vs. volitive. But 
to have three categories of sentences as in (85) to (87), 
the grammar of Tamil must have two types of source 
sentences. Consider the sentences in (88) to (100): 
(88) (a) ma:Au o:liccudu 
1 2 
'the cow ran' 
1 1 2 
(b) ava.n o:t ina:n 
1 2 3 
'he chased the cow' 
1 3 2 2 
(89) (a) pa : d,am naqandadu 
1 2 
'the lesson was held' 
1 1 2 2 
(b) va:ttiya:r pa ,attc nac,attina:r 
1 2 3 
'the teacher conducted the lesson' 
1 1 3 2 2 
(90) (a) maram vi1,undadu 
1 2 
'the tree fell' 
1 1 2 
( b) na:n maratt. vil,uttinan 
1 2 3 
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'I fell the tree' 
1 3 2 2 
and compare them with (91) to (93): 
(91) (a) avan ve:le seyda:n 
1 2 3 
'he did the work' 
1 3 2 2 
(b) na:n avanekkorau ve:le seyviccan 
1 2 3 4 
'I caused him to do the work' 
1 4 2 4 4 3 3 
(92) (a) kandan pe:naye equtta:n 
1 2 3 
'Kandan took the pen' 
1 3 2 2 
(b) ra:man kandanekko-rau pe:naye eÿ,uppicca:n 
1 2 3 4 
'Rama caused Kandan to take the pen' 
1 4 2 4 4 3 3 
(93) (a) tambi ur,maye aRi,rija:n 
1 2 3 
'younger brother knew the truth' 
1 1 3 2 2 
(b) arv,an tambikku uilmaye arivicca:n 
1 2 3 4 
'elder brother informed the truthe to the 
1 1 4 3 3 2 2 
younger brother' 
2 2 
The relationship illustrated by the verbs in each of the 
pairs (88) to (90) would seem to be that of transitivity; 
while the relationship between the pairs of (91) to (93) 
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would seem to be that of causativity. In the former, the 
subject of the intransitive verb is converted into the 
object of the transitive verb; whereas in the latter, the 
subject of the transitive verb is converted into either a 
dative adjunct or an instrumental adjunct of the causative 
verb. The former operation will be called transitivization, 
while the latter will be referred to as causativization. 
This difference in the kind of operation carried out on the 
source sentence enables us to regard them as two separate 
categories. We need these two separate operations for 
valid syntactic reasons. As pointed out earlier (p. 188), 
a transitivized base needs two nominals in the sentence 
nucleui, whereas a causative base needs three nominals. 
The syntactic pattern for the transitive verbs can be 
effected by a transformation of transitivity; whilst, the 
syntactic pattern for the causatives can be effected by a 
transformation of causativity. It is this formal distinct- 
ion that we make between a transitive verb and a causative 
verb. 
Incidently, a point pertaining to the entry of lexical 
stems in the lexicon has to be mentioned here. That is, 
the question whether the different derived forms of the 
verbal stems (for example, the transitive /natatt /- and the 
causative /natattuvi /- of the stem /naja /- ) have to be 
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entered in the lexicon. This will result in an uneconomical 
lexicon. If we enter each of these derived forms, then the 
syntactic, semantic and phonological features of those 
derived forms also have to be entered in the lexicon.24 
This will not only provide a number of repetitive feature 
entries, but also reduce the simplicity of the grammar. 
Thus, we propose that only the source verbal stem (for exam- 
ple, /na ;a /- ) has to be entered in the lexicon and the 
other forms ( for example, /na1a. - tt/ and /na1a - tt - vi /) 
will be derived by various rules. 
With the condition that transitivization takes place 
only when the stem is intransitive; that the causativization 
takes place only when the stem is either transitive in the 
case of inherently transitive stems or has been already 
transitivized in the case of intransitive forms (but see, 
2.6.2.(b), P. 202for further discussion on this point), let 
us examine each operation individually. 
24. Kandiah (1967) enters even the derived forms in 
the lexocon. He, for example, enters both kaay 
and kaayssu which are involitive and volitive forms 
respectively of the stem /kaay / -, in the lexicon 
as follows: 
kaay V, -vol 
kaay 
+vol kaayssu V, 
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2.6.2.(a) Transitivization 
The most simple way of forming a transitive base in 
the Ceylon spoken Tamil is by adding one of the following 
auxiliaries: - /vay /- 'keep, make', -/par /- 'do, make', -cey/ - 
'do, make', to the infinitival form of any intransitive 
verbal stem. But the resulting form (i.e. Vst + infin + 
aux) will be a complex transitive verbal base. Since the 
complex verbal forms are discussed separately elsewhere 
(see, 2.8), we give the following examples and do not enter 
into further discussioh on this type of operation: 
(94) /ini /- intr. 'be sweet' /ini + a + vay/ - 
tr. 'make sweet' 
/oot /- intr. 'run' /001 + a + vay /_ 
tr. 'make to run' 
/alu /- intr. 'cry' /alu + a + vay/ - 
tr. 'make to cry' 
/vi1,u /_ intr. /vilu + a + par/ - 
tr. 'make to fall' 
/aat /- intr. 'dance' /aat + a + pall/ - 
tr. 'make to dance' 
/muut /- intr. 'close' /muut + a + pall/ - 
tr. 'make to close' 
/val,ar /- intr. 'grow' /va1,ar + a + cey/ - 
tr. 'make to grow' 
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/kuti/- intr. 'jump' 
/aray/- intr. 'grind' 
/kuti + a + cey/ - 
tr. 'make to jump' 
/aray + a + cey/ - 
tr. 'make to grind' 
The first operation by which simple transitive bases 
are formed is by adding a single [ +obs] suffix to all the 
verbal stems that end in [ +obs]. The decision to have this 
transitive suffix as a phonological feature is well motiva- 
ted. Consider the following examples (in each pair (a) gives 
the underlying and phonetic forms of the intransitive stem 
and (b) gives the underlying and phonetic forms of the 
transitive base): 
(95) (a) /kuRuk /- 





(96) (a) /oot /- [o:4] 'run' 
(b) loot + t/ - [ o : fl ] 'drive' 
(97) (a) /urut /- -4- [urud] 'drop' (intr.) 
(b) /urut + t/ -; [urutt] 'drop' (tr.) 
(98) (a) /tiruNp /- - [tirumb] 'turn' (intr.) 
(b) /tiruNp + p/ - [tirupp] 'turn' (tr.) 
The formation of transitive bases in (95) to (98) shows that 
the transitive suffixes /k /, /t /, /t /, /p/ are added when 
the intransitive stems also end in those obstruents conso- 
nants respectively. Thus, as a simplicity measure, instead 
of having these suffixes individually, a generalization is 
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made. That is, the suffix shall be [ +obs] and it is added 





dancy rule (see, R 14) will specify that if two obstruents 
occur together (within a morpheme or across morpheme bound- 
ary), then both have the same point of articulation. Thus, 
a stem ending in velar obstruent will have a velar obstruent 
as the transitivizing suffix and so on. 
The second type of transitive operation is similar to 
that of the first type?; except that in this case the suffix 
shall be ( +obs][ +obs] and it will be added to /a /, /u /, and 
/y/ ending intransitive stems and to some /r/ and /1/ ending 






/nata /- intr. 
/nata + tt/ tr. 
/mita /- intr. 
/mita + tt /- tr. 
/iru /- intr. 
/iru + tt /- tr. 
/paay /- intr. 
/paay + cc /- tr. 
/uyar /- intr. 
































(f) /cuRul /- intr. [suRul] 'curl, roll' 
/cuRul + fl /- tr. - [sukUtt] 'curl, roll' 
The. underlying forms of the transitives in (99) will have 
[ +obs][ +obs] as the transitivizing suffix. The redundancy 
rules R 16, R 17 and R 19 will convert this into -/tt /- or 
-/cc/- or -/tt /- in the appropriate environments. 
The third type of transitive is formed by adding the 
suffix - /vi /- to the corresponding intransitive verbal stem. 
The following can be cited as examples: 
(100) (a) /alu /- intr. i [alu] 'cry' 
/alu + vi /- tr. - [aluvi] 'make cry' 
(b) /kani /- intr. [kani] 'ripen' 
/kani + vi /- tr. - [kanivi] 'ripen' 
(c) /kuNt /- intr. [kund] 'sit' 
/kuNt + vi /- tr. -0 [kunduvi] 'sit' 
The fourth type of transitive is formed by adding the 
suffix -/ppi /- to the corresponding intransitive stem. The 
following are examples: 
(101) (a) /paRa /- intr.-0- [paRa] 'fly' 
/paRa + ppi /- tr. } [paRappi] 'fly' 
(b) /civa /- intr. i [siva] 'become red' 
/civa + ppi /- tr. -+ [sivappi] 'become red' 
(c) /uRay /- intr. 
- [uRay] 'be hot' 
/uRay + ppi /- tr. [uRayppi] 'make hot' 
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A common feature in the preceding types of transitive 
formation is that in each case there is a change in the 
structure of the intransitive verbal stems. But there are 
certain verbal stems which are transformed to express 
transitivity not by their stem alternance but by taking 
either the Class II tense morphemes or the [ +hum] PNG 
markers. These two types can said to be the fifth and the 
sixth kind respectively. 
The stems that become subject to the fifth kind of 
operation are all belong to Class I. These stems, when 
they take the Class I tense morphemes, express intransiti- 
vity. If they take Class II tense morphemes, then they 
express transitivity. The verbal remain without any 
change in both forms. Consider the following examples: 
(102) (a) /kil i + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + utu/ 
[kilij1judu ] intr. 'it became torn' 
/kili + [+obs][+obs] + an/ -- 
[ki1,iccan] tr. 'I tore' 
(b) /aray + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + utu/ - 
[ arajljudu ] intr. 'it became 
grinded' 
/aray + [+obs][+obs] + utu/ 
[araccudu] tr. 'it grinded' 
i [kalayudu] intr. 
'it is dispersing' 
(c) /kalay + utu/ 
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/kalay + kkiR + an/ 
(d) /ceer + iR + an/ 
/ceer + kkiR + an/ 
( 0) /nuur + utu/ 
/nuur + kkiR + an/ 
[kalaykkiRan] 
tr. 'I am dispersing' 
[se:rran] tr. 
intr. 'I am joining' 
- [se:kkiRan] 
tr. 'I am joining' 
- [nu:rudu] 
intr. 'it switches off' 
-; [nu:kkiRan] 
tr. 'I ammswitching off' 
(f) /avil, + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + utu/ -; [ avirlcludu ] 
intr. 'it became loose' 
/avil, + [ +obs ] [ +obs ] + an/ -+ [ avi flan ] 
tr. 'I untied' 
( g) /tacit, + utu/ 
/taal, + kkiR + an/ 
- [ta:ludu] 
intr. 'it gets buried' 
- [ta:kkiRan] 
tr. 'I am burying' 
The verbal f©rms belonging to the sixth type of opera- 
tion differ from all the preceding ones. The difference is 
this: in the preceding operations, either there Taman alter- 
nation in the intransitive stem or different tense morphe- 
mes are added to the stems. Moreover, these stems mostly 
take [ -hum] PNG markers in the intransitive forms and ( +hum] 
in their transitive forms. But a small number of stems 
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take either [ -hum] or ( +hum] PNG markers in their intran- 
sitive forms and the same prevails in their transitive 
forms. In the verbal stems belonging to the sixth type of 
operation, there is neither an alternance in the verbal 
stems nor a change in the tense morphemes. The intransi- 
tive forms take only the [ -hum] PNG marker and the transi- 
tive forms take only the [ +hum] PNG marker. Thus, these 
verbal forms express transitivity by their PNG markers. 
While converting the intransitive verb form into a transi- 
tive one, a difference in meaning occurs in certain forms. 
This feature has to be made clear in the lexicon. The 
following will suffice as examples: 
(103) (a) /marLa + [ +nas][ +obs] + utu/ 
[mar}andudu] intr. 
'it smelt' 
/mama + [+nas][+obs] + an/ i 
[ marlandan ] tr. 
'I smelt' 
(b) /uri + utu/ -+ 
/uri + iR + an/ -r 
( c) /velu + utu/ 




'I am undressing' 
[ velukkudu ] 
intr. 'it becomes white' 
[ ve1,ukkiRan ] 
tr. 'wash' 
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Let us now examine how these six types of transitive 
operations can be effected in the grammar. We propose to 
attach a feature 'transitive' (marked as [ +tr] ) to the 
verbal stems in the lexicon and the type of operation by 
which a particular intransitive stem is converted into a 
transitive one is indicated by a numeral attached with the 
feature [ +tr]. Suppose the verbal stem /marLa /- is entered 
in the lexicon. It has been shown in (103) that this stem 
belongs to the sixth type of operation. This stem, accord- 
ingly will be attached with the feature [ +tr6]. Thus 
every intransitive stem in the lexicon will be marked as to 
which type of operation it belongs to. The feature that is 
attached will be realized as follows by the application of 
the following phonological matrix insertion rules: 
PMIR 18: 
[ +tr 1] [+obs] / +Vst + [ -) +tr 1 
PMIR 19: 
[+tr 2] - [ +obs][ +obs] / +Vst + [ -] 
+tr 2 
PMIR 20: 




[+tr 4] ppi 












/ +Vs t 
+tr 6 
+ [ +tns] + [ -] 
Causative bases can be divided into two types. One, 
type of base is formed by adding the causative suffix -/vi/ 
to the transitivized bases. The other type of bases is 
formed by adding the suffixes -/vi/ or -/ppi/ straight to 
the underlying verbal stems. One main factor of the causa- 
tive bases is that they always take Class II tense morph- 
emes irrespective of whether their source stems (i.e. the 
underlying forms) belong to Class I or Class II. 
The first type of causative bases are formed when the 
transitive operations one and two ([ +tr 1] and [ +tr 2] ) 
are completed. The following examples show the process 
of their derivation. The first line gives the underlying 
intransitive stem, the second provides its corresponding 
transitive base; and the final line derives the causative 
bases: 
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(104) ( a) /oot/- 
loot + t/- 
/oot + t + vi/- 
(b) /nata /- 
[o:(4.] intr. 'run' 
i [o:tt] tr 2 'drive' 
[o:ttuvi] 'cause to 
drive' 
[naÿ,a] intr. 'walk' 
/nata + [+obs ][+obs ]/ -> [nactatt ] tr 2 
/nata + [+obs][+obs] + vi/_ 
'walk' 
[ naqattuvi ] 
'cause to walk' 
(c) /tiruNp/- [tirumb] intr. 'turn' 
/tiruNp + [+obs]/- -+ [tirupp] tr 1 'turn' 
/tiruNp + [+obs] + vi/- -} [tiruppuvi] 
'cause to turn' 
(d) /kaay/- - [ka:y] intr. 'dry' 
/ka.ay + [+obs][+obs]/- [ka:cc] tr 2 
'dry' 
/kaay + [+obs][+obs] + vi/- -} [ka:ccuvi] 
'cause to dry' 
(e) /uyar/- -r [uyar] intr. 'rise' 
/uyar + [+obs][+obs]/- -r [uyatt] tr 2 
'raise' 
/uyar + [+obs][+obs] + vi/- [uyattuvi] 
'cause to raise' 
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The second type of causative is formed by adding either 
- /vi /- or -/ppi /- to the stem. The stems that are affected 
by the second type of causativization are mostly the inhere- 
ntly transitive stems and those belonging to [ +tr 5] and 
[ +tr 6]. In the case of the first type of causative forma- 
tion, there is a change in the structural pattern of the 
stem before the causative suffix is added. This means, the 
features [ +tr 1] and [+tr 2] are-) obligatorily realized as 
various transitive suffixes and the causative formation 
takes place only after the application of the two rules 
PMIR 18 and PIjJÍIR 19. But in the case of the second type 
of causative formation, [ +tr 5] and [ +tr 6] do not bring 
any structural change in the underlying stems. In this 
situation, is it correct to say that transitivization is 
optional in these cases (see, p. 191, where a statement to 
the effect that the causativization takes place only after 
the operation of transitivization, has been made). As far 
as syntax is concerned, we cannot make a statement of this 
sort, because the causative transformation takes place 
only when the source sentence is in transitive form. But 
for phonological purposes, the transitive operations [ +tr 5] 
and [ +tr 6] can be considered as phonologically nulle 
Thus, in the lexicon, those stems which are subject to the 
process of causativization will be marked with the feature 
[ +caus]. The stems that are subject to the first type of 
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causative formation will be marked as [ +caus_.1] and the others 
with the feature [ +caus 2]. The following examples can be 
given for the second type of causative forms: 
(105) (a) /avil, /- i [ avil, ] intr. 'untie' 
/avil, +ppi/ -> [ avippi ] caus. 'untie' 
(b) /piti/ -; [pil.i] tr. 'catch' 
/pi1i +ppi/ - [pic,ippi] caus. 'catch' 
(c) /camay /- -; [same] tr. 'cook' 
/camay +ppi/ -; [samayppi] cause 'cook' 
The following rules introduce the causative suffixes: 
PMIR 24: 
[ +caus 1] - vi / +Vst + [ +tr 1]- 
+caus 
[ +tr 2] 
PAIR 25: 











+ [ -] 
+ [ -) 
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PPJlIR 25: ( continued) 









+ [ -] 
For the correct realization of the transitive and causative 
verbal forms PMIR 18 to PMIR 25 have to be ordered before 
PMIR 1 to PMIR 17. 
2.6.3 Verbal Nouns 
Tamil grammarians have used the term tolit peyar 'nouns 
of operation or employment', in their grammatical treatises. 
Neither the authors of these grammars nor the commentators 
of these works have explained this term well. Caldwell 
(1856: 542) regards this term as referring to a class of 
forms which are formed from the verbal root and express the 
act, not the abstract idea, of the verb to which they belong 
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to, He further says that "the verbal nouns are carefuly 
to be distingushed from verbal derivatives or substantives 
derived from verbs. The latter, though derived from verbs, 
are used merely as nouns; Whereas the verbal noun, properly 
so called (like the participial noun), is constructed as 
a verb. As a noun, it can be used as the nominative of a 
subsequent verb; and as a verb it may be preceded by a 
nominative of its own, and may govern a noun in case ". He 
complains that in several Dravidian grammars written by 
Europeans this distinction has not been discussed; and 
Tamil derivatives like natay or na.tappu 'walk' have been 
classed with verbal nouns like natakkay natakkutal, and 
natakkal, 'walking'. His main distinction between these 
two classes is that the former are simply substantives; 
and that adjectives, not adverbs, must be used to qualify 
them; whereas the latter are true verbal nouns and are 
qualified by adverbs. His distinction seems to be reason - 
able and applicable to written Tamil. But it is doubtful 
whether the Tamil grammarians meant the latter type of 
forms (i,e. Caldwell's true verbal nouns) by the term 
tolit peyar. From their examples (see, Hannúl, p. 110), 
it is reasonable to suggest that the term tolit peyar refers 
to all the nominal forms that are derived from verbal 
stems by adding suffixes. The term verbal noun used in 
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this work refers to all the nominal forms that are derived 
from verbal stems by adding verbal noun suffixes. But a 
class of nominal forms derived from verbal stems by adding 
the demonstrative pronouns to the verbal stem plus tense 
morpheme form are referred to as vinayaalailayum peyar. 
This kind of nominal form can be referred to as a partici- 
pial noun. The main difference between the verbal nouns 
and the participial nouns is that the former do not express 
tense ; whereas the latter express time as any other posi- 
tive finite indicative verb. Consider the following 
examples: 
(106) (a) /pa ti + ppu/ [ pa ,ippu ] 
'learning' 
(b) /eri + vu/ [erivu] 
'burning' 
(c) /paj,i + kkiR + avan/ -> [ pac4ikkiRavan ] 
'he who studies' 
(d) /eri + [ +nas][ +obs] + atu/ [eripjadu] 
'that which burnt' 
The first two examples are verbal nouns and the last two 
are participial nouns. The former express some abstract 
idea which resulted from the act of the verb. Further, 
they cannot be conjugated as 
àl( 
pagicc ] or l ericcu ] to 
yield verbal nouns with the stem plus past tense morpheme 
and the verbal noun suffix. The last two express present 
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and past tenses respectively. These two forms can be 
conjugated regularly as any other verb. For example 
106(c) which is marked for the present tense can be conver- 
ted into: 
(107) /pali + [ +obs][ +obs] + avan/ i [pagiccavan] 
'he who studied' 
which is marked for the past tense; while 106(d) can be 
converted to: 
(108) /eri + iR + atu/ -+ [ eriyiRadu ] 
'that which is burning' 
which is marked for the present tense. 
Apart from this morphological difference, the verbal 
nouns differ from participial nouns in respect of their 
position in syntactic structures. The verbal nouns behave 
much as nouns and if they take an adjunct, then that 
adjunct can only be an adjectival form; whereas if the 
participià 
. nouns take an adjunct, then it can only be an 
adverbial modifier. Consider for example, the following 
sentenees: 
(109) nalla pactippup pal,icca:n 
1 2 3 
'he learnt a good lesson' 
3 3 1 1 2 
(110) nalla:p pal,iccavan peyil viltitla:n 
1 2 3 4 
'he who studied well failed (the examination)' 
2 2 2 1 3 and 4 
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In (109) the verbal noun [pagippu] takes the adjectival 
adjunct [nalla]; whereas in (110) the participial noun 
[pal,iccavan] takes the adverbial adjunct [nalla:]. Thus, 
the adjectival and adverbial adjuncts are in complementary 
distribution to verbal nouns and participial nouns. 
On a semantic basis, the Tamil verbal nouns can be 
divided into four groups, namely: (a) action nominals, 
(b) abstractive nominals, (c) agentive nominals, and 
(d) instrumental nominals 
(a) action nominals 
Most of the Tamil verbal nouns are action nominals. 
The majority of the nominals derived from the verbal stems 
by adding the suffixes . /ppu /, -/l/ are of this nature. 
Compare the verbal nouns formed from the stem /cuupp /- 
'suck': 
(111) /cuupp + al/ -; [su:ppal] 'sucking' 
(112) /cuupp + i/ [su:ppi] 'soother' or 
'a person who sucks' 
In the case of the first nominal, it refers to an action, 
while the second refers either to an agent who performs 
the action or to the instrument that is used for the 
action referred to by the stem. The following can be 
cited as examples for action nominals: 
(113) (a) /a],a + ppu/ [ alappu ] 'measuring' 
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(b) /kuti + ppu/ -> [kudippu] 'jumping' 
(c) /pil,i + all -i [pil,iyal ] 'squeezing' 
(d) /irum + al/ [irumal] 'cough' 
(e) /eeR + al/ [ e :Ral ] ' clibing' 
(f) /camay + ppu / - [samayppu] 'cooking' 
(g) /valar + ppu/ [ val,appu ] 'bringing up' 
Some nominal forms express the notion of the result of 
an action. Comsider for example the verbal stem /pori /- 
'fry'. The verbal noun derived from this stem is: 
(114) /pori + al/ -+ [poriyal] 'frying' or 
'thing that is fried' 
This noun on the first instance can be considered as an 
action nominal when it refers to the action of 'frying'. 
(115) avanra poriyal muRE sariyille 
1 2 3 4 
'his way of frying is not good' 
1 3 3 2 4 4 4 
In (115) the verbal noun refers to an action. But in (116): 
(116) na:n mi:n poriyal sa:ppiI];an 
1 2 3 4 
'I ate fried fish' 
1 4 3 2 
it refers to a thing that resulted by the action of the 
verb /pori / -. Traditional grammarians made this distinct- 
ion clearly in their works. They call the verbal noun in 
(115) tolit peyar and that in (116) tolilaaku peyar 
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'noun resulted from an action'. This distinction is intu- 
tively felt by all native speakers of Ceylon Tamil. 
(b) abstractive nominals 
Some nominal forms derived from verbal stems express 
semantically the notion of 'abstract quality'. Most of 
these nominals are formed by adding any one of the follow- 
ing suffixes: -/vu /, -/vay /, -/may /, / .mfsJ[ +obs ]am/ to 
the verbal stem. The following examples will illustrate 
this fact; the first column gives the underlying forms, the 
second provides a gloss, the third presents the derived 
nominal forms and the final column gives a gloss: 
(117) /aRi + vu/ 'kmow' -> [aRivu] 'knowledge' 
/piri + vu/ 'divide' -> [pirivu] 'division' 
/cari + vu/ 'slant' -} [sarivu] 'slope' 
/veer + vay/ 'perspire' - [ ve: rve ] 'perspiration' 
/paar + vay/ 'see' [pa:rve ] 'sight' 
/poRu + may/ 'bear' - [poRume] 'patience' 
/vaRu + may/ 'dry or fry' -. [poRume] 'poverty' 
/ iiRitt 11-±a / ' btöp i t Aintttili ]' l dtWage' 
/poruNt + [ +obs]am/ 'be appropriate' 
- [poruttam] 
'appropriateness' 
(6' agentive nominals 
Most of the agentive nominals are formed by adding the 
suffix -/i/ to the verbal stems. These nominals in general 
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express the agent who performs the action of the verb. 
Some of the /i/ ending verbal stems do not need the -/i/ 
suffix, because the verbal stems themselves form the 
verbal nouns without any addition of suffix. Consider 
for example, the verbal stem /avataani /- 'observe'. 
The verbal noun derived from this Item is [avada.:ni] 
'observer'. This can be derived from the underlying 
form as /avataani + i/ where the suffix /i/ finally gets 
deleted. But we have allowed such stems to express 
distinction by a purely phonological null rather than 
having a suffix in effect stated as /i/ and then deleting 
it. In the lexicon, those stems from which the verbal 
nouns are derived by adding suffixes will be marked with 
features [Vn 1], [Vn 2] etc. Each feature will be realized 
as a suffix. But those stems which become verbal nouns 
without any suffixes will be marked with the feature [ +Vn]. 
This feature will be realized as phonologically null; but 
it will indicate that the particular stem can become a 
verbal noun. The following are the examples for agentive 
nominals: 
(118) /avataani/ 'observe' -> [avoda:ni] 'observer' 
/ciNkaari/ 'decorate' -t [sirjga:ri] 'fashion 
conscious woman' 
/paavi/ 'use' -t [pa:vi] 'innocent person' 
/alaNp + i/ 'blabber' -> [alambi] 'blabberer' 
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/kuun + i/ 'bend' - (ku:ni] 'person with 
hunch -back' 
/noNt + i/ 'limb' - [ norlqi ] 'person who 
limbs' 
/nakk + i/ [nakki] 'he who licks' 
(d) instrumental nominals 
Some verbal nouns express the notion of 'instrumenta- 
lity'. These nominals refer to the instrument that does 
the act of the verb form from which they are derived. 
Consider for example, the verbal stem /muut /- 'close'. 
The verbal noun derived from this stem is /muut + i/ -> 
[mu:c],i] 'lid', The following sentence illustrates how the 
verbal noun acts as the instrument of the verb /muut / -: 
(119) po:ttale mu:qu 
1 2 3 
'close the bottle with the lid' 
3 1 1 2 2 2 
The following are the examples for the instrumental nominals: 
(120) /tiRa + ppu/ 'open' [tiRappu] 'key' 
/niRu + vay/ 'weigh' - EniRuvay] 'weight' 
/a],a + vay/ 'measure' -; [al,avay] 'measure' 
/tutay + ppam/ 'sweep' -} [tu ,ayppam] 'sweeping 
brush' 
On the basis of their formation, the verbal nouns can 
be classified into fourteen types. This division is made 
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according to the types of suffixes taken by the verbal 
stems to form verbal nouns. Each suffix will be represe- 
nted by a morphological feature in the lexicon. If for 
example, the verbal stem /alai- 'measure' can take the 
suffixes - /ppu/ and -/vay/ to form the verbal nouns [alappu] 
and [alavay) respectively, then, it will be marked in the 
lexicon with the features [ +Vn 8) and [ +Vn 91. The phono- 
logical matrix insertion rules will insert the phonological 
forms (i.e. -/ppu/ and - /vay /) of these features into the 
underlying phonological representation (see, for example, 
PMIR 33 and PMIR 34) . 
The following rules introduce the suffixes that are 
added to the verbal stems to derive verbal nouns4, Among 
the following rules, in PMIR 27, PMIR 28, PMIR 30, PMIR 31, 
PMIR 37, a phonological feature [-Fobs] or [ +obs ][ +obs ] is 
used. The rules that determine the choice of obstruents 
are the redundancy rules R 14, R 16, R 17 and R 19. When 
these R -rules are applied the phonological features [ +obs] 
and [ +obs)[ +obs] will be realized into various obstruents 
in the phonetic level. This :will become clear when we go 
through the examples that are given after each of the 
following rules: 
PPIIIR 26: 
[+Vn 13 - al / +Vst 
+Vn 1 
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The following are the examttes for the derivation of 
verbal nouns from stems by adding the suffix -/al /: 
(121) /porc + all -} [poriyal] 'frying' 
/camay + all -; [samayal] 'cooking' 
/uuR + al/ - [u:Ral] 'dampness' 
PMIR 27: 
[ +Vn 2] [+obs]al / fVst] + [-] 
Vn 
The following are the examples for the formation of verbal 
nouns by adding the suffix -/[ +obs]al/ to the verbal stems: 
(122) /kuut + [ +obs]al/ -> [ku:ttal] 
'addition' 
/peruk + [ +obs]al/ [perukkal] 
'multiplication' 
/tiruNt + [ +obs]al/ - [tiruttal] 
'correction' 
PMIR 28: 
[+Vn 3] [ +obs][ +obs]al / +Vst 
+Vn 3 
The following are the examples: 
(123) /kaay + [ +obs][ +obs]al / 
- [ka:ccal] 
'fever' 
+ [ -] 
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/tooy + [+obs][+obs]al/ [to:ccal] 
'washing up' 
/ala + [+obs ] [+obs ]al/ -; [ alattal ] 
'measuring' 
PìV1I R 29: 
[+Vn 4] +Vst + 
+Vn 4 
[ -] 
The verbal nouns that are formed by adding the suffix - /u/ 
are: 
(124) /alall + u/ -> [alattu] 'jabbering' 
/ulaattu+ u/ -,. [ula:ttu] 'stroll' 
/cikk + u/ - [sikku] 'entanglement' 
PMIR 30: 
[+Vn 5] [+obs]u / +Vs t + 
+Vn 55 
-3 
The following are the examples for the verbal nouns that 
are formed by adding the suffix /[ +obs]u/ to the verbal 
stems: 
(125) /peec + [ +obs]u/ [pe:ccu] 'speech' 
/elut + [ +obs]u/ [eluttu] 'writing' 
/muluk + [ +obs]u/ -> [mulukku] 'bath' 
PM I R 31: 
[+Vn 6] 
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- [ +obs ] [ +obs ]u +Vst 
+Vn 6 
The following are examples for verbal nouns that are formed 
by adding the suffix /[ +obs][ +obs]u / to 
(126) /eemaaR + [ +obs][ +obs]u / 
/cuRul, + [ +obs][ +obs]u / 
/vari + [ +obs][ +obs]u / 
PMIR 32: 
[+Vn 7] vu / 
the verbal stems: 




[ variccu ] 




+ [ -] 
The following are examples for verbal nouns that are formed 
by addimg the suffix -/vu/ to the verbal stems: 
(127) /eri + vu/ 
/valay + vu/ 
/ninay + vu/ 
-> [ erivu ] 









} ppu / +Vst + (-] 
+Vn 8 
The following are examples for verbal nouns formed by add- 
ing the suffix -/ppu/ to the verbal stems: 
(128) /maNti + ppu / -> [mandippu] 'indigestion' 
/paavi + ppu/ -i [pa:vippu] 'use' 
/palay + ppu / -; [pagayppu] 'serving' 
PMIR 34: 
[+Vn 9] vay / +Vst 
+Vn 9 
The following can be cited as examples for verbal nouns 
that are formed by adding the suffix - /vay/ to the verbal 
stems: 
(129) /aRu + vay / -+ [aRuvv] 'surgery' 
/ala + vay / -} [al,ave ] 'measurement' 
/paar + vay/ -+ [pa:rve] 'sight' 
PM I R 35: 
[+Vn 10] +Vst 
+Vn 10 
+ [ -] 
Some verbal nouns are formed by adding the suffix -/i/ to 
the verbal stems. The following are examples: 
(130) /muut + i/ 
/etir + i/ 













+ [ -] 
The following are examples for verbal nouns formed by add- 
ing the suffix -/am/ to the verbal stems: 
(131) /uyar + am/ 
/pati + am/ 
/vatay + am/ 
PMIR 37: 
[+Vn 12] 
i [uyaram] 'height' 
- [padiyam] 'nursery' 
- [ va1,ayam ] 'any ring -shape 
object' 
- [ +obs]am / 
-7 
+Vst + [-] 
+Vn 12 
The following examples show how the verbal nouns are 
formed by adding the suffix -/[ +obs]am/ to the verbal stems: 
(132) /mayaNk + [ +obs]am/ - [mayakkam] 
'giddiness' 
/kuut + [ +obs]am/ -+ [ku:ltam] 
'meeting' 




ppam / +Vst 
+Vn 13 
+ [ -] 
The following are examples for verbal nouns formed by 
adding the suffix -/ppam/ to the verbal stems: 
(133) /peru + ppam / [peruppam] 'large' 
/tact'. + ppam/ -- [ ta: ppam ] 'depth' 
/tutay + ppam / -; [ tucgayppam ] 'sweeping 
brush' 
PMIR 39: 
[ +Vn 14] i may / +Vst 
+Vn 14 
+ [ -] 
The following are examples for verbal nouns formed by 
adding the suffix -/may/ to the verbal stems: 
(134) /poRu + may/ 
/peru + may/ 
/vaRu + may/ 
- [ poRume ] 'patience' 
-> [ perums ] 'pride' 
- 
[ vaRume ] 'poverty' 
As we noted earlier with reference to agentive nominals 
(see, p. 211), there is a few number of verbal stems which 
are used as nominals without any suffixation. These stems 
are simply marked as ( +Vn] in the lexicon. The following 
are examples for such verbal nouns: 
(135) /ati/ . 'beat' -} [ ac[i ] 'blow' 
/kuRay /- 'shorten' -} [kuRE] 'short- coming' 
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2.6.4 Participial Nouns 
A participial noun is formed by adding any one of thee 
demonstrative pronouns to a form that consists of a verbal 
stem plus past or present tense morpheme. The difference 
between the verbal nouns and the participial nouns has 
already been stated (see, 2.6.3). The demonstrative pro- 
nouns that are found in the Ceylon spoken Tamil are: 
(136) [ +mas, -pl, +hum] : /avan/ 
[ +mas, +pl, +hum] : /4vaNkal/ 
[ +mas, -pl, +hon, +hum] : /avar/ 
[ +fem, -pl, +hum] 
[ +fem, +pl, +hum] 
[ +fem, -pl, +hon, +hum,] 
[ +mas, +fem, +pl, +hum] 
[ -pl, -hum] 
[ +pi, -hum] 
The following can be given as examples 
in the dialect under investigation: 
(137) /vilu + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + avan/ 
[vilundavan] 
/a1 i + kkiR + aval/ 
/oo-[ + in + avayal/ 







of participial nouns 
'he who fell down' 
[ aAikkiRaval ] 
'she who beats' 
-} [o:Ainavayal] 
'those who ran' 
- [irukkiRadu] 
'that which is sitting' 
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/pati + [+obs ][+obs ] + avaNkal/ -+ 
[pac1iccavarjgal] 'those (mas.) who 
studied' 
The following rule can be considered as introducing the 
partickOial noun suffixes in the appropriate environments: 
PMIR 40: 






































































The numerals that are found on either side of the environ- 
ment bar indicate the demonstrative pronouns and their 
corresponding feature matrices. 
2.7 Constituent Structtres of Verb Forms 
It was pointed out in 1.1 (p. 41), that the constituent 
structure on which the phonological component operates is 
the so- called surface structure. It is assumed that the 
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surface constituent structure of Tamil verbs can be descr- 
ibed by the following rules: 
I . Verb ; Vst' " +tns 
J 
tinter + suf +quot 
) 







VIII. +neg end 









c au s 1 
c au s 2JJ 
[ +pst] 
pst 




-} +neg end 
VI-pos end 





IX. +neg part -T +neg adv part 
+neg adj part 
+neg cond 





-neg part n 
XI. -neg part - -neg adv part 
-neg adj part 
-neg cond 
XII. +inter tee 
o0 
XIII. +report aam 
XIV. +quot -> eN1 u 
Let us first explain the motivation for the brackets 
in rule I. Some of the Tamil verb stems (whether simple 
or derived ) can form a verbal form (i.e. imperative) 
without any additions to them. Thus, all items following 
Vst in rule I have been bracketed in order to imply that 
those bracketed items are optional. Among those bracketed 
items, further brackets have been introduced in order to 
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give the order in which they would appear and also to 
point out the optional items. Among these, a suf can be 
added with a Vst without any other items. But if a tns 
or neg is added to a Vst, then a suf is an obligatory 
item after it (i.e. tns or neg ) Another probable stru- 
cture is that a Vst can be followed by a suf and an inter 
or a report. A Vst can be followed by a tns, or a neg, 
a suf and an inter or report. A quot verbal form can be 
formed either by adding a [ +quot] suffix to the verbal 
stem (i.e. Vst) or by adding the above suffix to the 
following form: Vst +(rt +tns11 +suf) (j +inter 1 
+neg 0-report) 
[ -]. The 
items tns and neg are given within braces in order to show 
that they are mutually exclusives. It was mentioned in 
2.3 (p. 121) that the negative verbal forms do mot take 
any tense markers. Since tns and neg are in complementary 
distribution in verbal forms, they are mutually exclusives,; 
Hence, they are grouped within 
stated any phonological matrix 
oduce the phonological forms 
let us examine them below. 
An interrogative verbal form is formed by adding the 
braces. Since we have not 
insertion 
of inter, 
rules that intr- 
report and quot, 
suffixes -/aa/ or -/00/ as indicated in the previous para- 
graph. Between the two interrogative suffixes, -/00 /, 
apart from its normal semantic notion of 'interrogation', 
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expresses a special notion of 'doubt' in certain sentences. 
Consider for example the following sentence: 
(138) ni: pa ,i2kiRiyo : vi1,aya : ,iRiyo : 
1 3 
'are you studying or playing ' 
2,3 1 2 2,3 3 
In sentences like (138) the interrogative suffix -/aa/ is 
never used in Ceylon spoken Tamil. 
Let us now examine report and ;gi t. The feature [ +quot] 
may be needed within the syntactic structure of a Tamil 
sentence. But here, it is used to express the 'quotative 
value' within the structure of a phonological word (i.e. 
a verb). Consider the following sentence: 
(139) avan pe:ra:siriyar vaxuppu naq,attiRa:relydu 
1 2 3 4 
sonna:n 
5 
'he said that the professor is conducting a 
1 5 4 2 2 4 4 3 
class' 
3 
In this sentence, the form [ eri,u ] cannot be considered as 
a word, because it is not a free form. It is, like the 
interrogative suffix, added eiAher to a verbal form or 
to a nominal form. Even though it expresses the 'quotative 
value' at the word- level, it is needed in the higher level 
(i.e. sentence- level), because it acts as a link between 
a matrix sentence which is the statement of the person who 
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reports, and an embedded sentence which is the statement 
that is reported. In sentence (139), the matrix sentence 
is: 




and the embedded sentence is: 
(141) pe:ra:siriyar vaxuppu nagattiRa:r 
1 2m 3 
'the professor is conducting the class' 
1 1 3 3 2 2 
The feature [ +quot] links both the statement of the 
person who reports and the statement ctrlâat is reported. 
In this respect it differs from the feature [4-report] 
which considers only the latter (i.e. the statement that 
is reported). Consider for example, 
(142) pe:ra:siriyar vaxuppu nagattiRa:ra:m 
1 2 3 
'it seems that the professor is conducting a 
3 3 3 1 1 3 3 2 
class' 
2 
In this sentence, the suffix -/aam /, unlike the [ +quot] 
suffix -/eNtu/ does not result from an embedding trans- 
formation. While the feature [4-report] expresses the 
'quotative value' within a sentence which does not result 
from an embedding transformation, the feature [ +quot] 
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expresses the 'quotative value' within a sentence which 
resulted from an embedding transformation. 
The following rules introduce the phonological forms 
of inter, report and quot; 
PMIR 41: 
[+inter] 




[+report] -> aam / [+Vst ] + [+tns ] + [+suf ] + [-] 
[+neg] 
PM1R a-3: 
[+quot ] eNtu / [+Vst] + 
JE+tns]T 
+ [+suf ] + [-] 
[+neg] 
Let us now return to the discussion of the bracketed 
items in rule I. The expansion of the bracketed items in 
rule I will give the following structural patterns of Tamil 
verb forms (note that we are here concerned only with simple 
verbal forms; see 2.8 for complex verbal forms): 
(a) Vst 
e.g. /pat'i/ -> [pagi ] 'study' (imp.) 
/pati + ppi/ [ paq,ippi ] 'cause to 
study' (cans. imp.) 
(h) Vst + suf 
e.g. /var + a/ - [vara] 'to come' 
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/katt + u/ 




'do' (hon. imp.) 
( c) Vst + quot 
e. g. /cey + eNtu/ -> [ seyyerlctu ] 'that ( you) 
do' 
/pati + eNtu/ - [ pactiyerau ] 'that ( you) 
study' 
( d) Vst + tns + suf 
e.g. /eRi + iR + an/ -> [eRiyiRan] 'Iam throw- 
ing' 
/tatu + pp + aan/ -- [ taciuppa:n] 'he will stop' 
( e) Vst + neg + suf 
e.g. /tin + as + mal/ [tinna:mal] 'without 
eating' 
/var.+ as + ta/ - [vara:da] 'do nit come' 
(neg. imp.) 
(f) Vst + suf + inter 
e.g. /tar + aan + ee/ -> [tara:ne:] 'will he not 
give ' 
/aRi + aan + oo/ - [aRiya:no:] 'will he not 
know ' 
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(g) Vst + suf + report 
e.g. /var + can + ao.m/ - [ vara: na: m ] 
'it seems that he won't 
come' 
/ool; + aan + aam/ -> [o:ca:na:m] 
'it (seems that he won't 
run' 
(h) Vst + tns + suf + inter 
e.g. /muai + kkiR +aan + ee/ [muLtikkiRa:ne:] 
'is he finishing ?' 
/caappil +.iR + aan + ee/ -y [sa:ppiRRane ] 
'is he eating ?' 
(j) Vst + neg + suf + inter 
e.g. /tin + as + roam + ee/ [tinna:yiname :] 
'won't they eat ' 
/col + as + mal + oo/ - [solla:malo:] 
'without telling ?' 
(k) Vst + the + suf + report 
e.g. /camay + kkiR + aal + aam / -> [samaykkiRa:la:m] 
'it seems that she is 
cooking' 
aan + aam / [ulayppa:na:m] 
'it seems that he will earn' 
/uÌ,ay + pp + 
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(1) Vst + suf + quot 
e.g. /etu + an + eNtu/ 
/pail + um + eNtu/ 
(ml), Vst + suf + inter + quot 
[ eq,anerau ] 
'that I will not take' 
[ paq.iyumerld,.0 ] 
'that you study' 
e.g. /tar + aan + oo + eNtu/ -r [ tara:no:r0qu] 
'(someone asked) "won't he give "?' 
L _ /ceérn+ _a .n:: ° +. oo.1+ :eNtu/ -- (se:ra:no:ro.u] 
'(someone asked) "won't he join " ?' 
(n) Vst + suf + report + quot 
e.g. /tot + aan + aam + eNtu/ -0 [ toq,a: na:merLqu ] 
"it seems that he won't touch' 
/tiruNt + aan + aam + eNtu/ - [tirunda:na:merlq,u] 
"it seems that he won't improve" 
(o) Vst + neg + suf + quot 
e.g. /piti + as + inam + eNtu/ -0 [piq,iya:yinamei : u] 
'that "they won't catchlt ' 
/kiNt + as + inam + eNtu/ - [ kirlq,a : yinamer1qu ] 
'that "they won't dig" 
(p) Vst + neg + suf + inter + quot 
e.g. /cey + aa + inam + oo + eNtu/ 
[seyya:yinamo:riqu] "will they not do" 
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/katt + aa + inam + oo + eNtu/ 
[katta:yinamo:r u] "will they not bind "? 
(q) Vst + neg + suf + report + quot 
e.g. /muut + aa + inam + aam + eNtu/ -+ 
[mu:d,a:yinama:mer1ctu] "it seems that they 
will not close" 
/vil,u + an + utu + aam + eNtu/ 
[vila:da:merdu] "it seems that it till 
not fall" 
( r) Vs t + tns + suf + quot 
e. g /kuti + kkiR + aan + eNTu/ i [kuctikkiRa: neilÿ,u ] 
'that "he is drinking" ' 
/kal,ay + kkiR +aan + eNtu/ i [kal aykkiRa: nerLctu ] 
'that "he is getting tired" ' 
(s) Vst + tns + suf + inter + quot 
e.g. /katay + pp + aan + oo + eNtu/ 
[ kadayppa : no : llctu ] "will he talk" 
/iRaNk + v + can + oo + eNtu/ i 
[ iRarjguva : no : rtctu ] "will he get down"( 
(t) Vst + tns + suf + report + quot 
e.g. /vaaNk + iR + aan + aam + eNtu/ 




/vett + iR + aan + aam + eNtu/ 
[vettiRa:na:men, ,u] "it seems that he 
is cutting" 
Apart from their classification as Class I and Class II, 
the verbal stems fall into the category of simple or derived. 
Simple verbal stems are those presented in lexicon I. The 
derived verbal stems are those which are obtained through 
the process of transitivization or /and causativization. 
Thus, the item Vst in (a) to (t) can be further expanded 
as follows: 
(143) Vst 
Vst + tr 
Vst + caus 
Vst + tr + caus 
Thus, a structure like (d) (p. 229) can be presented as 
follows: 
Vst + tns + suf 
e.g. /nata + kkiR + an/ 
Vst + tr + tns + suf 
[ nactakkiRan ] 
'I am walking' 
e.g. /nata + tt + iR + an/ -> [nad,attiRan] 
'I cause to walk' 
Vst + caus + tns + suf 
e.g. /eRi + vi + kkiR + an/ -0. [ eRivikkiRan ] 
'I cause to throw' 
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Vst + tr + taus + tns + suf 
e.g. /kata + tt + vi + kkiR + aan/ 
2.8 Complex Verb Forms 
-+ 
[kactattuvikkiRa:n] 'he is causing 
it to be smuggled' 
Complex verb forms in Tamil are formed with a complex 
verbal nuclear form and optional elements like tense, 
suffix, etc. In order to accomodate the complex forms within 
the constituent structure of verbal form, the term verb 
nucleus (following Bright and Lindenfeld, 1968: 31) can be 
used to refer to a structure that constitutes both the simple 
and complex verbal nuclear forms. Rules I and II in 2.7 
describe the structure of a simple verbal stem. If complex 
verbs are taken into consideration, then rules I - XIV in 
2.7 have to be reformulated as follows: 
I. Verb Vnuc'" +tns' + suf ( +inter ( +quot) 
( +neg) { +report} 
/ 
- Vst + Aux 
-> as in rule II in 2.7. 
II. Vnuc 
III. Vst 
IV. Aux -} +asp ( +mod) 
+mod 
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V. +asp +tns + adv part + comp ( +perf) 
+pst 
perf ( +reflex) 
prog ( +comp) 
reflex 

















dis j( +comp)1 
( +tri )) 
rid ( +comp) 
( +perf) 
( +prog) 









- infin + supp 
prop 
taus 
adj part + temp adj 







XVI. +prop veexlum 
veeNtaam 
X.V.II. +caus cey 
p aïl 
vay 





Other constituents in rule I and II are expanded as in rules 
III - XIV in 2.7. According to the present rule I, a verb 
nucleus alone can form a complex verb form or the verb 
nucleus can take a tense marker and a suffix to form a comp- 
lex verb form. Rule II states the constituents of a verb 
nucleus, which are expanded in rules III - XVIII. Rule IV 
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needs an explanation. We are forced to adopt an awkward 
form of rule where the feature +mod is repeated. This is 
unavoidable, because a simple verbal stem can take either 
an aspect marker or a modal; but a modal can also follow 
an aspect marker but the reverse is not possible. Consider 
the following examples: 
(144) Vst + mod 
e.g. /eRi + a + veeNlaam/ 
Vst + asp +neg + imp (neg. ) 
[ eRiyave : jlqa : m ] 
'do not throw' 
e.g. /eRi + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + u + i-[ + as + ta/ -} 
[eRipjic,a:da] 'do not throw' 
Vst + asp + mod 
e.g. /eRi + [+nas][+obs] + u + i[ + a + veeNZaam/ 
[ eRip j iqave : ì1.qa : m ] 'do not throw' 
The expansion of +asp in rule V also needs an explanation. 
The tense marker referred to in this rule is considered to 
be optional. The option is decided by the adverbial part- 
icipial suffix that follows the tense marker. If the 
adverbial participial suffix is /u /, then the past tense 
marker is obligatorily added. But if the adverbial parti- 
cipial suffix is /i /, then no tense marker is added and the 
tense marker in this place is considered to be phonologi- 
cally null (see, p. 156 and p. 111). In this rule (V), 
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some of the aspect markers are repeated (like the modal 
in rule IV) in order to show the possible different combi- 
nations of the aspect markers that can occur in a single 
sequence. Each of the aspect markers can occur alone after 
a verbal stem or two or three of them can combine as a 
sequence to form a complex verbal form. The following 
some of 
are /the possible combinations: 
(145) (a) Vst + perf25 +reflex + tns + suf 
e.g. /var + [+nas][+obs] + u + iru + [+nas][+obs] 
+ u + ko1, + [+nas ] [+obs ] + aan/ 
[vandirundukorlga:n] 'he has come for 
himself' 
(b) Vst + tri +perf +tns + suf 
[ +comp} 
e.g. /pati + [ +obs][ +obs] + u + paar + [ +obs][ +obs] 
+ u + iru + kkiR + an/ - 
[paqiccuppa:ttirukkiRan] 
'I have tried studying' 
/pati + [ +obs][ +obs] + u + paar + 
[ +obs ] [ +obs ] + u + i + ( +obs ] + an/ -> 
[ paqiccuppa: ttilian] 'I have tried and 
completed studying' 
25. The tense marker and the adverbial participial 
suffix that precede each of an aspect marker are 
not given in structures (a) to (h). But they are 
rendered in examples. 
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e.g. /etu + [+obs][+obs] + u + vay + [+obs][+obs] 
+ u + it + [+obs] + aan/ 
[ e ,uttuvacc ±i a : n ] 'he has taken (it 
completely for future utility)' 
/elu + [ +obs][ +obs] + u + vay + [ +obs][ +obs] 
+ u + iru + kkiR + aan / -+ 
[equttuvaccirukkiRa:n] 'he has taken 
(it and having it for future utility)' 
/e1;u + [+obs][+obs] + u + vay + [+obs][+obs] 
+ u + kol + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + aan/ - 
[ e..uttuvaccukkoILqa: n ] 'he has taken (for 
himself for future utility)' 
/etu + [+obs][+obs] + u + vay + [+obs][+obs] 
+ u + koN j iru + kkiR + aan/ 
[ eduttuvo.c cukkollc1.irukkiRa : n ] 'he has 
been taking (it for future utility)' 
(d) Vst + dis + comp + tns + suf 
e. g. /kutu + [+obs ] [+obs ] + u + tulay + [+obs ]- 
[+obs] + u + poo], + [+obs] + an/ 
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[kucuttuttulaccuppo:llan] 'I have given 
(it completely with disgust)' 
(e) Vst + rid +comp + tns + suf 
+perf 
+prog 
e.g. /vil + [+obs] + u + tal, + i + it 
+[ +obs ] + an/ - [vill:uttal,li: ttan] 
'I have left (it completely to get 
rid of)' 
/vil + [+obs] + u + tai, + i + iru 
+ pp + an/ - [vittuttal,l,iyiruppan] 
'I would have left (it to get rid of) 
/vil + [+obs] + u + tal + i + koNliru 
+ kkiR + an/ - 
[ viliuttallikkoILc1.irukkiRan ] 
'I have been leaving (it to get 
rid of)' 
(f) Vst + rid + comp + prog + tns + suf 
e.g. /vil + [+obs] + u + tal + i + pool 
+ [+obs] + u + koNliru + kkiR + aan/ -; 
[ vittuttal,l,ippo : ltukkorAirukkiRa: n ] 
'he had have been leaving (it to 
get rid of it completely)' 
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(g) Vst + rid + comp + perf + tns + suf 
e.g. /kutu + [ +obs][ +obs] + u + tal + i + pool 
+ [ +obs] + u + iru + kkiR + aan/ -> 
[kuctuttutta],1,ippo: ttirukkiRa:n] 
'he has Ogiven (it to get rid of completely)' 
(h) Vst + prog + comp + tns + suf 
e.g. /katay + [+obs][+obs3 + u + koNtiru + 
+ [ +nas][ +obs] + it + [ +obs] + aan/ 
[kadaccukkojairundan] 
'he has been talking' 
The examples from (a) to (h) illustrate that the maximum 
possible sequence of aspect markers in a given complex verb 
form is three (compare (f) and (g) ). 
The following phonological matrix insertion rules indi- 
cate where the phonological matrices of the aspect markers 
have to be inserted in the syntactic surface structure of a 







/ [ +Vst] + 
++tns 
+ adv part + [ -] 
pstJ 
{+prog 
l+dis + ( [-1) 
C+uti] 
[+rid ] + ( [-] ) + ( [+perf ] ) 
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PMIR 45: 
Rasp - iru / [ +Vst] + +tns + [ +adv part] + [ -1 [ +perfJ Y [ +pst] 
[ +comp] 
[ +rid ] + ([ -] ) 
[ +uti ] 
PMIR 46: 
+asp koN[iru / +prog 
P14iIR 47: 
r+asp 1. ko1, / 
+reflex 
[ +rid] + [ +comp] + (L - ]) 
[ +Vst] + r +pnns + [ +adv part] + [ -3 
([ -] ) 
[ +uti] 
[ +rid ] + (1+-coMp1) + (L--)) 
[ +Vst] + +tns + [ +adv part] + [ ] 
+pstj 
---]



















[ +Vst ] + 





+ [ +adv part] + [ -] 
+ [ +adv part] + C -] 
PMIR 51: 
+as 
+tri] paar / [ +isst ] + +tns + [ +adv part] + [--] 
[ +pst 
[ +dis] + 
The modals in Ceylon spoken Tamil dan be divided into 
four groups. The first group of modal auxiliaries express 
a semantic notion of 'supposition'. The following examples 
illustrate the use of this group of modal auxiliaries: 
(146) /var + a + eelum/ - [vare :lum] 
'can come' 
/var + a + eelaatu/ --> [vare:la :du] 
'cannot come' 
/var + a + kuutum/ i [varakku :qum] 
'may come' 
/var + a + kuutaatu/ [ varakku: -ì.a: du ] 
must not come' 
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/var + a + mutiyum/ - [ varamuLtiyum ] 
'can come' 
/var + a + mutiyaatu/ - [varamuqiya:du] 
/var + a + maatt + an/ -. 
'cannot come' 
[varama:ttan] 
'I will not come' 
The second group of modal auxiliaries express a semantic 
notion of 'proposition'. The following examples illustrate 
the use of the second group of modals: 
(147) /var + a + veerlum/ [varave : rlum ] 
'should come' 
/var + a + veeNtaam/ [varave:rLca:m] 
'should not come' 
The third group of modals can be considered as a kind 
of causative suffixes. These suffixes are: /cey /, /pazl/ 
and /vay/ (see, pp. 192 -3 for examples for this kind of 
causative formation). The main difference between this 
kind of causative formation and the causative formation 
that we have already discussed in 2.6.2(b) is that the 
latter can be formed with the stems that are either inhe- 
rently transitives or already transitivized; but the 
former can be formed from any stem. The other difference 
is that the transitives or causatives are formed by adding 
the suffixes straiggt to the verbal stems; but the present 
kind of suffixes are added to a form that consists of a 
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verbal stem and an infinitival suffix. In order to main- 
tain the condition that we have imposed to differentiate 
transitivization and causativation (see, p. 191), we can 
regard those forms that are derived by adding these suffi- 
xes to intransitive stems as transitives and those forms 
that are derived by adding these suffixes to transitive 
stems as causatives. But since this difference is not 
crucial for these forms, we refer to them as causatives. 
The modals that belong to the fourth group are termed 
temporal adjuncts. There are some auxiliaries in Tamil, 
which modify the verb stem with reference to to its 'time' 
of action. Such auxiliaries are: /atukkulla /, 'befor@', 
/uLana/ 'immediately after' or 'as soon as', /piRaku/ 
'after', /varaykkum/ 'until'. 
An adjunct is by definition a modifier attached to a 
head upon which it is dependent (For the terma adjunct 
modifier and head, see, Lyons, 1968: 233;;344 -50). We are 
here not concerned with what are normally regarded as 
sentence adjuncts; but with modifiers of lower -level 
constituent, namely, the modifiers of verb stem within the 
constituent verb. A sentence adjunct, for example, the 
words piRaku 'later', uiana 'immediately' can all be atta- 
ched as adjuncts to the nucleus (which is itself a sentence) 
Selvi ko:yilukkup po:na:1 'Selvi went to the temple'. But 
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the adjuncts with which we are concerned, are not words, 
but auxiliary suffixes. These suffixes are added to any 
verbal stem with respect to the condition of compatibility 
between the adjuncts (i.e. suffixes) and the tense of the 
verbal form. 
The condition of compatibility between the adjunct and 
the tense of the verhal1 form is necessary for temporal 
adjuncts (see, Lyons, 1)68: 349 for a discussion on 
tense and temporal adjuncts). Thus, among the auxiliaries 
listed above, piRaku and ulana can occur only after a past 
tense marker; varaykkum and o.tukkul,la can occur only after 
a present tense marker. If this condition of compatibility 
between the temporal adjuncts and tense of the verb is 
broken, then the verb to which the temporal adjunct is 
'attached' is rendered ungrammatical: e.g. te:q{iRapiRaxu vs. 
te:AinapiRaxu. Thus, the phonological matrix insertion 
rule which introduces these adjuncts is formulated (see, 
PMIR 55 ) in such a way that the prior selection of a 
particular tense subsequently restricts the chó.ice of a 
temporal adjunct. 
While the previous three groups of modals are formed 
by adding the modal auxiliaries to a form that consists of 
a verb stem and an infinitival suffix, the tempoarl adjunct 
verbal forms are formed by adding the temporal adjunct 
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suffixes to a form that c &nsists of a verbal stem, a tense 
marker (either past or non -past, see, pp. 158 -60) and an 
adjectival participial suffix. Notice that the resulting 
forms are all temporal adjuncted adverbial participles. 
The following can be cited as examples: 
(148) /teet + in + o. + piRaku/ - 
[te:4inapiRaxu] 'after searching' 
/muti + [ +obs ] [ +obs ] + a + utana/ - 
[muciccavuc,ana] 'immediately after finishing' 
/avi + iR + a + varaykkum/ -> 
[aviyiRavaraykkum] 'until (it) boils' 
/cey + iR + a + atukkullo./ - 
[ seyyiRadukku1,1,a ] 'before doing' 
The following phonological matrix insertion rules 
introduce all the four groups of modal auxiliaries: 
PMIR 52: 









/ [+Vst ] +ft-infin ]+ [-] 
[+Vst ]+[+b,sp ]+[+infin ]+[ _ ] 
4iïst ]+[+infin ]+[-]+[+PiiG 
- vee1,um / [+Vst ]+[+infin ]+[-] 
veeNtaam 








/ [ +Vst ] +[+ inîin ] +[ -] 
[ +Vst] +[ +asp] +[ +inîin] +[ -] 
PMIR 55: 
r+mod - fPiRaku / [+Vst ] + +tnsi +[ +adj part ] +[ -] 
temp adj uana Li-pst 
[ +Vst] +[ +asp]+ f +tns1 +[ +adj part ]-1-[-] 
pst 
varaykkum1/ E+ Vs 
atukku,, a -pst 
prt 
[ +Vst ] +[ +asp ] 
+[ +adj part] +[ -] 




3. POSITIVE CONDITIONS AND TRAFFIC RULES 
3.1 Preliminary Remarks 
The positive conditions and traffic rules apply before 
the readjustment rules (see, 1.4(b)). The positive 
conditions state the regularities that exist within Tamil 
verbal stems; within grammatical morphemes and within 
phonological words. There are certain irregularities on 
which the positive conditions have no domain to make any 
statements. These irregularities or unacceptable elements 
or unacceptable sequences have ultimately to be subject to 
the P- rules. The traffic rules in the grammar identify 
these irregularities and mark them to be shunted into the 
P- rules. 
3.2 Positive Conditions 
The rules which are termed sequence structure rules 
(see, 4.1) within the redundancy rules component express 
sequential constraints on the sequence of phonological 
elements within the lexical morphemes; on the sequence of 
phonological elements within the phonological word. The 
positive conditions which are considered to be meta rules 
also perform the same function. But the difference 
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between the sequence structure rules and the positive 
conditions lies in their domain of application. The latter 
express sequential constraints that occur in all the Tamil 
lexical morphemes and the phonological words; whereas the 
former express sequential constraints that occur in groups 
of Tamil morphemes and phonological words. This difference 
can be illustrated with the following example. In a 
sequence of two obstruents, the firtt and the second members 
are noncontinuant and voiceless. This sequential constraint 
occurs only in those morphemes or phonological words that 
have a sequence of two obstruents. Therefore a rule (see, 
R 21 in p.315) that expresses this constraint applies only 
to a group of lexical morphemes or phonological words. 
A positive condition may state that on the sequence of 
phonological elements within the lexical entries,1 a lexical 
stem2 may begin with sequences [ +cns ][ -cns ], [ +cns ]L- -cns ][ -cns 
[ -cns], [- cns][ -cns]. This is a general constraint on all 
the Tamil morphemes. While stating positively the above 
1. Lexical entries refer to both verbal stems and 
grammatical formatives. 
2. Lexical stem refers exclusively to the verbal stems. 
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sequences, this condition at the same time prohibits any 
sequence of [ +cns][ +cns] from beginning a lexical stem. 
A rule of this kind expresses valid generalizations about 
the distribution in which the phonological elements, namely, 
consonants and nonconsonants, of native morphemes can occur. 
Lexical stems which do not undergo this rule and whose 
consonants and nonconsonants, accordingly, are not subject 
to the sequential constraint imposed by this positive cond- 
ition will betray their foreigh origin. 
Let us now examine how the positive conditions express 
the permitted sequences of phonological elements within 
lexical morphemes, grammatical morphemes and phonological 









The minimum sequences of lexical stems, grammatical forma- 
tives and phonological words are stated in the sequential 
constraints. For all other sequences which are greater 
than these minimum sequences, the constraints within 
bracket R reapply (see, Brown, 1971:95 for this conven- 
tion). 
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3.2.1 Lexical Stem 
P(ositive) C(ondition) 1: 
+(C)V(V)CR((C)V(V)C(C)V(V)U(V))R+ 
This condition states: 
(a) a- _lexical stem consists minimally of VC, 
(b) a lexical stem may begin with the sequences of 
CV, CVV, V, VV, VC, VVC, 
(c) the minimum sequence of V is VV, 
(d) the maximum sequence of C is CC, 
(e) the final element can be either C or V; either 
CC or VV. 
3.2.2 Grammatical Formatives 
PC 2: 
+(C(V))V (C(C)V(V)CVC)R +1 +0+ 
This condition states that: 
(a) a grammatical formative consists minimally of V 
or C, 
(b) a grammatical formative may begin with the 
sequences of CV, CVV, V, VV, C, 
(c) the maximum sequence of V is VV 
(d) the maximum sequence of C is CC 
(e) the final element can be either V or C; either 
VV or CC. 
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3.2.3 Phonological Word 
PC 3: 
++ (C)v(v)c(C)(c)v R((v)(v)C(C)v(v)C(C)V(v)(c)+ + / 
++ CVV ++ 
This condition states that: 
(a) a phonological word consists minimally of VCV or 
CVV, 
(b) a phonological word may begin with the sequences 
of CV, CVV, V, VV, VC, VVC, 
(c) the maximum sequence of V is VVV, 
(d) the maximum sequence of C is CCC, 
(e) the final element must be V or VV or C. 
3.2.4 Some Constraints 
Before we discuss the constraints on the initial and 
final elements of the phonological words, there is a problem 
regarding the sequence of VV which has to be mentioned 
first. At the outset PC 4 has to apply on any sequence 
of VV that occurs within morpheme boundaries. It states 
that any sequence of VV can only be two identical elements: 
PC 4: V V 




i.e, a sequence of VV within morpheme boundaries 
can only be two identical nonconsonants. 
The sequence of VV ultimately realizes into a single unit 
with feature long (symbolized 'V:'), The redundancy rules 
in the present model of description are designed to add 
features. But in a case like the sequence of VV, the 
redundancy rule can easily add the feature long by a 






But the same rule cannot state that those two units have 
contracted into one. Thus we have allowed one of the 
positive conditions (i.e. PC 5) to state that any sequence 
of VV realizes as a single V with the feature [ +ing]. 
Hence, the following positive condition is given: 
PC 5: 
If, V V 
L__i 
4 
Then, V except: V + V 
+lng 
Add [ -ing] to any single V 
i,e, if there is a sequence of VV, then it becomes a 
single unit as a long nonconsonant except when 
this sequence is interrupted by a morpheme 
boundary. 
e.g. /poo/ 
A single V is added with the feature [ -ing], 
[po:] 'go' 
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/ceer/ [se :r] 'join. reach' 
/paay/ [pa:y] 'jump' 
/keel,/ [ke:1] 'ask, hear' 
There are special constraints on the initial C, the 
final V or C. These constraints, which are general ones, 
have to be stated in all parts of the grammar. There is 
no justification for including them within the sequence 
structure rules. Since they express valid generalizations 
on the distribution of consonants and nonconsonants in the 
initial and final positions of all Tamil phonological words, 
they can be included in the group of rules which are 
considered to be meta rules. PC 6 can be thought of as 
expressing the constraints on the initial C of a phonolo- 
gical word: 






i.e. the initial C of a phonological word can be any 
one of the following phonological elements: 
(a) nonretroflex obstruents ( /p, t, C, k/) 
(b) nonretroflex nasals ( /m, n/) 
(c) approximants ( /v, y /). 
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The next positive condition states the constraints on the 
final V or V: of a phonological word: 












X either plus or 
minus. 
i.e. any one of the following vowels can occur finally 
in a phonological word: 
(a) front, nonmedial, nonlow vowel (i.e. /i /) 
or a nonfront, nonmedial, nonlow vowel 
(i.e. /u /). 
(b) front, nonmedial, low, long vowel 
(i.e. /ee/ -> [ e: ]) or a nonfront, non - 
medial, low, long vowel (i.e. /oo/ - [o:]). 
(c) nonfront, medial, low, nonlong vowel 
(i.e. /a /) or nonfront, medial, low, 
long vowel (i.e. /aa/ -; [ a: ]) . 














i.e. any one of the following consonants can be a 
final element of a phonological word: 
(a) nonretroflex nasal (i.e. /m/ or /n /) 
(b) all laterals (i.e. /1/ or /II) 
(c) nonfront approximant consonant (i.e. /y /) 
(d) nonlateral, nonretroflex consonant 
(i.e. /r /) 
3.2.5 Underlying Structure of the Verbal Stems 
Among the verbal stems that are taken up for the present 
study, 41 types of underlying sequences are found. In 
certain groups where there are many stems, only a few examples 
are given. The rest of the stems of those groups can be 
found in Appendix I. The following are the underlying 
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structural patterns of the verbal stems: 






























III. CVVC 59 stems 
/moot /- 'collide' 
/kuul /- 'join' 
/puuc /- 'smear' 
/kuun /- 'hunch -back' 
/koori/- 'bend' 
/kool /- 'scoop' 
/taal, /- 'drown' 
/paar /- 'see' 
/ciiR /- 'huff with anger' 
/Paay /- 'jump' 
/kaav /- 'carry' 
IV. CVVCC 35 stems 
/cuupp /- 'suck' 
/teeNp /- 'sob' 
/caatt /- 'shut' 
/kaaNt /- 'burn' 
/kaali/- 'show' 
/tooNI /- 'dig' 
/piicc /- 'eject watery motion' 
/taakk /- 'attack' 
/vaaNk /- 'buy' 
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V. VC 5 stems 
VI . 
VII. 
'feel heavy, overcast' 




VCC 10 stems 
/app /- 'smear' 
/ott /- 'touch gently' 
/e11/- 'reach for' 
/aNi /- 'shelter' 
/ucc /- 'play out' 
/ekk /- 'draw in the stomach' 
VVC 16 stems 
/uut /- 'blow' 
/aa1 /- 'dance' 
/eec /- 'scold' 
/aak /- 'become' 
'give birth' 
/aal/- 'govern' 
/uur /- 'crawl' 
/eeR /- 'climb' 
/aay /- 'pluck' 
/eev /- 'order' 
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VVCC 6 stems 
/uutt /- 'pour' 
/eeNt /- 'sustain' 
/uufj /- 'feed' 
/uuNL /- 'fix' 
/eeNk /- 'frighten' 




/tii /- 'burn' 
/vee /- 'boil, cook' 
/puu /- 'flower' 
/poo /- 
'go' 
/noo /- 'pain' 
/caa /- 'die' 
CVCV 116 stems 
/ciri /- 'smile' 
/kaj,i /- 'bite' 
/ku4u /- 'give' 
/peru /- 'grow large' 
/cuma /- 'carry' 
/tilla /- 'open' 
XI . 
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CVVCV 20 stems 
/coopi /- 'be graceful' 
/vaaci /- 'read' 
/cooti /- 'examine' 
/paavi /- 'use' 
/taal,i /- 'season' 
/paaRi /,, 'uproot' 
/yooci/_ 'think' 
XII. CVCCV 12 stems 
/manni /- 'pardon' 
/caNti /- 'meet' 
/citti /- 'succeed' 
/kaN1i /- 'punish' 
XIII. VOA/. 26 stems 
/eri /- 'burn' 
/ini /- 'be sweet' 
/iru /- 'sit' 
/e¡u /- 'take' 
/aka /- 'measure' 
/ura /- 'increase' 








/cerum /- 'cough' 
/vaRal, /- 'become dry' 
/totar /- 'follow' 
/ki1,aR /- 'stir' 
/ka1 uv /- 'clean, wash' 
/katay /- 'talk' 
VCVC 46 stems 
/alac /- 'wash' 
/aluk /- 'become rotten' 
/irum /- 'cough' 
/avil /- 'untie' 
/etir /- 'oppose' 
/aray /- 'grind' 
CVCCVC 1 stem 
/kuNpit /- 'worship' 
XVII. VCCVC 1 stem 
/aNpit /- 'get caught' 
XVIII. CVVCCVC 2 stems 
/kuuppit /- 'call' 
/caappit /- 'eat' 
VVCCVC 1 stem XIX. 
/aappiti /- 'get caught' 
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XX. CVCVVC 5 stems 
/vil,aac /- 'beat' 
/ tul,aav /- 'search' 
/vitaay /- 'be thirsty' 
XXI. VCVVC 3 stems 




/uraay /- 'rub' 
/ulaav /- 'stroll' 
/araav /- 'sharpen' 
/eemaaR /- 'disappoint' 
/aaraay /- 'research' 
CVVCVVCC 2 stems 
/paaraatt /- 'congratulate' 
/taalaatt /- 'sing lullaby' 
VVCVVCC 2 stems 
/aalaatt /- 'show holy lamp' 
/ooraatt /- 'sing lullaby' 
CVCVCC 72 stems 
/ma1,upp /- 'lie' 
/tiruNp /- 'turn' 
/tiruNt /- 'improve' 
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/cimitt /- 'wink' 
/kuRal\Ti /- 'cramp' 
/vicukk /- 'fan' 
/kacaNk /- 'crumble' 
XXVI. VCVCC 28 stems 
/anupp /- 'send' 
/alaNp /- 'wash' 
/uraNc /- 'rub' 
/a1,uNt /- 'suffer' 
/uRukk /- 'threaten' 
XXVII. VCVVCC 
/arlaapp /- 'cheat' 
/ulaatt /- 'stroll' 
/iRaaNc /- 'pinch' 
3 stems 





XXIX. CVCVVCC 2 stems 
/milaaNt /- 'be foolish' 








'put upside down' 
3 stems 
/caNpaari /- 'save' 
/ciNkaarif- 'decorate' 
/cittaari /- 'summon' 
XXXII. CVCVCV 3 stems 
/kavani /- 'watch' 
/niyami /- 'appoint' 
/vayiri /- 'become hard' 
XXXIII. VCVCV 1 stem 
/orumi /- 'unite' 











VVCVCV i stem 
/aatari /- 'support' 
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XXXVII. VCCVCV 6 stems 
XXXVIII. 
/oppuvi /- 'handover' 
/uttari /- 'suffer' 
/uccari /- 'pronounce' 
/aNtari /- 'be helpless' 
/eccnri /- 'warn' 
/anmooti /- 
/aalooci/- 
VVCVVCV 2 stems 
'agree' 
'consult' 
XXXIX. CV@V@VVC 1 stem 
/talumaaR /- 'be confused' 
XXXX. CVCVCCVC 1 stem 
/payappij, /- 'be frightened' 
XXXXI. VCVCVCV 3 stems 
/anucari /- 'follow, observe' 
/anupavi /- 'enjoy, suffer' 
/atikari /- 'increase' 
3.3 Traffic Rules 
The concept of traffic rules in phonology is borrowed 
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from Brown (1971: 97). Lees (1960: 54 -79) argued for an 
introduction of traffic rules in transformational grammar 
as an alternative to the problem of rule ordering: "Another 
alternative is to suppose that our general metatheory of 
grammar supplies, in addition to a specification of the 
form of grammatical rules, also some complex scheme for 
'traffic laws' within a grammar, and each has then a 'cont- 
rol unit' which directs the order of application of rules, 
permitting both simple recursions, or reapplications of a 
rule before moving on, as well as loops in which the path 
of derivation through the rules curves back on itself to 
pass through the rules which have already been applied inn 
the generation of certain sentence types ". Lees's concept 
of traffic rules in syntax differs from that of Brown in 
phonological description. The difference can be explained 
with the following metaphor. Consider a policeman directing 
the traffic and another policeman booking a person who 
breaks the traffic laws and taking him to courts for nece- 
ssary actions. Lees's traffic rules resemble the function 
of the former, while the traffic rules with which Brown 
was concerned resemble the function of the latter. They 
identify the inadmissible sequences as the policeman finding 
the culprit; they mark those inadmissible sequences to be 
shunted into the necessary phonological rules as policeman 
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taking the culprit to courts for necessary actions. A 
policeman is, sometimes, expected to perform both funct- 
ions mentioned above. Similarly, in the present descrip- 
tion, the traffic rules sometimes perform both functions. 
That is, they identify inadmissible sequences and mark 
all columns of a matrix ccontaining an inadmissible sequ- 
ence with the feature [ +P -X] and while marking the feature 
[ +P], the traffic rules indicate the number or numbers of 
the P -rules and, if necessary, impose a restriction in the 
order of their application (see, for example, T 5 in p.275). 
Traffic rules can be compared with Stanley's (1967: 
427 -8) negative conditions. Although both perform the same 
function of identifying the inadmissible sequences in the 
language, they differ greatly in giving the final treatment 
to those sequences. In the case of the latter, as the 
condition states that, all matrices in U of which N(C) is a 
subset are rejected, all other matrices are accepted. But 
in the case of the former, no matrices are rejected; 
instead, those matrices which have the inadmissible seque- 
nces that are idehtified by the traffic rules, are submitted 
to the P -rules for correction. 
In C and H model, a matrix whether it meets the condi- 
tion of invariance or not has to go through the P -rules for 
its phonetic realisation. If the elements of an item in the 
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dictionary matrix or underlying matrix, emerge in the 
phonetic representation without any change in their feature 
specifications that were assigned in their underlying level, 
then the condition of invariance is said to be obtained. 
The condition of invariance is described by C and H (: 166) 
as follows: "the phonological matrix given in its lexical 
entry is a submatrix of the phonetic matrix corresponding 
to it, in each context in which it occurs ". Consider the 
verbal stems /ari /- 'sift' and /tin /- 'eat'. The underly- 
ing matrices of these items are given in Table 3.1: 
a r i t i n 
cns - + - + - + 
app - - 
obs _ + 
nas - + 
lat - 
ret - - - 
fnt - - + + + - 
med + + - + - + 
bck - - - 
low + - - 
Table 3.1 
In the case of the stem /ari / -, it meets the condition of 
invariance in whatever context in which it occurs. The 
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features assigned to it in the underlying matrix are never 
changed by any rule. But in the case of the verbal stem 
/tin / -, the final nasal element is deleted by a phonological 
rule (see, P 1) when it occurs before a sequence of two 
consonants. Therefore, this item does not always meets 
the condition of invariance. Unlike C and H's model, the 
present model of description does not demand the matrix of 
the stem /ari /- which meets the condition of invariance to 
enter the phonological rules. But the matrix of the stem 
/tin /- has to enter the phonological rules when it occurs 
before a sequence of two consonants. Traffic rules in the 
present model, are so designed that they predict those 
matrices which do not meet the condition of invariance. 
Following are the traffic rules (henceforth, T- rules) 
of the phonology. They mark all matrices that have to be 
shunted into the phonological rules with the feature [ +P] 
and the number or numbers of the P -rules that will operate 
on them. If more than one P -rule is referred to, then those 
P -rules are expected to apply in that order of specification: 
T 1: 
If, [ +cns ][ +cns ][ +cns ] 



















i.e. if a matrix consists of a sequence of three 
consonants, them it is shunted into P -1 where 
the first consonant will get deleted. But if 
the sequence of three consonants is either /ykk/ 
or /ypp /, then it is not shunted into P -l. 
e.g. /nil + kkiR + an/ -- (nikkiRan] 
'I am standing' 
/paar + pp + an/ -; (pa : ppan ] 
'I will see' 
/keel + kkiR + an/ -> [ke :kkiRan] 
'I am asking' 
/teey + kkiR + an/ -; [te:ykkiRan] 
'I am rubbing' 
/teey + pp + an/ -; [te :yppan] 
'I will rub' 
T 2: 





i.e. if a matrix consists of a word -final nonfront 
approximant consonant preceded by a long noncon- 
sonant and a morpheme boundary, then it is 
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shunted into P -2 where the approximant conso- 
nant will get deleted. 
e.g. /paa t + in + aay/ -> [ pa: Aina: ] 
'you sang' 
/vay + kkiR + aay / - [vaykkiRa :] 
'you are keeping' 
/col + iR + aay / -> [ solliRa: ] 
'you are telling' 
T 3: 





Then, [ +P- 3][ +P -3] 
Except 





i.e. if a matrix consists of a sequence of two noncon- 
sonants of which the first member is a nonfront, 
nonmedial, and nonlow one (i.e. /u /), then it is 
shunted into P -3 where the first nonconsonant will 
get deleted; but if the first nonconsonant is a 
final element of a Class II verbal stem and if it 
is followed by a nonconsonant that is an initial 
member of any grammatical category that is other 
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than an imperative, then the matrix is not shun- 
ted into P -3. 
e.g. /vi1,u + an/ - [ vitian ] 
'fall' (imp.) 
/vilu + iR + an/ -> [ viliran ] 
'I am falling' 
/var + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + u ++ iru + +/ -- 
[vandiru] 'come and sit' 









Then, [ +P- 3][ +P -3] 
i.e. if a matrix consists of a sequence of two nonconso- 
nants of which the first member is long, and the 
second member is nonfront, nonmedial, and nonlow 
(i.e. /u /), then it is shunted into P -3 where the 
second member will get deleted. 
e.g. /vilu + as + utu/ -> [vila:du] 





/var + aa + utu/ 





'it will not come' 
-; [ eRiya : du ] 









i.e. if a matrix consists of a nonfront, nonmedial, 
nonlow nonconsonant (i.e. /i /) which is preceded 
by a morpheme boundary and which is preceded by 
any one of the following: nonlateral, nonretroflex 
( /r /); a retroflex obstruent ( /i. /) preceded by a 
nonconsonant; a long nonconsonant preceded by a 
morpheme boundary, then it is shunted into P -4, 
P -5 and P -6 where, the nonsonsonant /i/ will get 
deleted by P -4 and then the matrix can be subject 
to either P -5 or P -6 according to the structural 
description of the rule and the matrix. 
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e. g. /ceer + iR + an/ , /se:r + R + an/ 
, [se:rra.n]3 'I am joining' 
layar + iR + an/ -> /ayar + R + an/ 
, 
[ ayarran ] 'I am sleeping' 
/toI + iR + an/ -} /toq + R + an/ 
- [toRRan]3 'I am touching' 
/paal + iR + an/ - /pa: q + R + an/ 
--r [pa:RRan] 'I am singing' 
T 6: 
- 
r-cns If, + -cns + +obs obs 
+fnt +fnt +ret +ret 
-med -med 
-low -low 
if v V V 
Then, ; +P -4 +P-4 +P -4 +P -4 
+P -7 +P-7 +P -7 +P -7 
+P -8 +P-8 +P -8 +P -8 
i.e, if a matrix consists of a front, nonmedial, nonlow 
nonconsonant preceded by a morpheme boundary and 
followed by a sequence of a morpheme boundary, 
a front, nonmedial, nonlow, nonconsonant and two 
successive retroflex obstruents, then it is shun- 
ted into P -4, P -7 and P -8 where these rules apply 
in that order; P -4 deletes the second nonconsonant, 
P -7 lengthens the remaining nonconsonant and finally 
3. See, Chapter 6, pp. 391 -zfor the phonetic description 
of [rr] and [RR]. 
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P -8 changes the retroflex obstruents into nonret- 
roflex, nonfront, medial and nonback ones (i.e. 
/1:L/ [tt]). 
e. g. /tal + i + it + [+obs ] + aan/ -Y /tall + it + + a: h/ 
-4- /tall + i:t + t + a:n/ -; [talli:tta:n] 
'he has pushed' 
/maaR + i + it + [+obs] + aan/ -> /ma:R + il + t + a:n/ 
-> /ma:R + i:t + 1 + a:n/ [ma:Ri:tta:n] 
T 7: 










'he has changed' 
Then, [ +P -9 ]L +P -9 ] [+P-9] 
i.e. if a matrix consists of a nonfront approximant 
consonant which is preceded by a nonfront, medial, 
low, long, nonconsonant and a morpheme boundary 
(i.e. + /aa/ ) and followed by a morpheme bound- 
ary and a long nonconsonant, then the matrix is 
shunted into P -9 where the preceding long noncon- 
sonant ( /aa /) will be changed to [i]. 
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e.g. /katt + iR + aay + ee/ [kattiRiye:] 
'are you binding' 
/nati + pp + aay + aam/ -; [ nactippiya: m ] 
'it seems that you will act' 
/kiNt + iR + aay + oo/ 









I I I i 
[+P-lo ] [+P-10 ] [,L+P-10 ] [ +P-10 ] 
if a matrix consists of a retroflex obstruent 
preceded by a sequence of a phonological word 
boundary, a consonant and a nonlong nonconsonant 
and followed by a morpheme boundary and the verbal 
noun suffix which is a nonconsonant (i.e. /u /), 
then the matrix is shunted into P -10 where the 
preceding nonlong nonconsonant will be lengthened. 
e.g. /cut + u/ 
/pat + u/ 
- [ su: 1u ] 'shot' 
- [ pa: Ltu ) 'condition' 
T 9: 
If, 
Then, [+P-11 ][+P-11 ][+P-11 ][+P-11 ] 
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i.e. if a matrix consists of a word final sequence of 
nonfront, medial, low, nonlong, nonconsonant ( /a /) 
and nonfront approximant consonant ( /y /), which 
is preceded by a consonant and a nonconsonant, 
then it is shunted into P -11 where the final 
sequence contracts into a front,nonmedial, low 
and palatal nonconsonant (i.e. [ ]). 
e.g. / ++ utay + +/ 
/ ++ gray + +/ 
/ ++ kalay + +/ 
T 10: 
If, +Vst II 
+cns 
-app 
Then, [ +P -1] 
- [udkj 'kick' 
, [ ari_ ] 'grind' 













i.e. if a matrix consists of a final nonapproximant 
consonantal element of a Class II verbal stem 
whichhis followed by any one of the initial 
noncomsonants of a grammatical morpheme: /a /, /i /, 
/u/ followed by an obstruent, then it is shunted 
into P -1 (For examples and discussion on this 
rule and the next rule, see below). 
T 11: 




i.e. if a matrix consists of a nonretroflex lateral 
followed by an obstruent, then it is shunted into 
P -l. 
The structural descriptions referred to by T 10 and T 11 
do not match that of P -1 (see, pp. 271 -2 where P -1 is refe- 
rred to by T 1). However, the sequences referred to in T 10 
and T 11, after the application of certain redundancy rules 
(R 9 and R 13 for T 10; R 13 for T 11), will be converted 
into forms which would match the structural description of 
P -1. That is, each of those forms will contain a sequence 
of three consonants. These forms have no way to enter the 
P -1 unless they are directed by T- rules. T -rules cannot 
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refer to the structural descriptions of these forms, because 
they apply before the redundancy rules. Therefore, as a 
solution to this problem, T 10 and T 11 are allowed to 
predict those sequences that would invariably enter P -1 
even though their structural descriptions in the underlying 
level do not ccorrespond to that of P -l. 
The following are the examples for T 10: 
/vil + a/ -> /vil + ka/ -+ /vil + kka/ 
-} [vikka] 'to sell' 
/poor + a/ -4 /po:r + ka/ /po:r + kka/ 
-> [po:kka] 'to cover' 
The following are the examples for T 11: 
/ooj; + as + mal ++ poo/ -+ /o:ga:mal ++ po:/ - 
/o:qa:mal ++ ppo:/ [o:q¿a:mappb: ] 
'go without running' 
/ool. + in + aal ++ teed; + u/ -4- /o:dina:1 ++ te: ,u/ -} 
/o:clina:l ++ tte:q,u/ - [o: ,ina:tte:q,u] 
'search if runs' 
T 12: 





Then, [ +P -12] [ +P -12] 
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i.e. if a matrix cconsists of a front, nonmedial, 
nonlow, long, nonconsonant which is followed by 
a morpheme boundary and a long nonconsonant, then 
it is shunted into P -12 where the first long 
nonconsonant (i.e. /ii /) will be shortened. 
e.g. /paii + kkiR + nii + ee/ -4- (pa ,ikkiRaniye:] 
'do you study ' 
/vaaNk + in + nii + ee/ -> [ va: i ginaniye ] 
'did you buy ' 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4. REDUNDANCY RULES 
4.1 Two Kinds of Redundancy Rules 
The form in which the individual lexical stems and 
grammatical morphemes are entered in the lexicon is highly 
abbreviated. The simplicity criterion (see, 1.12.1) 
demands that all predictable features be omitted from the 
dictionary matrices and those omitted features may be 
supplied by a set of rules. The function of 'filling in' 
of the omitted features is performed mainly by the redun- 
dancy rules. There are two kinds of redundancy rules, 
namely, segment structure rules which are context free 
blank filling rules and they apply to segments in isolation; 
and sequence structure rules which are context sensitive 
rules and they apply to segments in particular contexts. 
The segment structure rules characterize redundancies 
of isolated segments wherever they occur. Consider for 
example the nonconsonants. A nonconsonant will acquire 
the features ( +app], [ -obs], [ -lat] anywhere it occurs in 
a matrix. These features will be omitted for a nonconsonant 
in the dictionary entry and they will be introduced by a 
rule (see, R 1). The sequence structure rules give 
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information about the kind of phonological redundancies 
occurring when underlying elements are combined into 
sequences to form morphemes and phonological words. This 
new kind of redundancy arises due to sequential constraints. 
There are three types of sequence structure rus. One 
type of rule fills in those features that are omitted from 
the dictionary matrices; and these features, otherwise, 
are present in the dictionary matrices in normal ccircumst- 
ances. An obstruent in normal circumstances is specified 
for the features retroflex, front, medial and back in the 
underlying dictionary matrices. But in certain contexts 
these features can be eliminated from those matrices and 
they can be introduced by a rule. Consider for example, 












This rule suggests that a sequence of two obstruents agree 
in their point of articulation. Thus, whenever this sequ- 
ence occurs in the underlying forms, those four features 
can be eliminated for one obstruent. Otherwise, these 
features are present in the underlying level. 
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The second type of sequence structure rules introduces 
features that are never present in any of the underlying 
matrices. The following rule (see, R 21 for details) 
suggests that in a sequence of two obstruents, both are 
noncontinuants and voiceless: 








To express this sequential constraint, the rule introduces 
the features continuant and voice which are not assigned 
to any single obstruent in the underlying level. 
The third type of sequence structure rules introduces 
predictable segments in appropriate contexts. Epenthetic 
vowel insertions, and geminating consonants are handled by 
this type of rule. In C and I-I model, the epenthetic vowel 
is introduced by a phonological rule. But in the present 
model of description, the redundancy rules are designed in 
such a way that they can handle any situations which do not 
involve mutations or feature changings. Consider for example 
the following rule (see, R 7 for details): 




-med +cns +cns 
-low +app [ -] +app 
-fnt +fnt 
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This rule suggests that an epenthetic vowel /u/ is intro- 
duced when a consonant or a sequence of two cconsonants is 
followed by a front approximant consonant; and this rule 
is inoperative when the preceding consonant is a nonfront 
approximant. The above rule does not indicate any feature 
changes or mutations. Therefore, it is natural for the 
redundancy rule that does not change any feature values to 
introduce the epenthetic vowel /u/ in the context referred 
to in the above rule. Further, the advantage of this kind 
of rule is a considerable amount of saving not only in the 
underlying matrices but also in the phonological rules. 
All three types of sequence structure rules and the 
segment structure rules contribute to the simplicity of the 
phonological component. The redundancy rules contribute 
much to the lexical economy. The sequence structure rule 
(R 14) given above saves four feature specifications in one 
of the members of a sequence of two obstruents that occur 
in each morpheme in the lexicon. Rules of this kind not 
only minimize the lexical entry by saving a number of feat- 
ures from the underlying matrices, but also they make valid 
generalizations. In the case of the above rule (i.e. R 14) 
the sequential constraint involved in the distribution of 
obstruents in Tamil morphemes is generalized (see, R 14 for 
a discussion on this point). The goal of this simplicity 
device, as harms (1969: 57) observed, is "not to save ink" 
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but it will lead "to desirable generalizations". 
4.2 Levels of Representation 
As we noted earlier (see, 1.2(b); 1.10), a level which 
is called a fully specified systematic phonemic level is 
not recognized in this work. In C and H's model, a matrix 
whether it meets the condition of invariance (see, 3.2) or 
not, has to enter the phonological rules for phonetic 
realizations. But in the present model, the traffic rules 
(see, 3.2) decide whether a matrix should enter the P -rules 
or not. Further, the redundancy rules in the present model 
are regarded as realization rules which specify phonetic 
realizations. The majority of the Tamil underlying matrices 
emerge in their phonetic representations by the application 
of the redundancy rules alone. In C and H's model, the 
redundancy rules are conditioned to apply within morpheme 
boundaries and phonological rules can apply across morpheme 
boundaries. This distinction is not maintained in this 
work. Instead, the redundancy rules are allowed to apply 
across morpheme boundaries and word boundaries. These 
decisions enable us to make a number of significant genera- 
lizations regarding the phonology of Tamil and a consider- 
able amount of saving in the P -rules is also achieved; 
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Consider for example the following underlying form: 
(1) ++ ei[j, + i ++ pij,i + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + aan ++ 
No traffic rule applies to the above form. Thus, it does 
not enter the P -rules at all. This form emerges into its 
phonetic realization by the application of the positive 
conditions, readjustment rules and redundancy rules alone. 
Let us examine how they apply to enable the form (1) to 
reach its phonetic representation. PC 5 specifies that 
any sequence of two nonconsonants within a morpheme boun- 
dary becomes a single unit as a long nonconsonant (see, 
p. 254). Thus (1) will be converted to (2): 
(2) ++ ei, + i ++ pii,i + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + a:n ++ 
RA 1 (i.e. Readjustment rule 1, see, p. 75) specifies that 
any morpheme boundary that is not referred to by a traffic 
rule will be deleted. Now, the form in (2) will be conv- 
erted into (3): 
(3) ++ e-[ii ++ pii,i[ +obs ][ +obs ]a:n ++ 
Apart from other redundancy rules, the form in (3) will be 
subject to the following redundancy rifles mainly: R 13, R 14, 
R 17, R 21, R 26, R 32 and R 38. Application of these 
rules will convert the form in (3) into (4) which is the 
phonetic representation of (1). Among these rules, R 13 
geminates the bilabial obstruent /p/ in the above form; 
R 14 will render the features [ +ret], [ -fnt], [ +med] and 
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[ -bck] which are eliminated in the underlying form for the 
second retroflex obstruent ( /1 /); R 17 specifies that the 
sequence [ +obs][ +obs] becomes [cc]; R 21 specifies that 
in any sequence of two obstruents, the first and second 
members are noncontinuant and voiceless; R 26 specifies 
that the retroflex obstruent in /pii,i/ is noncontinuant 
and voiced (i.e. /I/ -; [ ] ); R 32 introduces the feature 
[ +ret] to all the nonconsonants that precede the retroflex 
consonants; R 38 introduces the feature [ -rnd] to all the 
consonants that precede the nonround nonconsonants. Thus, 
the resulting form is: 
(4) [3t [ipp}cticca :n] 
Note that the word boundaries in (3) are erased at the 
completion of the R- rules. Thus, the phonetic process by 
which the underlying form in (1) receives its phonetic 
representation in (4) brimgs out the following facts: 
(a) there are only two levels, namely, the underling 
form and the phonetic representation; there is no 
level which is called fully specified systematic 
phonemic level; 
no phonological rules are needed for underlying 
forms such as (1); 
redundancy rules apply within and across morpheme 
and word boundaries. 
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Brown (1969; 1971) has convincingly argued that the 
level of output of the realization rules or redundancy 
rules is not always obviuusly systematic phonemic even 
when this is claimed to be the appropriate level. It will 
become from the example just discussed above and other 
examples given in Chapter 7, that the majority of under- 
lying forms of Tamil emerge in their phonetic representations 
by the application of redundancy rules alone. Thus the 
phonological component of Tamil grammar will consist of 
only two levels. One is the redundancy -free phonemic level 
which is the underlying structure and the other is the 
systematic phonetic level which is the final output of the 
phonological component, namely, the systematic phonetic 
representation. The phonological rules in this model are 
conditioned to apply to those items that are directed by 
the traffic rules. These items which involve mutations are 
regarded as causing complications in the phonology. The 
phonetic representations are reached by the application ög 
of redundàncy rules which are regarded as realization rules. 
In many cases the realization rules alone convert the 
underlying structure into phonetic representation. In 
certain other cases these rules apply before and after the 
phonological rules to bring the underlying structure into 
a phonetic representation. Let us examine one example from 
the latter. Consider the following underlying form: 
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(5) ++ eeR + i + + [-Fobs] + aun ++ 
'he has climbed up' 
The traffic rule T 6 will mark this matrix to enter the 
the phonological rules P -4, P -7 and P -8. The boundary 
markers that are specified by T 6 will not be erased by 
the readjustment rules. The other appropriate redundancy 
rules will apply to this matrix and the whole matrix then 
will be shunted into P- rules. P -4 will delete the second 
nonconsonant /i /, P -7 will lengthen the remaining /i/ and 
finally P -8 converts the retroflex obstruents into nonret- 
roflex, nonfront, medial and nonback obstruents (i.e. 
/11/ -* [n]). The resulting string will be: 
(6) [3:Ritta:n] 
This form will be recycled back to the redundancy rules 
where R 45 will apply and complete the phonetic specifi- 
cation. According to R 45, nonconsonant /i/ that occurs 
before a nonretroflex, nonfront, medial and nonback obstruent, 
acquires the feature retracted. This rule can apply only 
after the application of the P -rules because the alveolar 
obstruent [t] realizes only after the application of P -8. 
Thus the phonetic representation of the underlying form 
in (5) will be: 
(7) [3 :Rt :tta:n] 
The difference between the redundancy rules and the 
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phonological rules is shown by the operations they perform. 
The redtndancy rules add features or predictable segments 
and do not perform any other operations. But the phonolo- 
gical rules are mutation rules. They change any feature 
that is already assigned. Further, they can delete what- 
ever segments need to be deleted. Since the redundancy 
rules are allowed to apply across morpheme and word bound- 
aries in this work, it is not proper to call them MS rules 
which according to Chomsky, Halle and Stanley apply only 
within morphemes. Therefore, we use the name R (which 
stands for redundancy or realization) for these rules. 
4.3 R -rules Apply Across Morpheme Boundaries and gord 
Boundaries 
Most of the redundancy rules are designed in such a 
way that they, if necessary, can apply within and across 
morpheme boundaries and across word boundaries. That is, 
those rules which are not specified with any boundary 
markers can apply within and across such boundaries. 
Consider for example, R 24 (exceptions to this rule,are not 
reproduced below): 







According to this rule, intervocalic nonretroflex, nonfront, 
medial or nonmedial, and back obstruent consonant (i.e. 
either /c/ or /k /) is continuant and voiceless (i.e. /c/ -} 
[s]; /k/ [x] ) . There is no boundary feature specified 
in this rule. Therefore, it can apply within morpheme boun- 
daries, across morpheme boundaries and even across word 
boundaries. The following will suffice as examples to show 
how this rule applies irrespective of any morpheme or word 
boundaries: 
(8) (a) /taki/ -} [taxi] 'be warm' 
/paci/ -> [pasi] 'be hungry' 
(b) /mu1uk + iR + an/ [muluxiRan] 
'I am bathing' 
/puuc + iR + an/ -+ [pu:siRan] 
'I am smearing' 
(c) /elut + in + a ++ katay/ 
[ ei,udinaxadh ] 'the story that was 
/vaaNk + in + a ++ caamaan/ 
[va:Ijginasa:ma:n] 'the thing that was 
bought' 
For cases where this rule does not apply across word bound- 
aries, see, examples given after R 24 ( P. 319). 
The phonological word boundaries and the sentence boun- 
daries in matrices which do not enter P- rules, are erased 
written' 
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at the completion of the application of R- rules. Even 
those matrices which enter the P- rules, after the comple- 
tion of the P- rules, are recycled back to the R -rules with 
their boundary features. If there are any R -rules to 
apply to these matrices, then the boundary features are 
erased after their application. If not, the boundary 
features are erased and the matrices emerge into their 
phonetic realizations. 
4.4 Exceptions are stated in R -rules 
Following Stanley (1967) and Brown (1969; 1971), all 
the R -rules of the phonology are regarded as set of unord- 
ered rules. They reapply until all specifications are 
complete. But these rules are numbered for convenience 
of reference. Since R -rules are unordered, exception 
clauses are given wherever necessary. Consider for example 
R 22 (a part of the rule is reproduced below): 
If, 
Then, 








The rule states that any sentence initikl obstruent is 
noncontinuant and voiceless. If no exception clause is 
added to this rule, then it will specify the sentence init- 
ial obstruent /c/ as noncontinuant and voiceless. But this 
is not so in the dialect under investigation. This obst- 
ruent is always continuant and voiceless in the sentence 
initial position. Therefore, an exception clause that 
prevents this rule from applying to /c/ is included. R 23 
specifies the sentence initial /c/ as [ +cnt, -vice]. 
As Stanley (1967: 406) pointed out, it is possible, in 
fact, usual to present the R -rules as an ordered set. 
Rule B follows rule A in this ordering just in case B 
refers to feature values inserted by A. However, since 
R -rules add features only and never change them, this order- 
ing is of rather trivial sort. A non -trivial kind of order- 
ing can be obtained in P -rules which change feature values. 
If a P -rule K changes the value of a feature q, different 
results will obtain if a rule affecting feature q is placed 
before K from those occurring if it is placed after K. If 
a set of rules, such as R- rules, never change feature 
values, then different orderings will not give different 
results. Thus the R -rules are presented as an unordered 
set with the general instruction 'keep applying rules over 
and over in any order until there are no more rules 
which 
would have any effect on the matrices'. 
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4.5 R -rules of the Phonology 
Let us now present the R -rules of the phonology. They 
are expressed in the form of if -then conditions (Stanley, 
1967). Apart from the phonological information carried by 
individual segments, the R -rules may refer to information 
carried by a morpheme as a whole (see, for example, R 9 
where the syntactic feature [ +Vst II] is referred to). 
If a syntactic feature is referred to in a rule, then it 
refers to the whole morpheme which is bound by that synta- 
ctic feature. If a column where the syntactic feature is 
referred to, is followed by any other column, then it 
should be regarded as the final element of the morpheme 
which'i,is indicated by the syntactic feature (see, R 9); if 
it is preceded by any column in a rule, then it should be 
regardedpas the initial element of that morpheme (see, R 11). 
Whenever examples are given after a rule, the informal 
alphabetic symbols are used. Only those forms which have 
reachhd the final phonetic realizations are enclosed within 
square brackets; all other forms are enclosed within slant 
lines. As far as the vowels are concerned, the phonetic 
symbols used in examples given for rules R 7 to R 29 are 
not absolutely narrow ones. Only from R 30 to R 45, which 
in fact deal with the low -level phonetic details of the 








i.e. nonconsonants /i, i:, e, e:, u, u:, o, o:, a, a:/ 






i.e. obstruents /p, t, c, k, , / are redundantly 
nonnasals and nonlaterals. 
R 3: 
If, [ +nas ] 
Then, [ -lat] 
i.e. nasal consonants /m, n, iL / are redundantly 
nonlaterals. 
R4: 





i.e. retroflex consonants /1, ì, ti, R/ are also non - 








i.e. if a nonconsonant is front (i.e. /i/ or /e /; /i:/ 
or /e: /), then it is also nonback; if it is non - 
front (i.e. /u/ or /o /; /u:/ or /o:/ ), then it 
is redundantly back; but if a nonconsonant is 
specified as nonfront and medial (i.e. /a/ or /a: /) 
then it is nonback. 
The exception stated within angle brackets is to specify 











i.e. approximant consonants are redundantly nonobstru- 
ents, nonnasals, nonlatErals and nonretroflexes. 
The rules R 1 to R 6 are typical segment structure rules 
(4.1). These rules greatly minimize the entries in the 
lexicon. They apply irrespective of any contexts in which 
the segments concerned occur. 
R 7: 















i.e. if a front approximant consonant which is a tense 
morpheme is preceded by a consonant or two conso- 
nants, then an epenthetic nonfront, nonmedial and 
nonlow nonconsonant (i.e. /u /) is inserted in 
between the approximant and the consonant; but the 
epenthetic vowel is not inserted if the preceding 
consonant is a nonfront approximant. 
e. g. /ool + v + aan/ [o:,uva:n] 
the will run' 
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/katt + v + an/ - [kattuvan ] 
'I shall shout' 
/peec + v + aal/ -r [pe:suva:1] 
'she will scold' 
/kiNT + v + an/ [kirtquvan ] 
'I will dig' 
/tuukk + v *nan/ -> [tu:kkuvan] 
'I will carry' 
/cey + v + inam/ [seyvinam] 
'they will do' 
/paay + v + aan/ -> [pa:yva:n] 
'he will jump' 
The feature [ +G] and [ +tns] are included in this rule to 
restrict the insertion of the epenthetic vowel /u/ to a 
particular sequence only. That is, a sequence where a 
front approximant which follows a consonant is a tense 
morpheme. If it is not a tense morpheme, then the rule is 
inoperative in instances where a front approximant follows 
a consonant. This restriction will allow sequences such 
as: 
/veer + vay/ 
/paar + vay/ 
-+ [ve:rvc], 
'perspiration' 
[ pa.: rve;] 
'sight' 
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These two are verbal nouns are formed from the verbal stems 
veer /- and /paar /- respectively without inserting an 
epenthetic vowel /u/ in between /r/ and /v /. 
R 8: 







i.e. if a consonant is followed by a nasal consonant 
and a long nonconsonant, then a nonfront, medial, 
low and nonlong nonconsonant is introduced in 
between the two consonants. 
e.g. /ool + in + naan/ -> [o:c,inana:n] 
'I ran' 
/paal + in + nii/ 
'you sang' 
/kuti + kkiR + naan / -> [kucikkiRana:n] 
'I am in the habit 
of drinking' 
/ku -Li + kkiR + nii / [kuc[ikkiRani: ] 





If, +Vst II 
Xcns 









i.e. if the final element (either [ +cns] or [ -cns]) of 
a Class II verbal stem is followed by a non- imper- 
ative grammatical morpheme whose initial element 
is a nonconsonant, then a velar obstruent is 
introduced between the verbal stem and the suffix. 
There are three verbal stems which can be regarded as except- 
ions to this rule. They are /poo /- 'go', /noo /- 'pain', 
/vee /- 'boil'. These three are not Class II verbal stems; 
but as far as the application of the above rule is concerned, 
these three stems behave as any other Class II verbal stem. 
That is velar obstruent is introduced in between these stems 
and non -imperative suffixes. These three exceptional forms 
will be specified to this effect in the lexicon. 
e.g. /e .0 + a/ -> /ecuka/ -- [ eq.ukka ] 
'to take' 






/kali + utu/ -4- /kalikudu/ - [ka4ikkudu ] 
'It is biting' 
/poor + a/ /pa:rka/ -- [pa:kka] 
'to see' 
/nil + inam/ /nilkinam/ - [nikkinam] 
'they are standing' 
/tay + utu/ / taykudu/ -r [taykkudu] 


























-] + [ -cns ] >. 
s 
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i.e. if a lionconsonant /i/ is followed by any noncon- 
sonant, then a nonfront approximant consonant 
is introduced in between them; but if the prece- 
ding nonconsonant is a nonfront, medial, low 
and long one (i.e. /ao. /), then the following 
nonconsonant must be a front, nonmedial and nonlow 
one (i.e. /i /). If the preceding nonconsonant /i/ 
is a final element of a Class II verbal stem or 
if the preceding nonconsonant /i/ is preceded and 
followed by morpheme boundaries, then the rule 
is inoperative. That is, these two instances are 
exempted from rule R 10. 
e.g. /uri + iR + an/ [uriyiRan] 
'I am undressing' 
/kuni + a/ [kuniya] 
'to bend' 
/mugi + um/ -r [muRiyum] 
'it will break' 
/vett + i ++ etu/ -} [ ve iyeu ] 
'cut and take' 
/kuti + as + inam/ [kuLtiq i:yinam] 
'they will not drink' 
The following are the instances which are exempted from 
R 10: 
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/kuti + a/ 
/eIu + a/ 
[ kuq,ikka ] 
'to drink' 
- L ectukka ] 
'to take' 
/001 + i . +- it + [+obs] + aan/ 
lo:i:tta:n] 'he has run off' 
/veil + i + il + [+obs] + aan/ 
R 11: 
[velli:tta:n] 'he has cut off' 
If, d,Vst II 
-cns 
[ ] oZimp 
-cns 
-fnt 









i.e. if a nonfront, medial and low nonconsonant is 
followed by another consonant, then a front 
approximant consonant is introduced in between 
them; but if the preceding nonconsonant is a 
final member of a Class II verbal stem, then 
the following nonconsonant can only be an initial 
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member of an imperative grammatical morpheme; 
if the preceding nonconsonant is a long one 
(i.e. /aa /), then the following nonconsonant 
must be a nonfront, medial, low and long one 
(i.e. /aa /). 
e.g. /nata + um /' -, [na,tavum] 
'walk' (imp.) 
/var + as + aam/ -> [vara:va:m] 
'it seems that she 
won't come' 
/tiRa + um/ [tiRavum] 
'open' (imp.) 
/iru + ( +nas ][ +obs + a + u],ana/ 
[irundavuLtana] 'as soon as seated' 
R 12: 
If, ++ ([+cns]) -cns 
-ing 
Then 



















i.e. if a nonobstruent is preceded by a sequence of 
++ (C)V and followed by any nonconsonant, then 
it is geminated. 
e.g. /cey + iR + an/ --r [seyyiRan] 
'I am doing' 
/toy + utu/ - [toyyudu] 
'it becomes loose' 
/tin + iR + an/ -} [tinniRan] 
'I am eating' 
/ell + iR + an/ [ eit.1LiRan ] 
'I am counting' 
/col + iR + an/ -} [solliRan] 
'I am saying' 
/ta] + iR + an/ -> [ tal l iRan ] 
'I am pushing' 


































i.e. if an obstruent is followed by a nonconsonant 
and preceded by any one of the following: an 
adverbial participial suffix which is /u/ and 
preceded by a sequence of two obstruents; an 
infinitive suffix which is a nonconsonant; an 
adverbial participial suffix which is /i /; a 
final element of a Class II verbal stem; a 
nonretroflex lateral, then the obstruent is 
geminated. 
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e.g. /etu + [ +obs ] [ +obs ] + u ++ ku7,u/ - 
[ eciuttukkuctu ] 'take and give' 
/kafta+ a ++ pi1i/ [kaltappii] 
'hold for binding' 
/eeR + i ++ cey/ -} Le:Riccey] 
'climb up and do' 
lati + a/ /agika/ [agikka] 
'to beat' 
/paar + a/ -> /pa: rka/ -i L pa:kka. ] 
'to see' 
/tait + in + aal ++ tiRa/ [ tattina: ttiRa ] 














i.e. in a sequence of two obstruents, the second member 
agrees with the first member in all its feature 
specifications. 
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There are many verbal stems and grammatical morphemes 
which have sequences of two obstruent consonants. In lexical 
entries, these two obstruents need not be fully specified. 
Some features of one of the obstruents can be eliminated. 
Consider for example, the verbal stem /katt /- 'shout'. 
The last two obstruents of this stem need not be specified 
for the features retroflex, front, medial and back. The 
penultimate obstruent will only be specified for these 
features. The last obstruent will acquire these features 
by R 14. 
This rule makes a valid generalization of the distri- 
bution of obstruents in the verbal forms of the Ceylon 
spoken Tamil. There are no instances of hetrogenic obst- 
ruent clutter formations in the dialect under investigation. 
If a sequence of two obstruents occurs in a morpheme, then 
that sequence can only be a homorganic cluster. Thus, 
obstruent clusters like [kt], [pt], Lsi] etc. will never 















i.e. if a sequence of nasal plus obstruent occurs, 
then the preceding nasal assimilates to the 
point of articulation of the following obstruent. 
e.g. /N/ as in /naNp /- 'believe' -} [m] 
/tiruNt /- 'improve' -; [n] 
/noNG /- 'limb' -} [r.] 
/koNc /- 'kiss' -} [p] 




As pointed out in 1.12.2 (p. 100), the nasal element before 
an obstruent is represented by the symbol /N /. This nasal 
element will be realized as one of the following phonetic 























i.e. if a sequence of either nasal plus obstruent or 
two obstruents is preceded by a nonconsonant /a/ 
or /u /, or by a consonant /r /, then both members 
of the sequence are nonretroflex, front, medial 
and nonback (i.e. [tt] ). 
e.g. /nala + [ +nas][ +obs] + an/ -* [naciandan] 
'I walked' 
/nala + [ +obs ] [ +obs ] + iR + an/ -} [ naq,attiRan ] 
'I am canducting' 
/vi1,u + ( +nas ] [ +obs ] + an/ [ vil,undan ] 
'I fell' 
/elu + [ +obs ] [ +obs ] + an/ [ ecuttan ] 
'I took' 
/ceer + [ +nas][ +obs] + an/ -r /se:rndan/ 
--0- [se:ndan] 'I joined' 


























i.e. if a sequence of either nasal plus obstruent or 
two obstruents is preceded by either a nonconso- 
nant /i/ or by a consonant /y /, then both members 
of that sequence are nonretroflex, nonfront, medial 
and back (i.e. [pj] and [cc] ). 
e.g. /ari + [ +nas][ +obs] + an/ -} [arijljan] 
'I cut' 
/paay + [ +nas][ +obs] + an/i -> /pa:ypjan/ 
1pa:pjan] 'I jumped' 
/kati + [ +obs][ +obs] + an/ -} [kaciccan] 
'I bit' 
/teey + [ +obs][ +obs] + an/ /te :yccan/ 






i.e. if a sequence of nasal plus obstruent follows a 
lateral consonant, then both members of that 
sequence are retroflex consonants. 
e.g. /nil + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + an/ i /nilqAan/ -+ 
[ nirAan ] 'I stood' 
/taat + [ +nas ][ +obs ] + an/ - /ta:V an/ - 





o¿r e t 
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i.e. if a sequence of two obstruents is preceded by 
a retroflex lateral or by a nonretroflex lateral, 
then, both :. members of that sequence will be 
either retroflex consonants or nonretroflex, 
front, medial and nonback consonants respectively. 
e.g. /keel. + [ +obs ][ +obs ] + an/ -0 /ke:1 1 an/ 
[ke:fjan] 'I asked' 
/vil + [ +obs][ +obs] + an/ - /vilttan/ 












i.e. if an obstruent is preceded by a nonfront, 
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nonmedial, nonlow nonconsonant, then it is a 
nonretroflex, front, medial and nonback conso- 
nant. 
e.g. /ulu + [+obs] + an/ -+ [ uludan ] 
'I ploughed' 
/al.0 + [ +obs ] + an/ -} [ a1 udan ] 
'I cried' 
R 21: 
If, [+obs ] [+obs ] 
_y 
Then, -cnt -cnt 
-vice -vice 
i.e. in any sequence of two obstruents, the first and 
second members are noncontinuant and voiceless. 
Noncontinuant voiceless phonetic obstruents that are real- 
ized by the application of this rule are: [p, t, 1, c, k ]. 
This rule can be regarded as a valid generalization about 
the distribution of obstruents in Ceylon spoken Tamil. 
This rule, while allowing two noncontinuant voiceless obst- 
ruents to cooccur, denies any possibility of two voiced 
obstruents cooccurring or any sequence of either voiced 
and voiceless or continuant and noncontinuant obstruents 



















i.e. if an obstruent is preceded either by an adver- 
bial participial suffix /u/ which is precede4by 
a sequence of nasal plus obstruent; or by a 
sentence boundary, then it is noncontinuant and 
voiceless; but if that obstruent is nonretroflex, 
nonfront, medial and back, then this rule is 
inoperative on it. 
e. g /pa1.i/ 
/taRi/ 
/kali/ 
/var + [+nas][+obs] + u 
[ vandu paÿ,i ] 
[ paqi ] 'study' 
[taRi] 'chop' 
i [kaqi] 'bite' 
++ Pali/ i 
'come and study' 
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/var + t+nas][+obs] + u ++ taRi/ 
[ vandu taRi] 
/var + [ +nas][ +obs] + u ++ kaki/ 
[vandu kaci] 
-+ 
'come and chop' 
'come and bite' 
R 23: ti 










i.e. if nonretroflex, nonfront, medial and back obst- 
rgent is preceded either by an adverbial parttci- 
pial suffix /u/ whichh is preceded by a sequence 
of nasal plus obstruent; or by a sentence boundary, 
then it is continuant and voiceless. 
e.g. /ciri/ -Y [siri] 'laugh' 
/camay/ [same] 'cook' 
/var + [ +nas][ +obs] + u ++ ciri/ -} 
[vandu siri] 'come and laugh' 
/var + [ +nas][ +obs] + u + camay/ 







































i.e. intervocalic nonretroflex, nonfront, nonmedial 
or medial and back obstruent consonant is conti- 
nuant and voiceless; but if the preceding noncon- 
sonant is an adverbial participial suffix /u/ 
preceded by a sequence of two obstruents or a 
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nasal plus obstruent; or if the preceding non - 
consonant is an infinitive suffix /d /; or if 
the preceding nonconsonant is an adverbial part- 
icipial suffux /i /; or if the preceding noncon- 
sonant is a final element of a Class II verbal 
stem, then this rule is inoperative. 
e.g. /naci/ 
/puuc + iR + an/ 
[nasi] 'squeeze' 
- [pu:siRan] 
'I am smearing' 
/iru + [ +nas][ +obs] + u ++ col + u/ 
[irundu sollu] 'sit down and tell' 
/tar + [ +nas][ +obs] + a ++ caamaan/ 
[tanda sa:ma:n] 'the thing that was given' 
/to.ki/ -> [taxi] 'be very 
/muluk + iR + an/ -; [ mu],uxiRan ] 
'I am bathing' 
/kutu + [+obs ][+obs ] + a ++ kaacu/ 
warm' 
y 
[kuclutta xa:su] 'money that was given' 
Examples for the exceptions referred to in this rule can 
be found below the redundancy rules R 13 and R 23. 
Since there are many exceptions stated in this rule, 
one may legitimately ask whether there is any case here 
for ordered rules. It is true such an attempt may simplify 
the present case. But if we introduce ordering in this 
rule, then it should be insisted for all the redundancy 
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rules. Such an attempt will not in any way help us because 
one cannot give sufficient reason for ordering R 4, for 
example, before or after R 3 (see, Stanley, 1967: 406, for 
discussion in favour of an unordered set of redundancy rules). 
Gemination or nongemination of the initial obstruents 
of phonological words can be generalised only with reference 
to grammatical categories and with some phonological feat - 
ures.l We have made all possible restrictions with regard 
to the gemination of obstruents (see, R 13), thus genera- 
lization regarding nongemination of obstruents is easily 
made with reference to rule R 13. The present rule and the 
next one can be regarded as generalizations on nongemination 
of obstruents. One straightforward generalization is that 
any obstruent that is followed by a nonconsonant and preceded 
by an adjectival participle (ide. /a /) is not geminated, 
while any obstruent that is followed by a nonconsonant and 
preceded by an infinitive suffix (i.e. /a /) is geminated. 
Among the adverbial participial suffixes, if /i/ is follo- 
wed by an obstruent and nonconsonant, then the obstruent 
is geminated; if /u/ is preceded by a sequence of two 
obstruents and followed by an obstruent and a nonconsonant, 
then the obstruent is geminated (see, R 13); but if the 
adverbial participle /u/ is preceded by a sequence of nasal 
1. The author is indebted to S.Vithiananthan and 
A.Velupillai for drawing his attention to some of 
the phonological features which either restrict or 
allow gemination (personal communication). 
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plus obstruent and followed by an obstruent, then the 
obstruent is not geminated (see, R 22 and R 23). 
R 25: 








[ +obs [ +obs ] +adv part 

















i.e. if intervocalic single obstruent is nonretroflex, 
non - 
front, medial and /back, then it is noncontinuant 
and voiced; if it is nonretroflex, front, nonmedial 
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and nonback, then it is continuant and voiced; 
the exceptional clause is same as that of the 
previous rule (i.e. R 24). 
e.g. /mati/ 
2 
-> [madi] 'respect' 
/uut + iR + an/ [u :diran] 'I am blowing' 
/tar + [+nas][+obs] + a ++ tiRappu/ 
[tanda diRappu] 'the key that was given' 
3 
/apakari/ [ a0 axari ] 'snatch' 
/alu + [+obs] + a ++ pitilay/ 
R 26: 
[ a1.uda 3ilL ] 'the child who cried' 






i.e. if an intervocalic single obstruent is retroflex, 
then it is noncontinuant and voiced. 
2. There is a free variation between [d] and [6]. But 
the former seems to be the most frequent variant. 
3. There are only two verbal stems that have single /p/ 
in intervocalic position. One is /upacari/ 'entertain' 
which has a voiceless plosive, the other is /apakari/ 
(continued) 
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e. g. /pati/ 
/ool + iR + an/ 
/tot + v + an/ 




[ pay,i ] 'study' 
- [o:ctiRan] 'I am 
running' 
- [ toAuvan ] 
'I will touch' 
- [mu:,a:da] 
'do not shut' 
[+nas][+obs][-cns] 
-cnt 
i.e. an obstruent preceded by a nasal and followed 
by a nonconsonant is noncontinuant and voiced. 
e.g. /p/ in /naNp + iR + on/ -} [b] 
which has a voiced fricative. But both are of 
Sanskrit origin. No rule which specifies the 
bilabial plosive as a voiceless one in [upasari] 
is given in this description. This exceptional 
case has to be fully specified in the lexicon. 
If we try to formulate a rule for this single lexical 
item, then the number of symbols that will be used 
in such a rule will be more than one. 
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/t/ in /tiruNt + iR + an/ 
/1/ in /noNi + iR + an/ 
/c/ in /koNc + iR + an/ 









i.e. nonconsonants /i, ii, e, ee, u, uu, o, oo, a, 
as /, approximant consonants /v, y/ and lateral 












nonobstruent, nonnasal and 
and nasal consonants /nnA 






[ +nas][ -cns] 
V 
[+nas] 
i.e. if a nonconsonant follows a nasal consonant, 
then it acquires the featuren nasal. 
e.g. /maïla/ -} [mQria] 'smell' 
/manni/ -0. lmánni] 'pardon' 
/ninay/ -> [nin] 'think' 
/nakk/ - [ ná.kk ] 'lick' 
/kuni/ -> [kunl] 'bend' 
R 31: 
If, ([ -nas1)[ -cns ] [+cns ] 
Then, [-nas] 
i.e. if a nonconsonant follows a nonnasal consonant 
and precedes any consonant, then it is redundantly 
nonnasal; also if it is an initial element and 









i.e. a nonconsonant preceding a retroflex consonant 
acquires the feature retroflex. 
e. g. /ts.j t + u/ [ ti],lui ] 'scold' 
/tiiil + u/ [ t:l],ui] 'sharpen' 
/kei + u/ -} [k3gm] 'spoil' 
/keel/ 11c3q ] 'ask, 
/kuit + u/ Datum] 'cuff on 
head' 
/kuuit + u/ - [kia:llm] 'sweep' 
/verut1 + u/ -> [ verTiim 
] 'frighten' 
/07 l + u/ -> [lim ] 'paste' 
/ooj + u/ - Lo:cm] 'run' ó . (1.m]
+ u/ [ kAllm ] 'bind' 
/kaatt + u/ [kl': ttm ] 'show' 
Note that vowels in [ ] are not strictly speaking shown 
as retroflex, but as centered. The phonetic symbols used 
to characterise the nonconsonants which acquired the feature 
retroflex, :more or less express the quality of retraction 
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in the case of the front vowels; express the quality of 
advancing in the case of the back vowels; and in the case 
of the central low vowel /a /, the symbol expresses the 
quality of raising. Further phonetic details of these 
symbols and those that are used in the following rules 
can be found in Chapter 6. 
R 33: 
If, ([ +cns])[ -cns][ -ret] 
i 
Then, [ -ret] 
i.e. if a nonconsonant precedes a nonretroflex conso- 
nant, then it is nonretroflex; if it is preceded 
by any consonant and followed by a nonretroflex 
consonant, then it is nonretroflex. 
e. g, /acay/ 
/katt + u/ 
/pin + a/ 
-; [ asrì ] 'shake' 
-y [kattm] 'shout) 











i.e. a nonfront, nonmedial, nonconsonant is also a 
rounded one except when that nonconsonant is a 
nonlow one and it is in the second syllable. 
e.g. /kol + a/ 4. [kolla] 'to kill' 
/tol + an/ -; [ tLtan ] 'touch' (imp.) 
/kutt + a/ -> [kutta] 'to punch' 
/kuli/ -> [kli ,i ] 'drink' (imp.) 
Examples for the exception clause can be found below the 
next rule. 
R 35: 




Then, [ -rnd] 
i.e. a nonfront, nonmedial, nonlow nonconsonant in 
the second syllable of a word is a nonrounded 
one. 
e.g. /ett + u/ -> [ ettw ] 'lift' 
/iru/ i Lim] 'sit' (imp.) 
/muluk + a/ -> [ mul,wxa ] 'to bathe' 
















+cna r d] 
[ +rnd ] 
i.e. all consonants that precede rounded nonconsonants 
acquire the feature round. 
e.g. /ku [u/ -> [ Wlc1m ] 'give' 
/toi + u/ -* [ tctuz ] 'touch' 
/coRi/ -. [s .9Ri] 'scratch' 
/pu1,i/ - [ pu1,i ] 'taste sour' 
Note that the phonetic symbol that represents the quality 
of roundness in consonants is employed only in the above 
examples and it is not employed anywhere else. 
R 38: 




i.e. a consonant that precedes a nonrounded non - 






Then, [ +raised] 
i.e. all nonmedial, low nonconsonants acquire the 
feature raised. 
The vowel sounds in the dialect under investigation can be 
the following two matrix: 
Front Central Back 
High i, ii, u, uu, 
mid e, ee, o, oo, 
low a, a.a. 
Table 4.1 
But in order to distinguish them in the underlying level, 
the three features, namely, front, medial, and low seem to 
be adequate. An examination of the classificatory matrix 
presented in 1.12.3 (Table 1.2, p. 102) reveals that the 
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mid -vowels (i.e. e, ee, o, oo ) in Table 4.1 are character- 
ized as [ +low] vowels. In order to echaracterize their 
true phonetic quality, the rule R 39 is needed in the 
grammar. 
R 40: 
















+med - - 
+low 
i.e, a nonfront, medial, low nonconsonant occurring 
in the first syllable and which is followed by 
any one of the following consonants /1, r, y/, 
acquires the feature advanced except when it 
is followed by /y/ in the word final position. 
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e.g. /alaNp + u/ { [alambut] 'wash' 
/kala/ -> [kalG] 'mix' 
/aray/ -> [ are ] 'grind' 
/ari/ -> (ari] 'sift' 
/ayar/ -* [ayer] 'sleep' 
/mayaNk + u/ -} [ mayar,jgui ] 'faint' 
R 41: 















i.e. a nonfront, medial, low, nonlong, nonconsonant 
which'?. is not a member of the first syllable and 
which precedes an optional nonretroflex consonant, 
acquires the feature raised except when it occurs 
before /y/ in the word final syllable. This means 
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the underlying /a/ realizes as [a] in the word 
final position; in the medial position when it 
precedes a nonretroflex consonant. 
e.g. /kaia/ -0- [knga ] 'cross' 
/parav + a/ [ parava] 'to spread' 
/uut + a/ - [u:da] 'to blow' 
/var + an/ -* [varen] 'I will not 
come' 














Then, [ +asp] 
i.e. noncontinuant, voiceless, nonretroflex obstruents 
/p, t, k/ acquire the feature aspiration. 
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e.g. /kaÌ.1. + u/ 
/nakk + a/ 
/piti/ 
/pati + pp + an/ 
/toNk + u/ 
/katt + a/ 
[ khJ tw ] 'bind' 
--0- [nakk h a ] 'to lick' 
'catch' 
[ phActipphan ] 'I will study' 
i [ thorjgui ] 'hang' 
- [khattha] 'to shout' 
A cursory glance at the kymographic tracings that are prese- 
nted in Chapter 6 will the presence of a slight aspiration 
A 
in the obstruent consonants /p /, /t/ and /k /:W The phonetic 
symbol that represents the quality of aspiration in the 
noncontinuant and voiceless obstruents, is employed only in 













[ -asp ] 
N 
i.e. retroflex obstruent ( /L /); nonretroflex, nonfront, 
medial and back obstruent ( /c /); all nonobstruents; 









i.e. all medial and back consonants ( /c /, /y /) acquire 











i.e. if a nonconsonant precedes a nonretroflex, non - 
front, medial and nonback obstruent, then it 
acquires the feature retracted. 
e.g. /i:/ in /o:4i:Ita:n/ 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5. PHONOLOGICAL RULES 
5.1 P -rules are Ordered 
There are two ways in which rules can apply, namely, 
sequential or simultaneous ( for a discussion of the 
difference between these two, see, McCawley, 1968: 20 -3). 
In sequential application of rules, an input like the 
following: /tin + [ +nas][ +obs] + aon/ (that is, a string of 
underlying elements or systematic phonemes) will be conver- 
ted into an output [t ¡ ci:n] (that is, a string of phones) 
through several intermediate stages: suppose we call the 
input A, first 
yielding a new 
some rule affects some element of A, thus 
string Ai, then some rule affects some 
element of Ai, thus yielding Aii, etc, until some condi- 
tion is reached which terminates the process (we will 
return to this point below). In the case of simultaneous 
application, there are no intermediate stages, and the 
rules simultaneously replace each item of the input string 
(for rules applying simultaneously, see, for example, 
Harris, 1951: 237). The rules of the phonological compo- 
nent of the present description can be regarded as 
sequential. 
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One possible condition which may terminate the 
process of sequential application of rules is that the 
process terminates whenever there are no more rules which 
would have any effect on the string. Such a system of rules 
is called random sequential (a term borrowed from McCawley, 
1968: 21) or unordered (following Stanley, 1967). The 
R -rules of the phonology of this description can said to 
belong to such a system of rules (see, 4.3). Another 
condition is that the rules are assigned a fixed order, 
that the process of application is in that order, and that 
the process terminates when the end of the list of rules 
is reached. Such a system of rules is called ordered. The 
P -rules of the phonology are a set of ordered rules. Let 
us illustrate this point with an example. Consider an 
underlying string: /oot + i + it + [ +obs] + aan/ 'he has 
run off'. We noted earlier (3.2) that the traffic rules, 
while marking the feature [ +P] to those columns that should 
enter P- rules, indicate the number or numbers of the P -rules 
and, if necessary, impose a restriction in the order of 
their application. In the case of the above string, the 
traffic rule T 6 (see, pp. 276 -7) will shunt it to the 
phonological rules P -4, P -7 and P -8. These rules are expec- 
ted to apply in that order specified by T 6. Let us 
examine how these three P -rules along with the other rules 
convert the above underlying string into its phonetic 
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representation: 
++ oot + i + it + [+obs] + 
++ o:t + i + it + [+obs] + 
++ o:t + i + it + [+obs] + 
P-4 P-4 P-4 P-4 
P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 
P-8 P-8 P-8 P-8 
aan ++ (underlying form) 
a:n ++ (PC 5) 
a:n ++ (T 6) 
++ o:t + i + it[ +obs]a:n ++ (RA 1, the two morpheme 
boundaries are not ersed 
because they were referred 
to by T 6) . 
++ :c[ + i + Etta :n ++ (Rl, R2, R3, R4, R5, R14, 
R21, R26, R28, R30, R31, 
R32, R33, R34, R36, R38, 
R39, R43). 
++ + i + tta:n ++ (P -4: the second is 
deleted). 
++ :q + is + tta :n ++ (P -7: i is lengthened) 
++ : + is + tta:n ++ (P -8: retroflex consonants 
are changed to alveolar 
obstruents). 
:i:tta:n (The output from P -rules 
is recycled to the R -rules 
where R45 operates on it 
and the bounadries are 
erased). 




A cursory glance on the path of the derivation of the 
above form shows that P -4, P -7 and P -8 have to apply in 
that order. Hence, the P -rules are expected to apply in 
the order they are determined. They are numbered accord- 
ingly in this description. If the /i/ deletion rule is 
numbered P -4, the /i/ lengthening rule is numbered P -7 and 
the deretroflexion rule is numbered P -8, then they apply 
in that order of numeration. For every utterance, the 
applicability of each rule is determined. If all or part 
of the string of phonollogical elements meets the struct- 
ural description of the rule K, in accordance with the 
distinctiveness criterion (see, 1.4(e) ), the rule is 
applied. If not, the rule is not applied. Then the appli- 
cability of rule K +1 is determined, and so on down the 
entire list of rules. A return is not made to any rule K 
from any rule K +l, even if at some later stage a form's 
structural description should come to fit that given in 
rule K. 
5.2 Function of the P -rules 
The model of the present description does not require 
all the underlying matrices to enter the P -rules for their 
phonetic realizations. The R -rules of the phonological 
component are designed in such a way as to handle simple 
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matrices that do not pose any complications (see, 4.2). 
These matrices will emerge in their phonetic represent- 
ations as soon as the process of the application of 
R -rules is terminated. But there are certain matrices 
which become subject to the traffic rules which mark them 
with the feature [ +P] and the number or numbers of the 
phonological rules that should operate on them. If the 
matrices are not marked with the feature [ +P], then the 
boundary features in those matrices are erased by the 
readjustment rules. Note that phonological word boundaries 
are not erased until the application of the R -rules is 
terminated (see, however, 1.9. pp. 74 -5 where it has been 
pointed out that ++ is changed to + or deleted completely 
in certain environments). It has already been noted that 
R -rules apply within and across morpheme and word boundaries. 
If the matrices are marked with the feature [ +P], then 
they need some feature changing, or some segments need to 
be deleted. If this situation occurs, then we prefer to 
say that there is complication in the phonology of those 
matrices. It is when such complication arises in the 
phonology, that the P -rules are needed. Let us examine 
this point with the following matrices: 
(a) /tin + iR + an/ 'I am eating' 
(b) /tin + [ +nas][ +obs] + an/ 'I ate' 
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In the case of (a), the phonetic realization of this form 
is reached by the application of the redundancy rules alone. 
There are no elements of the form (a) that need any feature 
changes or deletions. But in the case of (b), a sequence 
of three consonants, namely, l +nas][ +nas][ +obs] is present 
in it. A sequence of two nasal consonants followed by an 
obstruent never occurs in the phonetic representations of 
the Tamil underlying matrices. Therefore, the first nasal 
in that sequence has to be deleted. The redundancy rules 
cannot perform this function as they are conditioned to 
add features but not to change or delete any features. 
These mutations are done by the P- rules. Except for the 
deletion of the first nasal consonant, the form in (b) can 
be handled by the R- rules. Thus, the main function of the 
P -rules is to handle matrices which need changes in the 
feature specifications that are assigned in the underlying 
level; to handle matrices complicating the phonology which 
otherwise can be handled by the R -rules alone. 
The reader can now note how the rules of the present 
model of description depart from that of the C and H model. 
In their formulation, the redundancy rules are io operate 
within morpheme boundaries, and the phonological rules to 
operate without this restriction. This methodological 
decision (C and H: 171) leads them to make some inconsistent 
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statements. While discussing a rule which restricts the 
initial consonant cluster in English, they say, "We cannot 
in all cases determine from the form of a rule whether it 
d. 
is a lexical redundancy rule or rule of the phonology. 
If for example, a rule such as (7) were to apply across 
formative boundary, it could not be a lexical redundancy 
rule. Thus consider the rule, dating back to Old English, 
that vowels are nontense im position before certain conso- 
nant clusters. Before clusters such as [kt] and [pt], we 
always find lax vowels, not only when the cluster occurs 
within a formative as in evict, apt, crypt, but also when 
it occurs across formative boundary as in descrip + tion, 
satisfac + tion .... Thus this laxing rule as opposed to 
rule (7), is a rule of the phonology rather than a lexical 
redundancy rule ". If the restriction on initial consonant 
clusters of English belongs to the lexical redundancy 
rules which according to them (f.n. 9) "express regularities 
of lexical classification ", the restriction on the vowels 
that precede the consonant clusters like [kt] and [pt] also 
should belong to those items which express regularities 
of lexical classification. But they decide that it should 
belong to the rule of the phonology because it happens to 
occur across the morpheme boundary too. Similarly, the 
rule governing voicing in obstruent sequences in Russian 
is also placed in the phonological rules for the following 
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reason: "to avoid duplication of such rules in the grammar 
it is necessary to regard them not as redundancy rules 
but as phonological rules that also happen to apply 
internally to a lexical stem ". But as Brown (1969: 15) 
pointed out, they accept the suggestion made by Stanley 
(1967) that all lexical items must be fully specified on 
entry to the phonological ruels. This means that the rule 
governing obstruent sequences in Russian does have to be 
stated twice; once in the redundancy rules to allow the 
lexical item to enter the phonological rules fully speci- 
fied, and once in the phonological rules to allow the same 
regularity to operate over morpheme boundaries. This 
inconsistency occurs in their formulation because of their 
rigid restriction on the redundancy rules. At one point 
they seemed to have realized this fact and the following 
statement reveals it: "Neverthless, there are certain 
difficulties in formulating redundancy rules within the 
framework outlined for ordinary phonological rules, 
difficulties which suggest that the conception just sket- 
ched is in need of revision "(382). 
In the present model of description, the redundancy 
rules are allowed to apply across morpheme boundaries and 
word boundaries and they are regarded as realization rules. 
This methodological decision saves a number of phonological 
rules and further the redundancy rules themselves specify 
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systematic phonetic representations for a majority of 
underlying matrices in Tamil. Phonological rules present 
in the grammar apply only when the matrices are marked with 
the features [ +G], [ +P]. The functions of the redundancy 
rules and the phonological rules are distinguished by the 
operations they perform and not merely by a superficial 
formal distinction, whether they apply within morpheme 
boundaries or across them. AS Brown (1969: 16) pointed 
out, the redundancy rules functioning as realization rules 
complete the phonetic specification of the output of the 
syntactic surface structure. The formal constraint on their 
function is that they can only add features. The phonolo- 
gical rules, on the other hand, are exclusively mutation 
rules. They operate on the output from redundancy rules 
which is marked for entry to P- rules. They exist only to 
deal with complications in the phonology. When they have 
adjusted the specification of an item, it is recycled 
through the redundancy rules which complete the phonetic 
specification. The formal distinction then between redun- 
dancy rules and phonological rules is that whereas redun- 
dancy rules add features but perform no other operations, 
the phonological rules only perform operations other than 
simple additioning transformations. 
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5.3 Form of the P -rules 
The phonological rules are expressed in the form of 
'rewrite' rules. Since the phonological rules are essen- 
tially mutation rules, the symbol ' -k' in a rule means 
"rewrite as ". Rewrite rules are employed when only one 
segment is altered by a rule. Conside' for example the 
following rule (see, P -1) where the first consonant in a 
sequence of three consonants is deleted: 
[ +cns] -> 0 / - [ +cns][ +cns] 
i.e. in a sequence of three consonants, the first one 
is deleted. 
e.g. /nil + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + an/ - /nillLctan/ 
blAq [an ] 'I stood' 
/paar + [ +obs][ +obs] + an/ -.. /pa:rttan/ 
[pa:ttan] 'I saw' 
The form of the above rule is adequate to express the 
deletion of one segment in the structural description of 
the rule. 
Under certain circumstances a shift of format to that 
generally employed in stating transformational rule is 
used. Consider for example a rule (see, P -8) which can be 
regarded as a deretroflexion rule. That is, it converts 
obstruent 
two retroflex /consonants into nonretroflex alveolar obst- 
ruents. This change in a rewrite form of the rule has to 
be stated as: 
t 
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Since more than one segment is changed by this rule, it 
is desirable to state this in the following form: 
SD: + -cns + +obs +obs 
+fnt +ret +ret 
-med -fnt -fnt 
-low +med +med 
+lng -bck -bck , _., _ ..... L. 





i.e. two retroflex obstruents which are preceded by 
a morpheme boundary, a long nonconsonant /i:/ 
and a morpheme boundary, are changed to nonfront, 
medial, nonback and nonretroflex obstruents. 
e.g. /aaR + i + it + [ +obs] + utu/ i 
/a:R + i + ttiadm/ -} 
/a:R + is + 1.tuzdm/ 
Q a: Rt: tttudw ] 'it has cooled down' 
The rewrite rule always writes a single symbol on the left 
hand side of the arrow. But in the above case, if it is 
expressed in the rewrite form, then it will rewrite two 
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symbols in the linear order. Therefore, the above format 
of the rule is employed. 
Apart from the phonological information carried by 
individual segments, the phonological rules may refer to 
information carried by a morpheme as a whole (see, 4.4 for 
a similar statement that has been made for R- rules). This 
information is mainly syntactic. Consider the following 
rule (P -10) : 
r-cns -+ [ +ing] / ++ [ +cns] Fob] + +Vn4 





i.e. if a sequence of word initial consonant, a 
nonlong nonconsonant and a retroflex obstruent 
is followed by a nonconsonant that is governed 
by the syntactic feature [ +Vn4] (i.e. verbal 
noun suffix 4 = /u/ ), then the nonlong noncon- 
sonant in the preceding sequence is lengthened. 
e.g. /cut + u/ i [sH:gm] 'shot' 
/pat + u/ -> [ pry: cam ] 'condition' 
The syntactic information (i.e. [ +Vn4] ) is needed in the 
rule in order to prevent the vowel being lengthened when 
a non -verbal noun suffix /u/ occurs after that sequence. 
For example, one of the above verbal stems /cut /- 'shoot' 
becomes a positive imperative form when the imperative 
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suffix /u/ is added. Thus the string /cui + u/ becomes 
[sucIui]. But if in P -10, the suffix /u/ is not accompanied 
by the syntactic feature [ +Vn4], then the rule may apply 
to a sequence which has the imperative suffix too. This 
will yield an incorrect result. Hence, the syntactic 
information is inserted in rule P -10. 
5.4 P -rules of the Phonology 
P 1: 
[ +cna] null / _ [ +cns][ +cns] 
i.e. the first member of a sequence of three conson- 
ants is deleted. 
e.g. /nil + kkiR + an/ 
/keel + pp + an/ 
/paar + pp + an/ --* 
/vil + a/ -T /vilkka/ -} 
/taal + a/ - /tA:lkka/ -; 
/poor + a/ - /po:rkka/ --0 
[nikkRan] 
'I am standing' 
[k3 :ppan] 
'I will ask' 
[pa:ppan] 
'I will see' 
[ vikka,] 
'to sell' 





/ooh; + as + mal ++ poo/ -> /42:qa :mal ++ ppo:/ 
- [ß:ÿ,a :mappo :] 'go without running' 
/var + [ +nas ] [ +obs ] + aal ++ ku Lu/ 
/varnda :l ++ [vanda:kkttÿpui] 
'give if comes' 
This rule has been referred to by three traffic rules, 
namely, T 1, T 10 and T ll. T 1 is a geheral rule which 
shunts- -any matrix which has a sequence of three consonants 
irrespective of boundary markers. Consider the following 
underlying forms: 
(a) /nil + kkiR + an/ 'I am standing' 
(b) /tiruNt + [ +obs] + u/ 'cause to improve' 
(imp.) 
In the case of (a) the sequence of three consonants is 
interrupted by a morpheme boundary which separates the 
lateral consonant from the other two obstruents. In the 
case of (b) the morpheme boundary separates nasal plus 
obstruent from the third member which is an obstruent. 
The traffic rules have free access to all the boundary 
markers and they can refer to any boundary feature. Once 
a boundary feature is referred to by a traffic rule, then 
it is not erased until all phonetic specifications are 
completed. But in the case of (a) and (b) and in the case 
of the first three examples given immediately after P -1, 
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the traffic rule T i need not refer to any boundary 
feature. Further, in these examples, the sequence of 
three consonants occurs in the underlying level itself. 
But in the case of T 10, it refers to a sequence of a 
consonant which is a final element of a Class II verbal 
stem and a nonconsonant. This sequence becomes as one that 
containing three consonants only after the application of 
R -rules R 9 and R 13. Thus, it has to enter the P -rule for 
the deletion of the first consonant. Similarly, T 11 refers 
to a sequence of a nonretroflex lateral and an obstruent. 
This too by the application of R 13 becomes a sequence 
containing three consonants. Thus T 10 and T 11 refer to 
such sequences, which do not have the structural description 
of P -1, in the underlying level. But these sequences invar- 
iably have to enter the rule P -1 and the traffic rules T 10 
and T 11 are able to predict this. 
There are some sequences to which the rule P -1 is exemp- 
ted from applying. Such sequences as /ykk/ and /ypp/ which 
contain three consonants are not subject to this rule. 
This exception has already been stated in T 1. Thus, such 
sequences are not marked with the feature [ +P -1] and they 
will not enter the phonological rules. 
P -1 along with T 1, T 10 and T 11 make a valid generali- 
zation about the distribution of the consonantal sounds in 
in the phoneticc representation of the underlying 
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phonological forms. These rules suggest that there no 
three consonantal sounds can cooccur. At the phonological 
level three consonants can cooccur (see, PC 3); but at the 
phonetic level this is not possible. 
P 2: 
+cns -r null / + -cns ++ 
+app +lng 
-fnt 
i.e. a nonfront approximant consonant which occurs at 
the word final position and preceded by a long 
consonant and a morpheme boundary is deleted. 
e. g. /elu + kkiR + aay/ 
/cey + iR + aay/ 
/ku-Li + kkiR + ao.y/ 
- [ 3 qmkk Ra : ] 
'you are taking' 
] 
'you are doing' 
[ kRctikkRa : ] 
'you are drinking' 
/kili + [ +obs ] [ +obs ] + aay/ - 
'you tore' 
The morpheme boundary referred to in the rule is important 
because it restrictt the rule applying to underlying forms 
such as ++ paay ++ 'jump' (imp.), ++ caay ++ 'lean against' 
(imp.) which are positive imperative forms. The final 
nonfront approximant consonant in these cases is not delet- 
ed even though it occurs At the word final position. 
P 3: 
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[ -cns ] 
J 
i.e. nonfront, nonmedial, nonlow nonconsonant (i.e. /u /) 
is deleted when it occurs either before any 
nonconsonant or after a long nonconsonant. 
e.g. /vilu + an/ -; [ v}l.an ] 
'fall' (imp.) 
/eîu + an/ L:5 (-tan] 
'take' (imp.) 
/vilu + as + utu/ -> [ v }1 a: dm ] 
'it won't fall' 
/var + [ +nas][ +obs] + u ++ iru/ 







null / pat] 





i.e. a front, nonmedial, low or nonlow, nonlong, 
nonconsonant is deleted when it occurs after 
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any one of the following: a nonlateral nonret- 
roflex consonant ( /r /) which is followed by a 
morpheme boundary, a retroflex obstruent ( /1 /) 
which is preceded by a nonconsonant and followed 
by a morpheme boundary, a long or short nonconso- 
nant which is preceded and followed by morpheme 
boundaries. 
e.g. /ceer + iR + an/ 
P 5: 
/se:r + R + an/ 
[se:rran] 'I am joining' 
/nal + iR + an/ -; /nab, + R + an/ 
[niRRan] 'I am planting' 
/ool + iR + an/ -0- /,9:q, + R + an/ -, 
[:RRan] 'I am running' 
/paal + a.a + itlaal/ -> /pll :q + a: + lla :l/ -+ 
[p.;: A :fla:l] 'if you don't sing' 
/aaR + i + it + [+obs] + utu/ -> /a:R + i + 11 + udui 
[a :R1:I$mdw] 'it has cooled down' 
/var + aa + inam + oo + eNlu/ 
/var + a: + yinam + o: + ran/ 
[vara : yinam : rc]m ] "won't they come 
+rFlat -y [ -ret ] / 
et 
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i.e. nonlateral retroflex consonant ( /R /) is changed: 
to a nonretroflex one when it is preceded by a 
nonlateral nonretroflex consonant. 
e.g. /ceer + iR + an/ /se:r + R + an/ 
1 
- [se:rran] 
/ayar + iR + an/ 
[ ayarran ] 
/puur + iR + an/ 
[pu:rran] 
/vasar + iR + an/ 
[ v1,larran ] 
/tosar + iR + an/ 
[ t.9g,arran ] 
'I am reaching' 
/ayar + R + an/ 
'I am sleeping' 
- /pu: r + R + an/ 
'I am entering' 
- /vAlar + R + an/ 
'I am growing' 
} /t:ar + R + an/ 
'I am following' 
P 6: 




i.e. a retroflex obstruent is changed to a nonobstruent, 
nonnasal, nonlateral, retroflex consonant when it 
is preceded by a nonconsonant and followed by a 
nonobstruent, nonnasal, nonlateral, retroflex 
consonant 
1. See, Chapter 6, p. 391 for a phonetic description 
of [rr]. 
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e. g. /tot + iR + an/ -+ /tvg, + R + an/ 
2 
[tpRan] 'I am touching' 
/vil + iR + an/ -.0 /v4,1 + R + an/ 
[vRRan] n'I am leaving' 
/paat + iR + an/ --0. /pA : cj + R + an/ -0 
[pn:RRan] 'I am singing' 
/teet + iR + an/ - /te:LI + R + an/ -0 
[t3:RRan] 'I am searching' 
/nat + iR + an/ - /nnA + R + an/ -} 
[naRRan] 'I am planting' 
P 7: 





i.e. a front, nonmedial, nonlow, nonlong nonconsonant 
is changed to a long one when it is preceded by 
a morpheme boundary and followed by a morpheme 
boundary and a sequence of two obstruents 
e.g. /oat + i + it + [+obs] + aan/ 
/n:q, + it+ tta:n/ - [.11:q.1:tta:n] 
'he has danced' 
2. See, Chapter 6, p. 393 for a phonetic description 
of [RR]. 
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/kuul + i + it + [+obs] + utu/ 
/ku : q + i + l tuiduz/ - [ kt : ÿ.l : Ittuduz ] 
'it has increased' 
/paal + i + il. + [+obs] + aal/ - 
/pA:q + i + lll':ti/ i [pll:At:ttn:1] 
'she has sung' 
/oot + i + it + [+obs] + aan/ - 
/+°:c], + i + lla:n/ - [:ÿ.t:tta:n] 
'he has run off' 
/moot + i + it + [+obs] + can/ 
/mo:d + i + tla:n/ i [mo:dl:I$a :n] 
'he has collided' 
/eeR + i + it + [+obs] + aan/ -i 
/1R + i + ila:n/ -> [3:R0:tta:n] 
'he has climbed up' 
/kaalt + i + it + [+obs] + an/ 
+ i + ltan/ -' [kn:llt:ttan] 







SD: +fnt +ret +ret 
-med -fnt -fnt 
-low +med +med 
+lng -bck -bck 
2°' 
3 -4 -" 5- 
SC: 4 [ -ret] 
5 -> [ -ret] 
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i.e. a sequence of two retroflex obstruents is changed -Ï-o 
a sequence of two nonfront, medial, nonback and 
nonretroflex obstruents (i.e. [EE]), when it is 
preceded by a morpheme boundary, a long nonconso. 
nant is and a morpheme boundary. 
e. g. /tee-[ + i + it + [+obs] + aan/ 
/t3:q + i: + ];j a:n/ 
-+ 
i [t3:q1:tta:n] 
'he has searched' 
/muul. + i + it + [+obs] + aan/ 
/mu:q + i: + tZa:n/ 
-÷ 
[mit:d,t:tta:n] 
'he has closed' 
/maaR + i + it + [ +obs] + aan / - 
/mA:R + i: + l.ta:n/ - [mn :Rt:tta:n] 
'he has changed' 
/tal + i + it + [ +obs] + aan / - 
/tAl + i: + l.ta:n/ -+ [tAllt :tta :n] 
'he has pushed' 
/mayaNk + i + it + [ +obs] + aan/ 
/maya.rjg + i: + lta:n/ -+ [mmyaiigt:tta:n] 
'he has fainted' 
/tuukk + i + it + [ +obs] + aan/ 
/tu:kk + i: + tta :n/ -} [tu:kkt:tta :n] 







/ + +cns 
+app 
+ Eons E ] 
+med -low -fnt 
+low -ing 
+ing 
i.e. nonfront, medial, low, long nonconsonant is chänged 
to a front, nonmedial, nonlow and nonlong one when 
it is preceded by a morphemem boundary and followed 
by a nonfront approximant consonant which is 
followed by a morpheme boundary and a long noncon- 
sonant. 
e.g. /kat i + iR + aay + ee/ -} [kn tlRiye: ] 
'are you binding' 
/tay + kkiR + aay + ee/ --0. [taykkRiye :] 
'are you knitting?' 
/nati + pp + aay + ee/ [nAc[ippiye: ] 
'will you act ?' 
/vaahk + iR + aay + ee/ -> [va:1JgRiye: ] 
'are you buying'? 
/kink + in + aay + ee/ - [k }rL iniye: ] 












i.e. a nonlong nonconsonant is changed to a long one 
when it is preceded by a word initial consonant 
and followed by a retroflex obstruent, a mprpheme 
boundary and verbal noun suffix which is a nonfront, 
nonmedial, nonlow nonconsonant. 
e.g. /cul + u/ -} [ su:qui ] 'shot' 















i.e. a word final sequence of a nonfront, medial, low, 
nonlong nonconsonant and a palatal, nonfront, 
approximant consonant, contracts into a front, 
nonmedial, low, nonlong, palatal. nonconsonant. 
e.g. /uto.y/ -, [ude ] 'kick' 
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/aray/ - . [ are ] 'grind' 
/ut ay/ -> 
[ acte] 'break' 
/vatay/ -> [vnle ] 'bend' 
/kuRay/ -- [ktRe ] 'shorten' 
/kalay/ - 
[ kale ] 'chase' 
/pinay/ -0. [piny ] 'mash' 
/nanay/ [nanc ] 'get wet' 
A surface phonetic vowel [e] is encountered in the final 
position of the dissyllabic imperative finite verbal forms 
ending in the underlying sequence /ay /. The realization of 
the phonetic vowel [e] from a sequence of -/ay /, that is, a 
nonconsonant plus an approximant consonant, resembles the 
well known rule in Sanskrit, namely, gunasandhi. Allen 
(1962: 31 -2) has shown that the Sanskrit /e/ and /o/ must 
have descended from earlier diphthongal values (i.e. ai and 
au ). But the diphthongal values seemed to have survived 
in the later periods too. In order to distinguish the 
monophthongal values from the diphthongal values, the phone- 
ticians have used various symbols. Allen says that there 
is a grammatical advantage in analysing the diphthongs, the 
predecessors of Sanskrit /e/ and /o /, as a sequence of short 
/a/ and semi -vowel ( /y/ and /v/ respectively). A further 
advantage of this analysis, according to him, is that it 
renders transparent the internal sandhi alternation of /e/ 
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and /o/ before a consonant with /ay/ and /av/ before a 
vowel. It has then only to be stated that in the later 
language /ay/ and /av/ are monophthongized before a conso- 
nant and preserved before a vowel. A similar view has been 
taken in the present description regarding the treatment of 
alternation taking place between the sequence /ay/ and the 
phonetic vowel [E]. 
The diphthong of classical Tamil and the modern literary 
dialect, which is written as , (ai) has been rendered as 
a sequence of a short vowel /a/ and a consonant /y/ in the 
underlying level of the present description. This sequence 
alternates with [E] when it is word final, but is preserved 
otherwise: 
e.g. udayRan ( /ay/ preserved before a 
vowel) 
kliRaykk }Ran ( /ay/ preserved before a 
consonant) 
udE ++ ( /ay/ becomes [E] in word 
final position) 
The analysis of Tamil diphthong as a sequence of /ay/ has 
been initiated by the earliest Tamil grammarian, Tolkáppiyar 
himself. One of his rules specifies that the diphthong /ai/ 
3 
is a combination of the vowels /a/ and /i /. But in another 
4 
rule, he specifies that the diphthong /ai/ can appear as 
3. Tolkappiyam, Eluttatikaram, sutra 54. 
4. Ibid., sutra 56. 
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a sequence of the vowel /a/ and a consonant /y /. The 
diphthongal value of /ay/ was changing to /a/ or /e/ in 
the eleventh and twelfth century literary usage. This 
change was noted by Caldwell (1856) whose following 
observation is worthy of notice: "The primitive Dravidian 
a changes into e, and this again to ei. Thus, the head is 
tala in Telugu and Malayalam ,'tale in Canarese, and talei 
in Tamil ". The word -final diphthong /ay/ changing to Le] 
is a significant phonological change in the Ceylon spoken 
Tamil. But this [e] is not very much fronted or lowered. 
It can be assigned to a nonfront central -mid position 
(symbolized [s]). This can be considered as a monophthongal 
value of the diphthong /ay /. 
The format of the rule P -11 needs an explanation here. 
The sequence /ay/ changes into a new segment which shares 
some features of the nonconsonant and the palatal feature 
of the consonant. This sort of change cannot be expressed 
by the existing rule formats in generative phonology. 
Therefore, we have adopted a new form of rule to express 
this change. 
P 12: 
-cns -; [-lng] / +cns -cns 





i.e. front, nonmedial, nonlow, long nonconsonant is 
changed to a nonlong one when it is follàwed by 
a sequence of nonfront approximant consonant and 
a long nonconsonant. 
e.g. /pa4 i + kkiR + nii + ee/ 
[pAclikk }Raniye:] 'do you study ' 
/tooy + kkiR + nii + ee/ - /to:ykkRani:ye:/ 
[to:ykk .iRaniye:] 'do you wash ' 
/vaaNk + in + nii + ee/ - /va:iiginani:ye:/ -> 
[va:rjginaniye:] 'did you buy ' 
/poo + iR + nii + ee/ 
[4:Raniye:] 
- /4:Rani:ye:/ 
'do you go' 
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CHAPTER SIX 
6. PHONETIC REALIZATIONS 
6.1 Preliminary Remarks 
In this chapter, the output of the phonological 
component which is the output of the redundancy rules, is 
informally related to articulatory terms of traditional 
phonetic description. 
While discussing the phonetic quality of each phonetic 
segment, reference will be made to palatographic and kymogra- 
phic evidence. The tracings of the palatograms are presented 
in pp. 395 -401 and that of the kymograms in pp. 402- 14. 
Note that these tracings are of reduced size. Diagram 6.1 
which is presented on the next page (365), is traced from 
a representative palatogram and zoned as in Firth (1948). 
Reference is made to the wipe -off in the numbered zones. 
Table 6.1 which is also presented on the next page (365), 
relates the horizontal lines drawn in Diagram 6.1 to their 
respective zones. The first column in Table 6.1 refers to 
the lines, the second provides the zones and the final 
column gives the grouped zones: 
4th Molar Line _ _ .. 




2nd Molar Line __ _ _ _ _ 
1st Molar bine_ - - - - meor a ®r 
1:1114r 
Canine Line_ _ _ _ _ _ 
Lateral Incisor Line- 
Incisor Line - - 
__2nd Molar 
_._lst Molar 
._2nd Pre -Molar 
__1st Pre -Molar 
- @anine 
---lateral Incisor 
- - -- Frontal Incisor 
Diagram 6.1. Zoning of the Palate 
The horizontal lines The zones The grouped zone 
1. Incisor line Dental 
Dental 
2. Lateral Incisor line Denti- alveolar 
3. Canine line Alveolar 
4. First molar line Post -alveolar } 
Alveolar 
5. Second molar line Pre -palatal 
6. Third molar line Mid -palatal Palatal 
7. Fourth molar line Post -palatal 
Table 6.1 
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The method used to obtain all the palatograms presented in 
this thesis, was direct palatography (For details regarding 
the use of direct palatography, see, Abercrombie,(1957); 
Antony (1954); Ladefoged (1957)). The apparatus used was 
devised by Mr. J.Antony, Lecturer in Linguistics, University 
of Edinburgh. The roof of the mouth is coated evenly and 
uniformly with a marking medium (finely powdered charcoal 
and chocolate mixture). The word that consists of the sound 
which is to be examined, is uttered thrice, so that the 
marking medium is wiped -off in the area of contact. Then, 
the mouth is carefully opened on /áo mirror and the reflection 
on the mirror is photographed. 
The instrument used in making all kymograms is the 
Electro- Aerometer, type AY.508/4 made by messrs B. Frokjaer - 
-Jensen, Denmark, which registers the inspiratory and expira- 
tory airflow through the nose and the mouth. The Aerometer 
is connected to a Mingograph which writes on a roll of paper, 
a larynx microphone connected through the amplifier records 
the vibrations of the vocal cords. ..hen the vocal cords do 
not vibrate, the Mingograph registers this by drawing a 
straight line on the roll of paper. The vibration of the 
a 
vocal cords is registered by wavy /line. 
In the kymograms reproduced in this thesis, there are 
four lines. The top two lines are a record of the expiratory 
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airflow through the nose and the mouth respectively. The 
third line shows the vibration of the vocal cords or an 
absence of such vibration. The fourth line indicates the 
time, recorded in 50 cycles per second. A kymographic tracir 
obtained when the valves were at rest is reproduced below 
and the four lines are explained: 
\ 
U U V 1l v' V V w v U V V V V V v v . 
xym. I Valves at rent. 
N - Nasal air - expiratory flow., 
M - Mouth " - 
L - Larynx. 
T - Time (50 opn) 
11 
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The primary features of consonants and nonconsonants 
are described in terms of traditional phonetic description 
in 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. Subsequently, each phonetic 
segment with its bundle of features (both primary and redun- 
dant) will be described individually in its respective section 
That is, consonantal segments will be described in 6.2 and 
the nonconsonantal segments in 6.3. Most of the descriptions 
are based on Abercrombie's chapter on "segments" in his 
Elements of General Phoneties (1967) 
6.2 Consonants 
The members of the set of consonants are characterised 
by the following features. Note that among the following 
primary features, some of them are introduced by the 
redundancy rules (for example, continuant and voice): 
[1-approximant] 
[-approximant] 
: very little contact between the 
active and passive articulators; 
even if there is contact, the oral 
flow of air is unimpeded and no 
possibility of friction. 
: there is more contact between the 
active and passive articulators; 
the oral flow of air is either 
partially obstructed or completely 
blocked; and either there is a 
[ +nasal ] 
[-nasal] 





passibility of friction or no 
passibility of friction 
: the air -stream prevented from 
passing through the mouth by a 
stricture of complete closure, is 
entirely diverted through the nose; 
no velic closure; there is resona- 
nce in the nasal cavities. 
: there is no resonance in the nasal 
cavities. 
: a stricture of complete closure in 
the centre of the vocal tract, so 
that there is lateral passage of 
the air -stream, round the sides 
of the obstruction. 
: there is no lateral passage of the 
air -stream. 
: the active articulator is the tongue 
and the passive articulator is the 
hard palate; the tongue is curled 
back and raised towards the hard 
palate. 
: the tongue is not curled back. 
[ +front] : the contact between the active 
[-front] 








: articulator, the lower lip, with 
the passive articulators, upper 
lip and upper teeth; the contact 
between the active articulator, 
tongue, and the passive articulator, 
upper teeth. 
: do not have such contacts as for 
the [ +fnt] segments. 
: the contact between the active arti- 
culator, tongue, and the passive 
articulators, upper- teeth, teeth- 
-ridge, and hard palate. 
: no such contacts as described for 
[ +med] segments. 
: contact between the back of the 
tongue and the velum or the soft 
palate. 
: no such contact as described for 
[ +bck] segments. 
: the vocal cords vibrate, producing 
voice. 
: the vocal cords are apart, not in 
vibration. 
: the oral flow of air is partially 
obstructed by a stricture, 
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: in the oral cavity, there is 
possibility of friction. 




complete closure in the mouth. 
: the oral flow of air is relatively 
unimpeded, no possibility of 
friction. 
: the oral flow of air is partially 
bstruent 
impeded, strong friction, possibi- 
lity of briefly held stop followed 
by affricated release. 
6.2.1 The Problem of Double Consonants 
Before we present the descriptions of the phonetic quali- 
ties of each consonantal segment, the problem regarding the 
double consonants in Tamil has to be taken up again (see, 
1.12.2 where this subject has already been discussed). In 
this section, an attempt is made with kymographic evidence 
to prove that the Tamil double consonants are really double. 
That is, the duration of a double consonant is as twice as 
that of a single consonant. A long consonant need not always 
have this much of duration. It can be either as twice as 
that of a single consonant; or slightly longer than that of 
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a single consonant. The following double consonants occur 
in the speech of the present writer: 





Among these, we do not have contrastive pairs to compare 
a single palato-alveolar ([c]) or retroflex ([t]) voiceless 
obstruent with the double voiceless obstruents. But the 
evidence presented below by analysing the other single and 
double obstruants suggest that the obstruent segments in 
[uccw] and [klittm] are doubled. The following pairs are 
taken up for examination: 
1 
[p] and [pp] 
[t] and [tt] 
[k] and [kk] 
1. The kymographic tracing of the word [uposari] 'enter- 
tain' (see, gym. 2) shows a single bilabial voiceless 
obstruent. This is the only example found among the 
verbal forms studied, which has a single voiceless 
noncontinuant obstruent in a verbal stem. The kymogra- 
phic tracing of this word is compared with that of 
(continued) 
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As we noted in the beginning of this chapter (see, Kym. 1), 
the third line in each kymographic tracing shows the presence 
or absence of voicing. That is, during the articulation of 
a particular segment, whether there is vibration of the 
vocal cords or not. The presence of voicing is indicated 
by a spiky line; whereas the absence of it is registered by 
a straight line. This straight line approximately indicates 
the duration of the occlusion. Thus, by comparing the 
straight line of a single voiceless obstruent with that of 
double voiceless obstruents, we _ré e able to calculate 
the duration of the occlusion for the former and the latter. 
The calculation of the duration is made according to the 
number of cycles that are found in the fourth line of each 
kymographic tracing. One such cycle is equal to 1 /50th of 
a second, which is equal to 20 milliseconds (henceforth, 
MScs) . 
Kym.4 and Kym.5 are tracings of the phrases [ se: ndui p14i ] 
'get together and study' and [vonda: ppa :r] 'see if comes' 
respectively. The former illustrates the single voiceless 
2 
bilabial plosive whereas the latter consists of double 
[toppcu] 'escape' (see, Kym. 3). The duration of the 
occlusion for the former is approximately 40 t iScs.; 
whereas for the latter is approximately 140 MScs.. 
2. There is a free variation between [p] and 0]. But 
the former seems to be the frequent variant. 
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bilabial plosives. The durations of the closure and the 
occlusion for the former and the latter are approximately 
40 iiScs and 110 MScs respectively. Kym. 6 and Kym. 7 are 
tracings of the phrases [vnndm tin] 'come and eat' and 
[kl4i ttm ttin] 'give and eat' respectively. The former has 
a single voiceless dental plosive; while the latter has 
double voiceless dental plosives. The durations of the 
mouth closure and the occlusion for the former and the latter 
are approximately 40 lriScs and 80 MScs respectively. Kym. 8 
and Kym. 9 are tracings of the phrases Lirundm kuAi ] 'sit 
down and drink' and [3lu:ttm kkuAm] 'take and give' respect - 
ively. The former has a single voiceless velar plosive; 
4 
while the latter has double velar plosives. The durations 
for the mouth closure and the occlusion are approximately 
40 MScs and 80 MScs respectively. 
The evidence presented above suggests that the time taken 
to utter any one of the following: [pp], [tt], lick], is as 
much twice as that for any one of the following: ip], Lt], 
lk]. Thus, having in mind hamasubramaniyan's statement 
(see, pp. 98 -9) that geminate consonants are produced by 
3. There is a free variation between Et] and Eh]. But 
the former seems to be the most frequent variant. 
4. There is also a free variation between [k] and [x]. 
But the former seems to be the most frequent variant. 
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two articulations at the same point of articulation without 
notio .ble break in Tamil, we can safely assume that [pp 
[tt] and [kk] are phonetically double consonants. 
The duration of the double nonobstruent consonants 
(i.e. [mm], [nn], L1L.:L;, L11 J, L Ì Ì. ], lrr], [kit], [vv], LYY] ) 
is also as twice as that of the single nonobstruent consonants 
(i.e. Lm], [n], [a], [1], LT], Cr], Ch], LvJ, LyJ ). l:n 
examination of Kym. 2.8, Kym. 29, Kym. 30, Kym. 31, Kym. 32, 
Kym. 33, Kym. 38, and '_ym. 39 reveals this fact. 















The lower lip forms a stricture of complete 
closure with the upper lip. The release is 
vigorous when it occurs sentence initially 
(see, Kym. 10 where the plosion is indicated 
by a vertical line); but it is not so 
vigorous when it occurs word initially but 
not sentence initially (cf. Kym. 4) . The Yeiease 
is mostly accompanied by a slight aspiration. 
The vocal cords are apart and there is 
velic closure. This bilabial plosive occurs 
sentence initially and intervocalically in 
certain environments (see, R 22). In other 
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intervocalic positions, it is geminated 
(see, R 13). Kym. 10 is a tracing of 
of the word [pi] 'study ' . This is 
an imperative and it can be regarded as 
a sentence. The bilabial plosive in this 
item can be regarded as occurring in sent- 
ence initial position. The voicelessness, 
plosion, and slight aspiration are clearly 
seen in this kymographic tracing. For 
the occurrence of a single bilabial voice- 
less plosive and double bilabial voiceless 
plosives in intervocalic position, see, 
Kym. 4 and Kym. 5 respectively. 
+cns Except for the vibration of the vocal 
-app cords and the absence of ggpiiration, the 
-nas 
-lat description is similar to that of Lp]. 
-ret 
+fnt This bilabial voiced plosive occurs only 
-med 
-bck after its homorganic nasal. Kym. 11 is 
-low 
- rnd a tracing of the word [ alambcu ] 'wash'. 
-cnt 
+vce The phonetic qualities, voicing and plosion 
-asp 
are clearly seen in it. 
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[] +cns The lower lip forms a stricture of close 
-app 
+obs approximation with the upper lip. There 
-nas 
-lat is velic closure. The flow of the air is 
-ret 
+fnt forced through the partially obstructed 
-med 
-bck vocal tract producing audible friction. 
-low 
- rnd yin examination of Kym. 12 which is a tracing 
+cnt 
+vce of the phrase Lvenda 034iyan] 'the boy who 
-asp 
came', will reveal the absence of plosion 
and the presence of voicing and the flow 
of the air through the mouth. There is a 
free variation between the voiced [ß] and 
voiceless J] (see, Kym. 13 for the latter) . 
:But the former is chosen for the descrip- 
tion in this work, since(. it appears to 
be the most frequent variant. 
Et] +cns The lips are slightly parted. The tip and 
-app 
+obs the blade of the tongue lie in the regions 
-nas 
-lat of the upper- teeth, teeth -ridge and front 
-ret 
+fnt part of the hard palate. This fact can be 
+med 
-bck verified with Pym. 1 where there is a 
-low 
-rnd 'wipe -off' in zones 1, 2, and 3. The 
-cnt 
-vice vocal cords are apart and there is velic 
+asp 
closure. The release is vigorous and accomp- 
anied by slight aspiration. This denti- 
-alveolar voiceless plosive occurs 















sentence initially and intervocalically 
in certain environments (see, R 22). In 
other environments, it is geminated (see, 
R 13). Kym. 14 is a tracing of the word 
[ tires -G ] 'to squeeze'. The plosion and 
the slight aspiration of this segment are 
clearly seen in it. For the intervocalic 
single and double voiceless denti- alveolar 
plosives, see, Kym. 6 and Kym. 7 respect- 
ively (compare Pgm. 2 where the double 
denti- alveolar plosives were taken up for 
examination. This palatogram represents 
the word [ettm] 'lift' where the double 
denti- alveolar plosives occur. The'wipe -off' 
is in zones 1, 2 and 3). 
The tip of the tongue and the upper -teeth 
form a stricture of intermittent closure. 
The closure is so brief in comparison with 
that of the voiceless [t], it can sometimes 
be described as a flap. An examination 
of ?gym. 15 will reveal this fact. Though 
the closure is brief, the release is 
considerably vigorous. The vertical line 
in the kymographic tracing of the word 
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udapjuz] 'having kicked' (Kym. 15) shows 
the quality of plosion. There is vibra- 
tion of the vocal cords and there is no 
aspiration. While the voiceless [t] is 
produced by a complete closure formed with 
the tip and blade of the tongue and the 
dental and alveolar regions, the voiced 
[d] is produced by an intermittant closure 
with the tip of the tongue and the dental 
region. Thus the former is described as 
denti- alveolar, whereas the latter can be 
described as a voiced dental plosive. An 
examination of Pgm. 3 confirms this fact. 
Since the contact between the tip of the 
tongue and the upper -teeth is so brief, 
the 'wipe -off' of the zones 1 and 2 is 
not so clear as in Pgm. 1. In Pgm. 1 and 
Pgm. 2 the 'wipe -off' is in zones 1, 2 
and 3. But in Pgm. 3, the 'wipe -off' is 
only in zones 1 and 2. 
The voiced dental plosive occurs 
intervocalically as a single segment. 
When it occurs after its homorganic nasal, 
the contact is not only made between the 
tip of the tongue and the dental region 
(i.e. zones 1 and 2) but also between 
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the blade of the tongue and the alveolar 
region (i.e. zone 3). Pgm. 4 represents 
the word [e:ndm], The 'wipe -off' is in 
zones 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, the sequence 
of nasal and plosive can be described as 
a sequence of denti- alveolar nasal plus 
voiced denti- alveolar plosive (cf. Kym. 
16 which is a tracing of the word [vanda] 
'that which came'). There is a free 
variation between the voiced dental plosive 
Ed] and the voiced dental fricative ES]. 
But the former is chosen for the present 
description, since it appears to be the 
most frequent vvgcriant. 
[tj +cns The tip of the tongue is curled back and 
-app 
+obs forms a stricture of complete closure 
-nos 
-lat with the hard palate (i.e. pre -palatal 
+ret 
- fnt and mid -palatal regions; see Pgm. 5 where 
+med 
-bck there is 'wipe -off' in zones 5 and 6). 
-low 
-rnd The vocal cords are apart; the release is 
-cnt 
-vice vigorous and there is no aspiration. The 
- asp 
voiceless retroflex plosive does not occur 
sentence initially, or intervocalially as 















geminated form in intervocalic position. 
Kym. 17 is a tracing of the word Lkli.illmj 
'cuff on head' and it shows the mouth 
closure, the long occlusion, the absence 
of voicing, the plosion and the absence 
of aspiration. 
The tip of the tongue is curled back and 
forms a stricture of complete but a brief 
closure with the hard palate. This can 
be described as a retroflex flap. Pgm. 6 
shows 'wipe -off' in zones 4 and 5. The 
flap is produced by the 'ballistic' move- 
ment of tongue (see, Abercrombie, 1967: 49). 
The tongue when passing strikes the roof 
of the mouth and falls on to the floor of 
the mouth. A comparison of Pgm. 5 and 
Pgm. 6 shows that the 'wipe -off' in the 
former is clear and indicates the complete 
closure; whereas in the latter, the 'wipe - 
-off' is not clear and it indicates the 
brief contact between the tongue and the 
hard palate. Further, Kym. 18 which is 
a tracing of the word LpA ,i] 'study' shows 
a brief mouth closure, voicing, absence of 
[t J 
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aspiration and a very short plosion for 
the segment [,A,]. It occurs intervocali- 
cally as a single segment and after its 
homorganic nasal (see, Kym. 19 for the 
sequence of retroflex nasal and plosive). 
When it occurs after its homorganic nasal, 
the release seems to be vigorous. 
+cns The tip of the tongue forms a stricture of 
-app 
+obs complete closure with the alveolar region 
- nas 
-lat of the hard palate. The vocal cords are 
-ret 
- fnt apart, the release is vigorous and accomp- 
+med 
-bck anied by a slight aspiration. There is 
-low 
-rnd velic closure. This nonretroflex alveolar 
- cnt 
-vice voiceless plosive occurs intervocalically 
+asp 
only in its geminated form. Kym. 20 is a 
tracing of the word [:RL:ttm] 'it has 
soaked' and it shows the complete mouth 
closure, the long occlusion, a slight aspi- 


















The 'front' of the tongue forms a stri- 
rcnt tctsei C CC: 
cture of complete closure with he.hard 
valck bvtk Yt et }j,e ¡Akre-;/00C 
palateA There is velic closure. The 
release for other voiceless plosives is 
so vigorous that the noise which is 
associated with it (i.e. the release) 
results entirely from the burst of the 
escaping compressed air. But in the 
case of [c] ([1]), at the releasing 
point, the air passes through the stri- 
cture of close approximation resulting 
in an audible friction. This is said to 
be affricated release (see, hbercrombie, 
1967: 147). The vocal cords are apart 
during the stricture of complete closure 
and during the affricated release. Pgm. 7 
shows 'wipe -off' in zones 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
This palato- alveolar affricate does not 
have its single voiceless counterpart 
in the dialect under investigation. It 
occurs only intervocalically as a sequ- 
ence of double alveolar voiceless plosives 
and a voiceless fricative which may be 
symbolized phonetically as [ttS]. But 
[j] +cns 
- app 













in the prsent description we symbolize 
it as [cc]. Kym. 21 is a tracing of 
the word [uccm] 'dodge'. It illust- 
rates the complete mouth closure and 
long occlusion for the double alveolar 
plosives (compare the mouth closure and 
the long occlusion of the double alveo- 
lar plosives in Kym. 20), affrication, 
and voicelessness. 
Except for the vibration of the vocal 
cords, the description is similar to 
that of [cd. But in this case the alve- 
olar plosive has a very brief closure 
and the affricated release is not so 
noisy as that of [e]. This palato -alve- 
olar voiced affricate unlike its voice- 
less counterpart occurs only as a single 
segment after its homorganic nasal. 
Kym. 22 which is a tracing of the word 
[keyijm] 'plead' illustrates the brief 
closure for the alveolar plosive and 
the affricated release. This segment 
is a single unit which consists of a 

















a voiced fricative. Phonetically 
this unit should be transcribed as 
[d ]. But in this description, this 
segment is symbolized as [j]. In 
Pgm. 8, the'wipe -off' in zones 3, 4, 
5 and 6 confirms that this is a palato- 
-alveolar articulation. 
The shape of the active articulator, 
namely, the tongue, is made with a 
groove, from front to back. The air 
that is compressed dye p¡be6 r4:; 
is forced through this groove resul- 
ting in audible friction. 
Due to 
the groove, the contact is made only 
.t, _J ,; . two sides of the hard palate. 
In Pgm. 9, the 'wipe -off' can be seen 
in both sides of the zones 3, 4 and 5. 
There is no 'wipe -off' in the middle 
part of these zones. The vocal cords 
are apart and there is no aspiration 
(cf. Kym. 23) . This segment can be 
described as an _<to_ alveolar voice- 
less continuant. It is not doubled 






























The 'back' of the tongue forms a strict- 
ure of complete closure with the velum 
or the soft palate. The vocal cords are 
apart. The release is vigorous and is 
accompanied by slight aspiration (cf. 
Kym. 24; Pgm. 10 and Pgm. 11). This 
velar voiceless plosive occurs sentence 
initially and intervocalically in certain 
environments (see, R 22). In intervocalic 
position, in other environments, it is 
geminated. For the single and double 
intervocalic voiceless velar plosives, 
see, Kym. 8 and Kym. 9 respectively. 
Except for the vibration of the vocal 
cords, most of the description is similar 
to that of [k]. But the release for this 
voiced velar plosive is not so vigorous 
as that of its voiceless counterpart. 
Further, it occurs only after its homor- 
ganic nasal (cf. Kyti, 25 and Pgm. 12). 
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[x] +cns The air is forced through between the 
+obs back of the tongue and the velum result - 
-nas 
-lat ing in audible friction. The vocal:. cords 
-ret 
-fnt are apart. There is a free variation 
+b 
+bck between the voiced [I.] (cf. Kym. 26) and 
-low the voiceless [x (cf. Kym. 27) in the 
- rnd 
+cnt writer's pronunciation; but we describe 
- asp only the latter, sine it appears to be the 
most frequent variant. There is no aspi- 
ration. The voiceless velar fricative 
does not occur sentence initially. It 
occurs as a single segment intervocalically. 
Pgm. 13 shows 'wipe -off' in the region 
of soft palate or velum. 




ete closure with the upper -lip. There is 
-lat no velic closure. The air prevented from 
-ret 
+fnt passing through the mouth is diverted 
-med 
-bck through the nose. There is vibration -low 
- rnd of the vocal cords. Single bilabial nasal 
- cnt 
+vice occurs sentence initially, intervocalically, 
- asp 
before its homorganic obstruent and 
sentence finally. Double bilabial nasals 
occur only intervocalically (cf. Kym. 28 











































Except for the absence of velic closure 
and the presence of resonance in the nasal 
cavities, the description is similar to 
that of [d]. This segment occurs only 
before its homorganic voiced plosive (cf. 
Pgm. 4 and Kym. 16). 
Stricture of closure is formed like that 
of [ct]. Otherwise the description is 
similar to that of other nasals. This 
segment occurs intervocalically (cf. Pgm. 
14 and Kym. 30) and before its homorganic 
voiced obstruent (cf. Kym. 19). Double 
retroflex nasals occur only intervocali- 
cally (cf. Pgm. 15 and Kym. 31). 
The tip of the tongue forms a stricture 
of complete closure with the alveolar 
region of the hard palate. Otherwise the 
description is similar to that of other 
nasals. The alveolar nasal segment (cf. 
Pgm. 16 where there is 'wipe -off' in zone 3) 
occurs sentence initially, intervocalically 































double alveolar nasals occur only 
intervocalically (cf. Pgm. 17 and Kym. 
33). 
Stricture of closure is formed like that 
for [c]. But there is no velic closure; 
there is resonance in the nasal cavities 
and there is vibration of the vocal cords. 
This nasal segment occurs only before its 
homorganic voiced affricate (cf. Pgm. 8 
and Kym. 22) . 
Stricture of closure is formed like that 
of [k]. Otherwise the description is 
similar to that of the other nasals. 
This nasal segment occurs only before its 
homorganic voiced plosive (cf. Pgm. 12 





























The tip and blade of the tongue form a 
stricture of complete closure with the 
alveolar region of the hard palate, so 
that there is lateral passage of air -stream 
round the sides of the obstruction. There 
is velic closure and the vibration of the 
vocal cords. This lateral segment occurs 
only intervocalically (cf. Pgm. 18 and 
Kym. 34). The double nonretroflex laterals 
also occur only intervocalically (cf. 
Pgm. 19 and Kym. 35) . 
The tip of the tongue is curled back to 
form a stricture of complete closure with 
the post -alveolar, pre -palatal and mid- 
-palatal regions of the hard palate (cf. 
Pgm. 20 and Pgm. 21). Otherwise the 
description is similar to that of [1]. 
Single and double retroflex laterals occur 

















The point of the tongue rises and strikes 
the alveolar region (see, Pgm. 22 and 
Pgm. 23 where there is'wipe -off' in zone 
3). While hitting the passive articula- 
tor (i.e. alveolar region), the active 
articulator (i.e. the tip of the tongue) 
produces only one single tap. According 
to Abercrombie (1967: 49) tap is the 
appropriate name for this type of conso- 
nant segment. This segment occurs only 
intervocalically. When a single [r] occurs 
a short single tap is produced. Kym. 38 
which is a tracing of the word [ varan] 
'I will not come', shows a brief mouth closure 
for this segment. But when double [r] 
occurs, the result is not two taps; instead, 
the duration is lengthened (cf. Kym. 39) 
and there is some friction - apical post- 
-alveolar - followed by an alveolar tap. 
A narrow phonetic transcription for this 
will be: [fit]; but we are employing the 
following transcription to show that the 
single [r] is doubled: [rr]. This trans- 
cription does not mean a trill (see, [IL] 















plus tap ". This can be referred to as 
a "voiced affricated tap" too, where the 
friction follows the tap. This can be 
transcribed as [11]. Thus, we can say 
that there is a free variation between 
"pre -affricated tap" [ii] and the "post- 
-affricated tap" [11]. Since we are not 
employing Leither of these transcriptins, 
this difference may not become obvious 
to the reader. 
The point of the tongue is curled upwards 
and slightly back and produces a short 
post -alveolar trill (cf. Pgm. 24 and 
Pgm. 25). Kym. 40 which is a tracing of 
the word [ERi] 'know' shows four taps. 
This quick succession of taps is called 
a trill. There is velic closure and vibr- 
ation of the vocal cords. The double 
consonanant of [R] is symbolized La R] 
which is a longer trill articulated in 































The shape of the active articulator, 
namely, the tongue, is made with a 
groove, from front to back. The central 
passage of a.ir- stream is not impeded, 
so that no friction is produced. The 
passive articulator is the mid -palatal, 
post -palatal and soft-palate regions 
of the mouth (cf. Pgm. 26 where the 
on 
'wipe -off' is /both sides of the zones 
6, 7, and 8 for single [y]; Pgm. 27 
where the 'wipe -off' is (in both sides 
of 6, 7, and 8 for [yy]). There is 
vibration in the vocal cords and there 
is velic closure. This palatal approx- 
imant consonant occurs in all three 
positions of a word. 
There is contact between the active 
articulator, namely the lower lip, 
and the passive articulator, namely 
the upper -teeth. But this stricture 
does not produce closure. The central 
passage of air -stream is not at all 
impeded by this stricture. Thus no 
friction is produced. There is velic 
closure and vibration of the vocal cords. 
This labio- dental approximant occurs 
sentence intially and intervocaliclly. 
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6.2.3 Consonants occurring before [ +round] nonconsonants 
The action of lip rounding for the production of [ +rnd ] 
nonconsonants is anticipated during the production of the 
consonants that precede them. All the consonant segments 
that are described in 6.2.2. have the feature [ -rnd] implying 
that the lips are spread during the production of these 
sounds. All these segments can also occur before [ +rnd] 
nonconsonants. Then, they will have the feature [ +rnd] 
implying rounding. Except for this, the descriptions are 
similar to those of 6.2.2. As an example, consider the 















The back of the tongue forms a stricture 
of complete closure with the velum or 
soft palate. The vocal cords are apart. 
The release is vigorous and accompanied 
by a slight aspiration. The lips are 


















'cause to dance' 




































[ nnnd ] 
'to dart' 
Pgm. 19 



















[ btaha ) 



















'join and study' 
Bym, 5 
vanda:PPa:r 
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I irIIndm ka4 i ] 
'eit and drink' 
Kym. 9 
(34mtti¢kkticm ] 























































[ pnvir ] 
'serve' 























( métlá 7 
'smell' 
u.4fr++7Oel 








































'I won't come' 
Kym. 39- 
[varran] 







The members of the set that we have described as non- 
consonants are characterised by the following features. 
Note that among the following primary features, the feature 
long is introduced by a positive condition ( see, PC 5) 
and the feature round is introduced by the operation of 
the redundancy rules R 35 and R 36: 
[ +front] 
[- front] 
[ +medial ] 
[- medial] 
[ +round] 
: articulated with the front of the 
tongue higher in the mouth than 
the back of the tongue. 
: front of the tongue not higher 
than the back of the tongue. 
: articulated with the front of the 
tongue which lies below the position 
where the hard palate ('front' 
position) and the soft palate 
('back' position) meet. 
: the tongue may lie either below 
the hard palate or below the soft 
palate. 
: articulated with the back of the 
tongue higher in the mouth than 






: back of the tongue is not higher 
than the front of the tongue. 
Lips are not rounded. 
: articulated with the highest posi- 
tion of the tongue lower in the 
mouth than for the [ -low] vowels. 
: articulated with the highest posi- 
tion of the tongue higher in the 
mouth than for the [ +low] vowels. 
: duration of the articulation is 
longer than for the [ -long] vowels. 
: duration of the articulation is 
shorter than for [ +long] vowels. 






of the redundancy rules R 1, R 28 and R 43. 
by the operation 
A value for the 
features nasal and retroflex is assigned by redundancy rules 
R 30 and R 32 respectively. 
6.3.1 The effect of the derived features nasal, retroflex, 
raised, advanced and retracted 
[ +nasal] : A vowel that follows a nasal segment acquires 
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the derived feature nasal. For the preced- 
ing nasal consonant the air -flow is through 
the nasal cavity, but for a vowel, normally, 
the air -flow is through the mouth cavity 
only. In this instance, the air -flow )through 
the nasal cavity cannot be stopped abruptly 
unless there is a segment which is produced 
by velic closure, following it; thus for the 
following vowel which has no velic closure, 
the air -flow is diverted through both the 
nasal and mouth cavities. Kym. 30 which is 
a tracing of the word [ mvxlo ] 'smell' show 
the nasalised vowels [ii] and [a] which follow 
the nasal consonants [m] and [AL] respectively. 
[ +retroflex]: A vowel that precedes a retroflex consonant 
acquires the derived feature retroflex. For 
the production of the preceding vowel, the 
tongue is slightly curled up and back towards 
the hard palate in anticipation of the 
following retroflex consonant. 
[ +raised] : Only [ +low] vowels acquire this feature. 
Both short and long +fnt vowels and ^-fnt 
+low -med 
+low 
vowels acquire this feature in any 
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: environment. But the -fnt short 
+med 
+low 
vowel acquires this feature in word 
final position only. Lower position of 
the tongue is raised to a position which 
is not higher than that of the [ -low] 
vowels. 
[ +advanced] : Only [ -fnt] and fnt vowels acquire 
[ +med 
this derived feature. In normal circum- 
stances, the tongue lies under the soft 
palate or under the position where the 
hard palate and soft palate meet, in 
order to produce the former and the latter 
respectively. In certain instances, this 
tongue position is slightly advanced. 
[ +retracted] : The front nonlow vowel (i.e. /i /) that 
occurs before alveolar voiceless plosives 
acquires the feature retracted. For the 
vowel that acquires the feature retrof- 
lex, the tongue is retracted and curled 
up and back towards the hard palate. 
But for the vowel that acquires the feat- 
ure retracted, the tongue is retracted 
but not curled up. 
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6.3.2 Feature bundles of the vowel segments 
Except for the nasalised vowel segments, other vowel 
segments are described individually below. Nasalised vowels 
are indicated by the diacritical mark ',..' . But for other 
derived features we use different symbols. An example given 
in 6.3.1. for nasalised vowel will suffice and it is not 
taken up for description here. Thus we omit the feature 
nasal in the following descriptions. lach of the following 
vowel segments except [d] has its corresponding long variety 
which is represented by the sign ':' and this can be added 
to each of them. 
i] -cns The position of the iront of the tongue 
+app 
-obs is higher than the back of the tongue and 
-lat 
-ret 
it lies below the hard palate. The lips 
-med are not rounded. Open approximation, 
-bck 
-low velic closure, absence of lateral passage 
- rnd 
-ing of air -stream, frictionless continuance, +cnt 
+vice 
vibration of the vocal cords and the absence -asp 
of aspiration are the same for all vowel 
segments. 
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[ ] -cns 
: The tongue which lies below the 
+app 
-obs hard palate is slightly curled up 
-lat 







































: The tongue which lies below the hard 
palate is retracted. The lips are 
not rounded. 
: Articulated with the front of the 
tongue. Its position in the vertical 
axis (see, Abercrombie, 1967: 56) is 
in the mid region. The lips are not 
rounded. 






























: The front part of the tongue is 
slightly curled up and. retracted. 
The lips are not rounded. 
: Articulated with the back part of 
the tongue. Its position in the 
vertical axis is in the high 
region. The lips are rounded. 
[4,1] -cns : Articulated with the back of the 
-oobt tongue. Its position in the 
-lat 
+ret vertical axis is in the high region. 
-fnt 
-med The lips are rounded. The tip of 
+bck 
-low the tongue is slightly curled up 
+rnd 


















































: Except for the absence of lip rounding, 
the description is similar to that of 
[u]. 
Except for the absence of lip rounding, 
the description is similar to that of 
[a]. 
: Articulated with the back of the tongue. 
Its position in the vertical axis is 
in the mid region. The lips are rounded. 












































: Articulated with the back of the 
tongue. Its position in the vertical 
axis is in the mid region. The lips 
are rounded. The tip of the tongue 
is slightly curled up towards the hard 
palate. 
: While articulating this vowel, the 
middle of the tongue lies in the 
central region where the hard and 
soft palates meet. Its position in 
the vertical axis is in the lower 
region. The lips are not rounded. 
: The tongue lies in the central region 































: The position of the tongue in the 
vertical axis is in the lower region 
as for [a]; but for this sound it is 
to the mid region and the tip of the 
tongue is curled up towards the hard 
palate. 
: The tongue which is in the lower 
region for [n] is raised to the mid 
region during the articulation of 
this vowel. 
IS 
[e] -cns : The tongue whichkin the lower region 
+app 
-0.17)s for [ a] is raised to the mid region 
=lat 
-ret during the articulation of this 
+fnt 
-med sound. This vowel sound is the result 
+low 
-rnd of a contraction of [o] and the palatal 
-ing 
+cnt consonant [y]. Thus, it shares the 
+vce 




The places of the fifteen vowel segments that are 







Diagram 6.1 Cardinal Vowel Figure 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
7. SUMMARY OF RULES AND PROCESS OF REALIZATION 
In this chapter, a summary of the rules of the phonology 
is provided in the first section and in the second section, 
a few examples are provided to show how the underlying 
phonological matrices of Tamil verbal forms emerge into 
their phonetic representations. 
7.1 Summary of Rules 
Assuming that the phonological matrix insertion rules 
(F IR) have inserted the underlying phonological matrices 
from lexicon 1 and lexicon 2 into the syntactic surface 
structures, the following rules can be thought of operating 
on these matrices to convert them into their systematic 
phonetic representations: 
I. Positive conditions 
PC 1: +(C)V( V)C R((C)V( V)C(C)V(V)C(V))n + 
PC 2: 
PC 3: 
+(C(V))V l(C(C)V(V)CVC) +/ +c+ 
1 i A 
++(c)V(7.7)c(c)(c)V ((j/)(TJ)c(c)V(V)c(c)V(V)(c) ++/ 
++ CV"V ++ 
PC 4: 
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If, V V Except V + V 
Then, ,fnt, gfnt 
pored @med 
flow flow 
PC 5: If, V V 
Then, V 
+ing 
Except V + V 
Add [ -ing] to any single V 
PC 6: If, ++ C 
Then, ([ +ob s } 
ll +nas j 
-ret 
PC 7: If, 
Then, 



















+ap I -fnp 
ret 
X either plus or 
minus, 
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U. Traffic rules 
T 1: If, [+cns ][+cns ][+cns ] Except 
Then, [+P-1 ][+P-1 ][+P-1 
T 2: If, 
Then, 
T 3: If, 




- cns (-cnsl -fnt - Tied 
-low 
Then, [+p-3]{+P-3] 













] +cns +cns +cns 





p b ck 
-med 

































Then, [ +PV9] 
T 8: If, 
Then, 



















++ [+ens ] cns +obs + 
_ing +re t _cns 
[ +P-10 ] [ +1'-10 1[4-10 ] [ +P 10 




Then, [+P-1l ] [ +P -11 ] [ +P -1l ] [ +P -11 
430 













T 11: If, [tla71 [+obs ] 
re 
V 
Then, [ +P -l] [ +P -l] 
T 12: If, 




Then, [+P-12] [+P-12] 
III. Readjustment rules 
RA 1: + null 
Except when it is referred to 
by a traffic rule. 
RA 2: ++ null / [ +G] 
RA 3: ++ } + / +G 
+P 
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1V. Redundancy rules 




R 2: If, 
`Then, 
R 3: If, 
" T'h e n , 
. 4: If , 
Then, 
R 5: If, 
en, 














- DO) ck 
<-bck>b 
cns 












-cns Except -fnt 
-med 
-low +cns [ --] +app 
-fnt 
;1 8: If, [+cns ] L ] [+nas] [ln L g 


































E± -] [-cns] 


















++ ( [+cns ] ) cns 
ing 
r 
R 13: If, [+obs ]L+obs 
Then 













































R 14: If, 
Then, 

















































R 18: If, 
Then, 
R 19: If, 
Then, 
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[ +lat][ +nas][ +obs] 
4, 
[ +ret][ +ret] 
+lat [+obs][+obs] 
c(,reJ 





R 21: If, 
Then, 











[+obs ] [+obs ] 
¡cnt, ¡-cnt 
L vice L viceJ 
R 22: If, 'L-'-n<-.s;L+obs] 
Then, 
+adv part 










R 23: If, 
R 24: 
Then, 



















































_v ^ -cOnt 
+vce 

































R 28: If, 
Then, 
R 29: If, 
Then, 















[ +nas ] [ -ens ] 
[+nas] 
R 31: If, ([ -nas ]} -cns ] [ +cns 
Then, [ -nas] 
R 32: If, [-cns ] ens] L+re t 
V 
Then, [+ret] 
R 33: If, ([+cns]) f.--ens] E-ret] 
[ -ret] Then, 
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R 34: If, -cns 
-fnt 
-med 
















R 37: If, [+cns 
L+rnd 
Then, [+rnd] 
R 38: If, [+cns.; cns [ rnd 
V 
Then, [-rnd] 




 4C: If, 
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-re t ? 
C ±ap fnt 
V L 1 





R 41: If, ++ ( C) V( V) C( C) -cns 
-fnt 
+rn e d 
+low 
-ing -- 





Lens [re t 
--, 
Except 














[ +ásp ] 
r 
+ cns ++ 
+app 
-fnt 












L - cns 
L . 
[-asp] 














Then, [ +retracted] 
V. Phonological rules 
P 1: [+cns] - null / [ +cns ][ +cns ] - 
P 2: +cns 
+app 















Xlow [ -cns] +obs + 
-ing +re tl 
P 5: -lat [ -ret] / 
+ret 
P 6: +obs [ -obs] / 
-nas -lat 
+re t 






















+ , + [+obs][+obs] 
+obs +obs 
+ret +ret -fnt -fnt 
+med +med 
-b ck -b ck 










+lng -- - 
P 10: -cns +ing] 
-ing 












/ + - +cns + cns 
+app ing 
- fnti 
/ + +[ +cns] - +obs + 
++ret 
++ 












7.2 Process of Realization 
The examples that are given from next page illustrate 
the process by which the underlying phonological matrices 
reach their phonetic realizations. Each example begins 
with a string that can be regarded as the output of the 
syntactic component. The phonological matrix insertion 
rules, the positive conditions, the traffic rules, the 
readjustment rules, the redundancy rules and the phonologi- 
cal rules operate on this string. The result of the 
application of each rule is given and the number of the 
rule concerned is provided immediately below the result. 
The following abbreviations: [ +rais], [ +adva], [ +retra], 
and [ +pal] are employed in these examples for [ +raised], 
[ +advanced], [ +retracted] and [ +palatal] respectively. 
(i) 
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++ nntn ++ +tns + +I ++ 
Vat II -pst -pl +prt 
kkiR nn 
Ph1IR 15 PR7IR 1 
++ n o t o ++ k k i R + n n ++ 
[+G] (+G] [+G] [+G] (+G] [+G] 
+cns -cns +cns -cns +cns +cns -cns +cns -cns +cns -app -fnt -app -fnt -app -app +fnt -app -fnt -app -obs +med +obs +med +obs tobe -med -obs +med -obs +nas +low +ret +low -ret -low -nas +low +nas 
-ret -fnt -lat -ret -fnt -med +ret -fnt 
+med +bck +med 
-bck -bck 
g -ln -ing , 
PC5 .PC5 PC5 PC5 
0 0 
RA2 RA1 
-lat +app -nas +app -nas -nas +app -fnt +app -lat 
R3 -obs -lat -obs -lat -lat -obs +med -obs R3 
-lat R2 -lat R2 R2 -lat -bck -lat 
R1 R1 R1 R4 R1 
-bck -fnt -bck -bck -bck 




+3ó n31 R1 R31 
+ret -ret +ret -ret R32 R33 R32 R33 
-rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd 
R38 R36 R38 R36 
-cnt +cnt -cnt +cnt 
+vce +vce +vce +vce 
R29 R28 R26 R28 
-esp -asp -asp -asp 
R43 R43 R43 R43 
+rais 
R41 
-rràd --rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd 






-cnt -cnt +cnt -cnt 
-vice -vice +vce +vce 
R21 R21 R28 R29 
-asp +asp -asp -asp 
R42 R42 R43 R43 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































qu ;- q.0 ;- 
su0- sua- 
[D+] [0+] 
u J + 







paxse a4, [u:u11:9. x] 
Td 
0 
£17H £1721 £1721 £17H 21721 
deux- dee- dse- des- dse+ 
6£H 
1221 I22í L32H 82H 2221 
aon- aoA- 90A+ aon+ aaA- 
Q.uo- q.ua- quo+ quo+ quo - 
8£H S£21 8£H 9£H 8£H 







Tud- Iu,p- 5H 
qas+ qas+ xoq_ 
1721 
TH 
ZH "LH Nog- VET- 2H 
paw+ ego- 





II II IZ 
I-d+ T-d+ I-d+ 
dde- dde- 
Sua+ SUO+ 






































oot + fadv part + +aep + +tns + +cond VatI -neg +comp +pst -neg 
i it [+obs] aal 
PMIR 8 PMIR 44 PMIR 17 PMIR 10 
++ o o t + i + i t + +obs + o a 1 [+G] [+G] [+G] [+G] [+G] [+G] [+G] - cns -cns +cns -cna -cna +cna +cns -cns -cns +cns -fnt -fnt -app +fnt +fnt -app -app -fnt -fnt -app -med -med +obs -med -med +obs +low +low -obs +low +low +ret -low -low +ret 
( I -nas 
+lat +lng -ing -ing +lig ret Pr5 PC5 PC5 PC5 -fnt 
+med + +P-4 + +P-4 +P-4 +P-4 -bck +P-7 +P-7 +P-7 +P-7 
+P-8 +P-8 +P-8 +P-8 
T6 T6 T6 T6 
0 0 
RA1 RA1 
+app -fnt +app +app -fnt +ret +app -obs +med -obs -obs +med -fnt -obe -lat -bck -lat -lat -bck +med -obs Rl R4 Rl Rl R4 -bck Rl 
R14 
+bck -bck -bck -bck R5 R5 R5 R5 
- nas -nas -nas -nas R31 R31 R31 R31 
+ret -ret +ret -ret R32 R33 R32 R33 
+rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd 
R36 R38 
R34 R38 R36 R36 R38 R3' 
+cnt -cnt +cnt +cnt -cnt -cnt +cnt +cnt +vice +vice +vice +vice -vice -vice +vice +vice R28 R26 R28 R28 R21 R21 R28 R28 
+rais 
+adva R39 









[v41:tta:1] 'if (subject) has run off' 
(5) 
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++ cut + +tns + +adj part +r 
+Vst I Tpst -neg 
+prt 
cui, + Vn 
+Vst 1 
iR a u 
PMIR 15 PMIR 9 PMIR 2 
++ c u t + 
(RG) + [+G] 
++ c u t + [+G] 
++ 
+cns -cns +cns -cns +cns -cns +cns -cns +cns -cns 
-app -fnt -app +fnt -app -fnt -app -fnt -app -fnt 
+obs -med +obs -med -obs +med +obs -med +obs -med 
-ret -low +ret -low -nas +low -ret -low +ret -low 
-fnt -lat -fnt 
+med +ret +med 
+bck +bck 
-ing -ing -ing -ing 
PC5 PC5 PC5 PC5 
+P-4 +P-4 + +P-4 +P-4 ++ +P-10 +P-10 +P-10 + +P-10 
+P-6 +P-6 +P-6 +P-6 TB T8 18 18 




-nas +app -nas +app +app -nas +app -nas -obs 
-lat -obs -lat -ohs -ohs -lat -obs -lat -lat 
R2 -lat R2 -lat -lat R2 -lat R2 Rl 
R1 R1 R1 R1 
-fnt -fnt -fnt 
+med +med +med 
-bck -hck -bck 
R4 R4 R4 
+bck 
+bck -bck -bck +bck R5 
R5 R5 R5 
-nas 
-nas '-nas -nas -nas 
R31 
R31 
R31 R31 R31 
-ret 
+ret +ret -ret ;ret R33 
R32 R32 R33 R32 
-rnd 
+rnd +rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd +rnd +rnd -rnd R35 
R37 R34 R38 R36 R38 R36 R37 R34 R38 
+cnt 
+cnt +cnt -cnt +cnt -cnt +cnt +cnt +cnt -cnt +vce 
-vice +vice +vice +vice +vce +vce -vice +vice +vce R28 
R23 R28 R26 R28 R29 R28 R24 R28 R26 
+pal +rais +pal 
R44 R41 R44 
-asp 
-asp -asp -asp -asp -asp -asp -asp -asp -asp R43 







[saRRa sa:Am] 'the shot that is being fired' 
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(6) ++ kutt + +adv part ++ utny + +imp ++ 
Vst I -neg Vst I -neg 
i 0 
PMIR 8 
++ k u t t + i ++ u t O y ++ 
[+G] 
+cns -cns +cns +cns -cns -cns +cns cns +cns 
-app -fnt -app -app +fnt -fnt -app -fnt +app 
+obs -med +obs +obs -med -med +obs +med -fnt 
-ret -low -ret -low -low -ret +low +med 
-fnt +fnt +fnt +bck 
-med +med +med 
+bck -bck -bck 
-ing -ing -ing -ing 
PC5 PC5 PC5 PC5 
+P-11 +P-11 +P-11 +P-11 
T9 T9 T9 T9 
0 
RA1 
-nas +app -nas -nas +app +app -nas +app -obs 
-lat -obs -lat -lat -obs -obs -lat -obs -nas 
R2 -lat R2 R2 -lat -lat R2 -lat -lat 
R1 Rl R1 R1 -ret 
R6 
+bck -ret -bck +cns +bck -bck 










-nas -nas -nas -nas 
R31 R31 R31 R31 
-ret -ret -ret -ret 
R33 R33 R33 R33 
+rnd +rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd +rnd +rnd -rnd -rnd -rnd 
R37 R34 R38 R38 R36 R37 R34 R38 R36 R38 
-cnt +cnt -cnt -cnt +cnt +cnt +cnt -cnt +cnt +cnt 
-vice +vce -vice -vice +vce +vce +vce +vice +vce +vce 
R22 R28 R21 R21 R28 R28 R28 R25 ' R28 R28 
+asp -asp -asp +asp 
R42 R43 R42 R48 
-asp -asp -asp -asp -asp -asp 










(khutthiyude] 'punch and kick' 
APPENDI CES 
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Introduction to Appendices 
As mentioned in 1.5 (p. 58), the Appendix I and 
Appendix II are regarded as informal lexicon 1 and lexicon 2 
respectively. Apart from the syntactic and morphological 
features, the verbal stems entered in Appendix I and the 
grammatical morphemes presented in Appendix II, in theory, 
have to be rendered in phonological matrices. But in the 
present appendices no such matrices are given. Instead, we 
employ the informal alphabetic symbols that are referred to 
in 1.12.3 (p. 102). 
Those items which defy the general rules that are prese- 
nted in the body of the text, are fully specified in the 
lexicons. Consider for example the verbal stem /coa /- 'die'. 
Although this stem belongs to Class I, it takes the Class II 
past tense marker. Further, the vowel element in the stem 
undergoes a change when the past tense marker is added. 
When it takes the present and future tense markers (i.e. 
Mass I markers - /iR /- and - /v /- respectively), 
the vowel element remains unaltered. But when the past 
tense marker is added, the vowel becomes a short, front, 
low one (i.e. coo - ce ). All Class II past tense mark- 
ers are in abstract forms and they realize into the actual 
phonetic forms only after the application of certain redun- 
dancy rules. But in the case of /can. / -, there is no rule 
that will supply the past tense marker t6 it. It may not 
452 
be economical to frame a rule that will operate only on 
a single item. Therefore, such exceptional cases are fully 
specified in the lexicon. In the case of the stem /cn.o / -, 
it will be specified in the lexicon as ce + tt. 
tns 
st 
In Appendix I, the verbal stems are entered according to 
the Tamil alphabetical order which The.Madras Tamil lexicon 
has used. The first column provides the verbal stems, the 
Roman numerals that immediately follow the Items represent 
the class to which a particular stem belongs to. The 
features like [ +tr 1], [ +caus 2] and [ +Vn 4] refer to the 
type of transitive, causative and verbal noun operation to 
which a particular verbal stem is subject to If a verbal 
stem has the feature [ +tr ] , then that stern is intransitive; 
if it has only the feature b -caus] (i.e. without being prec- 
eded by [ +tr]), then it is an inherently transitive one. 
If for example a verbal noun is formed by adding the suffix 
- /u/ to a stem, then that stem is marked with the feature 
[+ Vn 4]. The numeral in this feature represents the suffix 
- /u /. But there are certain verbal stems which can become 
} verbal nouns without adding any suffixes. These stems 
are simply marked with the feature [ +Vn]. That is, no 
numeral is attached with this feature. 
As mentioned in 2.4.I(c) (pp. 142 -3), there are certain 
verbal stems which do not participate in the formation of 
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imperatives; these stems are marked in the lexicon with 
the feature L -imp;; the rest of the stems are left unmarked, 
implying that they can participate in the formation of 
imperatives. 
In Appendix II, each grammatical morpheme carries the 
necessary syntactic and morphological features. If a 
grammatical morpheme is not specified for the feature [negli, 
then it can be used either for the positive or for the 




















[+tr 2], [+caus 1], 





L-imp], L+tr 4], 
[-imp], [ + tr 3], 
L-imp], 
[ +tr 4] 
[ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], 
[ +tr 3] 
' 
+tr 5] [ +caus 2 ] 
+caus 2] 
[ +caus 2] 
[ +caus 2] 








L+ n 8] 
L+Vn 8] 
[ +\in 7] 
[ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 12 
[+Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 7] 
[ +Vn 8] 















































aNt I, [ +ceus 2], [ +7n 1] 'entertain, 
support' 
arlrlaa.r I, [+tr 3 :i, [+Vn 1 ] 'look up' 
a.pokari II, [ [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'steal' 
app I, [ +tr 6 ], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'paste excessively, 
steal' 
am I, [ -imp], [tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'feel heavy' 
amay I, [ +tr 53, [ +caus 2 ],[ +Vn 7] 'become shapeful' 
[ +Vn 8] 
amar I, [ +tr 2], [ +caus 1],[ +Vn 3] 'compress' 
a.muNk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 'sink' 
[ +Vn 2] 
aNpit I, [+tr 3], [ [ +Vn 1] 'be caught' 
ayar I, [ +tr 3] [ +Vn 7] 'sleep' 
araNk I , [ +tr 1] [ +caus 1] [ +Vn 1] 'move' 
[ +Vn 2] 
aray I, [ +tr 5] [ +caus 2] [ +Vn 1] 'grind' 
araa.tt I, [+tr 3] [ +Vn 1] 'irritate' 
araav I, [ +caus 2] [ +Vn 1] 'sharpen up' 
ari [ +tr 5] 
[ +tr 6] 
[ +Vn 1] 'sift, cut' 
[ +Vn 7] 
[ +Vn 8] 
arukkuli II, [+tr 4] [+Vn 8] 'feel distas- 
teful' 
a-ruNp I, [-imp], [+tr 3] [+Vn] 
'begin to grow' 




a.ruT I, [+tr 2], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1] 
[+Vn 3] 











































[ +tr 5], 
( Vn. : 
[ +caus 
avon) 
2 ] , [+Vn 1 ] 
[ +Vn 3] 
'be crazy' 
'boil' avi 
























[ tr 3] 
[+tr 3] 
[+tr 3j 
[-imp], [+tr 3] 
[+Vn 1] 'cheat' 
[+Vn 1] 'touch' 
[ +Vn 9] 'cry' 












[+Vn 11] 'press' 
[+Vn 1] 'suffer' 
[+Vn] 'slap' 





aRi I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 7] 'know' 
aRu I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 2] ',cut' 
[+Vn 3] 
anuNk I, [+tr 3] [+Vn 1] 'groan' 
aak I, [+tr 1], L+caus 1], [+Vn 2] 'become' 
[+Vn 12] 
aat I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1 ] 'dance' 
[+Vn 2 ] 
[+Vn 12] 
aatari II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'support' 
aa.tt I, I+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'console' 
o.appit I, L+tr 3] [+Vn 1] 'get trapped' 
aamooti II, [+ca.us 2], [+Vn 8] 'sanction' 
aaY 1, [+caus 2], L+Vn 1] 'pluck' 
oa.roay I [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'search' 
[+Vn 7] 
aalaatt I, [+caus 2] [+Vn 4] 'wave auspici- 
[+Vn 10] ous lights' 
aalooci II, L+caus 2], (Vn.: oaloocanoy) 'consider' 
aal I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 9] 'rule' 
aaR I, [+tr 3] [+Vn 2] 'rest' 
icay I, [+tr 31 [+Vn 1 ] 'trip' 




I, L+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1] 'agree' 
[+Vn 2]] 
[+Vn 12] 
I, [ +tr 51, L +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'join, agree' 
[ +Vn 7 ] 
[ +Vn 8] 
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imay II, [+caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'wink' 
iyahk I, L +tr 1], [+caus 1], l +Vn 12] 'move' 
iro.Nk T, [ +Vn 12] 'feel sorry 
for' 
iroy I, [ +tr 3] [ +Vn 3] 'make noise' 
iru II, [+tr 2], [+caus 1], [+Vn 8] 'sit' 
irum I, +tr 3] [+Vn 1 ] 'cough' 
irul I, [-imp], [+tr 2], [+caus 1], [+Vn 4] 'become 
dark' 
i! ak I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 12] 'become loose' 
i1 oy II, [+tr 4], [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'get tired, 
knit' 
II, [tr 4] [+Vn 8] 'grin' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 9] 'pull' 
ikaNk I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 12j 'alight' 
iRo.y II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 83 'water' 
iRoaNc I, [+Vn 1] 'snatch' 
iRuk I, :+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 12] 'become tight' 
ini II_, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+iTn 3] 'be sweet' 
[+tr 3] [+Vn 1] 'give birth' 
ukk I, [+tr 3] [ +Vn 1 ] 'become worm 
eaten' 
r 
ucapv I, [+caus 2], t+Vn 1] 'inquire' 
ucir TI, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn] 'become alive' 
ucuïq) I, H-tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 8] 'shake' 












L+ Vn 8] 
[+Vn 1] 














































































































[ +Vn 1] 
L+Vn 1] 













[ +tr 2], 
[ +tr 3] 
[ +tr 3] 
L +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 4] 











[ +tr 1], 
[ +tr 5], 
[ +tr 3] 
[ +caus 1], 
[ +caus 2 ], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +Vn 5J 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 4] 




'roll on bed 









[-imp], [+tr 3], 
[ +caus 2], 
[+Vn 3] 
[+Vn 7] 





































! +caus 1 ] , 

























L +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 
[ +tr 6] [ +Vn 1] 
'feed (ani- 
mals only)' 








[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 9] 
[ +caus 2], L +Vn 1] 
L-imp', [+Vn 10] 














[+caus 2], (Vn.: eccarikkay) 
[+tr 3] [+Vn 4] 
[+caus2], [+Vn 8] 












[+caus 2], L+Vn 4] 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 









[+caus 2], [+Vn 5] 
[ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], L +Vn 1] 







[ +caus 2], L +Vn 1] 






eec I , 
I, 
I, 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 5] 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 










L+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 



















ott I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 1] 
[+Vn 4] 
'touch gently' 












L+tr 4], [+caus 2j, 
L+tr 6], [+ca.us 2 ] , 





L+Vn 1 ] 
[+Vn 5] 
















































































































L+caus 2], (Vn.: ka.ttirikkay) 
L -imp ] , L+tr 4 ] , [+Vn 8] 
[+tr [+Vn] 
[+tr 3; [+Vn 1] 
[...imp], L+tr 3], L+ Vn 1] 













komokomo II, L-imp], :+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'give sweet 
smell' 




L +tr 5], 
+tr 1], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 1j, 
[ +'n 1] 
L +Vn 1] 





[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
L +Vn 4] 
[ +Vn 8] 




kalakaln. II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'produce 
hilarity' 






[+tr 5], [+caus 2], 
[+caas 2], 










kavil I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2 ], [ +Vn 1; 'turn upside 
down' 
knT ny II, 
I, 
[ +tr 4j 
[ +tr 2], [+caus 1], 
[ +Vn 8] 









[ +tr 5], 
[ -imp], 
[ +caus 2], 
[+caus 2 ] 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +tr 4, 
[ +Vn 1] 
[+Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 9J 














[ +tr 3] 
[ -imp], 
[ +tr 4] 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 4] 
[ +Vn 8] 




'utter a cry, 






[-imp:, [ +tr 3], 
[+caus 2] 








[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'see, meet' 















[+caus 2], [+Vn 9] 
(Vn.: kaatal) 
[+tr 3], [+Vn 11 
[+caus 1], [+Vn 3] 
[+Vn 8] 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 4] 
[+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 





















[+caus 1], [+Vn 8] 









[+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 










[+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 
[+Vn 1] 












[+caus 2], L+Vn 1] 
[+Vn 1] 








'_lilay I, L+caus 2], L+Vn 1 ] 'sift' 
? ila.R I, L+caus 2], L+Vn 1] 'stir' 
I, [+tr 5], L+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'tea.r' 
kilukilu II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8: 'have ticklish 
feeling' 
kiRuk I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 5] 'feel giddy' 
kiRukk I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'scribble' 
kiRukiRu II, L-imp], [+tr 4], L+Vn 8; 'have faintish 
feeling' 
kiüt I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 1; 'draw' 
kucukucu II, [-imp], [+caus 2], L+Vn 8; 'whisper' 
kutt I, ]+caus 2], [+Vn] '6uff on head' 
I, [+tr 3] [+Vn 1 ] 'squat' 
kutny I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'search' 
kuti II, [+caus 2], [+Vn] 'drink' 
kutu II , [+caus 2], ( Vn. : kulukkumo ti ) 
'give' 
kui-lukk I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'make it minute' 
kutt I , [+caus 2 ] , [+Vn 4] 'punch' 
kutoNp I, [+tr 1], L+caus 1], L+Vn 1] 'be messy' 
kutaR I, L+caus 2], L+Vn l ï 'bite and detach 
with the teeth' 
kuti lI, [+tr 4], L+Vn 8] 'jump' 
kuNt I, L+tr 3], [+Vn 4] 'sit' 
kum I, L+caus 2] [+Vn 4] 'knead' 
kumotL I, [-imp], [+tr 3] L+Vn 1] 'have vomitish 
feeling' 
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kuNpiI I, [+caus 2], [+-Lin 1] 'worship' 
kurukuru II, [- imp.:, [ +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'feel irrit- 

















[+Vn 1 ] 


































































kuu7 I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1 ] 










L + tr 3], 
[+tr 4], 
[+Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1 ] 
'call' 
'shrink' 
















L+tr 5], [+caus 2], 
[+Vn 1] 



















[ +tr 3] 
[ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], 
[ -imp], [ +tr 3], 
[-E Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1] 
















[ +tr 4], 
[ +tr 3], 
[ -imp], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2 ] , 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +caus 2] 
convulsion due to 




[ +Vn 8] 'crow' 
L +Vn 1] 'kiss' 
[ +Vn 1] 'throw out' 
L +Vn l': 'tremble 
due to cold' 
LA-Vn 12] 'celeberate' 
[ +Vn ] 'chop, dig, 
peck' 
+Vn] 'boil' 
[ +Vn 8] 



































[-imp], L+tr 3], L+Vn 1_ 'peck' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 8] ''gargle' 
[+caus 2 1, (Vn.: koyyakam) 'pleat' 
[+caus 2 ] , ( Vn. : k clay) 'kill' 
[-imp], [+tr 4], L+Vn 8] 'be watery' 
[+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'become fat' 
[+tr 6], [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'entangle' 
[+tr 3] (Vn.: konnak) 'stammer' 
[+tr 3] [ +Vn 1] 'become crooked' 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 4] 'scoop' 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 9] 'string' 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'haul up' 
[+caus 2], ( Vn. : koovam) 'become angry' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'bear' 
[+caus 2 ] , [+Vn 1] 'patch up' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'meet' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'munch' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'cook' 
[+caus 2], (+Vn 8] 'manage' 
[+caus 2], (Vn.: camuca.yam) 'suspect' 
[+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'earn, save' 
[+tr 4], ( Vn. : cammatam) 'agree' 
[-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 1 
[ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'slide' 
1+1/n 7] 


























coli II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'bore' 
covo]. I, L -imp], [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'become loose' 
cavu II, [-imp), [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'get tired' 
ca] opp I, L +caus 2J, [ +Vn 1] 'jabber' 
ca]ay II, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'give up' 
cadi I, [ +tr 5], L+caus 2], [ +Vn 1 'become out 
of shape' 
coRuk I, [ +Vn 1 'slip out' 
caRukk I; [ +tr 3J, L +Vn 1 'slip' 
can_ I, [ +_ern 4] 'die' 






















coappit I, [+caus 2 , ( Vn. : caappao. lu) 'eat' 
caolvp I, (+caus 20, (coalvpalaii) 'give continu- 
ous beating' 








L+caus 2 ], 
[+ca.us 2], 
[+Vn 4] 











ci ;ullk I, 
II, 
[+tr 3] 




























t+caus 2 ] , L+Vn 8 ] 
[+tr 3], 
L+tr 5], L+caus 2] 
I, [-imp], [+tr 3], 
I, L+tr 6], L+caus 2], 
II, [+caus 2], 
I, [+caus 2], 
II, [+caus 2], 
L+caus 2], 
;+caus 2;, 
[ +caus 2], 
II, -imp_, [+tr 4] , 
II, [-imp:, L+tr 4J, 
II, 
II, 
L+tr 3 ] , 
+tr 4], 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +Vn 1] 
'issu summons 
'be muddy' 
L +Vn 4i 'destroy' 
L +Vn 1] 'scatter' 
L +Vn 1] 'spill' 
[ +Vn 8] 'think' 
[ +Vn 1] 'wink' 
[ +Vn 8] 'shave, cut 
hair' 
[ +Vn 1] 'sharpen up' 
[ +Vn 8] 'laugh' 
[ +Vn 8] 'spend' 
L +Vn 1] 'give a short 
wash' 
[ +Vn 8] 'feel cold' 
[ +Vn 8] 'blow a cool 
breeze' 
L +Vn 8] 'become red' 
L +Vn 1] 'accumulate' 
L +Vn 82 'become famous' 
II, [-imp], L+tr 4], 
I, 
II, 
[+caus 2 ] , 
(Vn.: ciiviynm) 
cir;uvnn, ciaumi, 
ci?ucu) 'become short' 
[ +Vn 11] 'get angry' 





I, L +tr 3, L +Vn l 'huff with 
.anger' 
I , [ +Vn 1J 'have sexual 
intercourse' 
II, L -imp], (Vn.: cuknm) 'enjoy' 
cult I, [+Vn 1] 'point at' 
cut. I, [+caus 2],[+Vn 4 'shoot' 
cuN7, I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1: 'roast' 
cu1la,y II, [-imp], L+tr 4J, [+Vn 8j 'feel irritatinn 
in skin' 
cujlaNk I, [+tr 1j, L+caus 1], L+Vn 12j 'get late' 
cutt I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 4j 'roll' 
cuma II, [+caus 2], (Vn.: cu[+Vn 141 'carry' 
cura I.I, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'spring' 
curuidk I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1] 'shrink' 
[+Vn 12] 
cuvny I, [+ir 6], [+caus 2], [+Vn] 'taste' 
cul I, [+tr 2 _i , [+ca.us 1], 
[+Vn 9] 'whirl' 
(cul nr + ra ) 
+tns 
+pst 
cull ï;, [+tr 6], L+caus 2], L+Vn 
8] 'draw crooked 
lines' 
cuTukk I, {-imp], L+tr 3], [+Vn 
4] 'sprain' 
cuRaNt I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 
1] 'scrape' 
cuRul I, [+tr 2], [+caus 1], [+Vn 6] 'roll' 
cuupp I , [+caus 
2 ] , [+Vn 1 ] 'suck' 
[+Vn 10] 
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cuuNp I, [ -imp], [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'wither, dry' 
cuul I, [ -imp], [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1]`'surround' 
cemi II, [-imp], L +tr 4], (Vn.: cemipo.atu) 
'digest' 
cey I, L +caus 2], (Vn.: ceykay) [ +Vn 1] 'do' 
ceruk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 5] 'insert' 
cerum I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'cough in order 
to clear the 
throat' 
ceekori II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'collect, save' 
ceemi II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'save' 
ceer I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'join' 
[ +Vn 9] 
cokk I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'absorb' 
coat I, [ +tr 6], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 4] 'drip' 
colukk I, ti+ Vn 4] 'inflict a gentle 
blow' 




cori I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 
'pour' 
col I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 4] 
'tell' 
coRi I, [+tr 6], [+caus 2], [+Vn] 
'scratch' 
cooti II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 
'decorate' 
cooti II, [+caus 
2], [+Vn 8] 'examine' 
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coor I, [+tr 3], L +Vn 4] 'get tired' 
takatoko II, [- imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'emit light 
from jewels etc.' 
tnkor I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'destroy' 
taki I [ -imp [ +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'be extremely 
warm' 
talk I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'stay' 
tart I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 4] 'knock' 
tatataÎo II, L -imp], l +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'be in a hurry' 
tolaNk I, [ +tr 1], l +caus 1], L +Vn 1] 'obstruct' 
ta.Tav I, [ +caus 2J, L +Vn 1 ] 'touch gently' 
tn]i I, [ -imp], L +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'swell' 
tn],u I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn B] 'stop' 
tatumo.aR I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'confuse' 
I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [-I-V/1 7] 'reduce' 
taNti II, L+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'punish' 
taNj, I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'collect' 
tattali II, _+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'struggle' 
tapp I, L +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'escape,- apply' 
tay II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1 ] 'sew, knit' 
toyahk i, L +tr 3], L +Vn 12] 'hesitate' 
tar I, (imp.: too), [ +caus 2], (Vn.: tarumoti) 
3'give' 
tori II, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'have a brief 
stay' 
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tarukk I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'fuss' 
taval I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] ',crawl' 
tavaR I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 4] 'fail' 
tavi II, [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'be anxious' 
tal I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 4] 'push' 
talatala II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'become loose' 
talaNp I, [-imp], [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'overflow' 
tal II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'grow' 
tolar I, [+tr 2], [+caus 1], L+Vn 1] 'become fatigued' 
to.11ao.t I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 12] be unstead' 
taTir II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn] 'grow, as a 
young plant' 
taRi II, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'chop' 
taRukkaLL[i II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'become hard' 
tannic I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'quarrel' 
tani II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 14] 'be left alone' 
taakkaatl I, [ +caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'take care of' 
taoNk I, [+caus 2], [+Un 9] 'bear' 
toaNt I, (+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'cross, jump' 
taapari [+caus 2], L+Vn 8] 'look after' 
toamati II, [+ tr 6], [+caus 2], [+ Vn 8] 'delay' 
taaloal.t I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 4] 'sing lullaby' 
taav I, [+tr 3], (+Vn 1] 'leap' 
tool I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 13] 'drown' 
taaTi II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'season' 
titukkit I, [+tr 3], [.+Vn 1] 'get frightened' 
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tikay II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'be surprised' 
tij_t I, [ +caus 2], [+Vn 4] 'Scold' 
tip aR I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'struggle' 
I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'stuff' 
tiNtaat I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 12] 'struggle' 
titti II, [ -impj, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'be excessively 
sweet' 
timiR I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'struggle to 
get free' 
tiya\Ik I, [ -imp], [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 12] 
'make dizzy' 
tiratt I, [ +caus 2], L +Vn 4] 'chase' 
I, [ -imp], L +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'become soggy' 
tirai I, [ +tr 2], [ +caus 1 ], [ +Vn 6] 'join together' 
tiri I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'wander' 
[ +tr 5], [ ±caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'knit, as a rope' 
tiruk I, [ +caus 2], L +Vn 1] 'squeeze' 
tiru¡. I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 5] 'steal' 
tiruNt I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], L+Vn 12] 'improve' 
tiruNp I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1 ] 'turn' 
[+Vn 12 
tiruv I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'scrape' 
tiRa II, [+ tr 6], [+caus 2], [+ Vn 8] 'ppen' 
tin I, [+caus 2 ] , ( Vn. : tiin) 'eat' 






I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'sharpen up, 
beat' 
I , [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'feed' 
I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 9] 'settle' 
tii±moani II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'decide' 
tutaNk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], ( +Vn 12] 'begin, start, 
conduct' 
tutu II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'wipe' 
tuai II, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'struggle due 
to pain' 
turli I, [ +tr 3], +Vn 3] 'attempt' 
[+1/n 7] 
tuNti II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'cut off' 
tupp I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'spit' 
turn I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'sneeze' 
turni II, [ -imp], [ +Vn] 'drizzle' 
turuturu II, [ -imp], L+tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'be agile' 
tulay I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'loose' 
tuvott I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1j 'dry' 
tuvay I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'mash' 
tu]. I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'jump, 
hop' 
tulay II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn] 'make 
a hole' 
tu],aov I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 
'mix, search' 
tu],ir II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], 
[ +Vn] 'to have many 
tender shoots' 
tuuNk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 








[ +tr 5], 
L 
[ -imp], 





2 ] , 
2], 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1 ] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 3] 
















[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
L +tr 3], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
L +tr 5], L +caus 2], 
L4Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 4] 
[ +Vn 7] 
[ +Vn 4] 
[ +Vn 1] 















[ +Vn 8] sprinkle' 
[ +Vn 9] 



















[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 3] 










[ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 9] 
teeR I, [ +tr 3], [ 







[ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 
[ +caus 2, [ +Vn 9] 
[ +caus 2], (Vn.: tolarpu) 








to:LntoiLn Iï, L-imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'blab and make 
complaints often' 






L +tr 5], [ +caus 2], 
[-imp], [ +tr 4], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +tr 5 1 , [ +caus 2], 
[ +Vn 1] 
[4-Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[4-Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 3] 
'become loose' 
'be not firm' 





[ +Vn 8] 
tool 
II, 
tt ) (imp. 
[ +caus 2], 
toor) 








[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +Vn] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 3] 






pocopp I, [ +Vn 1] 'try to make 
one to believe 
false acts' 
paci II, L -imp], [ +Vn] 'be hungry' 






II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'throb' 
II, [ +caus 2], L +Vn 1] 'serve meals' 
I, [ -imp] [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'creep' 
pali I, [ +tr 5], L +caus 2], [ +Vn 7] 'settle, study' 
[ +Vn 8] 
patu II, [+tr 4], (Vn.: patukkay) 'sleep' 
paj I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 1] 'do, make' 
porli I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2 ] , [+Vn 7] 'low down' 
patay II, [+tr 4], L+Vn 8] 'shock' 
po.taR I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'be in agitative 
and anxious mood' 
poti I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'low down, 
¡-+ Vn 7] 
[ +Vn 8] imprint' 
patui\sk I, L +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 1 ] 'hide' 
[ +Vn 2] 
patt I, [ +tr 6: , [ +caus 2], L +Vn 1 ] 'light, draw, 
burn' 
pam I, as verbal form used instead of pax, when 
scolding or in disgust. 
po.yoppit I, [ +tr 3], (Vn.: payam) 'be afraid' 
paratt I, [ +caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'spread, as seeds 
etc.' 
paraNp I, [ +tr I], L +caus 1], [+Vn 1] 'spread, as news' 
pari I, [ -imp], L +Vn 7] 'show concern' 
parukk I, [+caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'cause to drink' 
pali [ -imp] L +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'become true' 
paT ak I, (caus.: palakk; palakkuvi) L +Vn 12] 







[-imp], [+tr 4], 
[4caus 2], 
[-imp], [+tr 4], 
[+tr 4], 






















[ +tr 3], 
[ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[+tr 2], [+caus 1J, 
L +Vn 1] 
L +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 5] 

































[-imp], [+tr 4], (Vn.: panrom) 
L+caus 2], [+Vn 8_ 
[-imp], [+tr 3 ] , [+Vn 1] 
[+tr 3], [+Vn 4] 
L+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn i ] 
L +caus 2, [+Vn 1 ] 
[+tr 1], [+caus 1J, [+Vn 1j 
[-imp], [+tr 4], L+Vn 8] 
















































[ +tr 53, [ +caus 2], 
[ +tr 2], [ +caus 1], 
L +tr 5], L +ca.us 2], 
[+Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 8] 
L +Vn 1] 
L +Vn 1] 








[ +Vn 7] 






L +tr 6], 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +caus 2], 
L +caus 2 ] , 
[ +caus 2], 
L +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 9] 
L +Vn 12] 
[ +Vn] 














[ +tr 4], 
[ +tr 3], 
+tr 3], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2 ] , 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1] 
L +Vn 1] 

















[ +tr 3 ] , 
[-imp], 
+tr 5 ] , 
[ +tr 3 ?, 
[ +caus 2 ] , 
[ +Vn 1 ] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn] 









putay I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'bury' 
[ +Vn 8] 
putuppi II, [ +Vn 8] 'cause to become 
new' 
puri I, [ -imp], [ +tr 3], 'understand' 
puloNp I, [ +Vn 1] 'babble' 
puluN¡, I, [ -imp], [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'get scorched' 
puli II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'taste sour 
pu]u II, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 3] 'become worm 
[ +Vn] 
eaten' 
pui.uk I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 4] 'boastr' 
puTuTvk I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1] 'boil, sweat' 
[+Vn 2j 
puRappal I, [ tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'start to go' 
puRi I, [tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'divide' [+Vn7] 
puRupuRu II, [+tr 4], L+Vn 8] 'complain' 
puu II, [-imp], [+Vn] 'flower' 
puuc I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 5] 'paint, smear' 
puuTA I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 4] 'lock, shut' 
puur I, [+tr 2], [+caus 1], L+Vn 1] 'enter, insert' 
puuri I, [-imp], [+tr 4], L+Vn 8] 'be extremely 
happy' 
pey I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'rain, urinate' 
peru II, [+tr 4], [+Vn 13] 'become large' 
peruk I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], (+Vn 12] 'increase' 
peR I [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'give birth' 
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peec I , 
I, 
I, [ +tr 4], 
II, [ +tr 4], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +Vn 5] 
[ +Vn 1] 












[ +tr 5], 
L+tr 3], 
[ +tr 6], 
( +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1] 
'uproot, chop' 
'defecate' 







[ +tr 1], 
[ +tr 3], 
[ +caus 1], 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1] 
'ooze' 
'be burnt, as pocuNk 







[ +tr 3], 
[ -imp], 
[ -imp], 
[ +tr 5 ], 
[ +tr 1], 
[ +caus 2], 
l +tr 3], 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +caus 2], 
L+caus 1], 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ 4] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn] 
[ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 1 ] 












[ +Vn 12] 
poli I, 
I, 
[ -imp], [ +tr 3], 
[ +caus 2 ] , 
[ +Vn 7] 
[ +Vn 1] 
'become increased' 
'make small 





[ +tr 6], [ +caas 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
( +Vn] 
[ +Vn 8] 






I, [+tr 3], 





pool I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'drop' 
poor II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 9] 'cover' 
makii.i II, [-imp] [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'sprain' 
mokk I, [-imp], [+Vn 1] 'decompose' 
moNk I, [-imp], [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'decline, 
diminish' 
maci I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'crush, mash' 
macuk I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1 ] 'hang around' 
motaìvk I, [+tr 1 ]; [+caus 1], [+Vn 1] 'bend' 
moto.ma lo II, L-imp ], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'make nmise' 
mali I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'fold' 
mol:iil I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'assess' 
marl,a II, [ +tr 6], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 11] 'stink, 
maNi I, [- imp ], [ +Vn 1 ] 'keep away' 
maNtoot I, +caus 23, L +Vn 1 ] 'pray' 
[ +Vn 12J 
motooli II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'grow luxuri- 
ently' 
moti II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'value, respect' 
maNti II, [ -imp] L +tr 4], L +Vn 8] 'cause indigestion' 
moyaNk I, [ +tr 1], [+caus 2], [ +Vn 12] 'faint' 
mayiNt I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'hesitate' 
moro II, L -imp], L +tr 4], [ +Vn 11] 'become hard' 
marul, 1, [ +tr 2], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 7] 'be attracted' 
[ +Vn 6] 
moloy II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'be surprised' 
mallaatt I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'put upside down' 




L -imp], [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1 ] 
[ +Vn 4] 
'become blunt' 
'evade' mo upp 









[ +tr 5], 
[ +tr 3], 
[ +tr 3j, 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 
L +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 
[ +caus 2 ] , +Vn 1] 
+Vn 3] 
[ +Vn 9] 
'hide, conceal' 
'stop, obstruct' 















L +tr 2], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 3] 
[ -imp], L +tr 3], L +Vn 12] 
L +tr 2], L +caus 1], [ +Vn 8] 
[ +Vn 9j 
'change' 







L +tr 2], 
[-imp], 
[ +caus 1], L +Vn 1] 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 
L +tr 3], L +Vn 1] 
'be scared' 
'tread' 








[ +tr 2], 
[ -imp], 
L +caus 1], [ +Vn 4] 
[ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], 
'waste time' 
[ +Vn 1] 
'shine' 
minuNc 







I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], 
mint I, 
I, [ +tr 3 ] , 
II, L +tr 4], 
I, [ +tr 1], 
I, 
I, [ +tr 5], 
I, [ -imp], 
I, 
I, [ +tr 3], 
II, L + tr 43, 
I, [ +tr 33, 
I, [ -imp], 
I, [ -imp], 
I, 
I, [ +tr 1], 
II, [ -imp], 
I, [ +tr 
[ +caus 2 ] , 
[ +caus 1], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +fir 3], 
[ +tr 3], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +caus 1], 
[ +tr 4], 
[ +caus 2], 


















[ +Vn 1] 'recover' 
L +Vn 1] 'disobey' 
[ +Vn 1 ] 'strain' 
[ +Vn 8] 'struggle in 
water' 
+Vn 1] 'confine narrowly, 
invest' 
+Vn 1] 'create quarrel 








[ +Vn 1] 'urge' 
[ +Vn 4] 'collide' 
[ +Vn 4] 'become poor' 
+ Vn 8] 'murmur' 
[ +Vn 1] 'pick up a 
quarrel' 
[ +Vn 7] 'mature' 
[ +Vn 1] 'ripen, mature' 
[ +Vn 1] 'overtake, lead' 
L +Vn 12] 'thunder, sound 
like a drum' 
[ +Vn] 'grow, as a plant' 
+Vn 1] 'beat' 
[ +Vn 8] 'blink, open 
(eyes) ' 
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mu].uk I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 5] 'bathe' 
mul.uc I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'blink due to 
guilt or ignorance' 
muRo.Nt I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'be obstinate' 
muRo.y II, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'give a stern 
look' 
muRi I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'crack, break' 
[ +Vn 7] 
muRuk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 5] 'wind, saturate' 
munak I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'murmur due to 
illness' 
muni I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 7] 'be angry' 
muu II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'grow old' 
muuc I, [ +Vn 1] 'breathe heavily' 
muul I, [ +tr 6], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'close, shut' 
muutoili II, [ +tr 4], [ [ +Vn 8] 'complain' 
muu]. I, [ +tr 2], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 3] 'kindle' 
mett I, [ -imp], [ +tr 3], 'become too much' 
mey II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn] 'become true' 
meli I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 7] 'grow lean' 
meluk I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'coat with 
[ +Vn 5] 
cowdung' 
meey I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 3] 'graze, roof the 
house' 
meev I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'respect, obey' 
mott I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'take mouthful' 
may 
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II, [-imp], [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 
'enclose' 
moot I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'oppose, collide' 
yuuki II, (Vn.: yuukom) 'deduce' 
yooci II, (Vn.: yooconoy) 'think' 
vok i I, [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'hold a position' 
vaco.y I, [ +tr 5 ] , [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 7] 'bend, convince, 
induce' 
vacani IT, [ +Vn 8] 'make stories' 
vacuuli II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'collect, as tax 
etc.' 
vacciru II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'possess' 
vaNci II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'decieve' 
vati I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'filter' 
[ +Vn 8] 
varoNk I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'worship' 
[ +Vn 12 ] 
vatoNk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 'scorch, fry' 
votay II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'torture' 
vatt I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'become dry by 
evaporation or by 
draining' 
vay II, [ +caus 2], ( +Vn 8] 'keep' 
I, [ -imp], [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 4] 'pulled down' 
vayiri II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'harden' 
var I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 7] 'come' 
vayakket 
vari (imp.: vaa) 
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vari I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn i ] 'bind tightly' 
aruht I, [ +tr 1], [ +taus 1], [ +Vn 12] 'suffer; feel 
sorry' 
vali II, [ +tr 6] [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'row, convulse' 
alu II, L -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 13] 'strengthen' 
val_aNk I, l +tr 3], L +Vn 12] 'be in use' 
valatt I , [ +caus 2 ] , [ +Vn 1 ] 'cause to lie 
down' 
ve],ay I, [ +tr 5 ] , [ +caus 2], L +Vn 1] 'encircle, bend, 
[ +Vn 7] 
[ +Vn 8 ]persuade' 
va].ar I, [ +tr 5], l +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'grow' 
valavaTa II, [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'blab' 
vali I, [ +tr 5 ] , [ +caus 2 ] , [ +Vn 1] 'let drops 
[ +Vn 3] 
[ +Vn 8] scoop' 
valuk I, [+tr 1], [+caus 1], [+Vn 1] 'slip' 
[+Vn 2] 
valuNt I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'scrape' 
va]uvalu II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 8j 'be slippery' 








II, [ +caus 2 ] , L +Vn 1] 'roast, fry' 
[ +Vn 8] 
I, [+tr 33, 
I, 
II, 
[ +Vn 1] 'flee' 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'buy, get' 
[ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'read' 
I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 'wither, blight' 





I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'drip, pour' 
I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 7] 'live' 
II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'grow luxuriantly' 
vikk I, [+Vn 1] 'hiccup' 
vicaori II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'inquire' 
vicaali II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'widen' 
vicukk I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'fan, throw 
hand to strike' 
vi ¡ I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 9] 'leave' 
vitaay II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vn 8] 'feel thirsty' 
viti I, [ -imp], [ +Vn 7] 'dawn' 
vitay II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'sow' 
vim I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'sob' 
virott I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'drive away, 
[ +Vn 43 chase' 
viri I, L +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'unfold' 
[ +Vn 7] 
virooti II, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'create enmity' 
vil II, (Vn.: vilay) 'sell' 
vilak I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 'leave, expel' 
vi]_ol\tk I, [ +tr 1], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 12] 'be famous, 
shine' 
vi]att I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'evade' 
vitay I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'grow in abundance' 
viln.ya.a.t I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 4] 'play' 
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[ +tr 6], 
[+caus 2], 
[+caus 1], 
[+caus 2 ] , 
[+caus 2], 
[+tr 3], 
L +caus 2], 
[+Vn 1] 
L+Vn 9] 



















viiri ¡. I, 
II, 
T, 
[ +tr 3], 
[ -imp], [ +tr 4], 
[+caus 2], 
[ +Vn 1] 











1], L+caus 1], [+Vn 








l +tr 2], 
(Vn.: veppom) 
L +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 
[ +Vn 3] 
'be too warm' 










L +caus 2], 
[ +caus 2], 
l +tr 3], 
[ +caus 2], 
[ +tr 4], 
L +caus 2], 
(Vn.: vetti) 'win' 
[ +Vn 8] 'become bright' 
L +Vn 1] 'become pale' 
[ +Vn 9] 'wash' 
[ +Vn] 'intoxicate' 









[ -imp], [ 
[ +tr 4], 
+tr 3], (Vn.: vekkay) 'get cooked' 
L +caus 2], L +Vn 1] 'buy, get' 




nakk I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'lick' 
[+Vn 10] 
noci I, [+tr 5], [+ca.us 2], [+Vn7.1] 'press' 
nocuNk I, [+tr 1 ] , L+caus 1 ] , [+Vn 1] 'crush' 
nacca.ri II, L+caus 27, [+Vn 8] 'grumble' 
not I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 9] 'plant' 
nota II, [ +tr 2], [ +caus 1], [ +Vn8] 'walk, held, 
[ +tr 4] (Vn.: na],ay, 
no ,attay) 
conduct' 
nati II, [+tr 4], [+Vn 8] 'act' 
na.tuNk I, [+tr 3 ] , [+Vn 1 ] 'shiver' 
L+Vn 12j 
nott I, [-imp], [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'desire' 
noNp I, [+caus 2 ] , ( Vn. : nntápikkay) 'believe' 
na.ra.y II, [-imp], [+tr 4], [+Vn 1] 'become grey' 
naraa.Nk I, [ -imp], [+tr 3], L+Vn 1] 'become thin' 
na.].uv I, [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'slide, escape' 
naRukk I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'gash' 
non +caus 2], 'nibble' 
nanny I, [+tr 5], [+caus 2], [+Vn 1] 'get wet' 
naai I, [-imp], [+caus 2], [+Vn 12] 'desire' 
nantl I, [+caus 2], L+Vn 'plant' 
naaR I, [-imp], [+tr 3], [+Vn 1] 'stink' 
niccayi II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'decide' 
niNti II, [+caus 2], [+Vn 8] 'reprimand' 
nippaa i,7, I, [+caus 2 _! , [+Vn 1] 'stop, halt' 
nimiN1 I, [+caus 2], [+Vn 1 ] 'steal' 
















































































nuqukk I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 11] 'make it so tiny' 
nuroy II, [ -imp], 
I, 
I, [+tr 51, 
I, [+tr 5 ] , 
II, [+tr 4], 
I, [+tr 3], 
I, 




























I, [ +tr 5], [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'grind or pound 
[ +Vn 7] 
to small particles, 
squeeze into a restricted 
space' 
I, L +tr 1], [ +cúas 1], [ +Vnl] 'come closer; 
[ +Vn 12] 
crowd' 
neruneru II, [ -imp], [ +tr 4], [ +Vnn 8] 'have a feeling 
as of being pricked' 
neu i I, [ +tr 5 ] , L +caus 2], [ +Vn 1 'incline' 
[ +Vn 7] 
neRuNp I , L +caus 2] [ +Vn 1] 'grind one's 
teeth in sleep or anger' 
neer I, [ +caus 2] [ +Vn 11 'take a vow' 
not1_ I, [ +caus 2], [ +Vn 1] 'knock' 
noii II, L +caus 2], [ +Vn 8] 'munch; 
noNt I, [ +tr 3 ] , [ +Vn 1] 'limb' 
[ +Vn 10 ] 
noy I, [ +tr 3], [ +Vn 1] 'become loose' 
noru`k I, [ +tr 1 ] , [ +caus 1], [ +Vn 1] 'grind or pound 
nolunoTu II, [-imp], L+tr 4], 
noo I, imp], [ +tr 3], 
-- um 
( noo + k + iR ) 
+tns 
-pst 
( no + +tns ) 
+pst 
to small particles' 
[ +Vn 8] 'be succulent 
and fleshy' 
[ +Vn] 'pain' 
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APPJIvDIX II 
a [-neg, -fin, +part, -adv part (+adj part) 
L-neg, -fin, -part (+infin) ] 
a],],um [-neg, +fin, -ind, -imp (+opt) ] 
atu +fin, +ind, +part n, -pl, -hum] 
atuka] [ +fin, +ind, +part n, +pl, -hum] 
atukku] ] a [+mod, -fin, +temp adj] 
am [+fin, +ind, +I, +pl, +hum] 
[+fin, +ind, +Vn 11j 
al [ +fin, +ind, +tin 1] 
oloam [-neg, +fin, -ind, -imp (+opt) ] 
avari [+fin, +ind, +part n, -pl, +fem, +hon, +hurn ] 
avayol [-neg, +fin, +ind, +III, +pl, +mas, +fem, +hum] 
[+fin, +ind, +part n, +pl, +mas, +fem, +hum] 
ovar [ -neg , +f in, +ind, +111, -pl, +mas, +hon, +hum] 
[+fin, +ind, +part n, -pl, +mas, +hon, +hum] 
avol [-neg, +fin, +ind, +III, -pl, +fem, -hon, +hum] 
[+fin, +ind, +part n, -Dl, +fem, -hon, +hum] 
ava]ukal [-neg, +ind, +III, +pl, +fem, -hon, +hum] 
+fin, +ind, +part n, +pl, +fem, -hon, +hum] 
ovan [-neg, +fin, +ind, +III, -pl, +mas, -hon, +hum] 
L+fin, +ind, +part n, -pl, +mas, -hon, +hu.n] 
ovaNka] [-neg, +fin, +ind, +III, +pl, +mas, -hon, +hum] 
[+fin, +ind, +part n, +pl, +mas, -hon, +hum] 
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an [-neg, +fin, -ind, +imp, -eq, -hon] 
[+fin, +ind, +I, -pl, +hum] 
aa L+fin, +ind, +III, -pl, +fem, +hon, +hum] 
[-1-ne g ] 
aaNko.l [+fin, +ind, +III, +pl, +mas, -hon, +hum] 
aam [+report] 
any [+fin, +ind, +lI, -pl, -eq, -hon 
aar [+fin, +ind, +III, -pl, +mas, +hon, +hum] 
aal [ -neg, -fin, +part, +adv part, +cond] 
aaT [+fin, +ind, +III, -pl, +fem, -hon, +hum] 
aa],ukal L +fin, +ind, +III, +pl, +fem, -hon, +hum] 
clan L+fin, +ind, +III, -pl, +mas, -hon, +hup] 
i [-neg, -fin, +part, +adv part, -cond] 
[+fin, +ind, +Vn 10 ] 
icc [+Vst I, +tns, +pst, -hum] 
iya] [+fin, +ind, +II, +pl, +mas, +fem, +hum] 
iru [+asp, +perf ] 
it [+a.sp, +comp ] 
ittaal [+neg, -fin, +part, +adv part, +cond] 
iR [+Vst I, +tns , -pst, +prt, +hum ] 
in [+Vst I, +tns, +pst, +hum] 
mom [+fin, +ind, +III, +pl, +mas, +fem, +hum] 
iiNka], [+fin, +ind, +II, -pl, -eá, +hon, +hum] 
iir L+fin, +ind, +II, -pl, +eá, -hon, +hum] 
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u [ -neg, +fin, -ind, +imp, -eq, -hon] 
[ -neg, -fin, +part, +adv part, -coñd] 
[ +Vn 4] 
uNkoo [ +fin, -ind, +imp, -eq, +hon] 
utana [ +mod, +temp adj] 
utu [+fin, +ind, +III, -pl, -hum] 
um [+fin, -ind, +imp, +eq, -hon] 
[+Vst I or II, +tns, -pst, -prt, -hum] 
eNtu [+quot] 
ee [+inter] 
eelaatu [+mod, +supp, +neg] 
eelum [+mod, +supp, +neg] 
00 [+inter] 
kuutoatu [+mod, +supp, +neg] 
kuutum [+mod, +supp, -neg] 
koNtiru [+asp, +prog] 
kol [ +asp, +reflex ] 
kkiR [ +Vst II, +tns, -pst, +prt, +hum] 
cey [ +mod, +caus] 
to [ +neg, -fin, -ind, +imp 
[ +neg, -fin, +part, -adv part (+adj part) ] 
tai [ +asp, +rid] 
tulay [ +asp, +dis] 
part [ +mod, +caus] 
paar (+asp, +tri ] 
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piRaku [+mod, +temp adj] 
pool [+asp, +comp] 
pp [+Vst lI, +tns, -pst, -prt, +hum] 
ppam [+Vn 13] 
ppi [+tr 4 ] 
L +caus 2] 
ppu [+Vn 8] 
mol [+neg, -fin, +part, +a.dv part, -cond] 
may [+Vn 14 ] 
mu]-iyaatu [+mod, +supp, +neg] 
mufiai,yum [+mod, +supp, -neg] 
voy [+asp, +uti ] 
+caus] 
[+Vn 9] 
vi [+tr 3] 
[+caus 1 ] 
[+caus 2] 
vu [+Vn 73 
veerlaam [+mod, +prop, +neg] 
veelum [+mod, +prop, -neg) 
noa.Nka] [+fin, +ind, +1, +pl, +hum] 
noon [+fin, +ind, +1, -pl, +hurn ] 
nii [+fin, +ind, +II, -pl, -eg, -hon, +hum] 
niiNkal [+fin, +ind, +ïI, -pl, -eq, +hon, +hum] 
[+obs] [+Vst I, +tns, +pstj 
[+tr 1] 
[ +obs][ +obs ] 




[+Vst II, +tns, +pst] 
[+tr 2 ] 
[+Vst I or II, +tns, +pst] 
[ +Vn 2] 
[+Vn 12] 
[+obs ]u L+Vn 5 ] 
[ +obs][ +obs]al [ +Vn 3 ] 
[ +obs ][ +obs ]u [ +Vn 6 ] 
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